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Abstract 
Abstract 
In this thesis an integrated powertrain control for gearshifts on twin clutch transmissions is 
developed. 
First, a detailed model of an automotive powertrain featuring a twin clutch transmission is 
developed in Matlab/Simulink®. This model includes detailed friction models for the twin 
clutch that enable an investigation into the effects of different friction materials on the 
performance of the gearshift controller. The transmission model also includes detailed models 
of the synchronisers and thus allows a simulation of synchroniser-to-synchroniser shifts. A 
simplified phenomenological model, derived from a more complex non-linear model, is 
employed to model the hydraulic actuation of clutches and synchroniser. The thesis finds that 
the dependency of the friction coefficient on the sliding speed has an important influence on the 
gearshift quality and the performance of gearshift controller, while the absolute level of the 
friction coefficient is less important. 
Based on this powertrain model the key problems of gearshifts on twin clutch transmissions 
were identified and a control that overcomes these problems was developed. The first stage was 
to devise a gearshift control algorithm that handles single clutch-to-clutch shifts without a one- 
way (freewheeler-, overrunning-) clutch. This basic gearshift control algorithm featured a 
control of clutch slip for the engine torque transfer and a control of engine speed through engine 
torque manipulation (plus clutch pressure manipulation for downshifts). In a second stage, an 
optional transmission output torque control was developed that could be integrated in the basic 
control. The thesis shows that these control strategies are superior, in terms of shift quality, to 
conventional gearshift controls as used on planetary-type transmissions and are also robust 
against variations in the powertrain parameters (including friction coefficient) and sensor noise. 
The control strategies developed for single clutch-to-clutch shifts were extended to handle 
double and other multiple gearshifts that take place in the same transmission half. 
The thesis also investigates the other main part of gearshifts on twin clutch transmissions, the 
gear pre-selection. The thesis shows that, on power-on gearshifts, the torque reactions at the 
transmission output due to the gear pre-selection with conventional hydraulically actuated 
synchronisers can be effectively compensated for by a simple manipulation of engine torque. 
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A,,,.,, pl,,... Maximum orifice area at supply port of solenoid valve [m2] 
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A. . Hydraulic actuator piston area [m2] 
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A,,... Frontal area of spool of solenoid valve [m2] 
A, B, C, D, E, F ... Coefficients of polynomial description of kinetic friction coefficient [-] 
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c&;,,... Sum of damping rates of left and right hand side drive shaft [Nms/rad] 
C1.1.7 ... Damping rate of input shaft 1,2 [Nms/rad] 
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P and 50, gear [Nms/rad] 
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,... Damping of inertia at input of synchroniser of 2' , 4" and 6`h gear [Nms/rad] 
cs2,.... Damping of inertia at output synchroniser of 2"d, 4th and 6th gear [Nms/rad] 
cm... Damping rate of torsional damper [Nms/rad] 
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c,,,, r... Sum of damping rates of left and right hand side tyre [Nms/rad] 
c.... Damping rate of armature and spool of solenoid valve [Ns/m] 
c12... Damping rate of shaft connecting clutch 1 and 2 [Nms/rad] 
CD... Orifice discharge coefficient (solenoid valve) [-] 
C1, C2, C3... Constants used in gear pre-selection compensating control of upshift [m3], [Nm], [s2] 
d ... Diameter of spool of solenoid valve [m] 
eT... Transmission output torque error (torque control) [Nm] 
c&,,... Clutch slip crror (clutch slip control) (rad/s] 
Notation 
e,... Engine speed error (engine speed control) [rad/s] 
fit ... Rolling resistance coefficient at tyres of the vehicle ["] 
FA... Acrodynamic drag force [N] 
F ., f.. Braking force at front wheels [N] 
Fej... Braking force at rear wheels [N] 
F1.. . Tangential force at clutch [N] 
Fbf... Aerodynamic lift force at vehicle [N] 
FN... Clamp force at clutch [N] 
FNI, z... Clamp force at clutch 1,2 [N] 
FN. sl, 3, s... Clamp force at synchroniser of 1,3d and 5t' gear [N] 
FN=, 46... Clamp force at synchroniser of 2d, e, and 6t° gear [NJ 
Fa.. . Total rolling resistance force at vehicle [N] 
Fp... Rolling resistance force at front wheels [N] 
FR,... Rolling resistance force at rear wheels [N] 
Fs.,... Solenoid force [N] 
F ; nj... Force of synchroniser actuator return spring at end of idle stroke 
of the actuator piston [Nm] 
F;,... Tractive force at drive wheels [N] 
FXf.. Tractive forces at front wheels [N] 
F, 1... Tractive forces at rear wheels [N] 
Fu. .. Axle Load at front wheels [N] 
F r... Axle load at rear wheels [N] 
g... Gravitational constant [m/s2] 
GI(s), G2(s) and G3(s) ... Linear transfer functions according equations (36) to (38) 
H... Magnetic field intensity (solenoid valve) [H] 
i. .. Electric current (solenoid valve)[A] 
i, ... Gear ratio of accessory load drive [-] 
i. . . Final drive gear ratio [-] 
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is... gear ratio of gear currently engaged on the torque transmitting path [-] 
ia; Q ,,... Ratio of gear ratios of high gear (target gear) and low gear (initial gear) of gearshift [-J 
iß, 3,5... Gear ratio 1's, 3'd or 50' gear[-] 
i46... Gear ratio 2°hl, 4d' or 6th gear [-] 
J, ... Inertia of accessory loads [kgm2] 
Jct. ... Inertia at input side of clutch 1,2 [kgm2] 
JCl. 2. ... Inertia at output side of clutch 1,2 [kgm2J 
J.... Inertia of engine parts [kgm2] 
Jerunu... Inertia of gearwheels reduced to input shaft 1,2 [kgm2] 
Notation 
Jam.. Inertia of differential [kgm2] 
J l, Z,;, 4, s, 6... Inertia of gearwheels I to 6 according Figure 3.15 jkgm2) 
Jnu0,8,9,10,1I J2".. Inertia of gearwheels 7 to 12 according Figure A. 1 [kgm2] 
Inertia of all non-driven rotating part [kgm2] 
Jsl,.... Inertia (effective) at input of synchroniser of 1", 3rd and 5th gear [kgm2] 
Js,,,,,,... Inertia at output of synchroniser of 1", 3nd and 5th gear [kgm2] 
J,.... Inertia (effective) at input of synchroniser of 2"d, 4`h and 6`h gear [kgm2] 
Jam... Inertia at output of synchroniser of 2d, 4`h and 6`h gear [kgm2] 
Jai... Inertia of both driven wheels and drive shafts [kgm2j 
4..... Sum of stiffness of left and right hand side drive shaft [Nmlrad] 
kcp ... Axial stiffness (compressibility) of clutch pack [N/m] 
ki, 1,2... Stiffness of input shaft 1,2 [Nm/rad] 
kou, 2... Stiffness of layshaft 1,2 [Nm/rad] 
kR... Spring rate of actuator return spring [N/m] 
kR, a'... Combined spring rate of actuator return spring and clutch pack [N/m] 
kTD,, =, 3,4... Spring rates of stages 1,2,3,4 of torsional damper [Nm/rad] 
k,,,,.. Sum of rotational stiffness of left and right hand side tyre [Nm/rad] 
k,,... Spring rate of armature return spring (solenoid valve) [N/m) 
k, 2... Stiffness of shaft connecting clutch I and 2 [Nm/rad] 
K. d... Derivative Gain of PID controller [-] 
K;... Integral Gain of PID controller [-] 
K. . Proportional Gain of PID controller [-] 
K1, K2... Gains of linear solenoid model [PaN] 
L ... Length of air gap at armature (solenoid valve) [m] 
L, =, ", ... Length of magnetic circuit in steel (solenoid valve) [m] 
m,... Mass of air inside the engine cylinder for combustion [10-3 kg] 
mp... Mass of hydraulic actuator piston [kg] 
m,. -Mass of armature and spool of solenoid valve [kg] 
m, tAKk... Vehicle mass [kg] 
m,, ... Mass flow rate of air into intake manifold of engine [10"' kg/s] 
ih.. ... Mass flow rate of air out of the intake manifold of engine [10.3 kg/s] 
Mvehick. "" . Total vehicle mass (including inertia of non-driven wheels) [kg] 
? iMF... Magnetomotive force (solenoid valve) [A] 
N.. . Number of turns (solenoid valve) [-] 
p... Road gradient in percent [%] 
pc.. . Hydraulic pressure at clutch actuator (and at control port of solenoid valve) 
[Pa] 
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pm... Engine manifold pressure[IOSPa] 
Ps.. . Hydraulic pressure at synchroniser actuator [Pa] 
ppp, y... Hydraulic pressure at supply port (line pressure) [Pa] 
p0. .. Atmospheric pressure [1O Pa] 
Q. b, o... Net oil flow out of control port of solenoid valve [m3/s] 
Q, m.... Oil flow out of exhaust port of solenoid valve [m3/s] 
Q k... Oil flow through feedback path of solenoid valve [m3/s] 
Q,.,. .. Oil flow into valve at supply port of solenoid valve [m3/s] 
r"... Tyre radius [m] 
R... Specific gas constant [kJ/(g K)] 
R;... Inner radius of friction contact area of clutch/synchroniser [m] 
Rm... Mean friction radius of friction contact area of clutch/synchroniser [m] 
Ra... Outer radius of friction contact area of clutch/synchroniser [m] 
R. j. d ... Winding resistance (solenoid valve) [i2] 
s... Laplace variable [-] 
t. .. Variable of running time [s] 
t.,, u,... Parameter determining the length of time of the inertia phase [s] 
to,;;,... Value oft at the beginning of the inertia phase [s] 
to,., q.... Value oft at the beginning of the torque phase [s] 
T. . . Temperature [K] 
T,.... Torque from accessory loads [Nm] 
Tc... Friction torque at clutch [Nm] 
Tc,, z... Friction torque at clutch 1,2 [Nm] 
Tcla, e,. pvd... Torque at clutch 1,2 in "engaged" state [Nm] 
Tdn ... Torque at 
drive shaft [Nm] 
Tgrad ... Parameter 
defining the gradient of the reference torque trajectory [Nm] 
T ;,... Indicated engine torque [Nm] 
Tk12... Torque at shaft connecting clutch 1 and 2 [Nm] 
TkIo1,2... Torque at input shaft 1,2 [Nm] 
Tto.,, i... Torque at layshaft 1,2 [Nm] 
TL,... Loss torque at the input side of the synchroniser (clutch disengaged) [Nm] 
T.,... Transmission output torque [Nm] 
T,., k,, f .. Reference trajectory for transmission output torque control 
[Nm] 
Tsyi ... Friction torque at synchroniser [Nm] 
Tsy. 1.2 ... Friction torque at synchroniser 
1,2 [Nm] 
Tsr,, z, npvd ... Torque at synchroniser 
1,2 in "engaged" state [Nm] 
T.. ti,... Drive torque that produces a tractive force at the wheels [Nm] 
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Tm... Torque at torsional damper [Nm] 
To... (Mean-) Value of Tow sampled at the beginning of the gearshift [Nm] 
To,.,,.... Value of T sampled at the beginning of the torque phase [Nm] 
T0.;,., t,... Value of To. sampled at the beginning of the inertia phase [Nm] 
AT,... Necessary reduction in engine torque to compensate for i TOw (gear pre-selection) [Nm] 
AT,.... Change in Ta,,, due gear pre-selection [Nm] 
vv... Solcnoid Input Voltage [V] 
vs. ksl; ... Output of clutch slip controller [V] 
vs. t ... Output of engine speed controller [V] 
vS. LTMW... Output of torque controller [V] 
. Longitudinal velocity of vehicle [m/s] 
AV ... Differential velocity across clutch [m/s] 
V,,,... Volume of engine manifold [m3] 
V0 ... Constant voltage offset depicted in Figure 3.25 (solenoid valve) [V] 
V 0... Initial volume of feedback chamber (solenoid valve) [m3] 
Maximum orifice width at exhaust port of solenoid valve [m] 
x, n.,... Maximum displacement of spool of solenoid valve [m] 
xp... Piston travel of hydraulic actuator [m] 
xp,,... Position travel where actuator piston is in contact with clutch pack [m] 
x,... Displacement of synchroniser actuator rod [m] 
Displacement of synchroniser actuator rod where mechanical locking starts [m] 
x, 1y... Maximum orifice width at supply port of solenoid valve [m] 
X,... Displacement of armature/spool of solenoid valve [m] 
X, ... Position of solenoid valve spool where supply port opens/closes 
[m] 
x2... Position of solenoid valve spool where exhaust port closes/opens [m] 
z... Number of frictional contacts of clutch/synchroniser [-] 
a... Cone angle of friction surface at synchroniser [deg] 
a, od... Angle of road gradient [deg] 
13... Bulk modulus (solenoid valve) [Pa] 
41 and 4 ... Damping parameters of linear transfer 
functions of the solenoid valve ["] 
ilA c... Efficiency of accessory load drive [-] 
il DR... Efficiency of the differential [-] 
rlrewx1... Efficiency of gear box 1 ["] 
tlS. t., Z... Efficiency of gearbox 2 [-] 
©... Throttle Angle (denoted as "alpha" in figures) [deg] 
©... Output of engine speed controller manipulating throttle angle [deg] 
Notation 
It ... Friction coefficient (static or kinetic) [-] 
xk... Kinetic friction coefficient at Clutch/Synchroniser [-] 
p,... Static friction coefficient at Clutch/Synchroniser ["] 
P4 ... Permeability of air [Wm] 
p1j ... Density of surrounding air [kg/m'] 
p.. Density of oil (hydraulic actuator) [kg/m'] 
a... Spark advance in engine (denoted as "SA" in figures) [deg BTDC] 
a... Output of engine speed controller manipulating spark advance [deg BTDC] 
cp,... Angular displacement at input side clutchl [rad] 
9,2 ... Angular displacement at input side clutch 2 [rad] 
q .... Angular displacement at output side of clutch I [rad] 
9,2.... Angular displacement at output side of clutch 2 [rad] 
cp.. Angular displacement at input side of the differential [rad] 
gD,;,,,... Angular displacement at the drive shaft [rad] 
cpc... Angular displacement at engine side (crankshaft) [rad] 
91.1.2... Angular displacement at input shaft 1,2 [rad] 
cp 1.2... Angular displacement at output side of synchroniser 1,2 [rad] 
9, L-... Angular displacement of wheel (tyre surface) [rad] 
cp, 1... Angular displacement at the wheels (rims) [rad] 
z91 ... Boundaries for torsional clutch damper stages [rad] 
$ .. Magnetic flux (solenoid valve) [Wb] 
xxi 
w... Joint speed of both clutch/synchroniser halves when clutch/synchroniser is engaged [rad/s] 
o ... Speed at input side of clutchl [rad/s] 
w.... Speed at output side of clutchi [rad/s] 
w, 2 ... Speed at input side of clutch 2 [rad/s] 
w.. . Speed at output side of clutch 2 [rad/s] 
. Speed at input side of differential [rad/s] 
wD,;,,.... Speed at drive shaft [radls] 
co ... Engine speed [rad/s] 
0),,, f .. Reference engine speed trajectory (engine speed control) [rad/s] 
w., o... value of engine speed at t,; ß [rad/s] 
wte r2,,, 6 ... Speed of gearwheel 2,4,6 according to Figure 3.15 [radls] 
wj , 10.12 ... 
Speed of gearwheel 8,10,12 according to Figure A. 1 [rad/s] 
w1g1,2... Speed at input shaft 1,2 [rad/s] 
Notation xxll 
wo11,2... Speed at output shaft 1,2 [rad/s] 
W, ek... Equivalent vehicle speed [rad/s] 
wwb",... speed at the wheels [rad/s] 
A(a ... Differential angular speed across the clutch 
(clutch slip) [rad/s] 
Aw,. f ... Reference value for clutch slip controller 
[rad/s] 
(ut, 0)3 and a2... Frequency parameters of the linear transfer functions of the solenoid valve [-] 
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Introduction 
I 
In times where people become more aware of problematic issues connected to the automobile 
such as environmental pollution, shortages of resources and traffic congestions, the need for 
new technologies to escape these problems increases. In particular for an automobile the exhaust 
emissions, the fuel consumption and driveability are major concerns of the automotive 
development. Since restrictions on exhaust emissions through legislation will get stricter and the 
requirements concerning fuel economy will rise, there is an increasing need to improve the 
design and the operation of a variety of components in an automobile. The automotive 
component that offers the greatest potential for improvements with regard to fuel consumption 
and exhaust emissions is the automotive powertrain containing engine and transmission. 
To ensure proper operation of the driveline in terms of low exhaust emissions and fuel economy 
whilst guaranteeing fast response to the driver commands, the driving environment and its 
interaction with the driver and the vehicle has to be taken into account. New electronic 
powertrain management devices can help to coordinate the operation of engine and transmission 
in an intelligent way to ensure optimum driveability, efficiency and environmentally 
friendliness of the automobile, taking into account a varying driving environment. However, 
this powcrtrain management approach requires the installation of an automatic transmission in 
the powertrain, which enables the controller to manipulate engine power, select the gear ratio 
and the point of the gear change independently of the driver. Manual transmissions, although 
still superior with regard to their mechanical efficiency, suffer from the intrinsic disadvantage of 
leaving the choice of gear and shift point to the driver who, on average, cannot achieve the same 
performance (fuel consumption and driving performance) as provided by an automatic 
transmission. One current aim of the automotive industry is to find new automatic transmission 
concepts that offer the above-mentioned advantages, however, with increased mechanical 
efficiency, thus closing the efficiency gap to the manual transmission. 
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1.1 Transmission Concepts - An Overview and 
Discussion of Characteristics 
The following summary will give an overview of the most important transmission concepts that 
are currently in production or under investigation. The main characteristics are distinguished 
and advantages are compared. Due to the importance for the work, the question of how 
gearshifts are executed and its effects on drivability is given special emphasis in the 
comparison. Table 1.1 gives an overview of the transmission family and compares the following 
characteristics: gear ratios, capability for powershifts, mechanical layout, common start devices, 
gearshift principle and provides a chart showing qualitatively the tractive effort during an 
upshift. 
The transmission family depicted in Tablel. 1 compares the following transmission layouts: the 
continuously variable transmission (CVT), the planetary type automatic transmissions (AT), the 
twin clutch transmission, which is also known as dual clutch transmission (DCT), the automated 
manual transmission with a second assisting clutch (AMT-2), the normal automated manual 
transmission (AMT) and the manual transmission (MT). Apart from the CVT where the gear 
ratio can be varied continuously by changing the radius of a push belt or roller running on the 
variator, all other transmissions have fixed gear ratios that are engaged discretely. As can be 
seen from the tractive force (or effort) chart for an upshift, the CVT offers a smooth gearshift, 
which maintains traction throughout the change of gear ratios and that can be barely noticed by 
the driver. This also allows an optimal matching of engine and transmission operation and 
provides in theory a very good fuel economy. However, in practice due to the requirement for 
high hydraulic pressures at the actuator of the variator, the overall efficiency is greatly reduced 
cancelling the theoretical advantages. The conventional planetary type automatic transmission 
(AT) also offers gearshifts without an interruption in traction (i. e. powershift) but it achieves 
this in a different way as compared to the CVT. The gearbox itself contains planetary gearsets, 
where the single elements such as sun gear, planetary carrier and ring gear have to be coupled to 
each other (or have to be retained against the gearbox housing) through friction or one-way (i. e. 
frcewheeler-, or overrunning-) clutches to realise different gear ratios. A gearshift can be 
accomplished by changing between friction clutches or one-way clutches in a so-called clutch- 
to-clutch shift. How many friction clutches or one-way clutches are involved in the gearshift 
depends on the mechanical layout of the geartrain. Since this kind of transmission often contains 
several clutches usually of wet type, hydraulic energy has to be provided and clutch drag is 
created due to the oily environment. 
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Table 1.1 Overview of transmission concepts and their characteristics 
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This circumstance, together with the hydraulic torque converter that is commonly used as a start 
device, is responsible for the low mechanical efficiency of a planetary-type transmission. The 
problem of the low mechanical efficiency has led to the investigation of a couple of alternatives, 
which are all in a way related to the layout of a manual transmission. The manual transmission 
(MT) comprises simply gear sets, synchronisers to engage the gears and a friction clutch for 
launching the vehicle. This simple mechanical layout results in superior mechanical efficiency 
compared to the two previously described transmissions. 
In a first approach it was attempted to simply take the layout of the manual transmission and 
convert it to an automatic transmission by robotizing the actuation of synchroniser and start 
clutch. This resulted to the concept of the automated manual transmission (AMT), which comes 
with either a hydraulic or an electric actuation of dry clutch and synchronisers. In particular the 
electric actuation offers good efficiency, on the other hand, it lacks the response speed and 
actuator forces of the hydraulic actuation of similar size. By combining the mechanical 
simplicity of the manual transmission with the automatic gear selection and gear change, the 
overall fuel consumption could be drastically reduced to a level even below that of the manual 
transmission. However, as can be seen from the chart showing the tractive force during an 
upshift in Table 1.1, both the manual transmission and the automated manual transmission show 
an interruption in traction at the wheels during the gearshift. This is a result of the necessary 
disengagement of the friction clutch during the gear change, thus making the transmission 
torque-free and enabling a change of synchronisers. This circumstance restricted the application 
of the automated manual transmission to heavy-duty vehicles, performance cars and to some 
extent to small cars, where the driver might accept an interruption in traction. 
A step in developing the concept of the AMT further and thus eradicating the one principle 
disadvantage, the lack of powershifting capability, was to add a 2d clutch to the AMT thus, 
creating the interruption-free AMT (i. e. AMT-2). The second clutch can be engaged whilst the 
main clutch is disengaged to provide some fill-in torque. In detail, the second clutch is also 
connected to the engine and is coupled to the output of the transmission via a fixed gear stage 
(lowest gear ratio in the transmission) or is simply connected to the output via the highest gear. 
The fact that only the lowest gear ratio is used explains that only little torque is transferred 
during the gearshift as can be seen from the traction chart in Tablel. l. Thus, by offering some 
traction throughout the shift, the gearshift can be smoothed making the change in gear ratio less 
noticeable to the driver. This provides an improvement over the normal AMT but still does not 
offer the true powershift capability of the planetary type automatic transmission. Also, the shifts 
on the AMT-2 require two clutch changes, one at the beginning from the main clutch to the 2nd 
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clutch and one at the end of the gearshift that changes back to the main clutch. Hence, the 
principle of the gearshift is different from that of a clutch-to-clutch shift. 
The concept that seems to be most promising in solving all the shortcomings of the other 
transmission types introduced so far, by combining good mechanical efficiency with true clutch- 
to-clutch powershit capability, is likely to be the twin clutch transmission. The discussion of 
the principle and characteristics of this transmission type forms the content of the next section. 
1.2 The Twin Clutch Transmission 
As already mentioned in the previous section the twin clutch transmission attempts to combine 
advantages of an automated manual or manual transmission (high efficiency, simplicity and 
small rotational inertias) with the advantage of planetary type automatic transmissions (power 
shifts). The principle of the twin clutch transmission originates in a patent by Kegresse back in 
1939 [Kegresse 1939 (Patent DE 894 204)] and is depicted in Figurel. l. The idea behind this 
transmission concept is to split a manual gearbox into two separate sub-gearboxes. One sub- 
gearbox, or half of the transmission, carries the odd gear ratios (gearbox I in Figure . 1) whilst 
the other one carries the even gear ratios. Each of the two halves of the twin clutch transmission 
is connected to the engine through a separate friction clutch (clutch 1 and 2 in Figurel.! ). 
Clutch 1 
Gearbox 1 
Gear 1,3,6 
Drive Driven 
Gearbox 2 
Gear 2,4,6 
Clutch 2 
Figure 1.1 Principle of the twin clutch transmission 
The torque of both transmission halves is gathered at the output of the transmission by a gear 
stage meshing with output gears located in the two halves. Gearshifts can be accomplished as 
clutch-to-clutch shifts by changing from one sub-gearbox to the other, thereby retaining full 
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traction at the wheels. Comparing the tractive effort charts in Tablel. I for the twin clutch 
transmission and the conventional automatic transmission (AT) reveals that the tractive force 
profiles of both clutch-to-clutch shifts are in principle similar thus, full powershift capability is 
provided by the twin clutch design. The sub-gearboxes of the twin clutch transmission comprise 
simple gear sets and synchronisers such as found on conventional manual gearboxes. This 
mechanical design offers superior mechanical efficiency compared to that of planetary-type 
automatic transmissions equipped with a hydraulic torque converter. This difference in the 
mechanical layout explains why the twin clutch transmission is so interesting from an 
economical and driving performance point of view. Similar to the AMT, the actuation of 
clutches and synchronisers can be accomplished by a hydraulic or electric system. Especially, 
the combination of dry friction clutch and electric actuation would be beneficial in terms of 
overall efficiency. However the currently preferred approach still seems to be wet friction 
clutches in combination with a hydraulic actuation, offering better controllability and smoother 
engagements. 
The automatic control of the two friction clutches during gearshifts has to be performed with 
great care and is a difficult task to achieve. In the early development phases, the twin clutch was 
operated manually through foot pedals. In the mid eighties, the concept of the twin clutch 
transmission was picked up again but the electronic control of the two clutches remained 
difficult thus, preventing commercial production of the transmission. Also, the inherent 
disadvantage of skipping one gear (i. e. multiple gearshifts such as from 4th to 2" gear) without 
disengaging the torque-transmitting clutch was considered a major shortcoming. The advent of 
faster and more capable electronics at the end of the nineties led to new interest in the twin 
clutch design from all major car and transmission manufacturers. In the year 2003, the twin 
clutch transmission was finally put into production for the first time. This gearbox was 
presented in [Rudolph et at 20031 and featured a combined twin clutch at the input of the 
transmission and conventional cone-type synchronisers. The twin clutch was of wet type and the 
actuation of both twin clutch and synchronisers was hydraulic. 
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1.3 Powertrain Controls and the Integrated Powertrain 
Control Approach 
Table 1.2 gives an overview of the different control tasks evolving during the operation of a 
vehicle powertrain. In the past, engine and automatic transmission were controlled separately. 
Thus, for example, on the engine side control tasks such as control of fuel injection, throttle 
angle and/or control of spark advance on a spark ignition (SI) engine, were designed with the 
single aim of providing a certain torque at the crankshaft, based on the driver input via 
accelerator pedal. Other classic control tasks in the engine environment are, for example, control 
of engine speed during idle running or, on SI engines, the control of knocking in the combustion 
and the control of the air/fuel ratio X. The classic task of the transmission controller was to 
select the appropriate gear to provide the propulsion power requested by the driver. Other tasks 
of the transmission controller were the control of the gearshift (i. e. the actual gear engagement 
process and change of gears) and if equipped with a start clutch instead of a hydraulic torque 
converter, the control of the vehicle launch. These control tasks are listed in the first row of 
Table 1.2 and are described briefly in the following paragraphs. 
TransmissionlPowertrain Control Tasks 
(fixed gear ratio transmissions) 
Control Tasks: 
Description: 
Objectives: 
Controls 
Shift schedule/ Gearshift Start 
Powertrain management 
Selection of gear! 
Engine power 
Optimal driving performance, 
Low fuel consumption. 
Low exhaust emissions, etc. 
Gear ratio/ 
Engine torque/speed 
Change of 
Gears 
High shift quality, 
Minimum loss in traction, 
Low clutch wear, etc. 
Clutch torque and 
Engine torque/speed 
Vehicle 
launch 
Smooth vehicle launch. 
Good hill start/hold, 
Low heat production, etc. 
Clutch torque and 
Engine torque/speed 
Table 1.2 Transmission and powertrain control tasks 
Shift Schedule/Powertrain Management 
The powertrain is controlled to optimise control objectives such as minimum fuel consumption, 
low exhaust emissions etc. If the control strategy involves only local transmission control tasks 
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(i. e. gear selection), then the control scheme is often denoted by the term "shift schedule". 
However, if the powertrain control strategy also actively manipulates engine torque and speed in 
addition to the selection of a gear ratio, then this is denoted here as powertrain management. 
Control of the Gearshift 
The control of the gearshift is necessary when a change in gear ratio on the transmission is 
required. There are various objectives in achieving a good gearshift (e. g. low vehicle jerk, 
minimum loss in traction at the wheels etc. ). Again, this can be achieved through a local 
transmission control strategy alone. This involves the control of shift elements on the 
transmission (e. g. clutches, synchroniser etc. ). However, to improve the gearshift control 
strategy, the engine can be included in the control strategy, involving either a manipulation of 
engine torque or a control of engine speed or a combination of both, depending on the degree of 
sophistication of the control strategy. 
Start Control strategy 
If a device other than a hydraulic torque converter is used for the vehicle launch (e. g. start 
clutch), then this device requires a controller as well. Again, one can distinguish between a 
"local control strategy", restricted to the control of the start device only, and a control scheme 
where the engine is controlled as well. Various control objectives such as good launch 
characteristics and low energy dissipation, often require the active control of engine torque and 
speed. 
At the end of the eighties and beginning of the nineties, car manufacturer started to realise the 
potential of an integrated powertrain control concept, where both engine and automatic 
transmission are controlled in a combined way. This step helped to improve vehicle driveability 
and fuel consumption in order to satisfy the growing request for a smooth drive feel and 
increased economy by the customer. Some early steps in that direction are described in [Lorenz 
et al. 1988] where the authors showed that an engine torque control (torque reduction by 
retardation of spark advance) during gearshifts of an automatic transmission could improve the 
shift quality. In [Schwab 1990] transmission control strategies were reviewed and some of the 
benefits of employing electronic control to local transmission control tasks, including the 
benefits of an integration of engine control, are listed. The author emphasises again that an 
engine torque control has to be included in the control of gearshifts in order to improve the shift 
quality. Also, some new transmission concepts were reviewed and various requirements 
concerning the controller were given. Among these transmission concepts, the twin clutch 
transmission and its advantages (greater efficiency, less complexity etc. ) was listed, but it was 
stated that an automation and therefore control turned out to be difficult and "can only be 
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reasonably achieved with an electronic control scheme" [Schwab 1990] (compared to a 
conventional fully hydraulic control scheme). [Narumi et al 1990] stated that "modem control 
theories", which make use of an integrated control approach are necessary to improve shift 
quality. The authors also demand "intelligent" control techniques for gear selection (shift 
schedule) in order to predict the road conditions and driver intentions - fuzzy control is 
proposed by the authors as a solution to this problem. 
1.4 Map of the Thesis 
Chapter 1 has started with a brief introduction on twin clutch transmissions and powertrain 
control concepts. 
This first introductory chapter is followed by a review of literature on gearshift control and 
powertrain modelling in Chapter 2. Chapter 2 concludes with a summary of findings of the 
literature review and with the aims and objectives of this thesis. 
In Chapter 3 the powertrain model is developed in detail. At the beginning of the chapter the 
engine model is described. This is followed by a detailed development of the model of the twin 
clutch transmission including hydraulic actuation. After that, the remainder of the powertrain 
model is explained and a first simulation result is presented at the end of the chapter. 
A basic control algorithm for single gearshifts on twin clutch transmissions is developed in 
Chapter 4. The chapter starts with an analysis of the problems associated with conventional 
gearshift control as used on planetary-type transmissions. The gearshift control is then 
developed for upshifts and downshifts and its operation and advantages are demonstrated based 
on simulation results. The chapter ends with an explanation of the detailed layout of the 
proposed controller and an investigation into its robustness. 
The controller developed in Chapter 4 is then extended in Chapter 5 to incorporate torque 
control. At the beginning of this chapter the motivation for torque control is explained, followed 
by a detailed description of how the torque control can be integrated in the basic gearshift 
control strategy. The advantages of the torque control are demonstrated based on simulation 
results. At the end of the chapter, again, the layout of the controller is explained and its 
robustness is investigated. 
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In Chapter 6 the control of single gearshifts developed in Chapters 4 and 5 is extended to cope 
with doublelmultiple gearshifts. This is demonstrated based on simulation results for a couple of 
multiple downshift and upshift cases. 
Chapter 7 treats the topic of gear pre-selection on twin clutch transmissions. The problems 
associated with employing hydraulically actuated synchronisers for gear pre-selection, are lined 
out at the beginning of this chapter and a control strategy that compensates for these problems is 
developed subsequently for upshifts and downshifts. At the end of this chapter the robustness of 
the proposed compensating control strategy is investigated. 
Finally, the findings of this work are summarised in Chapter 8. 
Chapter 2 
Chapter 2 
Review of Literature 
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This chapter reviews the literature of mainly two key areas, the control of gearshifts and the 
dynamic modelling of powertrains. The first section (Section 2.1) reviews gearshift control 
concepts as found on fixed gear powershift transmissions (i. e. planetary-type and twin clutch 
transmissions). This section is split into three subsections, the first one gives an introduction to 
powershißs, the second one reviews "local" gearshift control concepts and the third subsection 
reviews "integrated powertrain control" concepts applied to gearshifts. 
The following main sections review control issues specific to twin clutch transmissions (Section 
2.2), the control of gearshifts on automated manual transmissions (Section 2.3) and shift quality 
metrics in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 discusses the issue of torque measurements versus 
mathematical observation and Section 2.6 reviews the literature on powertrain modelling. This 
section reviews literature firstly, on powertrain modelling issues in general and then secondly, 
on engine and transmission modelling (including hydraulic actuation) specifically. 
The chapter ends with a section of conclusions from the literature review (Section 2.7) and 
finally, a section stating the aims and objectives of this thesis (Section 2.8). 
2.1 Control of Gearshifts on Powershift-Transmissions 
This section reviews gearshift control concepts for powershift transmissions (AT, DCT), found 
in the literature. The first subsection reviews the principle of powershifts and points out the key 
differences between powershifts on planetary-type automatic transmissions and twin clutch 
transmissions. The first of the two following subsections reviews "local" gearshift controls and 
the subsequent section reviews gearshift controls that make use of the "integrated powertrain 
control" approach. What distinguishes the two approaches will now be explained briefly: Since 
nearly all of today's production automatic transmission controllers integrate the engine to some 
degree in their gearshift control strategies, mainly in the form of a simple reduction of engine 
torque, the distinction between local and integrated control strategy is made here in a wider 
sense. If the gearshift control strategy involves an active manipulation of engine controls such 
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as throttle angle (SI-engine) or fuel injection (Diesel engine) in a closed-loop control, then it 
will be referred to as an "integrated powertrain control". On the contrary, control schemes that 
only make use of simple open-loop engine torque reduction techniques, in conjunction with a 
manipulation of the actuation pressure at the shift elements on the transmission, will be treated 
as "local" gearshift control strategies. 
2.1.1 Brief Introduction to Clutch-to-Clutch Powershifts 
The key feature of conventional planetary-type automatic transmissions and twin clutch 
transmissions is the powershift capability, which means that there is no interruption in the 
tractive forces at the wheels during the gearshift. On conventional planetary-type transmissions 
and twin clutch transmissions a gearshift can, in principle, be carried out as a "clutch-to-clutch" 
shift, i. e. shifting from a clutch carrying the original gear to a clutch carrying the target gear, 
without disconnecting the engine from the wheels. 
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Figure 2.1 Principle of a conventionally controlled clutch-to-clutch power-on upshift 
To make the concept of a clutch-to-clutch powershift clear, the example of a power-on (i. e. 
throttle on) upshift is briefly explained based on a conventionally controlled power-on upshift, 
which makes use of simple pressure ramps and does not involve a manipulation of the engine 
(see Figure2.1). The power-on upshift is also often used in the literature as a gearshift example 
to demonstrate the operation of the proposed control strategy. For a more detailed explanation 
of powershifts please refer to Chapter 4. 
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The power-on upshift starts with a "torque phase", where engine torque is transferred from the 
offgoing (clutch I in Figure2.1) to the oncoming clutch (clutch 2 in Figure2.1) carrying the 
target gear (i. e. a gear higher than the original one). This transfer of engine torque between the 
two clutches results to a drop in the transmission output torque according to the change in gear 
ratio. In the following inertia phase the engine is synchronised (i. e. decelerated) to the speed 
level of the new gear. The deceleration of the engine can be accomplished through an increase 
in torque at the oncoming clutch (clutch 2) beyond the level necessary for transmitting the 
engine torque. The deceleration of the engine inertia transfers torque to the transmission output 
and results to a "hump" in the transmission output torque profile and increased vehicle jerk at 
the transition between torque and inertia phase. 
The dynamics of clutch-to-clutch shifts and the influence of application timing of the two 
clutches were investigated in principle in [Förster 1991]. In this treatise, also the improvement 
of shift quality through engine torque reduction was discussed. Furthermore, differences in the 
dynamics of clutch-to-clutch shifts between layshaft transmissions, such as the twin clutch 
transmission and planetary-type transmissions were discussed. One finding was, that the inertia 
of planetary gears can have a considerable influence on the dynamics of the clutch-to-clutch 
shift leading to a smoother transmission output torque profile and longer shift times (upshifts) 
compared to a layshaft design. The torque converter was also found to be beneficial to the shift 
quality when the lock-up clutch (device that enables a mechanical locking of the two halves of 
the torque converter) was disengaged during the inertia phase, leading to decreased inertia at the 
transmission input. The use of two or more planetary gearsets can also mean differences in the 
gearshift dynamics. Shifting between different planetary gearsets ("group change") requires 
control of several clutches/brakes and can produces a severe decrease in transmission output 
torque. To avoid this problem, certain requirements concerning the mechanical layout and 
procedure of the gearshift have to be considered. If these requirements are fulfilled, the shift 
between planetary gearsets can then be executed as a "pseudo-group change", which can be 
handled like a clutch-to-clutch shift. 
A key difference in the practical aspects of the control of clutch-to-clutch shifts between 
planetary-type and twin clutch transmissions is given by the lack of a one-way or overrunning 
clutch on twin clutch transmissions. These devices can help to a smooth transfer of engine 
torque in the torque phase by disengaging precisely at the time where the oncoming shift 
element (i. e. clutch) is able to carry the full engine torque. Any further engagement of the 
offgoing clutch beyond this point would lead to the creation of a negative torque contribution by 
this clutch and thus, would result in a larger drop in transmission output torque. 
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The above listed differences make it necessary to modify some of the clutch-to-clutch 
techniques applied to planetary-type gearboxes. Also, on twin clutch transmissions a pre- 
selection of the target gear on the torque-free half of the transmissions needs to be accomplished 
in addition to the clutch-to-clutch shift. 
2.1.2 Gearshift Control - Local Transmission Control 
Strategies 
As mentioned before the "local" gearshift control approach contains all control strategies that do 
not involve an active manipulation of throttle angle or fuel injection by the controller. However, 
simple engine torque reduction can be part of the local gearshift control. 
The techniques for local gearshift control can be divided into two sections: 
- Open-loop control (majority of production transmissions), where the gearshift is 
controlled based on clutch pressure profiles as functions of transmission and engine 
variables. 
- Closed loop control methods, where transmission (or engine variables) are controlled to 
track specified reference trajectories. 
Open-Loop Control Concepts 
Open-loop control methods for gearshifts on automatic transmissions are basically simple 
concepts that involve application of look-up tables. In these look-up tables the hydraulic clutch 
pressure profiles and values for engine torque reduction are stored as functions of various 
engine and transmission variables such as throttle angle, engine speed, engine torque, 
transmission input/output speed, selected gear etc. (Figure2.2). 
The clutch pressure profiles can also be functions of the transmission oil temperature to account 
for changes in the friction coefficients at the clutches. These pressure profiles normally have the 
shape of ramp functions and the parameters of those ramp function i. e. slope and time span need 
to be adjusted manually during time-consuming calibration tests. These methods still prevail 
with production transmissions. Although sometimes relatively good results can be achieved in 
terms of shift quality, such open-loop gearshift control cannot per se account for parameter 
variations and changes in the driving situation that have not been considered at the time of the 
calibration. 
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Figure 2.2 Example of an open-loop control concept in an automatic transmission 
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Open-loop control strategies for twin clutch transmission were described in [Webster 1981, 
Flegl et al. 1982, Flegl et al 1987, Op de Beck et al. 1983]. In [Webster 1981] each upshift and 
downshift was controlled by its own open-loop timing circuit and the time delay in releasing the 
offgoing clutch was a function of the throttle position. This was found to be vital to a smooth 
gear change. Furthermore to overcome poor rollout shifts (when coming to rest the gearbox 
would change down through all the gears and then disengage the clutch) and bad shift 
performance under heavy braking (not enough time to complete the full gearshift sequence and 
thus danger of stalling the engine exists), speed sensitive clutch disengagement was employed. 
The controller of the twin clutch transmission presented in [Flegl et al. 1982] processed engine 
speed, engine load, accelerator pedal position, program selection, engaged gear, transmission 
speed as input variables to determine clutch pressure, timing of clutch and shift rail 
(synchronisers) application. The average time of the total gear change including disengagement 
of the previous gear after the clutch-to-clutch shift was about 0.4 to 0.7 seconds, whereas the 
actual clutch-to-clutch shift took about 0.3 to 0.5 seconds. In order to avoid longitudinal shocks, 
the clutch pressure profile was modified to be a function of the engine load. The same 
transmission has been described in [Flegl et al 1987], where the authors emphasised the strong 
influence of the pressure profiles at both clutches during the gear change on shift quality. 
Therefore the pressure profiles were made to be dependent on the engine speed and throttle 
position. In [Op de Beck et al. 1983. ] the synchronisation during the inertia phase was executed 
by manipulating the clutch pressure depending on the engine torque and on the nature of the 
shift (up- or down shift). 
To overcome the deficits of open-loop control strategies in terms of a lack of adaptability to 
disturbances, methods of parameter adaptation and optimisation have been developed that allow 
considerable reduction in the calibration time and improve the shift quality. The following 
control techniques were applied to planetary-type automatic transmission. 
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For a conventional automatic transmission an off-line optimisation of the parameters "engine 
torque reduction" and "clutch pressure" during a gearshift was described in [Haj-Fraj, Pfeiffer 
2000]. The optimisation was based on a multi-criteria approach, with the goal to minimise 
dissipated energy and maximise shift quality (defined through vehicle jerk - i. e. the first time 
derivative of the vehicle acceleration). A powertrain model for simulation of the gearshift from 
the 1" to the 2°" gear was developed. In this particular shift a one-way clutch was used as an 
offgoing "clutch". To minimise dissipated energy a cost function that minimised the shift time 
was employed. For the maximisation of the shift quality a cost function containing the integral 
over the square of the vehicle jerk was minimised. The optimisation parameters contained the 
clutch pressure as a function of turbine torque and speed and the engine torque reduction factor 
as a function of engine torque and speed and were stored as sampling points in a look-up table 
and were represented by a parameter vector. The aim of the optimisation process was to find a 
parameter vector that solved the equations of motion (constraint to the optimisation problem) 
and optimised the cost functions. The vector problem was reduced to a scalar problem by using 
the method of objective weighting, where also the relative importance of the two objectives 
could be influenced. This non-linear optimisation problem was solved by a sequential quadratic 
programming algorithm. The simulation result showed an improvement in both the shift time 
and the level of vehicle jerk during an upshift from 1" to 2"d gear. However, the optimisation 
procedure was only applied to that specific gearshift and since the control principle was still 
open-loop control, parameter variations could, of course, not be compensated for. 
The optimisation criteria used in the previously discussed paper were extended in [Haj-Fraj, 
Pfeiffer 20021, with the result that three different criteria for shift quality and two for energy 
dissipation could be used alternatively. The three cost functions for the shift quality were 
defined as a quadratic form of the vehicle jerk, a quadratic form of the deviation of the 
longitudinal vehicle acceleration from the target value and peak-to-peak values of the 
acceleration and the vehicle jerk. The last cost function was defined according to [Gebert, 
Kücükay 1997] by evaluating peak-to-peak values and slopes of flanks in the vehicle 
acceleration and jerk. As cost functions for the evaluation of the clutch wear, either the 
dissipated energy during the gearshift or alternatively the shift time was used. The results show 
that for a wide-open throttle condition the optimisation procedure produced gearshifts with 
improved shift quality for all three shift comfort criteria (all having the same criterion for clutch 
wear). In particular the third criterion (Peak-to-peak values) provided a low jerk level at the 
beginning of the gearshift but showed a higher level of vehicle jerk at the end of the shift. The 
optimisation of clutch wear produced a similar result for both alternative criteria. With both 
criteria a reduction in the dissipated energy at the clutch could be achieved. 
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In [Gebert, Kücükay 1997) a detailed characterisation of the longitudinal vehicle acceleration 
profile of a gearshift was undertaken and a shift metric was developed. The shift metric is 
discussed in detail in Section 2.4. After the shift metric had been developed, a sensitivity 
analysis by means of a parameter variation was carried out to identify those parameters (e. g. 
clutch fill pressure, fill time), which influence the gearshift metric most. Based on this 
parameter identification, a control algorithm that automatically determined the parameter 
settings for optimum shift quality was developed. Although, the parameter variation and 
adaptation could be, in principle, executed on board, the control algorithm was not able to 
recognise which parameter had to be varied, which limited the application of the presented 
control technique to calibration procedures only. 
The optimisation of the pressure trajectories for open loop control of torque and inertia phase 
was the aim of [Yoon et al. 1999]. Optimisation criteria such as the drop of transmission output 
torque during the torque phase and the increase of transmission output torque during the inertia 
phase were introduced in the optimisation procedure. The optimal pressure trajectories were 
then determined by three different random search algorithms. For this aim the pressure profiles 
of oncoming and offgoing clutch were parameterised (basically a series of pressure ramps, 
characterised by slope and time span). Then, appropriate cost functions were chosen to 
characterize the shift quality. In particular, the five cost functions penalized the torque drop 
during the torque phase, the torque increase during inertia phase, the total shift time and the 
period of time the pressure at the off-going clutch takes to reach zero. The overall cost function 
was formulated as a sum of these single costs, which could be weighted to specify the relative 
importance. The optimum solution was determined by three different techniques, which were all 
modifications of a random search algorithm and showed only slight differences in the solution. 
However, as with every open loop technique, the control algorithm is not robust against changes 
in, for example, friction coefficient and delays in the hydraulic actuation. This fact was also 
recognised in the paper and it was admitted that closed-loop control is necessary to make the 
gearshift control robust against these parameter variations. 
A completely different approach was chosen in [Jacobsen 2000], where a clutch-to-clutch 
control concept was proposed that made use of a third clutch. The pressure gains for the 
oncoming clutch and the additional clutch were derived in that paper based on an optimisation 
procedure. This optimisation procedure attempted to minimise "discomfort" (first derivative of 
the output torque) and "wear" (energy dissipation during gear shift). To find the pressure gains 
that minimise "wear" and "discomfort" an iterative optimisation algorithm was developed. The 
best results were achieved if the gear ratio corresponding to the additional clutch was chosen to 
be larger than those of the other clutches. The additional clutch was only applied in the inertia 
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phase and hence, the torque phase was not improved. The simulation results showed that the 
proposed control algorithm was able to reduce the size of the transmission output torque 
"hump" in the inertia phase. Also, energy dissipation was slightly reduced in the inertia phase. 
However, the gradient of the increase in transmission output torque at the beginning of the 
inertia phase, responsible for the high vehicle jerk at this point, was not reduced. 
An approach to the control of the engine torque transfer in the torque phase from a design point 
of view was suggested in [Bai et al. 2002]. Instead of using two independently operating 
proportional pressure control solenoid valves for the two clutches involved in a clutch-to-clutch 
shift, the actuation pressure (outlet port of control valve) of the higher gear was used as a 
"washout" pressure at the solenoid valve of the lower gear. Essentially, the pressure of the 
oncoming clutch was used to "push down" the pressure of the offgoing clutch. This technique 
made the coordination of the two clutches independent of the oncoming clutch fill time. 
However, the correct "overlapping" of the two clutch pressure ramps still needed to be 
calibrated by choosing the correct pressure control and washout gain for the low gear clutch. 
The pressure ramp at the offgoing clutch was a function of engine torque and gear. Simulation 
results for upshifts and downshifts between the 2nd and the 3rd gear show the effectiveness of the 
proposed hydraulic design in the torque phase. A robustness study was carried out for different 
oil temperatures and thus different filling times and showed that the proposed design could cope 
with these variations. However, since the control strategy relies on choice of control valve 
gains, it still seems to be sensitive to variations in the hydraulic system. The inertia phase was 
controlled in a conventional way by pressure manipulation with its problematic creation of 
output torque "hump" and resulting high levels of vehicle jerk. 
Closed-Loop Control Concepts 
The discussion of the closed-loop control concepts in this section starts with the most 
sophisticated control concept, the optimal control, next leads to torque-based gearshift control 
strategies and ends with the simplest approach the, speed based control of gearshifts. 
Controlling transmission variables in a closed-loop way during the gearshift can help to 
decrease or even cancel the influence of disturbances and, to some extent, parameter variations. 
It also allows a gearshift performance that is unaffected by the driving situation. Furthermore 
the closed-loop control approach enables a direct influence of the gearshift character (shift feel) 
by specifying appropriate reference trajectories for engine and transmission variables. 
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Optimal Control of a Gearshift 
The objective of optimal control theories is to generate "optimal" control laws or controller 
gains that minimise a given performance index. State variables of the transmission (e. g. 
rotational speeds) or of the whole powertrain are fed back in a state variable feedback loop. The 
state variables are then controlled to some initial or fixed reference value (optimal regulator) or 
to track specific reference trajectories (optimal tracker). The performance index specifies the 
objectives of the control strategy that should be optimised. Common contents of performance 
indices are the control signal expenditure, the amount of time to reach end state, the tracking 
errors etc. If applied to gearshift control, additional optimisation criteria might be included in 
the performance index. Figure 2.3 shows the main criteria of an optimal gearshift control. 
Interruption in Tractive Force 
Multicriteria 
Optimum 
Vehicle Jerk Energy Dissipation 
Figure 2.3 Optimisation targets of an optimal control of gearshifts 
The equations of motion are usually also included in the performance index as a constraint to 
the optimisation problem. This, together with other constraints, can be used to ensure that no 
interruption in traction occurs during the gearshift. The two other optimisation criteria attempt 
to minimise vehicle jerk while at the same time minimising energy dissipation. By introducing 
weights in the performance index, the optimisation of these two conflicting aims can be adjusted 
towards the more important objective. In the most common form of optimal control these 
objectives are specified as quadratic forms, which leads to the concept of linear quadratic 
regulators (LQR) or trackers. For such quadratic optimisation problems, solutions exist, in the 
form of a so-called Riccati equation. From this Riccati equation the gains of the controller or the 
control law can be derived. Techniques to obtain the Riccati equation include for example, 
Pontryagin's minimum principle, dynamic programming, minimisation via Lagrange 
multipliers, calculus of variation etc. 
For a planetary-type automatic transmission [HHaj-Fraj, Pfeiffer 20011 have derived an optimal 
control law that minimised vehicle jerk. The powertrain was described by using a state space 
model containing five state variables (engine speed, turbine speed, output speed, input speed at 
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the differential, difference in angular displacement at the input and output of the propeller shaft 
and the vehicle acceleration). The control vector contained the amount of engine torque 
reduction and the clutch pressure as control variables. Only the upshift from first to second gear 
was considered (one-way clutch-to-clutch shift). The problem of the transition of the state of the 
oncoming clutch at the end of an upshift from slipping to being locked was given specific 
consideration. Thus, the performance index contained two cost functions, a quadratic form of 
the vehicle jerk in the inertia phase and at the end of the gearshift and a quadratic form 
evaluating the control signal expenditure. The optimal control law, which was derived through 
use of dynamic programming, has only been applied to the inertia phase, thus leaving the 
problematic transfer of engine torque in the torque phase apparently to conventional open-loop 
clutch pressure control. Simulation results were presented which demonstrated that the level of 
vehicle jerk could be drastically reduced at the end of the gearshift. The vehicle jerk in the 
torque phase was naturally unaffected by the control algorithm. 
In [Rojo et al. 1992], a gearshift controller for gearshifts between the 2"d and the P gear was 
developed. This was necessary because, on the considered automatic transmission, a gearshift 
between these two gears required changing the gear ratios on two planetary gear sets 
simultaneously (see "group change" explained in Section 2.1). In particular, on one planetary 
gear set the gear ratio had to be changed to a higher value and on the other gear set to a lower 
value. This circumstance, as also explained in Section 2.1, caused considerable shift quality 
problems. To solve the troublesome shift from 2°d to 3`d gear a new so-called "two-clutches 
cooperative controller" was developed. The idea behind this control strategy was, to specify 
speed reference trajectories for the two brakes taking part in the gearshift and to devise a 
controller that enables the tracking of the reference speed trajectories by manipulation of brake 
pressure. A discrete state space model of the transmission was constructed using a state vector 
that contained as state variables, the speed errors at both brakes, the speed errors for the next 
sampling step k+1 (discrete equivalent to derivative) and variables to compensate for a delay in 
the hydraulic actuation. A normal linear state variable feedback loop was introduced (as a servo 
system) and the controller gain matrix was obtained by solving a discrete Riccati equation that 
minimised a quadratic performance index (has not been stated in detail in the paper). For 
various different weightings the gain matrices were calculated and the optimum gain was 
determined through simulation of shift transients. The presented simulation and vehicle results 
showed that the proposed controller could reduce torque vibrations at the end of the gearshift 
from 2°d to Yd gear. Since the proposed controller was applied to a special gearshift case 
involving a "group shift" it is not quite clear, whether this controller can also be used in a 
beneficial way for normal clutch-to-clutch shifts. 
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Torque-based Control of a Gearshift 
The problem with controlling the pressure at the clutches involved in a clutch-to-clutch gearshift 
is, that because it is not possible to accurately determine the torque transmitted by the clutches 
from the clutch pressure signal, the influence of the application timing and parameter changes 
(e. g. change in friction coefficient) on the transmission output torque and therefore on the shift 
quality is not exactly known. Other advantages of torque control are added robustness and a 
direct influence on the shift character because the clutch torque or transmission output torque 
trajectories are directly related to the vehicle acceleration. Ideally, a direct control of clutch 
torque would have to be employed. However, information about the torque at the clutches is 
difficult to obtain. Thus, the more easily obtainable transmission output torque is controlled 
directly to improve shift quality. The problem of obtaining the torque signal is reviewed in 
detail in Section 2.5. All the control strategies reviewed here were applied to planetary-type 
automatic transmissions and made use of torque observation techniques. 
The problem with conventional automatic transmissions is, that because of the existence of a 
torque converter and its non-linear dynamic behaviour when mechanically unlocked, the turbine 
torque is difficult to determine. A torque estimator and controller applied to an upshift were 
described in [Ibamoto et al. 1997]. The torque estimator calculated the turbine speed and turbine 
torque from throttle opening, engine speed and transmission output speed by using engine and 
torque converter characteristics. With the gear ratio the output torque could then be calculated in 
the inertia phase from the turbine torque. 
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Figure 2.4 Closed-loop control by torque observation [Ibamoto et al 1997] 
The torque control is depicted in Figure2.4 and was only activated in the inertia phase. The 
estimated output torque was sampled at the beginning of the gearshift. From this sampled output 
torque, an optimum line pressure and a reference torque was calculated. The output torque was 
compared with the reference torque during the inertia phase and a spark retard request was sent 
to the engine controller if the error in torque was negative. The accuracy of this estimation 
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method was evaluated against measurements for steady state and was reported to be +/- 10% of 
the measured value. The time delay between the measured and the estimated signal was about 
SOms. The output torque peak at the end of the gearshift (upshift) could be reduced by the 
proposed control method. How the torque estimator coped with uncertainties in the model 
(engine and torque converter characteristics) and sensor noise has not been investigated. Also, 
how the synchronisation of the engine speed was managed in the inertia phase and how the 
torque phase was controlled has not been explained in the paper. 
Another form of "torque" control for downshifts was described in [Minowa et al. 1996]. 
However, in this paper the first time derivative of the rotational speed at the output shaft was 
controlled instead of an estimated value of the output torque. The aim of the proposed control 
strategy was to reduce the vibrations at the end of the torque phase of a downshift. From 
comparison of measured shaft acceleration and shaft torque signals it was concluded, that the 
beginning of the torque vibrations at the output shaft could be effectively detected in the 
differential value of transmission output speed (acceleration). At the point where the start of the 
vibrations was detected, the torque control was activated. In this torque control the shaft 
acceleration, calculated from the rotational speed of the shaft, was fed back with a proportional 
gain to manipulate the spark advance. The feedback gain was determined by calibration. Further 
investigations on road gradients had shown that for a 2-1 kick-down shift on a 9% gradient the 
acceleration characteristic was different, which made it necessary to add a detection of the road 
slope and to suppress the proposed torque control on a steep road slope. Although the 
experimental results show that the torque fluctuations could be reduced on downshifts changing 
to the first gear, the sensitivity of this method to changes in the driving situations and the 
operating point of the engine is obvious. In the considered downshifts, the torque transfer in the 
torque phase was managed by a one-way clutch and the proposed control strategy was only used 
to suppress vibrations coming from the engagement of this device. Hence a control of the 
transmission output torque, leading to a smoother increase in torque in the torque phase, was not 
achieved. 
The results obtained in both of the above described approaches had been combined by the same 
authors in [Minowa et al 1999] to detect both the beginning of the torque phase and the 
beginning of the inertia phase more accurately and to be able to control the estimated 
transmission output torque in the inertia phase of upshift and downshift. The proposed gearshift 
control system was developed for a conventional automatic transmission without a one-way 
clutch and made use of a feedback clutch pressure control, designed by 1100 control theory. 
Since the proposed torque control relied on clutch pressure manipulation in the inertia phase, it 
is not quite clear how the engine synchronisation was controlled. Use of engine control for this 
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task was not mentioned. However, the pressure profiles depicted in that paper, hint that clutch 
pressure manipulation was still used for engine synchronisation and that the torque control was 
only activated once the engine has already started to change its speed. Experimental results were 
given for a 2-3 upshift and 3-2 downshift and showed that the torque control was able to 
compensate for changes in the oil temperature (i. e. friction coefficient). However the large 
change of the output torque (vehicle jerk) at the point of transition between torque and inertia 
phase could not be reduced and hence it is questionable whether this control strategy really 
improves shift quality as proposed in the paper. 
A further step towards precision of torque estimation was accomplished in [Shin et al. 2000], 
where the torque at the turbine shaft of the hydraulic torque converter was estimated using a 
neural network, which proved to be more accurate than a static model. The data for training the 
neural network had been acquired from experiments. The estimation error of the neural network 
method was less than 10%. Again the torque control was only active in the inertia phase where 
the aim was to control the acceleration of the turbine shaft along a specified reference trajectory. 
The tracking error was fed into an inverse model of the powertrain and solenoid valve located in 
the feed forward path of the controller to calculate the necessary clutch pressure (i. e. controller 
gain). The friction coefficient in this inverse plant model was estimated and adapted based on 
measurements of turbine shaft speed and transmission output speed. Thus, the control algorithm 
could compensate for variations in the friction coefficient. The presented experimental results 
showed that the control algorithm was indeed robust against changes in the oil temperature and 
thus friction coefficient. The change of the friction coefficients with increasing temperature lead 
to a spike in the transmission output torque at the end of the inertia phase of an upshift. This 
torque peak was successfully reduced by the control. However, since the control had only been 
applied to the inertia phase (of an upshift) and engine speed synchronisation was apparently 
accomplished in a conventional way by manipulation of clutch pressure, no substantial 
improvements in the overall shift quality could be observed. 
Speed-based Control of a Gearshift 
Most of the control strategies described in this section, have as their main objective, the tracking 
of a reference engine speed profile (turbine shaft speed if transmission is equipped with a torque 
converter) in the inertia phase, by a modulation of clutch pressure. The reference speed 
trajectories are usually obtained from vehicle tests. The closed loop tracking of an engine 
reference speed profile provides a means for a direct, if limited, influence on the gearshift 
characteristic and some consistency in the gearshift performance when the operating point of the 
engine changes. In Figure2.5 an example of such a speed based control circuit of a multi disc 
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brake (conventional automatic transmission) is depicted. The pressure at the brake (clutch) is 
manipulated via a proportional solenoid valve. The advantage of an inexpensive control method 
(speed measurement) is opposed by the disadvantage of not being able to directly influence the 
shift quality through due to the lack of a control of transmission output torque. At the end of this 
section a speed based control strategy is described for application to the control of the transfer 
of engine torque in the torque phase. 
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Figure 2.5 Speed control through manipulation of clutch pressure [Sanada, Kitagawa 1998] 
For a conventional automatic transmission such speed-based controllers have been described in 
[Zheng et al. 1998 and 1999]. In the earlier paper a powertrain model, which included engine, 
torque converter, transmission and clutch hydraulics was developed. The dynamic model of the 
turbine speed response to accumulator backpressure was non-linear and had to be linearised. 
Due to pole cancellation it was possible to reduce the seventh order model to a fourth order 
model. The solenoid valve that manipulated the accumulator backpressure was modelled as a 
linear second order transfer function. In the latter paper, a 1-2 upshift controller was developed 
that manipulated the accumulator backpressure in order to let the turbine speed track a specified 
trajectory (simply a linear decrease of engine speed) during the inertia phase. By varying the 
slope of the reference trajectory, the time and smoothness of the shift could be influenced. The 
controller basically consisted of a lead compensator together with a free integrator for tracking 
and was designed in the frequency-domain. The simulation results showed clutch speed and 
output shaft torque profiles for various slopes of the reference trajectory and demonstrated the 
effect of these different slopes on the output shaft torque and hence shift quality. 
In [Sanada, Kitagawa 1998], a robust control system consisting of a feed forward and a 
feedback loop (two-degrees-offreedom control system) was developed, where the feedback 
controller ensured stability and the feed forward loop enabled the system to follow the specified 
speed trajectory (ramp signal). The design of the feed forward controller required the 
development of a reference model, in order to let the rotational speed follow the desired signal 
without any steady state error and within a specified shift time. The feedback controller was 
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designed using p-synthesis. The uncertainties introduced in the model contained, an error in the 
model of the proportional valve and a variation in the coefficient of friction. The specifications 
of the robust controller contained norms of weighted sensitivity and complementary sensitivity. 
The controller gain was obtained by using the Matlab® µ-toolbox. Experimental results showed 
the effectiveness of the proposed controller in tracking the reference speed signal. The 
robustness against variations in the friction coefficient was demonstrated for two values (0.16 
and 0.1). However, the friction coefficients have been assumed to be constant values, i. e. not 
functions of the sliding speed. This simplification may allow robust tracking of the speed signal, 
however, does not eliminate the effects of the friction coefficient on the transmission output 
torque, hence shift quality. 
A robust speed controller for an automatic transmission of layshaft type was developed in 
[Furukawa et a]. 1994], using Hoo control theory. The plant (transmission) was treated as a time- 
varying system, which was linearised around five sampling points. The controller, which 
manipulated clutch pressure in the inertia phase, was designed using the worst-case design 
approach. The uncertainties considered in the model, contained variations in engine torque, in 
the friction coefficient and in the measured speed variable. Simulation results have been 
presented that show the difference in the speed profiles between a case where no disturbances 
(friction coefficient, engine torque) occurred and one with disturbances. It was argued that the 
robust controller can cope with these disturbances and thus the shift quality improves. However, 
judging from the vehicle acceleration profiles depicted in that paper, it was not apparent that the 
shift quality actually improved when using the proposed controller. 
A speed-based control applied to the torque phase of a clutch-to-clutch shift on a twin clutch 
transmission was proposed, in principle, in [Volkswagen AG 1998 (Patent DE 196 31 983 Cl)]. 
The relative speed across the offgoing clutch (i. e. clutch slip) was controlled to a fixed constant 
value of about 50 rpm during the torque phase of upshifts and downshifts. The control of clutch 
slip was accomplished by manipulating hydraulic pressure at the offgoing clutch. Ramping the 
pressure up at the oncoming clutch, forces the clutch slip controller to reduce the pressure at the 
offgoing clutch, in order to maintain the clutch slip reference value. At the time the pressure at 
the offgoing clutch has been reduced to zero by the controller, all engine torque has been 
transferred to the oncoming clutch, without a negative torque contribution from the offgoing 
clutch. The slip controller effectively mimics the behaviour of a one-way clutch disengaging the 
original gear, once the oncoming clutch carries the full engine torque. This is a very powerful 
technique of controlling the torque transfer between the two clutches without creating too much 
vehicle jerk and without actually employing a one-way clutch. 
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In [Meinhard and Berger 2003] the application of clutch slip control for vibration damping 
during vehicle launch was described. An interesting observation was made, namely, that if the 
clutch is controlled to operate in part-slip (alternating transitions between the states of slipping 
and of stiction), then the mean value of the transmitted torque would increase with increasing 
clutch slip. This behaviour effectively reflects a positive gradient of friction with sliding speed 
and thus avoids the problem of self-excited vibrations (negative gradient) leading to instability 
in the control system. 
2.1.3 Gearshift Control - Integrated Powertrain Control 
Approach 
This section reviews techniques that tackle the control of gearshifts by an integrated powertrain 
control approach. Common to all the concepts reviewed in this section is the attempt to produce 
certain specified rotational speed and torque profiles at the input and/or output shaft of the 
transmission. By controlling the powertrain along those trajectories (closed-loop control), the 
gearshift can be executed more precisely and robustly in terms of engine torque transfer and 
engine speed synchronisation. 
Optimal Control of a Gearshift 
The principles of optimal control have already been explained in the section on local 
transmission control concepts. Here the concept of optimal control is applied to an integrated 
powertrain control, also featuring closed-loop engine torque control. 
An optimal control for clutch-to-clutch shifts with clutch torque and engine torque as control 
variables was developed in [Geering, Schmid 1995, Schmid 1994] where the control problem 
was treated as a linear quadratic regulator. The optimal control law was derived on a theoretical 
basis (analytic optimisation based on calculus of variation) and the problems of torque 
observation and the dynamics of the hydraulic clutch actuation were not considered. The idea 
was to use the LQR to govern the state of the powertrain to an end state corresponding to the 
target gear, which functioned as a reference point for the regulator. The optimal control law 
governed the actual state to the target state along state trajectories that minimised the 
performance index. The performance index included two main terms. The first main term was a 
final state penalty, which included a weighted quadratic function of the error in achieving the 
desired terminal state values (solutions to the differential equations of the target gear) and an 
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extension that included a function of the torque at the offgoing clutch (upshift), which ensured 
continuity at the state transition from stick to slip. The second main term consisted of two 
integral terms, each containing a product of a Lagrange multiplier and a term that included the 
implicit form of the dynamic equations of motion in the phase of transition from the original 
gear to the target gear (this ensures that the equations of motion are fulfilled while the 
performance index is minimised). The first integral term contained the equations of motion 
before the change in structure and the second one after the transition. The performance index of 
the regulator was then extended by a weighted quadratic function to account for the energy 
dissipation at the clutches during the gearshift. This, however, caused a discontinuity in the 
clutch torque trajectories. To avoid this problem, the state vector had to be extended by 
including the engine torque and the torque at both clutches as additional state variables. This 
modification made it necessary to introduce the rate of change of clutch and engine torque as 
control variables. Although a smooth transition of the control and state variables without a 
discontinuity at the time of the structural change was accomplished, no explicit performance 
index for the vehicle acceleration or the vehicle jerk was introduced. This explains that, 
although, the proposed controller was able to reduce the amount of dissipated energy, vehicle 
jerk was not decreased effectively during the gearshift. The presented simulation results of an 
upshift and downshift between the 3"d and the 4`h gear confirm this theory by showing an 
improvement in the energy dissipation, however, not in the amount of longitudinal vehicle jerk. 
Torque-based Control of a Gearshift 
The aim of closed-loop torque-based gearshift controllers is to manipulate powertrain control 
variables (e. g. throttle angle, spark advance, clutch pressure etc. ) thus tracking certain pre- 
specified or optimised trajectories for clutch torque, engine torque or transmission output shaft 
torque (drive shaft torque) in order to achieve robustness of the gearshift control and offering a 
way to directly influence the character of the gearshift. 
In [Wheals et al 2001, O'Neil and Harrison 2000] an integrated control applied to a twin clutch 
transmission was developed for improved shift quality. A sensor was applied to the transmission 
output for measurement of the torque at the output shaft. The supervisory control used for 
powertrain management provided as one parameter a direct request for transmission output shaft 
torque, which was used as a target for the gearshift controller. By selecting a smooth output 
torque trajectory as reference trajectory for the torque-based gearshift controller it could be 
ensured that the vehicle jerk stays at a minimum. The torque based controller consisted of three 
core control loops, one for each clutch and one to execute an increase (downshift)Idecrease 
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(upshift) in the engine torque. In the torque phase the off-going clutch was disengaged by an 
open loop control (pre-calibrated pressure profile), whilst the oncoming clutch was manipulated 
to let the transmission output torque track a specified reference trajectory. The engine control 
loop incorporated a speed control system, which was used to prevent the offgoing clutch from 
generating a negative torque contribution due to a late disengagement (tie-up). Unfortunately it 
was not explained how this speed control worked. During the inertia phase the oncoming clutch 
was used to control the output shaft torque to follow the reference torque trajectory. The engine 
speed controller was then switched to a new reference speed trajectory in order to achieve 
synchronisation with the target gear. Simulation results (upshifts) of the shift controller for 
different objectives from a smooth to a sporty shift were presented in the form of vehicle 
acceleration profiles. However, since reference profiles and clutch pressure profiles have not 
been included in the figures it was difficult to see how the control algorithm actually worked. 
This made it difficult to assess the performance of the gearshift control in detail. In particular, 
the successfulness in controlling the engine torque transfer in the torque phase could not be 
evaluated. However, the benefits in controlling the transmission output torque during an upshift 
in terms of influence on the gearshift character have been clearly pointed out in the paper. It was 
also established that the torque-based approach is superior to open loop or speed-based 
techniques for the control of gearshifts. 
In [Minowa et al. 1994] the estimation of transmission output shaft torque was managed by a 
mathematical observer using steady state characteristics of the torque converter. It was found 
that the start of the inertia phase could be detected through the occurrence of a sharp rise in the 
estimated output shaft torque signal. This had been verified in experiments where the actual 
torque was measured by a torque sensor on a test vehicle. A torque controller was then 
developed for the tracking of a reference torque profile during the inertia phase of an upshift by 
manipulation of the throttle angle. In this torque control system, a target value for the drive 
torque (transmission output shaft torque) was calculated from the accelerator pedal angle and 
the vehicle speed, which was then inputted to an inverse model of the torque converter to get the 
target engine torque. The error between the target drive torque and the estimated drive torque 
was fed into a PID controller, which determined the change in engine torque necessary to follow 
the reference drive torque trajectory. The target of the engine torque was then corrected based 
on the contribution from the PID controller. Finally, the corrected engine torque value was 
inputted into an inverse model of the engine to produce the necessary change in the throttle 
angle. The estimated output shaft torque was also used to determine a target value for the 
hydraulic clutch pressure (oncoming clutch). The results for a power upshift from l' to 2nd gear 
at 25% acceleration pedal angle showed a reduction of 35% in the peak-to-peak value of the 
longitudinal vehicle acceleration. An accurate tracking of the reference torque, however, has not 
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been accomplished and a shift shock still existed at the end of the inertia phase with the 
proposed controller. This has to do with the slow response of the engine to changes in the 
throttle angle, which makes a throttle manipulation in general less suited for torque control. 
A simple integrated enginettransmission (conventional automatic transmission) control concept 
to reduce the "shift shock" (defined as half the value of the product of the time span of the 
torque phase times the drop in torque during the torque phase) was described in [Sawamura et 
al. 1998) where both throttle angle and spark advance were controlled to reduce torque 
fluctuations during the inertia phase of up and downshifts. Based on information from various 
sensors about accelerator pedal position, vehicle velocity etc. the target drive shaft torque was 
calculated. From this torque value the target torque at the torque converter turbine shaft was 
calculated, which was compared to the actual turbine torque (lock-up clutch torque) calculated 
from vehicle velocity and actual throttle opening. This provided the necessary change in engine 
torque, which was then used to calculate the necessary change in throttle angle. Two simulation 
results were presented, one for a power-on upshift from 1" to 2'd gear and the other one for a 
power-off downshift from 4`h to god gear. The proposed control strategy was compared to a 
strategy without throttle manipulation. For the upshift a small improvement in terms of vehicle 
jerk at the point of transition to the inertia phase could be seen. However due to a poor 
coordination between engine control and the control of pressure at the oncoming clutch, the 
effect of the throttle manipulation was only limited. A more pronounced improvement could be 
seen for the power-off downshift, where the engine torque increase could help to avoid a large 
decrease in brake torque. 
Speed-based Control of a Gearshift 
As already explained, the advantage of speed-based gearshift control is that no complicated 
torque estimation or cost intensive torque sensor measurement is required. Only easy-to- 
measure speed signals are required. However, as with local gearshift control concepts, simple 
engine speed control in the inertia phase cannot achieve the same performance as torque-based 
gearshift controllers. 
In [Moskwa 1993, Moskwa, Hedrick 1990] a method of controlling the engine torque by 
modulation of the two engine controls spark advance and throttle opening was proposed to 
obtain a smooth shift. The jerk at the planetary carrier (situated at the output shaft) of a 
conventional automatic transmission was related to engine and torque converter speed. Those 
speeds were then controlled by a sliding mode control law to obtain zero vehicle jerk in the 
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inertia phase of the gearshift (upshift from I" to 2"d gear). To obtain a smooth upshift, the 
engine torque was decreased during the inertia phase to bring the differential speed at the 
second clutch smoothly to zero. At the synchronous point the engine torque was brought back to 
its original value to ensure proper acceleration. To use the strength of both spark advance 
control (fast response) and throttle control (which enables both large increases and decreases in 
the engine torque but is relatively slow in the response), a multivariable control was developed 
by the authors, where the throttle was used as much as possible and the control of spark advance 
was only added when a fast response of the controller was required. The engine speed was 
controlled in the inertia phase to follow a linear trajectory to the speed level of the target gear. 
Sliding mode control laws for spark advance and throttle angle were derived, which led the 
speed error trajectory (error between engine speed and desired engine speed) along a sliding 
surface to zero. Both engine controls had weighted feedback gains to adjust dominance in the 
speed control. From simulation results it was found that equal weighting gave a poor tracking 
performance, whereas if less feedback gain was put on the throttle, the test trajectory (sinusoidal 
speed profile) was tracked well. Since the control laws contained a simple model of the engine, 
an investigation of the robustness of the control algorithm against modelling errors would have 
been interesting. Although it was stated that the sliding mode control provides robustness 
against modelling errors, a detailed demonstration of this claim has not been carried out. 
A control method that minimised the vehicle jerk during the gearshift of a conventional 
automatic transmission was described in [Hong et a1.1999]. By manipulating the torque at the 
offgoing clutch, clutch slip was controlled during the torque phase. This clutch slip control was 
employed to avoid increased vehicle jerk at the transition to the inertia phase. During the inertia 
phase the speed at the reaction carrier and turbine shaft were controlled along a sliding surface, 
which represented the error between the actual and the desired speed trajectory. The sliding 
mode controller manipulated spark advance, throttle angle to follow a specified speed trajectory. 
The sliding mode controller looked similar to that of the above reviewed paper. However, the 
focus of this paper was on aspects of powertrain modelling and the description of the controller 
was only schematic. Simulation results show vehicle acceleration and jerk for an upshift from 
1' to 2d gear. An improvement in the shift quality by the proposed controller over a 
conventional controller was definitively achieved. However, the problem of how the, essentially 
model-based, sliding mode controller can cope with the influence of modelling errors and a 
variation in the clutch friction on the operation of the controller and the shift quality has not 
been investigated. Also the problem of acquiring the torque values at the clutches (an 
information required in the control law) was also not been touched upon. 
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A description of an integrated control strategy of a gearshift applied to a powertrain equipped 
with a twin clutch transmission was found in [Daimler Chrysler AG 2001 (Patent DE 199 39 
334 Al)]. In that patent, the engine speed was controlled along a specified trajectory during 
inertia phase by manipulation of engine torque (throttle manipulation). It was further explained 
that in a case where it is not possible to control the engine speed during synchronisation through 
engine torque modulation, the synchronisation had to be accomplished by controlling the clutch 
pressure (conventional way). Such a case may, for example, occur during an upshift under 
coasting, when the engine torque has reached its minimum (i. e. drag torque) or during a power- 
on downshift, where the engine torque has reached its maximum. In addition to a closed-loop 
control of engine speed, clutch slip was controlled for an optimum transfer of engine torque in 
the torque phase. Due to the nature of a patent, a detailed evaluation of the control strategy 
through simulation or experimental results was missing. 
2.2 Control Issues specific to Gearshifts on Twin 
Clutch Transmissions 
In the previous sections control strategies for clutch-to-clutch powershifts have been reviewed. 
However, as already mentioned in the introduction to the section on gearshift control, gearshifts 
on twin clutch transmission consist of two parts: a clutch-to-clutch shift and a gear pre-selection 
on the torque-free half of the transmission. Furthermore, multiple gearshifts in particular 
gearshifts within the same half of the twin clutch transmission (gearshift from 4th to 2"" gear) 
cannot be accomplished as simple clutch-to-clutch shifts. These two problems are special to the 
twin clutch transmission design and will be treated in the following two sub-sections. 
2.2.1 Multiple Gearshifts 
The unique layout of a twin clutch transmission makes it impossible to shift between gears 
located in the same half of the transmission by simple clutch-to-clutch shifts. Such gearshifts are 
henceforth denoted as multiple gearshifts (within the same half of the transmission) or in case 
only one gear is skipped (e. g. direct shift from 4`s to 2d gear) "doubleshifts". Since both, the 
original and target gear are located in the same half of the transmission and the disengagement 
of the original gear and the engagement and synchronisation of the target gear requires this 
transmission half to be torque-free, either the clutch has to be disengaged for the duration of the 
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change of gears (torque interruption), or an alternative way for controlling such multiple 
gearshifts needs to be employed. 
To overcome this limitation without any interruption in traction [Wagner 1994] has investigated 
how in principle the pressure at the two clutches has to be modulated, in order to accomplish so 
called "doubleshifts" within a minimum time. The author first discusses the two obvious 
strategies: 
1) A shift with an interruption in traction, where the power-transmitting clutch is 
disengaged to make the relevant transmission half torque-free and to enable the engine 
to accelerate. Such a shift has the character of gearshifts found on manual and 
automated manual transmissions. Although such a shift is very fast and therefore 
spontaneous, the disadvantage of the loss in drive power still prevails. 
2) Two consecutive shifts. The consecutive shifts are clearly distinguishable by the driver 
as two single gearshift events. However, the advantage is that traction is maintained at 
the wheels throughout the multiple gearshift. 
[Wagner 1994] then proposes an alternative to these two methods that maintains powershifting 
capability whilst at the same time enabling the engine to constantly accelerate to the level of the 
target gear and hence not be detectable as two gearshifts. This was achieved by integrating the 
two gearshifts into one single gearshift and by using the second clutch to transmit part of the 
engine torque whilst changing the gear. 
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Figure 2.6 "Double-downshift" realised as two integrated downshifts [Wagner 1994] 
During the first part of the shift (Figure2.6) the engine (denoted as transmission input speed in 
Figure2.6) speeds up due to pressure decrease at the offgoing clutch (clutch 2 in Figure2.6). 
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Shortly before reaching the synchronous speed of the intermediate gear, engine torque is 
partially transferred to the clutch of the intermediate gear (clutch lin Figure2.6) through an 
increase in pressure at this clutch. Thus, the engine can continue its acceleration and the output 
torque can be kept at around the same level as for the original gear. After this first part of the 
shift the relevant half of the transmission is now torque-free, enabling the change of 
synchronisers to engage the target gear. To end the acceleration of the engine, the pressure at the 
"intermediate clutch" is raised again for a short time, followed by the second and final torque 
phase where engine torque is fully transferred to the clutch carrying the target gear. The quality 
of the shift can be compared to that of a single shift; the disadvantage of a long shift time still 
exists (about 0.3 to 0.4 s longer than doubleshifts on conventional automatic gearboxes). The 
described procedure can, in principle, also be applied to double upshifts. Experimental results 
were presented which showed a total time for such integrated doubleshifts of about I to 1.1 
seconds. 
A strategy, which also had the aim of using the second clutch to provide fill-in torque, has been 
described in [Volkswagen AG 1998 (Patent DE 197 11 820)]. In this patent, the highest gear 
ratio that is available on the half of the transmission in which the doubleshift occurs is selected 
(usually either 5" or 6`" gear). This is in contrast to the strategy discussed above where the 
intermediate gear was selected on the second clutch and the doubleshift consisted effectively of 
two integrated upshifts or downshifts. The strategy, which is proposed in the above-mentioned 
patent, requires a slightly different approach in the control of the gearshift, more closely 
resembling that of an automated manual transmission with a second clutch (AMT-2). First the 
torque-transmitting clutch is disengaged, whilst at the same time the second clutch, carrying the 
highest gear of that transmission half, is engaged (effectively an upshift). The first half of the 
transmission is then torque-free enabling a change of synchronisers. Once the engine has been 
synchronised to the speed level of the target gear and the target gear has been engaged the 
second clutch is again disengaged and the original clutch engaged (effectively a downshift). 
Thus, the second clutch transmits engine torque to the transmission output during the 
doubleshift. Since the second clutch carries a gear ratio that is lower than both the original and 
the target gear, the output torque must naturally also be lower compared to the torque level 
before and after the gearshift. Hence, this approach does not represent a "true" powershift as 
compared to the strategy of [Wagner 1994], however, it is easier in its application. 
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As already mentioned, gearshifts on twin clutch transmissions consist of a clutch-to-clutch shift 
and a gear change or gear pre-selection on the torque-free half of the transmission. Two main 
problems do appear with gear pre-selection. Firstly, the question of which gear to select and 
secondly, the problem of how to control the actual gear engagement. The change of gear always 
takes considerable time. Hence, it is desired to keep this procedure as short as possible in order 
not to increase the overall shift time. One way would be, to simply not engage a gear in the 
torque-free half of the transmission at all, unless a request for a gearshift occurs [Volkswagen 
AG 1998 (Patent DE 196 31 983 Cl)]. This saves the trouble of a time consuming change of 
gears, if a discrepancy between the requested gear and the actually engaged gear occurs. 
However, this strategy has the disadvantage of requiring the input shafts in the transmission to 
be synchronised from standstill, which again increases time. An alternative strategy was 
proposed in [Wagner 1994], where always a gear lower than the actually engaged one is pre- 
selected. This has the big advantage, that for a downshift where a quick response of the 
transmission is important, no change of gear is necessary prior to the gearshift. However, 
subsequent to the downshift the gear needs to be changed on the half of the transmission from 
which the gearshift started. Consequently, on upshifts the gear needs to be changed beforehand. 
A strategy for an "intelligent" gear pre-selection was proposed in [Daimler Chrysler AG 2000 
(Patent DE 199 37 716 Cl)]. The proposed strategy aims to predict a likely target gear, so this 
predicted gear could be engaged before an actual request for a gearshift takes place. 
Unfortunately, the patent is not very specific about the nature or structure of the predictor, 
however, the prediction is based on information about variables such as engine speed, vehicle 
speed, actual gear, accelerator pedal position and brake pedal position. This predictor probably 
works similar to shift schedule techniques applied to planetary type automatic transmission, 
often using fuzzy logic with rule tables obtained from test data. Since such a strategy works 
satisfactorily only if the driving situation is quite clear and non-changing, it is doubted whether 
such an approach really is successful over a range of, often highly transitory, driving situations. 
As for the second problem, the engagement and synchronisation of the pre-selected gear, a 
number of techniques are available. The problem arises, when conventional cone-type 
synchronisers with hydraulic actuation are employed. In particular, in the lower gear range, the 
required short synchronisation times can lead to either destruction of the synchroniser 
mechanism or to large reactions at the transmission output torque. This is due to the energy, 
necessary for synchronising the input shafts to the selected gear, which is transferred to or from 
the transmission output and leads to increased vehicle jerk. Apart from using the engine for gear 
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synchronisation, which is only applicable to automated manual transmissions, the only other 
well-known alternative is to use central synchronisation. In a central synchronisation scheme, 
external devices provide the power for synchronisation (e. g. an electric motor for accelerating 
the input shaft and an external brake for decelerating the input shaft). Thus, the problem of 
torque reaction can be avoided at the cost of additional apparatus and complexity. 
Another solution for twin clutch transmissions was proposed in [Volkswagen AG 1998 (Patent 
DE 196 31 983 Cl)], which, as already explained, makes use of the fact that the target gear is 
not engaged until the gearshift commences. This has the disadvantage of increased 
synchronisation energy and duration, but offers additional flexibility in the gear engagement. 
The approach described in that patent makes use of the clutch that is currently not transmitting 
torque. By partially engaging this clutch shortly before the torque phase of the upshift and 
downshift the input shaft carrying the target gear is accelerated from standstill. Since the input 
shaft is decoupled from the transmission output (gear is not yet engaged) during the 
synchronisation, the torque reactions at the transmission output are much smaller and 
theoretically only simple dog clutches need to be employed for the final engagement of the 
gears. In this strategy the energy for gear synchronisation is provided by the engine, which 
requires an accurate control of the clutches during the gear synchronisation. 
The paper of [Franke 1999] proposes a new central synchronisation for a twin clutch 
transmissions that also works without conventional synchronisers. The input shaft of the torque 
transmitting half of the transmission can be coupled to the other idle running input shaft through 
a gear stage (gear ratio of a single gear step between geometrically stepped gear ratios) by 
means of a small synchronisation clutch. The employment of two small clutches, ensures that 
the idle running input shaft can be either accelerated or decelerated to a lower or a higher gear 
ratio. The gears can then be engaged through simple dog clutches. The actual gearshift is not 
accomplished as a clutch-to-clutch shift in that paper, however, the disengagement of the 
offgoing clutch and the engagement of the oncoming clutch is separated by a small time span, 
where the engine is synchronised to the level of the target gear via manipulation of throttle 
angle or fuel amount. This results to a short interruption in the traction at the wheels, which is 
considered by the author as not critical to the shift feel. In the described synchronisation method 
the input shaft that is synchronised is not connected to the output shaft, hence, the problematic 
transfer of synchronisation torque to the output is avoided here as well. However, the proposed 
central synchronisation seems to allow only synchronisations to the next higher or lower gear, 
thus malting multiple gearshift and hence also synchronisations over more gear ratios 
impossible. The author has not discussed this problem. 
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An interesting approach, that tackles the problem of gear synchronisation from a design point of 
view, was presented in [Albers et al 2003], where switch-able one-way clutches (overrunning 
clutches) are used instead of cone-type synchronisers. These so-called "Gear Coupler" 
automatically handled the synchronisation and engagement of the target gear when the 
oncoming clutch was applied. The gear coupler of the original gear automatically disengaged 
the gear and thus disconnected the offgoing clutch from the engine. The engine synchronisation 
was carried out conventionally by increasing (decreasing on downshifts) the torque at the 
oncoming clutch (offgoing clutch on downshifts). This approach is very interesting due to the 
fact that it theoretically allows a smooth acceleration of the vehicle. However, the test rig results 
still show transmission output torque reaction due to the abrupt engagement of the one-way 
clutches, which under high engine torque produce oscillations in a compliant driveline. The 
proposed design certainly needs validation through real vehicle tests but the idea shows 
promise, because it provides a way of substituting conventional synchronisers by shift elements 
that "automatically" engage the gear when the oncoming clutch is engaged and thus avoid the 
problematic transmission output torque reactions. 
2.3 Control of Gearshifts on Automated Manual 
Transmissions 
Gearshifts on manual- and therefore also on automated manual transmissions are different in 
nature from clutch-to-clutch shifts on planetary-type automatic transmissions or twin clutch 
transmission. The main difference is, that during the gearshift the main clutch has to be 
disengaged in order to enable an engagement and synchronisation of the new gear on the 
transmission. The engine is disconnected from the transmission and therefore also from the 
wheels during this period of time, which results to an interruption in the traction at the wheels. 
During the gearshift the engine also needs to be synchronised to the speed level of the new gear. 
This engine synchronisation can be achieved through clutch control alone, or through a more 
sophisticated control strategy that incorporates a manipulation of engine controls. The latter 
approach requires employment of integrated powertrain control techniques and often involves 
tracking of engine speed and/or torque trajectories during the gearshift. 
An integrated powertrain control strategy for gearshifts on automated manual transmissions was 
developed in [LBffler 2000] where the control objectives included minimisation of vehicle jerk 
and energy dissipation and maximisation of "drive power" at the wheels. Maximising "drive 
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power" ensures that the interruption in tractive force during the gearshift is kept at a minimum. 
The three objectives were stated in the form of an error function for drive power (deviation of 
actual drive power from desired drive power), certain parameters that characterise the 
longitudinal vehicle acceleration profile such as peak-to-peak value, slope etc. and the energy 
that is dissipated at the clutch during the gear change. For these three objectives a cost function 
was developed that also included a parameter accounting for the type of driver and the operating 
conditions. The aim of the optimisation was to determine trajectories for engine torque engine, 
speed and clutch torque (control variables) that govern the system from the beginning of the 
gearshift to the end, whilst minimising the cost function. To solve this optimisation problem, the 
system state trajectories (state vector contained engine speed, engine torque and clutch torque) 
were approximated by means of a sum of B-spline functions during the gearshift. As a second 
step in the so called "collocation method", which is a direct numerical optimisation method, the 
optimal trajectory that minimised the cost function was selected from the set of all possible 
system trajectories. In this way, the reference trajectories for clutch torque engine torque and 
engine speed were produced. Once the reference trajectories were determined, engine and clutch 
variables were controlled to track these optimum reference trajectories during the gearshift. The 
optimisation procedure was executed onboard. A few results from simulation and vehicle 
experiments were presented that showed the effects of changes in the optimisation criteria. For 
example, a sporty shift was compared to a smooth shift. Apart from a difference in the slopes of 
engine torque reduction and re-application no major difference could be observed. A sporty shift 
did not show any torque vibrations as a result of the fast increase of engine torque. Since the 
proposed control strategy has not been compared to a conventional control strategy, it is 
difficult to say whether the lack of any torque vibrations is actually a result of the superior 
control strategy or whether this is due to an overly simplified dynamic model of the powertrain. 
The gear change on an automated manual transmission without use of a dry clutch [Petterson, 
Nielsen 2000] or without use of synchronisers [Fredrikson, Egardt 2000] was accomplished in 
those two papers by controlling the engine torque to zero and by controlling the engine speed 
during the synchronisation phase. Furthermore a suppression of torque oscillations was 
accomplished by controlling the "twist" in the driveline to zero. 
In [Fredrikson, Egardt 2000] the gearshift was split into five distinctive phases. In the first phase 
engine torque is governed to zero, which means that the transmission becomes torque-free and 
the dog clutch can be disengaged. In the second phase the dog clutch is disengaged and the 
transmission is put into neutral gear. This is followed by the synchronisation of engine speed to 
level of target gear in the third phase. In the forth and fifth phase the dog clutch is engaged 
again and engine torque is re-applied to the transmission. A state vector containing five state 
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variables including engine speed, pressure in the turbo charger, compressor power, torsional 
displacement in drive shaft and speed of wheels was introduced to describe the operating state 
of the powertrain. The control variables included the fuel amount and the inlet valve position of 
the turbine of the turbo charger. The engine torque was approximated by a function of fuel 
amount and pressure in the turbocharger. The control objectives of the transmission torque 
control and synchronisation speed control were to minimise shift time, exhaust emissions and 
driveline oscillations. During the torque control phases the driveline torque and the pressure in 
the turbo charger were controlled in a closed-loop system. During the speed synchronisation the 
engine speed was controlled along the desired trajectory by a closed loop system, while keeping 
the air-to-fuel ratio at a steady level to avoid exhaust problems. From the simulation result for 
an upshift the single control steps of making the transmission torque-free, synchronising the 
engine and increasing the engine torque at the end of the shift could be clearly discerned. The 
simulation result has demonstrated that a gearshift without use of conventional synchronisers 
(only dog clutches required) is possible. However, the simulation result shows strong torque 
reactions during the gearshift, which means poor shift quality 
The paper by [Petterson, Nielsen 2000] described, in principle, the same procedure of a 
reduction of engine torque to zero and a subsequent engine speed synchronisation. However, 
with the difference that, synchronisers were exclusively used for the speed synchronisation 
without employing a dry clutch at all. Also the problem of torque measurement was paid more 
attention, which was managed by torque estimation employing a Kalman filter. A state space 
representation using the following state variables: drive shaft torsion (estimated), engine speed 
and wheel speed (measured) was used to describe the powertrain dynamics. The aim of the 
control strategy was to control driveline torque oscillations resulting from the fast reduction of 
engine torque to zero. A PID controller was employed as a torque controller. The performance 
of the PID controller was evaluated against a PI controller. The PI-controller could not handle a 
robust and fast control and showed oscillations. However due to the simplicity of the engine 
torque production model (steady state engine map) it is difficult to say whether the controller 
works properly even if the dynamics in the engine torque production (i. e. delay in engine torque 
production from a change in the fuel amount as control variable) are taken into account. 
In [Ercole et al 1999] a fuzzy logic supervisory controller managed the coordination of engine 
and transmission controls during vehicle launch and gearshifts. First a detailed analysis was 
carried out that showed which engine or transmission controls influenced the smoothness of 
gearshifts and wear of the clutch. It was found that throttle opening during the gearshift and the 
timing of the rc-engagement of the clutch was crucial for a smooth shift. To coordinate engine 
and transmission operation, a supervisory controller that contained fuzzy rule tables was 
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developed. Input variables to this fuzzy controller included engine torque, engine speed 
derivative, clutch slip speed and its derivative and clutch speed. The output variables included 
the derivatives of throttle angle and clutch lever position. The performance was demonstrated 
based on a simulation result for a vehicle launch. Unfortunately no result was given for a 
gearshift. It was also concluded that due to the high computing power necessary for the fuzzy 
controller, an onboard execution of the control algorithm was not possible. 
2.4 Gearshift Quality Metrics 
As has been noticed in the last three sections on gearshift control one of the main objectives, if 
not the most important, was the improvement of the shift quality. How can "shift quality" be 
measured? Certainly, the shift feel is subjective and something that different passengers 
experience differently. Various attempts have aimed at finding a metric to quantify shift quality. 
In the section on local open-loop control concepts of powershifts an adaptive open-loop 
gearshift control [Gebert and Kücükay 1997] had been discussed. In that work a detailed 
characterisation of the acceleration profile during a gearshift was undertaken and a shift metric 
based on those results was developed. The main ideas of this work will be briefly restated here. 
By analysing the profile of the longitudinal acceleration during a gearshift (signal was filtered 
and only the range from 4 to 10 liz was recorded), it was found that, signal flanks in the 
acceleration profile that oppose the general acceleration tendency, were considered worst by 
passengers. For example on an upshift the general acceleration tendency is falling that means 
that only rising signal flanks have to be considered to characterise the shift quality. To 
characterise these signal flanks a number of parameters have been used such as amplitude of the 
flank, maximum slope of the flank, amplitude of vehicle jerk (i. e. the first time derivative of the 
vehicle acceleration). In this way a general description for the shift feel based on the vehicle 
acceleration profile was found. 
[Naruse et al 1993] attempted to derive a shift metric for powershifts that reflects the human 
shift feel. From experiments with subjective ratings it was found that the human body responded 
more sensitively to fore and aft vibrations in low frequency ranges and to vertical vibrations in 
high frequency ranges. Considering this finding, data from vibration measurements have been 
filtered accordingly. It was distinguished between for fore-aft acceleration and vertical 
accelerations. The shift shocks were evaluated differently according to the type of shift (down-, 
upshift). A correlation between measurements of vehicle vibrations and torque fluctuations at 
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the drive shaft had been derived. The results showed that about 90% of the fore and aft 
vibrations were in the low frequency range (0 to 7 Hz) and could be attributed to torque 
fluctuations coming directly from the automatic transmission. 
From signal analysis [Schwab 1994] found that a discrepancy between vehicle acceleration and 
wheel torque after the initial shift shock of a powershift occurred. This was attributed to the fact 
that backlash in the driveline filters out frequencies above 5Hz. For this reason the foretaft 
acceleration was used to describe the shift feel. A shift quality metric was developed that was 
made up of four acceleration components, which could be extracted from a raw acceleration 
signal. These components included the peak-to-peak acceleration, the peak-to-peak jerk, the 
maximum average power (power level of the shift) and the 10-14 Hz contribution (to capture 
body and suspension resonance). A neural network was created and trained based on data from 
vehicle measurements and subjective gearshift ratings. Inputs to this model were the four 
components of the shift quality metric. The aim was to obtain a subjective rating based on new 
acceleration data. The results agreed very well, also at the extreme ends of the subjective scale. 
In [Wheals et al 2001] it was stated that conventional approaches of shift quality 
characterisation, which derive their measures from experimental data and try to correlate the 
values of parameters such as longitudinal acceleration, jerk etc. to subjective driver ratings, 
show an error of up to 2 points in the ATZ (Automobil Technische Zeitschrift) 1.10 scale. 
Therefore, an alternative approach was proposed (still under development) that derived a shift 
metric from a range of variables such as pressure profiles acting on the driver's body, time 
derivatives of head pitch, vehicle pitch, visual effect of rpm-meter, acoustic effect of engine 
revolution, and the muscular effort to maintain the seat position. A neural network was applied 
to determine a shift metric out of vehicle measurements of these variables. 
In [Wheals et al 2002] an investigation of different shift quality metrics applicable to automated 
manual transmissions was conducted. It was found that the shift time alone (i. e. time of torque 
interruption) is not sufficient to characterise the shift quality on an AMT. Two techniques for 
improved shift quality metrics were proposed. In the first approach, a cost function that assesses 
the acceleration time profile of the actual AMT gearshift relative to an ideal shift was 
introduced. The second approach, builds upon the technique described in [Wheals et al 2001] 
and made use of an "android" model (model of a human body) to model the response of the 
driver to the gearshift event (variables such body pressure distribution, head pitch are included). 
A neural network is then applied to establish a correlation between vehicle data and driver 
model responses to predict an ATZ gearshift rating. Real vehicle measurement data and real 
subjective ratings are taken for comparison to the model. 
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Three investigations into shift quality that head in a slightly different direction can be found in 
the papers by [Szadkowski 1991, Szadkowski and McNerney 1993], where objective measures 
to describe the shift feel on a transmission equipped with cone-type synchronisers were 
developed. In these papers the manual engagement of a gear by a shift lever and hence the 
control of the synchronisation process by the shift lever force (applied by the driver) was 
investigated. Although not of direct relevance to the gearshift quality metric for a planetary- 
type automatic transmission, they give an interesting insight in the shift quality aspects of 
synchronisation processes, which are, for example, part of the gear change on a twin clutch 
transmission. 
In the earliest paper [Szadkowski 1991] the main objective was to develop a mathematical 
model for the synchroniser engagement to describe "shiftability" and shift quality for the gear 
engagement. Furthermore design recommendations for clutch and transmission and quality 
measures for clutches and transmissions were derived. Three synchronisation phases were 
distinguished. In the first phase, the synchroniser torque forces the speed of the gear to match 
that of the shaft (synchronising function). In the second, phase the synchroniser torque forces 
the blocker to index (synchroniser indexing function) and in the third phase, the synchroniser 
torque forces the clutching teeth to engage the index gear (gear indexing function). The linkage 
between shift lever and synchroniser was assumed to be rigid (i. e. shift time was assumed to be 
equal to synchronisation time). To rate the shift quality, a variable called "shift effort" (shift 
impulse) was defined as the product of handball load and shift time. A parameter variation study 
was carried out using the mathematical model of the synchroniser engagement to investigate the 
influence on the "shift effort". From this study two main recommendations were drawn. Firstly, 
shift quality improvements can be achieved by a decrease in the driven disc inertia, a decrease 
in drag torque generated by the clutch, an increase in the synchronising torque, a decrease in the 
inertia within the transmission and a decrease in the viscous drag torque (downshift). Secondly, 
shift quality is more sensitive to clutch parameters than parameters of the transmission. 
In [Szadkowski and McNerney 1993] the studies of the earlier paper had been extended. The 
synchroniser linkage was now considered to produces losses and a coefficient for the efficiency 
of the linkage was derived from experimental data. The shift quality was rated by use of the 
synchronising time only, assuming a constant maximum handball load. Vehicle experiments 
were carried out to verify the shift quality rating and to determine the efficiency of the linkage. 
One of the conclusions was that less than 65% of the handball force was effectively transmitted 
to the synchroniser cone. 
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In this brief review of literature on gearshift quality metrics, one variable has crystallised to be a 
main predictor for shift quality, namely the longitudinal vehicle acceleration profile (or the 
wheel torque, which is related to it). Although, only the torque at the wheels is actually of 
interest, because vibration contributions from the powertrain as a whole affect the shift feel, it is 
nevertheless also possible to use the torque at the output shaft of the transmission to assess shift 
quality. This is possible since the contributions of both, engine and transmission in creating 
vibrations in the drivetrain are actually contained in the value of the transmission output torque 
and these forced vibrations only excite the rest of the drivetrain downstream from the 
transmission. In the acceleration profile various parameters characterise the shift quality, one of 
the most important is the steepness of the gradients. This first time derivative of the acceleration 
is called vehicle jerk. 
2.5 Sensor Measurements and Observation of 
Transmission Torque 
As already discussed in the sections on torque-based gearshift controls, the gearshift control can 
improve from the knowledge of the transmission output torque. Either, for use in a control 
algorithm that directly controls the transmission output torque, or a control strategy where the 
output torque value is used to get information about the torque transmitted through the clutches 
participating in the gearshift. The application of a torque sensor has long not been possible 
because of various reasons such as cost, reliability and a complicated application and calibration 
process. Nowadays, the torque sensor technology has improved; the costs have dropped so it is 
providing an interesting alternative to obtain the torque signal. The great advantage is the 
accuracy, once it has been calibrated properly. 
The estimation of torque through a mathematical observation is an inexpensive alternative, 
which basically determines the torque value from, easy-to-measure signals like angular speeds 
at various points in the transmission. The problem of observer techniques is, that they rely on 
the accuracy of a dynamic model of the transmission/powertrain. Although the value of the 
estimated torque is constantly monitored and corrected based on measurable variables used in 
the observer model (usually rotational speeds), neglected dependencies of variables or neglected 
nonlinear effects are difficult to compensate. Also the adaptability of the observer to parameter 
changes and the robustness against noise-polluted sensor signals needs to be taken in account. 
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In [Yi et al. 2000], estimation of the output torque of a conventional automatic transmission, 
equipped with a hydraulic torque converter, was achieved by use of a non-linear so-called 
"adaptive sliding observer". The basic idea was to use a "Luenberger" observer, which 
reconstructs the state of a linear system from measurements of its input and output. With this 
type of observer the system parameters (system model contained in observer) have to be known 
beforehand. If they are not known (initial values have to be known), the observer can be 
extended to adapt the system parameters during operation such that the state observation error 
asymptotically approaches zero (along a sliding surface). In the paper a non-linear adaptive 
sliding observer to estimate the turbine torque (at the turbine shaft of the hydraulic torque 
converter) from engine and turbine speed measurements was developed. This enabled 
observation of the turbine torque throughout the gearshift despite the change in the system 
structure at the point of transition from torque to inertia phase. The sliding surface was defined 
as the error between the measurement and the estimation of the turbine speed from which then 
the turbine torque and the transmission output torque could be determined. Experimental studies 
were carried out, using a transmission set-up on a test rig. A variation of 8-25% in the turbine 
torque was observed for a temperature range from 29-85 degrees Celsius (oil temperature in 
torque converter). This effect was due to the increase of the turbine torque with an increase in 
the oil temperature (i. e. fluid viscosity). It was demonstrated that a simple "steady state" 
observer could not cope with the changes in operating conditions of the torque converter 
(change in temperature and thus oil viscosity). However, the adaptive observer handled the 
variation in the system well. 
[Moskwa and Pan 1995] also applied a sliding mode observer to estimate the turbine torque in a 
planetary type automatic transmission. Two possible designs of the sliding mode observer, one 
with and one without integrators were compared. The proposed observers required measurement 
of four speed values (engine, turbine, planetary carrier and ring gear) to produce an estimate of 
the turbine torque. A gaussian random noise with an intensity of 100 rpm was added to these 
speed signals to test the robustness of the observer. It was found that the observer design with 
integrators allowed use of smaller gains in the observer model and thus showed smaller 
estimation errors when subjected to sensor noise. 
The non-linear observer presented in [Hahn et al 2001] was applied in a different form to 
estimate the hydraulic pressure in a torque converter lock-up clutch. The value of the actuation 
pressure was reconstructed based on measurement of the clutch slip velocity and information 
about the input to the solenoid valve (i. e. duty ratio). The observer included models for the 
hydraulic actuation (2°' order linear transfer function derived by system identification theory) 
and the friction clutch. The observer was designed to be robust against uncertainties in friction 
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coefficient and system damping; however, uncertainties in the hydraulic model have not been 
accounted for. The simulation results show that the estimation error is generally bounded within 
a range of around 0.5 bar. It was argued that the performance could be further improved by 
using a better model of the hydraulic system. 
The application of a torque sensor has been suggested in [Wheals et al 2001] for use in a twin 
clutch transmission. Possible torque sensor designs, which are both rugged and inexpensive 
have been described in [Turner 1988], [Beckley et al 2002] and [Ruser et al 2002]. The prime 
problems of torque sensors so far had been their costs, ruggedness and size. For prototype 
vehicles an application has not posed any problems since costs and size do not matter there. 
In [Turner 1988] a torque sensor, for measurements on rotating shafts in automotive 
applications, was proposed. The sensor made use of the fact that a torque applied to the sensor 
part in the driveshaß changes the resonance frequency of this sensor system. The change in the 
resonance frequency could be then detected by a change in the impedance of the exciting coil 
(non-rotating part of the sensor). The coils are connected to a capacitor, where the change in the 
impedance and hence torque could be detected as a change in the electric current. It was found 
that the repeatability of the senor measurements was very good. This is of more importance to, 
for example, the control of transmission output torque, than the absolute accuracy of the 
measurements. It was further found that the linearity of the sensor deteriorated when the 
temperature was raised, the repeatability, however, was unaffected by the increase in 
temperature. 
The torque sensor presented in [Beckley et al 2002] made use of the SAW (Surface Acoustic 
Wave) principle, which offers the advantages of being able to withstand heat, dirt and 
mechanical vibrations. Also the nature of the principle (i. e. using radio frequencies) makes it 
ideal for a non-contact coupling. Usually two SAW devices are located on the rotating shaft and 
a differential measurement is used to compensate for changes in the temperature or bending of 
the shaft. When torque is applied to the shaft either the phase of a reflected sound wave is 
delayed or the natural frequency of a resonator is changed. Either of the two effects can be used 
to infer the applied torque. In the paper a dynamic model of the presented SAW resonator is 
developed and simulation results are discussed. The results show that the accuracy of the torque 
measurement stays within +/-2.5% in the temperature band between -40 and +125°C. 
Measurement of the temperature could improve accuracy of the torque measurement further (+/- 
0.15%) 
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In the paper of [Ruser et al 2002], a torque sensor is discussed that makes use of the magneto- 
elastic effects of ferromagnetic materials (i. e. rotating shaft). A torque applied to the shaft leads 
to a change in the magnetic properties (permeability) of the shaft material, which result in a 
magnetic flow that induces a voltage in the non-rotating detector coil. These sensors offer high 
robustness and good repeatability of the measurement results. However, these sensors suffer 
from a reduced accuracy and are dependent on the material properties as well as the gap 
between shaft and coil. The paper proposes a technique to overcome these limitations by a 
cyclic magnetisation and re-magnetisation to obtain defined operation points. 
2.6 Powertrain Dynamics and Modelling 
In this section, the literature in the field of powertrain modelling and dynamics will be 
reviewed, the problems or peculiarities associated with the actual modelling of a powertrain 
equipped with a twin clutch transmission will be treated in Chapter 3 in more detail. 
2.6.1 Automotive Powertrain: Dynamics, Modelling 
Techniques and Simulation 
This section reviews literature that is aimed at the fundamental principles of powertrain 
modelling for controller development. 
In (Ciesla and Jennings 1995] the development of a powertrain model using a modular approach 
has been described. These modules contained a model of a diesel engine, a torque converter, a 
clutch, shafts etc. and were programmed using EASY 5 simulation language. A similar 
approach to powertrain modelling was described in the paper of [Moskwa et. al. 1997], where 
the authors also made use of the modular approach, however, MATLAB/SIMULINK® was 
employed as simulation software. Both papers emphasise the importance of the causality (cause 
and effect relationship between input and output variables) in modular modelling, in order to 
avoid the existence of algebraic loops, which slow down the simulation. Such a causality can be 
achieved if for example modules, which contain purely inertial components, are linked with 
compliant parts (spring-damper elements) in an alternating series. The paper of [Schreiber 
Schindler 2001], which also makes use of the modular approach for powertrain modelling, 
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stressed the importance of considerations on the necessary accuracy level and hence complexity, 
at an early stage in the modelling of a powertrain model. 
Although the paper of [Powell et. al. 1998] dealt with dynamic modelling of hybrid electric 
powcrtrain systems, all major "common" drivetrain modelling issues were tackled. Equations of 
motion were given for all powertrain components including those for an automated manual 
transmission; also a simple mathematical model for a gasoline engine was described in that 
paper. The paper of [Quinn, Lyons 1998] dealt with the features SWULINK® and 
STATEFLOW® provide for the dynamic modelling powertrains. A simple model of an 
automotive powertrain including an automated layshaft transmission with torque converter and 
simple hydraulic actuation was developed in SIMULINK®. The STATEFLOW® toolbox was 
introduced and the advantage of this toolbox for the development of a sequentially operating 
gearshift controller, in particular its easy implementation, were demonstrated. 
An important factor, when modelling the dynamics of a powetrain in the low frequency range, is 
the dynamics of the tyre. The dynamic properties of the tyre determine the effect that torsional 
vibrations in the driveline have on the vehicle longitudinal acceleration. To capture and analyse 
these effects properly it is of importance to model the tyre dynamics correctly. The modelling of 
a tyre by means of spring-damper elements and mass inertias was described in [Zegelaar and 
Pacejka 1997]. The tyre tread-band behaves like a rigid body in the frequency range of 0-100 
iiz, hence the tread band can be modelled as ring with mass inertia and the whole tyre model is 
called "rigid ring model". In order to capture the compliance of the tyre in all three dimensions, 
spring damper elements were introduced that connected the tread-ring to the rim (second mass 
inertia) and reflected the stiffness and damping properties of the tyre sidewalls. A "brush" 
model was employed to model the stationary slip of the tyre and hence to reflect the stick-slip 
behaviour of the tyre in the road contact patch. The equations of motion were developed and the 
results were compared to experimental data obtained from a test rig where the tyre was driven 
by a big drum to reflect the road surface. Frequency response functions of brake torque and 
wheel slip variations, obtained by experiments, were compared to simulation data and showed a 
satisfactory agreement. The same model was used in [Bruni et al 1997], where the focus was on 
an identification of the stiffness and damping parameters. The parameter values were obtained 
by minimising the difference between the natural frequencies that were obtained through 
calculation of a dynamic model and the damped natural frequencies acquired from experimental 
data (mean square approach). The model was then used to calculate certain dynamic responses 
and was verified against experimental data. 
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2.6.2 Engine Dynamics and Modelling 
All of the engine models reviewed here, are basically four stroke spark ignition (SI) engines. It 
is thought that these engines incorporate all the interesting engine control issues and represent a 
more general case for controller development then diesel engines where only the amount (and 
timing) of fuel injected into the cylinder is manipulated. Each of the following five papers made 
use of a so-called mean value engine model, which simply described the overall dynamic 
behaviour of the engine in the low frequency range by producing a mean torque value at the 
output and neglecting high frequency fluctuations in the torque production. The restriction to 
the low frequency range (5-1511z) is sufficient from the standpoint of gearshift controller 
development and analysis because here only the engine behaviour in this low frequency range is 
of relevance. This restriction allows use of simpler engine models (i. e. mean value engine 
models). 
[Crossley Cook 1991] described a four-cylinder engine model where the functions for mass rate 
of air flowing through throttle and intake manifold and the regression function for the 
combustion process, were derived by regression analysis from experimental test rig data. This 
engine model was created in MATLAB/SIMULINK® in [The Math Works 1998] with the only 
difference that the exhaust gas re-circulation had been neglected for reasons of simplicity. 
A model of a SI-engine based on theoretical considerations was developed in [Moskwa, Hedrick 
1992). This model offered the advantage of having a more general applicability, but required 
detailed parameter identification. A MATLAB/SIMULINK® description for that model was 
obtained in [Weeks Moskwa 1995]. In this paper only the structure of the main modules was 
depicted, however, a detailed analysis of the behaviour of internal variables of the engine to 
transient throttle inputs was carried out based on simulation results. 
A general overview and investigation on engine modelling was carried out in [llendricks 1997], 
where the author first compared various mean value engine modelling approaches, including the 
above listed, and then developed a relatively simple engine model suited to a wide range of 
applications. However, explanations were kept short in that paper and the model was still more 
complex than the one of Crossley and Cook. 
In [Song and Byun 1999] a throttle actuator control system based on the reference model 
following approach was developed. A second order state space model captured the dynamics of 
an electric motor used as a throttle actuator. The open loop response time of a variation in 
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throttle angle from wide open to zero degrees at the maximum duty ratio (pulse-width 
modulated input signal to the electric motor) was about 30ms. The controller was able to 
improve response times of the throttle angle, in particular, in the range of smaller variations in 
reference input. Thus, response delays in the throttle actuation could be minimised to values that 
are considerably lower compared to the response times of the engine to throttle inputs. 
2.6.3 Transmission Dynamics and Modelling 
Transmission Dynamics - General Modelling Issues 
A mathematical description of the transmission and the rest of the drivetrain can be obtained in 
various ways. First, the equation of motion can be represented in different forms: In a state 
space description, which includes the equation of motion in one set of equations (which can be 
put into matrix form) or as a loose set of equations for each single powertrain component from 
which linear transfer functions may be generated. The latter representation is often used when 
the model is built up in a modular way. The former approach is more compact and can provide 
advantages in the simulation time (can be of interest if used as an inverse model in an observer 
or as a reference model) but can get very complicated and inflexible if the size of the model and 
increases. The advantage of a modular structure is that it can be easily modified and is therefore 
much more flexible when changing the configuration of the drivetrain. 
The equations of motion can be derived in several different ways; by applying Newton's second 
law, the Lagrange equations or principles of classical mechanics such as d'Alembert's or 
Hamilton's principle. Newton's second law can be applied to each of the powertrain 
components separately to produce equations of motion in the longitudinal and rotational 
direction. This approach is often selected if the model is built up in a modular way. The other 
approaches basically produce the equations of motion from energy functions that need to be 
derived beforehand and are often applied if a closed linear set of equations for the 
powertrain/drivetrain model as a whole is desired. Another important element that needs to be 
considered in the process of deriving the equations of motion for the powertrain, is the existence 
of nonlinear elements and the problem of how to linearise them. 
The equations of motion for a drivetrain can also be derived with the help of graphical methods 
of system design. This was demonstrated in [Cho, Hedrick 1989] where a mathematical model 
of a conventional automatic transmission was created from a bond-graph description. The bond 
graph technique basically depicts the power flow through the transmission from which the 
equations of motion can be easily deduced. The bond graph method was also applied in [Kwon, 
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Kim 2000], where a detailed model of a planetary-type automatic transmission including 
hydraulic actuation of the shift elements, was developed to obtain a more accurate simulation 
model for gearshift quality analysis. 
To study transient characteristics of an automatic transmission including torque converter, 
especially during a gearshift, [Kim et at 1994] developed a transmission model using the 
approach via Newton's second law. The same method for an automatic transmission of the same 
type but different mechanical structure was employed by [Pan, Moskwa 1995], to simulate the 
dynamic behaviour of the transmission during a gearshift. The Newtonian approach was also 
used in [Zheng et at. 1998] to derive equations of motion for a planetary type transmission. In 
addition to the transmission model also the dynamics of the hydraulic clutch actuation system 
were modeled. From these nonlinear equations, a linearised seventh order model was derived 
for aim of an easy application of linear control principles. 
A different approach was chosen by [thong et al 1999], who developed a transmission model 
based on the "Lever analogy", which is another graphical method that depicts the kinematical 
relationship between the single transmission components (planetary gear sets). Based on that 
graph the authors were able to derive the equations of motion by application of the Lagrange 
equations including a Lagrange multiplier to account for the dynamic constraints. 
The only evidence of a twin clutch transmission model was found in [Veehof 1996]. The author 
mainly restricted himself to the discussion of simulation results for gearshifts and only briefly 
described the structure of the transmission model, which was kept very simple. The model was 
constructed using ACSL"modeling language. 
One of the main complications in modelling a transmission arises from the occurrence of non- 
linear effects such as backlash, friction and other phenomena, which contain hysteresis, 
switching or saturation properties. Another complication results from the time varying structure 
of the equation of motion. When modelling a transmission that contains a friction clutch, two 
sets of equation of motion have to be derived, one for the state where the clutch is engaged and 
the other one for the state when the clutch slips. In other words the structure of the system and 
the degree of freedom change at the time of transition from one state to the other (stiction to 
friction). This makes it necessary to determine the conditions for the transition in terms of a 
switching logic, which in turn enables the decision which set of equation is active and has to be 
solved. 
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The construction of equations of motion of multibody systems with unilateral contacts has been 
treated in [Pfeiffer, Glocker 2000]. Unilateral contacts involve contact problems where a multi 
body system is constrained by a contact surface (e. g. ball suspended by a spring is restricted in 
its motion by a wall). This can also be applied to a clutch where the tangential movement 
(rotation) at the friction interface is limited by the friction coefficient and the applied load. The 
book contained various papers devoted to that topic and treated several unilateral contact 
problems including the switching character of a clutch engagement, at a theoretical level. A 
similar endeavour was pursued in [Pankiewicz, Schuller 2002], where the theoretical basis for 
the development of a modular simulation tool that copes with time varying systems such as 
those containing a friction clutch, was constructed. Equations of motion were derived and limits 
for the torque transmitted by the clutch (set by the friction coefficient) were included as 
inequality constraints. Based on these equations a tool library for powertrain simulation had 
been dcvcloped in MATLAB/SIMULINK®. 
In [Kiages ct al 1997] a model of a conventional automatic transmission that could be used for a 
real-time Hardware-in-the-loop simulation was constructed. The dynamic behaviour of a clutch 
was modelled in a peculiar way, by making use of a "control loop" that included a proportional 
part to model static friction for small differential speeds and a limiter, which restricted the 
torque to the clutch capacity while the clutch was slipping. The model was implemented in 
MMATLAB/SMIULINK®. Gearshift simulation results were given, however, were not compared 
to results achieved by conventional modelling or experimental measurements. 
Although common-type synchronisers ("synchromesh") can be in principle treated like clutches, 
some special features remain to be considered when modelling. One of the main differences, 
apart from the conical friction contact is, that after the two friction halves of the synchroniser 
run at the same speed, the dog clutch-like part of the synchroniser engages, thus mechanically 
locking the synchroniser. In order to increase the torque capacity of the synchroniser, more 
friction contacts can be employed. An investigation of such multicone synchronisers was carried 
out in (Abdel-Hialim et al. 2000], where dynamic models for two different triple-cone 
synchronisers were derived. The authors showed mathematically that there is a difference in the 
dynamic performance between the independent triple-cone (each of the friction cones can rotate 
independently) and the coupled triple-cone type. This was then also demonstrated on a test rig, 
where the distinctive behaviour of each of the two types of synchroniser was investigated for 
various temperature levels. These results have been compared to those of a single cone 
synchroniser and showed that the overall performance of the multicone synchroniser had 
improved. Only, at low temperatures the single cone type synchroniser was found to perform 
better (high oil viscosity). 
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Friction Dynamics and Clutch Model 
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An overview of different friction models to capture the stick- slip phenomenon and therefore to 
describe the friction behaviour at low speed levels in the vicinity of zero sliding speed was 
given in [Haessig and Friedland 1991]. The standard model to capture the behaviour of dry 
friction is depicted in Figure 2.7a. It assumes that the static friction coefficient is larger than the 
dynamic friction coefficient at zero differential speed. The kinetic friction coefficient can be a 
function of the sliding speed, but is assumed to have a constant value in the classic Coulomb 
friction model. Since the discontinuity at zero sliding speed does not reflect the physical reality 
in which the two contacting bodies are allowed to assume a small relative velocity before 
changing from stiction (static friction) to sliding, the standard model has been be modified. An 
approximation (Figure2.7b) through "stiffness" in the vicinity of zero sliding speed can help to 
capture this low speed behaviour. The disadvantage of this approximation is that it allows the 
body to accelerate even though the applied forces are less than the static friction force. To avoid 
this problem [Haessig and Friedland 1991] have presented three alternative friction models. 
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Figure 2.7 Friction coefficient versus sliding speed a) standard and classical model b) 
Approximation 
One of the models presented there was "Kamopp's model"(denoted after the author who first 
published this model as described in [Haessig and Friedland 1991]), in which the order of the 
system is reduced at every instant the relative velocity vanishes. This can also be extended to 
incorporate the fact that the relative velocity can vary within a small band while the system still 
remains in the stiction state. Another model presented was the so-called "Reset Integrator 
Model", which includes a mechanism for zero velocity stiction. The input to this model is the 
relative velocity that is integrated to yield the relative displacement of the two friction parts. If 
the relative displacement goes beyond a certain initial position (boundaries must be defined), 
the model computes the slipping model otherwise the position is multiplied by a spring rate to 
simulate the behaviour in the vicinity of zero relative velocity. A further alternative is the 
"Bristle Model" where the facing surfaces have bristles extending from them, which models the 
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asperity contacts in dry friction. When the strain of any bristle exceeds a certain level the bond 
is broken and a new bond having smaller strain is established. 
The "Kamopp Model" showed the fastest computation time but gets more complicated as the 
complexity of the system rises, whereas the other two remain fairly simple. All models 
incorporated the fact that there can be a small difference in the relative velocity of the two 
friction partners before sliding occurs and therefore the kinetic friction coefficient can be 
applied. However, the simulated contact loads and relative velocities were very small, which 
might be appropriate for a high accuracy positioning controller, but do not occur in an 
automotive clutch engagement. For that reason, it is doubted that the small deviation from zero 
relative velocity in the stiction phase, plays an important role under the fast, high energy 
engagements of automotive clutches. A version similar to "Karnop's model", however, without 
the "stiction band" around zero slipping speed, was generated in MATLAB/SIMULINK® in 
[The Math Works 1998]. The clutch model described in that paper made use of two main 
blocks, each containing the equations of motion for either the slipping or the stiction case and a 
block containing the switching logic to determine the point of transition between the two states. 
In many problems it might make sense to assume a constant kinetic friction coefficient (classic 
model). This might be justified from an accuracy point of view if it reflects the behaviour of the 
system in the area of interest properly enough. However, in the analysis of an automotive clutch 
engagement, the dependency of the friction coefficient on the differential speed across the 
clutch is of great importance and thus can not be neglected. 
Friction Type and Friction Coefficient 
In general two different friction types can be found on automotive clutches; dry friction, where 
the clutch plates are in contact without having a fluid between them and wet friction, where an 
automatic transmission fluid is present in the contact zone, which influences the friction 
behaviour of the clutch. The paper of [Großpietsch, Sudau 2000] compares dry and wet-type 
clutch concepts for application to a twin clutch transmission. As main advantages of the dry 
clutch design, good efficiency and small drag torque were listed. The wet clutch, however, was 
said to provide the advantage of having a small mass and size (therefore small mass inertia), 
good controllability, high power density and torque capacity. The conclusion of the authors was 
that the wet clutch possesses the greatest potential for employment in a twin clutch 
transmission, mainly because of the torque capacity, the mass inertia and the size. 
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Dryfriction 
The classic model for dry friction assumes a constant kinetic friction coefficient once sliding 
between the friction partners occurs. However, upon introspection of the characteristics of a 
typical dry friction material from a well-known clutch facing material manufacturer 
[www. raybestos. de] one can see that the friction coefficient is dependent on the slipping speed 
and on the temperature across the clutch. These dependencies, of course, vary with different 
friction materials. In general, the friction coefficient for the listed friction materials was 
observed to increase with increasing slipping speed; probably to achieve a positive gradient in 
order to avoid clutch judder. Furthermore, from the charts of the manufacturer it was observed, 
that the gradient of the fiction coefficient with sliding speed seemed to have changed slightly 
over the period of the complete test program, which included several thousands of engagement 
cycles. The mean values for the friction coefficient ranged between 0.37-0.44 in that test and are 
thus, considerably larger compared to those found for wet friction, which lie in the range of 
around 0.12-0.16. The influence of an increase in clutch temperature on the friction coefficient 
could also be observed in the test charts. In those charts a decrease in the friction coefficient 
could be seen to be starting at a temperature of around 380°C (more temperature resilient 
material). At this point the friction coefficient almost instantly dropped from a value of around 
0.4 to 0.1. Below that critical temperature, the friction coefficient was quite stable and remained 
almost constant with increasing temperature. For another obviously less temperature resilient 
material the critical temperature lay at around 250 °C, but the friction coefficient decreased 
more gradually from around 0.45 at 250°C to around 0.35 at 350 °C. Temperatures above 250 
°C should not be reached under normal engagement conditions. However, under hill start/hill 
hold conditions such high temperatures might be easily reached due to elongated engagement 
times resulting to intense heat production. 
For the analysis of the clutch judder phenomenon in automotive dry clutches [Rabeih and Crolla 
1996], applied a linear function for the friction coefficient with sliding speed in the form of. 
µ= Aa + A, Av. The gradient (A, ) was varied from +0.05 to -0.45. It was found that apart from 
the system damping and stiffness parameters a large negative gradient of the friction coefficient 
with sliding velocity leads to system instability and clutch judder. A similar study was carried 
out by [Centea et at 1999 and 2001], which also investigated the influence of the system 
damping and gradient of the friction coefficient on clutch judder. In the earlier paper they 
employed a similar function for the friction coefficient where they chose the coefficient Ao to be 
0.43 and varied A, from -0.016 to +0.016. In the more recent paper the authors employed a 
polynomial function of 3'' order (p = AO + A1Ov + A2 (AV) 2+ A3 (, &V) 3). They compared four 
dry friction materials with coefficients values shown in Table2. I. 
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Friction Material An A, A, A, 
1 0.3663 -0.031 0.0051 -0.00020 
2 0.3961 -0.024 0.0034 -0.00010 
3 0.3850 -0.0229 0.0036 -0.00010 
4 0.6032 -0.0146 0.0009 -0.00001 
Table 2.1. Coefficients of dry friction polynomial shown for different materials used in [Centea 
et al 2001] 
The authors found that material 2 showed the worst judder behaviour and put this down to the 
negative slope of the friction gradient. Although material 2 and 3 have very similar friction 
polynomial the same severe effect was not observed with material 3. The polynomial friction 
coefficient functions given here have to be applied with care, because some of them only 
produce correct results in a limited range of relative velocity, typically between 0 m/s and 30 
m/s. Outside this range some of the functions produce strongly negative values which certainly 
do not represent the reality appropriately. 
The problem of finding a function to describe the friction coefficient at high speed sliding 
conditions (sliding speeds in the range between 30 to 300 m/s) was tackled by [Jiang and 
Ulbrich 2001]. The work was not directed at an investigation of a clutch engagement but treated 
the problem of dry friction at high sliding speeds on a more general basis. It was shown, that the 
applied load only had a strong influence on the friction coefficient at very high relative 
velocities of around 60 m/s and greater. For steel-to-steel contacts a decrease in the value of the 
friction coefficient between 30 and 300 m/s from about 0.1 to 0.06 was given. Clearly the value 
of the friction coefficient at automotive dry clutches is much larger and the sliding velocities 
much lower. This leads to the conclusion that the influence of the clamp load on the friction 
coefficient at the clutch can be neglected when analysing the effects that a variation in clutch 
friction has on the dynamics of an engagement of an automotive clutch. 
11 et Friction 
In contrast to dry friction clutches, which most commonly consist of two or sometimes three 
clutch plates, wet friction clutches usually feature several clutch plates or disks. The clutch pack 
of wet friction clutches consists of an alternating series of separator plates made of steel and 
friction plates. The friction plates consist of a core plate made of steel and a friction lining 
bonded to the core plate. As a material for the friction lining either sinter materials or paper 
(cellulose fibres) may be used. The sinter material is normally only employed for heavy-duty 
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applications. The vast majority of clutches installed on automatic transmissions incorporate 
paper based wct clutches which offer friction characteristics that lead to smoother engagements. 
On wet clutches, an automatic transmission fluid (ATF) occupies the space between the friction 
plates and the separator plates. The presence of this fluid and its properties greatly influences 
the shape of the friction coefficient and therefore the torque transmitted by the clutch. The 
clutch engagement process can be roughly broken down into three phases [Scott and 
Suntiwattana 1995], with the influence of the ATF varying from phase to phase: 
0 Squeeze film phase where the friction material and the separator plates are separated by 
the hydrodynamic ATF film (hydrodynamic lubrication) 
" Squash film phase where the asperities (surface roughness) of the friction material come 
into contact with the separator plates to create some adhesive friction (mixed 
lubrication). 
0 Adhesive contact phase where the surface of the friction lining comes into contact with 
the separator plates 
How the oil (ATF) influences the friction characteristics, strongly depends on the type of the 
base oil and the additives. This can be seen from a comparison between the friction coefficient 
of a normal ATF and that of an ATF with friction improvers. Two basic friction characteristics 
are distinguished in [Förster 1991]: 
" Wet friction with friction improvers (GM specification) where the kinetic friction 
coefficient increases with increasing sliding velocity (positive gradient) and where the 
static friction coefficient is smaller than the kinetic one. 
" Wet friction without friction improvers (FORD specification) where the kinetic friction 
coefficient decreases with increasing sliding velocity (negative gradient) and where the 
static friction coefficient is greater than the kinetic one. 
Both types of ATF and their influence on the friction characteristics are shown in Figure2.8. 
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Figure 2.8 Friction coefficient versus sliding speed for GM and Ford Specification of ATF 
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The ATF plays a significant role in the engagement of a wet clutch especially in the first two 
phases where mainly hydrodynamic and mixed lubrication takes place. Since the properties of 
the hydrodynamic film and therefore the friction characteristics in those two phases are strongly 
affected by the viscosity of the fluid and the pressure distribution in the hydrodynamic film, the 
temperature (instant and start temperature) and the clamp load cause additional influences to the 
friction coefficient. 
The influence of the temperature on the engagement of a wet clutch was investigated in 
[liolgerson and Lundberg 1999 Part 2] based on clutch engagement test rig results. The authors 
found that the static friction coefficient (here defined as the friction coefficient shortly before 
the clutch engages) decreased for an engagement at high energy levels (high initial sliding 
velocity) because of the higher temperature at the clutch facing (0.18 for 20 m/s initial relative 
speed and 0.17 for 30 m/s). However the energy level did not seem to have the same effect on 
the dynamic friction coefficient, which remained unaffected. Furthermore, the static friction 
coefficient decreased much stronger than the dynamic friction coefficient with increasing initial 
temperature (static dropped from 0.18 at 50 °C to 0.15 at 150 °C and the dynamic friction 
coefficient remained around 0.12). This means that the quotient between static and dynamic 
friction decreased with increasing initial temperature, which reduced the inclination to stick-slip 
vibrations (i. e. tendency towards a smaller negative or even positive gradient with sliding 
speed). 
The influence of the presence of drive torque on wet clutch engagements was studied by the 
same authors [Holgerson and Lundberg 1999 Part I], but was found to have negligible effect on 
the friction coefficient, however, engagement times increased compared to a case were only 
inertial torque was present (same amounts of dissipated energy assumed in both cases). Similar 
findings were reported in [Hohn et al 2003], which also found that the negative gradient of the 
friction coefficient (i. e. negative damping) with sliding speed, in addition to low values of the 
existing damping (i. e. the overall system damping becomes negative) forms a necessary 
condition for self-excited vibrations. Whether these friction-induced vibrations occur, also 
depends on the contact pressure in the friction contact, which was identified to be of lower 
importance compared to the gradient. In particular the gradient between 5 and 20 percent of the 
maximum relative velocity was found to be a reliable indicator for the occurrence of friction- 
induced vibrations. 
To model the engagement of a wet clutch and capture the effects of temperature and clamp load 
on the hydrodynamic ATF film and therefore on the transmitted torque, [Yang, Lam and Fujii 
1998] split the amount of torque transmitted by the clutch in two components. The first part 
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accounted for the asperity contacts between the friction material and the separator plate and the 
second part considered the hydrodynamic shear forces in the ATF film. The amount of the 
second component could be obtained by solving the Reynolds equations for the hydrodynamic 
film. It was found that this effect decreased as the two contact surfaces approached each other, 
the film thickness decreased to zero and more and more asperity contacts were developed. The 
hydrodynamic component of the transmitted torque was found to depend on the viscosity of the 
ATF (and thus temperature), the surface roughness, the film thickness, shear stress in the film 
and the relative velocity. However, the asperity component depended mainly on the kinetic 
friction coefficient as a function of the sliding speed. The simulation model was then validated 
against measured data and showed good agreement. The complexity (solution to Reynolds 
equations required) of the dynamic model makes it better suited for detailed clutch engagement 
investigations and less suited for the applications in powertrain models for controller design. 
The same authors developed a mathematical model to predict the temperature and thermal 
degradation in a wet clutch [Yang and Lam 1998]. It was found that the degradation mechanism 
of a paper based friction material consists of two parts, a thermal degradation (carbonisation of 
friction lining) and a mechanical degradation (wear). However, for a paper-based friction 
material the thermal degradation was found to be the major component. 
A simple method to calculate the temperature across the clutch was developed in [Wouters 
1991). In that paper a control volume was laid over the clutch pack (included separator plate 
friction material and core plate) and divided into several small blocks. A heat balance was then 
applied to each block in order to derive a temperature distribution in one dimension 
(longitudinal axis of clutch pack). The heat balances were approximated by a forward-difference 
method and then solved by a matrix-solving algorithm. The method is simple but certainly not 
very accurate because the temperature distribution is calculated only in one dimension and any 
cooling effects of the oil between the clutch facings are neglected. 
Hydraulic Actuation of the Transmission 
The hydraulic circuit on a planetary-type automatic transmission can be very complex, 
consisting of several hydraulic elements for each of the friction clutches. In [Watechagit and 
Sirinivasan 2003] a dynamic model of such a hydraulic actuation system was developed for one 
shift element. The model consisted of several blocks, each containing a detailed model of the 
dynamics of a pulse-width-modulated (PWM) solenoid valve, a pressure control valve, an 
accumulator (for a stable oil flow to the clutch) and finally the dynamics of the clutch piston. 
With this detailed model, the authors were able to accurately simulate the dynamics of a clutch 
engagement and thus a gearshift. The simulation results have clearly shown that at the end of 
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the clutch-filling stroke, when the clutch piston comes in contact with the clutch pack, the clutch 
pressure rises sharply. 
Often on automated manual transmissions and twin clutch transmissions, a single valve, a so- 
called proportional solenoid valve, substitutes the pressure control and PWM-solenoid valve. In 
[Rinderknecht ct. al. 2002] a hydraulic circuit of an automated manual transmission was 
presented where a3 way proportional valve was employed to actuate the main clutch and a 3- 
way pressure reducing valve was used for the control of the shift rails to engage the gears. 
Hydraulic clutch actuation systems for twin clutch transmissions were depicted in [Wheals et. al. 
2001] and [Flegel et. al. 1987]. In the first paper the hydraulic layout featured pressure-reducing 
valves for clutch actuation in combination with on/off valves for the actuation of the shift rails. 
Unfortunately the authors did not specify the exact type of pressure reducing valve and hence it 
is not clear whether the valves were proportional type valves or pulse width modulated valves. 
The hydraulic circuit presented in the second paper comprises proportional pressure reducing 
valves for clutch actuation and simple on/off valves for the operation of the shift rails. 
In [Cho et. al. 1999], equations of motion for each part (electromagnetic, mechanical and 
hydraulics) of a proportional pressure-reducing valve were derived. From these equations of 
motion a simple linear model, consisting of three linear transfer functions and a feedback loop, 
was developed. The parameters of the model were determined by applying system identification 
theory. A proportional non-linear solenoid valve was also modelled in [Vaughan and Gamble 
1996]. This non-linear model was used to predict the displacement of the valve spool. It 
included models of the magnetic saturation and hysteresis in the solenoid, which were based on 
regression functions derived from experiments. The non-linear model of the proportional 
solenoid valve model was developed with the aim of having a more accurate model for the 
development of spool/armature position controllers. It is, thus, too comprehensive to be 
employed as part of the hydraulic clutch actuation in a transmission model exclusively used for 
the development of a gearshift controller. 
In [Kwon and Kim 2000], [Zheng et al 1999] and [Wang et al 2001] a simple linear second 
order transfer function was employed to model the dynamics of a solenoid valve. The input of 
this model was a voltage signal and the output was a control pressure at the outlet port of the 
valve (Wang et al. ) or the accumulator backpressure for the system of a planetary type 
automatic transmission (Kwon and Kim, Zheng et al). Although the parameter values of the 
solenoid models were similar in all three papers (undamped natural frequency around 10 Hz, 
damping ratio 0.707 to 0.93), the types of valves were not specified exactly. The paper of 
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[Zheng et al 1999] further found that the dynamics of the solenoid valve significantly contribute 
to the overall response behaviour of the clutch actuation system. Thus for an application to 
controller development it is sufficient to consider the solenoid valve dynamics without having to 
account for the dynamics of the rest of the hydraulic system. 
2.7 Conclusions of the Literature Review 
The only twin clutch transmission that is currently on the market [Rudolph et at 2003] is yet not 
very well documented in the literature in terms of either the design of the controller or 
specifically the algorithms used to control the gearshift. Whether, the gearshift control is of 
open-loop type, like those of the twin clutch transmissions of the 80's [Webster 1981, Flegl et 
at. 1982, Flegl ct at 1987, Op de Beck et at. 1983], or involves closed-loop concepts could not 
be discovered from the literature. For that reason, much of the information about state-of the-art 
control concepts for twin clutch transmissions was retrieved from patents. 
On the modelling and simulation basis the only evidence of a model of a twin clutch 
transmission has been found in [Veehof 1996]. However, the author has developed only a crude 
model (without an engine model) to study the effects that the application timing of clutches has 
on shift quality. Most detailed dynamic models used for controller development found in the 
literature were derived for planetary-type transmissions. The reviewing of these models has 
shown that certain key points of special importance to the modelling of twin clutch 
transmissions have not been addressed at all or where addressed, not in the necessary detail. 
Following simulation issues remain to be addressed: 
" The dynamic models of clutches in the existing transmission models for controller 
development have only contained a simple friction model of the clutch incorporating a 
constant dynamic friction coefficient. 
" The study of the effects of different friction characteristics (different wet friction 
characteristics or even dry friction) on the dynamic behaviour of a gearshift controller. 
" In the existing transmission models for controller development/analysis the internals of the 
transmission (e. g. shafts inside the transmission, synchronisers) were not modelled in 
sufficient detail. Thus, for example, synchroniser-to-synchroniser shifts could not been 
analysed and simulated in the necessary detail. 
" Only few transmission models (mostly of planetary-type) featured a model of the 
(hydraulic) actuation of clutches. No general model of a complete hydraulic actuation 
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suitable for a twin clutch transmission (i. e featuring a proportional solenoid valve and 
hydraulic actuator) that was also sufficiently simple for a controller development and 
modelled the critical clutch filling process could be found in the literature. 
Another shortcoming of the powertrain models found in the literature on controller 
development was that these models either included a simple engine model and a detailed 
transmission model or vice versa. Hence, actuation delays and dynamics were only 
accounted for in part. 
Most of the gearshift control concepts found in the literature were applied to planetary-type 
transmissions. These concepts included highly sophisticated control strategies such as optimal 
control for gearshifts, which although superior in theory, seems hardly suited for a practical 
gearshift control on fixed-gear automatic transmissions. This is because these strategies rely on 
an internal model of the transmission, which is highly simplistic, furthermore, they require the 
measurement (observation) of lot of different state variables, which are often difficult to obtain. 
The literature also contained simpler approaches to gearshift control, which were still of closed- 
loop nature and mainly involved the control of engine speed through clutch pressure 
modulation. Other closed-loop strategies found in the literature attempted to achieve a control of 
the gcarshifts on planetary transmissions based on information about transmission output 
torque. Finally, some concepts found in the literature attempted to integrate the engine in the 
gearshift control mainly to achieve a synchronisation of the engine to the speed level of the 
target gear in the inertia phase. Gearshift issues specific to twin clutch transmissions such as 
multiple gearshifts and gear pre-selection have been treated scarcely in the literature and were 
mainly covered in patents, which only provided descriptions of principles, without supporting 
the ideas in the form of simulation results or measurement data. 
From the point of controlling the gearshift on a twin clutch transmission following problems 
remain to be solved: 
" The control of the transfer of engine torque in the torque phase without a one-way (i. e. 
freewheeler- or overrunning-) clutch is discussed in a patent [Volkswagen AG 1998 (Patent 
DE 196 31 983 Cl)]. The effectiveness of this solution remains to be investigated based on 
measurement or simulation results, in particular, its suitability to gearshifts on twin clutch 
transmissions remains to be demonstrated. 
"A gearshift control for clutch-to-clutch shifts without a one-way clutch and with engine 
torque manipulation in the inertia phase was described in principle in [Daimler Chrysler AG 
2001 (Patent DE 199 39 334 Al)]. Such an integrated powertrain control concept has not 
been developed in detail in the literature. Also, its superiority over simpler gearshift control 
strategies without engine involvement has to be investigated and demonstrated. 
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" It remains to be demonstrated if and in what form a torque-based control can be beneficial 
to the control of gearshifts on twin clutch transmissions. A step in this direction was made 
in [Wheals et al 2001], however, the treatment only sketched the idea for a power-on upshift 
and did not go into any details about the layout of the controller nor were downshifts treated 
at all. 
" Although a few attempts have been made in the literature to make the gearshift control 
(mainly speed control in the inertia phase) robust against changes in the friction coefficient, 
the friction coefficient was assumed constant in these treatments, which is a crude 
simplification. Also, only the robustness in terms of stability of the controller has been 
investigated and not how shift quality is affected by a change in the friction coefficient. The 
robustness of the gearshift control to changes in other powertrain parameters and sensor 
noise has not been investigated either in the literature. 
" Double gearshifts and their control have been investigated in principle in [Wagner 1994]. 
The control concepts applied there, however, involved only simple open-loop clutch 
pressure manipulation. It remains to be investigated whether closed-loop concepts can also 
be applied beneficially to double gearshifts. 
" The problems involved with gear pre-selection on a twin clutch transmissions have not yet 
been treated in the literature at all. This problem specific to twin clutch transmission 
remains to be investigated in full and if found to be of negative influence to shift quality, a 
remedy for this problem, if possible, remains to be found. 
2.8 Aim and Objectives of the Research 
Following from the conclusions drawn from the literature review the aim and objectives can be 
identified as following for this thesis: 
The aim of this thesis is to develop a robust integrated powertrain controller for gearshifts on 
twin clutch transmissions that improves shift quality over conventional powershift control 
strategies used on planetary-type transmissions. 
The objectives of this thesis are: 
" To develop a dynamic powertrain model that features a detailed model of engine and twin 
clutch transmission (has to include detailed models of internal parts such as synchronisers 
and clutches with a sufficiently sophisticated description of the friction coefficient). 
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" To develop a simple yet sufficiently accurate model of the dynamics of the hydraulic 
actuation of clutches and synchroniser. 
" To devise a basic gearshift controller for single clutch-to-clutch shifts without a one-way 
clutch that utilises the engine as part of the control strategy (integrated powertrain control 
strategy). To demonstrate the effectiveness of this controller based on simulation results. 
" To integrate the control of transmission output torque into the basic gearshift controller and 
show how the torque control can improve the basic gearshift controller. 
" To extend the basic gearshift controller with or without torque control to cope with double 
and multiple gearshifts. 
" To investigate the problem of the gear pre-selection and, if required, to devise a control 
strategy to compensate for these problems. 
" To make the gearshift controller robust, in terms of stability of the controller and shift 
quality, against disturbances and changes in the powertrain parameters (e. g. friction 
characteristics and sensor noise). 
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Chapter 1 and 2 have provided an introduction and an extensive review of literature of state-of- 
the-art gearshift controllers and powertrain modelling. Chapter 2 has concluded with a summary 
of findings of the literature review and with the aims and objectives of this thesis. 
In the current chapter the powertrain model is developed in detail. Section 3.1 explains the 
general structure (i. e. layout) of the powertrain to be modelled. First, the engine model is 
described in Section 3.2. 
This is followed by the development of a model of the twin clutch transmission in Section 3.3. 
The dynamics of the transmission model (Section 3.3.1) are treated first, for the basic model for 
simulation of single gearshifts and then for the extended model for simulation of gearshifts with 
gear pre-selection and double/multiple gearshifts. Section 3.3 ends with the development of a 
model of the hydraulic clutch/synchroniser actuation (Section 3.3.2). 
Section 3.4 explains the remainder of the powertrain model and the longitudinal vehicle 
dynamics. Chapter 3 ends with the presentation of a first simulation result in Section 3.5 and the 
conclusions in Section 3.6. 
3.1 General Structure of the Powertrain Model 
In order to develop, validate and simulate the gearshift controller it is necessary to develop a 
mathematical model of a vehicle powertrain. The mathematical model serves the purpose of 
showing how a real powertrain will respond to inputs by the gearshift controller, the driver and 
the driving environment. For this end it is only necessary to model the dynamic behaviour of the 
vehicle powertrain in the low frequency range (usually in the range of 5-15 Hz). This enables 
capture of vibration phenomena coming from, for example, transient changes in engine torque 
(variation of throttle angle, spark advance etc. ) or rapid clutch engagement/disengagement as a 
product of the gearshift controller or a driver intervention. Driveline oscillations can also result 
from self-excited vibrations as a product of certain dynamic properties of system parameters 
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(e. g. friction coefficient of clutch). High frequency vibrations, which are not considered in the 
modcl, can have various sources such as, for example, gear rattle or fluctuations in engine 
torque due to the periodic combustion. These high frequency vibrations mainly influence the 
noise behaviour of the powertrain and are thus of no interest in this work. 
Engine Twin Clutch 
Transmission 
(for the detailed layout 
p ,ý see Figure 3.7) 
Differential 
V 
Dr(veshafts 
Tyres 
Figure 3.1 Layout of powertrain modelled in this thesis 
The configuration of the powertrain modelled here, is depicted in Figure 3.1 and shows a front 
wheel drive configuration. The engine and transmission are shown in a transverse installation. 
This has no influence on the structure of the powertrain model and does not restrict the general 
validity of the simulation results. As a consequence of the front wheel drive configuration, there 
is no propeller shaft between the transmission output and the final drive and the output gears of 
the transmission mesh directly with the ring gear of the differential. The two output shafts of the 
differential are connected to each of the two driveshafts (axleshafts), which drive the front 
wheels. 
In this work, a symmetric layout of the powertrain is assumed, i. e. the properties of driveshafts 
and wheels (tyres) are assumed to be equal for the left and for the right side and can thus be 
lumped into one driveshafVtyre assembly. Furthermore, it is assumed that the differential 
distributes the drive torque equally to both sides and that no cornering of the vehicle takes place. 
It is assumed that no tyre slip takes place and therefore the full drive torque is transmitted 
equally through both drive wheels onto the road. These assumptions are justified from a 
gearshift controller development point of view, where any difference in the torque profile 
between the left and the right wheel is of no interest. 
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Figure 3.2 shows the overall structure of the dynamic powertrain model. Torque and speed 
values are passed between the single components of the powertrain. Dash-dotted lines represent 
torque signals and dashed lines represent speed signals. Inputs to the engine model are the 
throttle angle, the spark advance and a load torque from the driveline. From these inputs the 
engine block generates the engine speed signal at its output. Connected to the engine model is a 
model of the twin clutch transmission. Engine speed and speed of the differential are inputs to 
the transmission model. Further inputs to the transmission block are, the input voltages at the 
hydraulic solenoid valves of clutch and synchroniser actuators. From these inputs the 
transmission block calculates an output torque to the differential and a load torque to the engine. 
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Figure 3.2 Simplified block diagram of the powertrain model 
Located after the block of the twin clutch transmission is a block containing the rotational 
dynamics of the differential, a block containing the compliances of driveshafts and tyres and a 
block containing the longitudinal vehicle dynamics. This vehicle dynamics block accepts as 
input variable the tractive torque at the wheels, a brake torque and a load torque coming from 
the road loads acting on the vehicle. The net torque of these torque contributions can be used to 
accelerate the vehicle mass and hence determine the vehicle velocity and its derivatives 
(accclcration and jerk). 
In general, the model is structured in such a way as to produce an alternating series of inertial 
and compliant components. Inertial elements (e. g. mass inertia of layshafts, gear wheels etc. ) 
accept torque as input variable and produce angular speed as output variable, whereas compliant 
elements (e. g. stiffness of driveshafts, tyres, etc. ) accept speed as input variable and produce 
torque as output variable. This modular structure provides flexibility in altering the structure of 
the powertrain model. In addition, the modular structure of the powertrain model also ensures an 
integral causality of the system (cause and effect relationship between input and output 
variables), because connections between components of the same type (e. g. connection between 
two inertial components) are avoided. The advantage of this model structure is that one can 
avoid the occurrence of differential algebraic equations in the model. These differential 
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algebraic equations can produce algebraic loops that involve iterative solutions of algebraic 
equations and therefore slow the simulation process. Further considerations to this problem can 
be found in [Moskwa et at 1997; Ciesla, Jennings 1995]. 
All equations of motion of the powertrain model were derived by applying Newton's Second 
Law. The powertrain model was created in Matlab®/Simulink®, which was also used for the 
numerical solution of the equations of motion and the production of the simulation results. The 
parameter values used in the powertrain model are listed in the Appendix A. 4 and were chosen 
to represent a typical c-segment car with matching engine power and transmission size. Section 
A. 4 in the appendix also explains how the parameters were derived. 
3.2 Dynamic Engine Model 
In Figure 3.3 the engine block from Figure 3.2 is depicted in detail. The functional structure of 
the engine model can be broken down into two main parts (see Figure 3.3): 
" The torque production part that accounts for the production of an indicated engine 
torque, due to combustion of an air/fuel mixture in the engine cylinders. 
0 The rotational dynamics part that determines the acceleration of the crankshaft as a 
result of the indicated engine torque and applied load torques. 
Atmospheric Pressure Po Air 1 Fuel Ratio AlF 
We 
Mode Angie 8 
Torque Rotational 
Production Dynamics of 
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Torque of 
Accessory Loads T. 
Figure 3.3 Detail of the engine model block in Figure 3.2 
3.2.1 Engine Model - Torque Production 
The torque production model consists of a so-called mean value engine model (MVEM), which 
means that the model captures only the overall dynamic behaviour and hence neglects any 
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torque fluctuations resulting from an unsteady (but cyclic) combustion. This is justified for an 
application to the development of a powertrain controller, where only the low frequency 
behaviour has to be considered. There are several MVEM for SI-engines existing in the 
literature; for example [Moskwa, Hedrick 1992; Weeks, Moskwa 1995 and Hendricks 1997]. The 
main difference between these models is the degree of complexity and in the degree of general 
applicability. 
For this study the AMVFM engine model of [Crossley and Cook 1991] was selected, which 
although lacking generality, since it was designed for a particular engine, has the advantage of 
being very simple and therefore especially suited for the development of an integrated 
powertrain controller. The model is a low frequency phenomenological representation of a four- 
cylinder spark ignition (SI) engine. It includes models of the throttle body, the airflow through 
the intake manifold, the intake and compression strokes and the torque generation. These 
models are non-linear algebraic relations, which are based on experimental data from an engine 
dynamometer. The original engine model by Crossley and Cook also included the dynamics of 
an exhaust gas re-circulation. [The Math Works 1998] has created a Matlab®/Simulink® 
representation of this engine model, which does not include exhaust gas re-circulation. It is this 
latter model that is adopted here with some modifications, mainly in the rotational dynamics 
block. The equations of motion of the torque production model are taken from [The Math 
Works 1998] and arc listed in the Appendix A. 1. 
3.2.2 Engine Model - Rotational Dynamics 
The rotational dynamics part of the engine block in Figure 3.2 determines the acceleration of the 
engine crankshaft and all mass inertias connected to it from the sum of the applied torques. The 
free-body diagram of the engine is depicted in Figure 3.4. 
The disk in Figure 3.4 represents the mass inertia of all moving engine parts like piston, 
connecting rod and crankshaft, which are lumped into a single effective inertia about the 
crankshaft axis. The mass of the flywheel, which has the function of "damping" any torque 
oscillations produced by the engine, is lumped together with the crankshaft inertia. The 
crankshaft is assumed to be rigid (i. e. no torsional compliance). The efficiency of the engine in 
producing an indicated torque is considered in the torque production equations. Here only losses 
in the accessory load drive are accounted for by a coefficient of efficiency. 
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The engine accessory loads like electric power generator, water pump, air conditioning etc., 
produce a load torque at the crankshaft. In addition, to this load torque the engine has to 
accelerate the inertia of each accessory device. These inertias are lumped together in a single 
mass inertia, which is coupled to the crankshaft through a gear stage. The torque balance at the 
crankshaft is given in equation (1). 
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Solving equation (1) and (2) for w. produces the engine speed, which is the output of the 
rotational dynamics block of the engine. 
3.2.3 Engine Model - Characteristics and Map 
To obtain the engine map (engine torque versus speed) a simulation engine test bed was 
constructed in Aiatlab®/Simulink®. This test bed model simply consisted of a PID controller 
that applied a certain load torque (brake torque) to the engine model in order to keep the engine 
to a specified engine speed. By selecting various settings for throttle angle (and spark advance) 
and engine speeds, points in the steady state engine map (torque and speed values) could be 
obtained. As already mentioned, the engine maps are steady state maps, where the engine has 
settled to the target speed and all transients have vanished. 
The engine map in Figure 3.5 shows a standard map where engine torque is depicted versus 
engine speed for various throttle angles. To achieve more engine power, the pressure at the 
opening of the intake manifold was slightly raised above the atmospheric. This did not change 
the dynamic behaviour of the engine model or the shape of the curves in the engine map, but 
essentially shifted the torque curves to higher torque values in the engine map. The large 
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difference in engine torque in the lower throttle angle range (10 to 40 degrees) and the 
comparably little change in engine torque in the upper throttle angle range (40 to 90 degrees) is 
a fact that can often be observed in engine maps of SI- engines. 
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Figure 3.5 Characteristics of engine model 
Although, the engine speed would steadily increase beyond the maximum speed shown in the 
chart when accelerated, the torque curves are only depicted up to 6000 rpm, which is a realistic 
maximum for such an engine. As can be seen from Figure 3.5, the maximum torque (140 Nm) 
and the maximum power (90 kW) are both reached at 6000 rpm. 
Figure 3.6 also shows an engine map. However, this engine map shows how the spark advance 
affects the engine torque. This created a three dimensional map plotting the spark advance 
(measured in degrees BTDC), the engine torque and the reduction in engine torque. The term 
spark advance is used here to denote the spark timing and hence a change in spark advance to a 
negative value means that the spark is retarded from the nominal value of 15 degrees BTDC. 
The map can be read as follows: The x-axis shows the level of engine torque at which a change 
in the spark advance took place. The z-axis shows the amount of change in spark advance from 
the original value and the y-axis shows the decrease in engine torque (torque reduction) 
resulting from the change in the spark advance. The special engine map presented in Figure 3.6 
is used as part of a control algorithm that is presented in Chapter 7. 
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Figure 3.6 Engine map showing the reduction in engine torque with change in spark advance 
3.3 Dv namic Model of the Twin Clutch Transmission 
The mechanical layout of the twin clutch transmission modelled in this thesis is depicted in 
Figure 3.7. It comprises two layshafts (layshaft land 2) and offers 6 speeds. The two clutches of 
the twin clutch (clutch I and 2) take separate locations in the gearbox housing and their input 
sides are connected by a shaft (connecting shaft). The output sides of the clutches are connected 
to the input shafts (Input shaft 1 and 2), which are constructed as quill (hollow) shafts. The input 
gear wheels are fixed to these two input shafts and mesh with the output gear wheels running on 
the layshafts. In this transmission model, the pairs of gearwheels that belong to the odd gears 
(1', 3"d and 5d' gear) are running on input shaft I and layshaft I and the pairs of gearwheels that 
belong to the even gears (2°d, 4`h and 6th gear) are running on input shaft 2 and layshaft 2. The 
output gearwheels can be connected to the output shafts by means of synchronisers, thus 
engaging the gear. The two gearwheels each located at the end of the output shafts belong to the 
final drive unit and mesh with the ring gear of the differential. 
From Figure 3.7 the structure of the twin clutch transmission model can be derived. A block 
representation of this transmission model is depicted in Figure 3.8. Values of angular speed and 
torque are passed between the blocks. The torsional damper at the transmission input, the 
connecting shaft, the input shafts and the layshafts are compliant components and produce 
torque values at their output and accept angular speed values at their input. On the other hand, 
the two clutch blocks and the synchroniser blocks contain friction models and inertial 
N 
M `- 
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components and thus produce speed values at their output and accept torque values at their 
inputs. 
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Figure 3.7 Mechanical layout of the modelled twin clutch transmission 
The hydraulic valvelactuator blocks contain the dynamic models of clutch and synchroniser 
actuators including solenoid valves. A clamp force at the clutch/synchroniser is outputted from 
the hydraulic actuator blocks as a result of an input voltage to the solenoid valve. In general the 
transmission model consists of two parts: the rotational dynamics of the transmission and the 
dynamics of the hydraulic actuator system. 
For the simulation of gearshifts two versions of the transmission model were used. A basic 
model as shown in Figure 3.8, where the synchroniser (and thus the gears) were selected at the 
beginning of the simulation and the synchronisers were kept engaged throughout the simulation. 
In this basic version of the transmission model the parameters of synchroniser, input shaft and 
layshaft models varied with the gear (e. g. different shaft stiffness due to different locations of 
gearwheels on the shafts, different inertia of the gearwheels etc. ). However, the basic model did 
not enable a change of gear (synchroniser) within the same half of the transmission without 
discontinuities in the simulation results and was only used for single gearshifts. 
To simulate double/multiple gearshifts and gearshifts with gear pre-selection a second, more 
detailed model (see Figure 3.19) had to be developed as an extended version of the basic model. 
On this extended transmission model, one input shaftsynchroniser/layshaft assembly was added 
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to be able to model a synchroniser-to-synchroniser shift within the same half of the 
transmission. 
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Figure 3.8 Detailed block diagram of the twin clutch transmission block from Figure 3.7 
The variables used in the equations of motion of the transmission model are indicated in the 
block diagram of Figure 3.8. These equations of motion will be derived in the following section 
for transmission half 1. The equations of motion of the transmission half 2 (comprises clutch2, 
input shaft 2, synchroniser 2 and layshaft 2) are similar to those of transmission half 1 and are 
thus not given in the text but listed in the Appendix A. 2. 
3.3.1 Dynamics of the Transmission 
Basic Transmission Model (for simple Gearshifts) 
As already explained in the previous section, for the simulation of simple clutch-to-clutch shifts 
a basic model of the twin clutch transmission was used that comprised only two synchroniser 
models. The basic structure of this model is depicted in Figure 3.8. The equations of motion for 
the transmission model are derived for four main groups of components. The first group of 
components contains the torsional damper and twin clutch assembly. The second group contains 
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the models of the two inputs shafts. The third group comprises gearing and synchroniser models 
and the fourth group of components contains the two layshafts. 
Torsional Damper and Twin Clutch Assembly 
Figure 3.9 shows the free-body diagram of the torsional damper and twin clutch assembly. The 
torsional damper at the transmission input is modelled as a four-stage damper with varying 
stiffness and damping rates, depending on the relative displacement. The number of stages 
(four) was chosen arbitrarily, however, represent a compromise between including enough 
detail in the damper model to model the multistage behaviour on one hand and producing a 
model that is not too complex. Clutch 1 and 2 contain friction models that determine the 
acceleration and thus speed of inertias at input and output from the frictional torque generated 
from the clamp force at the friction contact. The connecting shaft is modelled as a simple spring 
damper element. 
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Figure 3.9 Free-body diagrams of torsional damper and twin clutch assembly 
The mass inertias at the input and output of the clutches (clutch mass, mass of shafts etc. ) are 
represented by non-compliant mass carrying discs. These discs are connected to the "ground" 
via damper elements to model the drag (viscous drag) that is created in transmission. 
Torsional Damper:. 
The torsional damper serves as a decoupling device, which insulates the powertrain from any 
torsional vibrations produced by the engine. It usually consists of two plates that are connected 
by two or more springs of variable stiffness and is part of the clutch assembly. By changing the 
springs (stiffness) the characteristics of the torsional damper can be adjusted. The amount of 
stages indicates the number of stiffness values used in the characteristics of the damper. The 
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characteristic of the multistage (four stages) torsional clutch damper chosen in this work is 
depicted in Figure 3.10. 
Torque [Nm] 
Stage 4 Stage 3 Stage I; Stage 2 
"ý kTU: 
" Abp, relative angular kTOý displacement Ap[rad] 
kn" 
Figure 3.10 Characteristics of the four-stage torsional damper model 
Damping in the torsional damper can come from both, a frictional portion that occurs when the 
two halves of the torsional damper rotate relative to each other and the springs rub against the 
plates, and from a viscous (or speed dependent) damping portion. In the four-stage torsional 
damper modelled here only a speed dependent damping part was considered. From the free- 
body diagram of the torsional damper depicted in Figure 3.9 and the damper characteristic 
shown in Figure 3.10 the equations of motion can be derived (Equation (3). 
TTD= krD2(9, -(c, -ig1)+km1A(pl +cm(w, -wj ((P. -(PJ ? OAP, 
TT = krD, (9, - 9) + crn (co, - w, ) 0: 5 «P, ' (P., ) < ASP i 
(3) 
F- km3((Pe -ýPt)+cm(we -(oc) A92 < ((Pe -(PC) <U 
Tw = krn4«Pe -q, -&92)+krv3A92 +c(we -wc) (9, -(N) 5 42 
ut 
The friction contact of a clutch can be modelled by two separate states and a set of conditions 
for the transition between the two states. The two states of the friction model are: 
" The clutch is engaged (stiction): The differential speed across the clutch is zero and the 
static friction coefficient (positive and negative value) limits the torque at the clutch. 
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9 The clutch is slipping: The differential speed across the clutch is non-zero and the 
torque at the clutch is determined by the (kinetic-) friction coefficient. 
Kinetic Friction 
Tc=AFNRz 
Arv<0 
Czech Torque Tc 
Static Friction Torque 
#, FN RmZ 
- µ, FNRmz S TC <_ µsFNRmz 
Acv= 0 
0 Differential Speed Aco 
at Clutch 
Kinetic Friction 
Static Friction Torque 
_p, FNPmZ 
Tc= -A FNRmz 
AO) >0 
Figure 3.11 Friction torque at clutch versus differential speed across clutch 
This contact law is depicted in Figure 3.11. The graph shows the torque at the clutch versus the 
differential speed at the clutch. The friction contact (unilateral contact) is active if the 
differential speed (M) across the clutch is zero and the value of torque transmitted through the 
clutch Tc (depends on inertial and load torques) is less than the static friction torque at the 
clutch. If the differential speed across the clutch is zero, the friction contact is active and the 
clutch is in the state of stiction. However, if the differential speed across the clutch is non-zero, 
the friction contact is passive and the clutch is in the state of slipping. In this state the kinetic 
friction coefficient (usually different from the static friction coefficient), the applied clamp 
force, the mean friction radius and the sign of the differential speed (tangential friction forces 
opposes direction of motion) determine the value and direction of the transmitted clutch torque. 
Concerning the time varying structure of the clutch model, the following observations can be 
made: In case the clutch is engaged, the whole system (inertia at input side and output side of 
clutch) rotates with one single rotational speed (I degree of freedom). In case the clutch is 
slipping, the system has 2 degrees of freedom, and both sides are rotating with different speeds 
depending on the applied load and inertial torques. If the clutch is completely disengaged, the 
torque at the clutch becomes zero and the equation of motion for the two halves become totally 
independent and the rotational speeds can be determined by the applied load torques, inertial 
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torques. This case can be treated by the same set of equations of motion as the slipping state. 
The only difference is that the normal constraint force at the contact vanishes. 
The applied load torque and the static friction torque at the clutch determine the instant of time 
where a transition from "slipping" to "engaged" occurs. The switching logic for the transition 
between the two states is depicted in Figure 3.12. If, the value of the torque at the clutch lies 
between the limits set by the static friction torque and if, the differential speed across the clutch 
is zero then the clutch stays engaged. If, otherwise the value of the torque at the clutch is greater 
then the static friction torque, then the clutch starts to slip. The equations of motion at the clutch 
can now be derived by applying the friction laws from above together with Newton's Second 
Law to the free-body diagram of clutch I depicted in Figure 3.9. 
rrcIS µ6FNRmz 
Arg-0 
Slipping Engaged 
ITC -IRs FNRan Z 
Figure 3.12 Switching logic of state transition at the clutch 
Clutch I in a state ofslipping: 
Torque balance at mass inertia ]cl,;. 
JClJ, 6c =Tm -Tc1-Tkl2 -Cci,; nwc 
(4) 
Torque balance at mass inertia Jcl,. A 
J 
, ar6co 
-T'cl -TWni -c 
,0 1o 0 
ý5ý 
Integrating the friction torque at an infinitely small ring element of the frictional contact surface 
over the complete friction area of the clutch yields the torque transmitted by the clutch when 
slipping: 
Tc, =Sg11(we-(o, o)R. 
FNIFIkZ (6) 
where: R. =. 
23_7 
3 R, 2- R2 
(7) 
r 
µ4 = A+BAv+CAv2 +DAv' +EAV4 +FAvs (8) 
Ov = (wc - (oco)Rm (9) 
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A five degree polynomial was chosen for the kinetic friction coefficient to have more degrees of 
freedom in adapting the friction coefficient to given profiles. 
Clutch 1 in the "engaged" state: 
In the "engaged" state, the two halves of the clutch are locked together and rotate with the same 
speed (Equation (10)). 
Co -ý-w (10) 
Combining equation (4) and (5), using equation (10), yields equation (11), which describes the 
rotational dynamics of the engaged clutch system. 
(JC1, 
in 
+ JC1, 
out )w = Tzn - Tk12 -Tklnl - (CC1, in 
+ CCi, 
out 
)0) (11) 
Solving equation (4) or (5) for 6, entering the result in equation (11) and solving for TC1, yields 
the torque at the clutch in the "engaged" state (Equation (12)). 
TCl, 
engaged 
_ 
JC1, 
out 
(TTD - Tit12 - CCi, in (o) +'ICi, in 
(Tk/n1 + CC1, 
out 
(0) 
ý 12) 
JC1, 
in 
+ JCI, 
out 
The dynamic behaviour of the clutch is determined by equation (4) and (5) in the state of 
slipping and by equation (12) in the "engaged" state. 
From the switching logic depicted in Figure 3.12 the following conditions for the transition 
between the state "engaged" and "slipping" can be formulated: 
" Clutch l engaged., As long as (as soon as) the value of the torque transmitted by the clutch in 
the engaged state (Equation (12)) stays within the boundaries set by the static friction 
coefficient (Equation (13) and as long as (as soon as) the differential speed across the clutch 
is zero, the clutch is in the engaged state. 
IF (- 1. t, R. Fvjz: 5 TC1, engaged t RmFNlZ } AND {o= coco } THEN {Clutch Engaged} (13) 
(Or stated differently: 
IF {(Tc1, engagedI : 5µ, RmF1VIz } AND {(Ac =(c,, ) THEN (Clutch Engaged)) 
" Clutch 1 slipping; As long as (as soon as) the value of Tcl, engaged (Equation 
(12) is greater 
then the static friction torque the clutch is in the slipping state 
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IF II TCI, engaged 
I>p, R, 
ý 
FNI z} THEN (Clutch Slipping) (14) 
Connecting Shaft 
Applying Newton's second law to the free-body diagram (spring damper element) of the 
connecting shaft in Figure 3.9 yields the torque in that shaft (Equation 15). 
Tk12 = k12(Pc -(Pez)+C12(O)c -wc2) 
Clutch 2 
(15) 
The friction laws at clutch including the switching logic have already been explained for clutch 
1 and apply similarly to clutch 2. The structure of the equation of motion is the same as for 
clutch 1. The equations of motion for clutch 2 are listed in the Appendix A. 2. 
Friction Materials and Friction Coefficients 
The main difference between dry friction and wet friction exists in the level of the friction 
coefficient (both static and kinetic) and the shape of the function of the friction coefficient. 
Also, in the vicinity of zero sliding speed the difference between static and kinetic friction is 
much larger for the dry friction than for the wet friction. 
s 0 , -- 4- - -wet-negative gradient 
0,5 -A wet-positive gradient 
-- -ý --. dry-negative gradient 
42 
4) 0,4 -A-- dry -positive gradient 1 
K___ 
0 2 LL , 
0 1 , ... .... ........ 
0' 
0 10 20 30 40 50 
Slip Speed [m/s] 
Figure 3.13 Kinetic Friction coefficients of wet and dry friction materials 
Both wet and dry friction show a strong dependency on the sliding speed. This dependency is 
influenced by the pairing of friction material and, in case of wet friction, on the ATF (Automatic 
Transmission Fluid). Furthermore, the dependency of wet friction on the temperature is stronger 
due to the active role of the oil in the friction contact and the influence of the temperature on the 
viscosity of that fluid. However, at severe clutch engagement conditions like hill-hold and 
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vehicle launch at maximum engine revolution, the influence of the clutch temperature on the dry 
friction characteristics has to be taken into account too. There is also a poorer cooling capability 
due to the lack of any oil (ATF), which further worsens the situation for dry friction clutches 
under severe engagement conditions. For the control of gearshifts (short slipping times, no high 
temperature) it suffices to describe the friction behaviour of a clutch, be it of wet-type or dry- 
type, by specifying a static and a kinetic friction coefficient and by assuming that the kinetic 
friction coefficient is a function of the differential speed across the clutch. 
Four different friction coefficient profiles have been chosen in this work to account for 
differences in the clutch type (wet or dry type) and differences in the characteristics (function 
relationship between friction coefficient and differential speed). Two for wet friction and two 
for dry friction. In each of those two pairs, one friction coefficient has a positive gradient with 
slip speed and the other one a negative gradient with slip speed. Third order polynomials (only 
coefficients A- D are used in Equation (8)) were selected to model dry friction, whereas fifth 
order polynomials were chosen for wet friction. These polynomials for the kinetic friction 
coefficient are depicted in Figure 3.13. The coefficients of these kinetic friction coefficient 
polynomials are listed, together with, the values for the static friction coefficient in the 
Appendix A. 4 
Input Shafts 
The free-body diagrams of the input shafts 1 and 2 are depicted in Figure 3.14. The equations of 
motion are in principle similar to those of the connecting shaft, with one exemption. 
Inputshaft 1 
k11 
1c n1 
Clutch 1 Tklnt Two 
Gearing and 
Lm- FU Synchroniser I 
co WIn1 
Inputshaft 2 
kln2. Cln2 
Clutch 2 Gearing and Tkln2 Tkln2 Synchroniser2 
20 WIn2 
Figure 3.14 Free-body diagrams of the two input shafts 
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As can be seen from the mechanical layout of the twin clutch transmission depicted in Figure 
3.7, the gearwheels are located at different positions on the input shaft, hence, also the stiffness 
and damping properties of the shafts vary with the location of the gearwheels and thus the gear. 
Consequently, the spring and damper rates in Equation (16) are functions of the gear (-ratio). 
For example, for the input shaft 1 there are three pairs of spring and damper rates, for the 1", 3rd 
and the 5`h gear. 
Inputshaft I 
Referring to the free-body diagram depicted in Figure 3.14, the torque at the inputshaft 1 can be 
determined by applying Newton's second law. 
Tkfnl =klnl(9co (pln1) +Cln1(co 
0 -wlnl) 
ý16) 
kI1= f(gear=1,3,5), cI1= f(gear=1,3,5) 
Inputshaft 2 
The inputshaft 2 is modelled in the same way as inputshaft 1. The equation of motion is listed in 
the Appendix A. 2. 
Gearing and Synchronisers 
Transmission half 1 contains the gearing and synchronisers of the 1st, P and 50, gear and 
transmission half 2 the gearing and synchronisers of the 2°d, 4`h and 6`h gear. 
Transmission Half 1: Gearing and Synchroniser of l". 3`d and 5th Gear 
The efficiency of the gearing in each transmission half is accounted for by multiplying an 
efficiency coefficient to the input torque of the gearing. This efficiency coefficient accounts for 
all frictional losses that are not speed depended (no viscous damping). This includes for 
example: frictional losses in the gear mesh (sliding of teeth), in sealing and in bearings. The 
efficiency of a single gear mesh is around i=0.98-0.99. Furthermore, this efficiency roughly 
stays constant for all gear ratios, since in every gear the same number of gear wheels, bearings 
and sealing contribute to the losses. 
As a first step it is necessary to determine the effective inertia seen by the synchroniser (i. e. 
effective inertia at the synchroniser input). This effective inertia can be determined using Figure 
3.15, which depicts half I of the twin clutch transmission shown in Figure 3.7. 
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1st 3rd 5th 
Clutch Iý 
Jgear5 
gear3 
n, Jgearl 
-T 
WIn1 
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Jgear4 Jgearß 
Jgear2 
Figure 3.15 Half lof the twin clutch transmission depicted in Figure 3.7 
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First, applying the law of energy conservation (Equation (17)) to the gearwheels in transmission 
half 1 (see Figure 3.15) yields the total inertia reduced to the input shaft 1 (Equation (19)): 
22222 
JeJf, 
Inl 
ýInl 
_(JgeaA +', geaß 
+'lgearS)2In1 i Jgeai2 
wgear2 
+, 
geard 
Lear4 
+, 
gear6 
wgear6 
r'%1 
22222lJ 
With the definition of the gear ratio for the 1st, 3`d and 5th gear, 
(1) InI () 
1,, 3,5 =iö Co gear 2,4,6 
The inertia of the gearwheels in half I reduced to the input shaft is given by equation (19) 
2 
ef, Inl = `T gearl 
+ 
`, gear3 
+ 
`jgear5 
+', 
gear2 
1+ 
`Jgear4 
1 
+', 
gear6 
1 
ý19) 
13 is 
The inertia reduced to the input shaft can be further reduced to the input of each synchroniser by 
again applying the law of energy conservation. The effective inertia at the input of each 
synchroniser is given by equation (20): 
`1 Sl, in - 
jeff 
, Inl 
, 112 3,5 
20 
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Having determined the effective inertia at the synchroniser input, the equations of motion for 
each synchroniser can be derived. As already explained, in the basic transmission model the 
synchronisers in transmission half 1 (and 2) are modelled by a single synchroniser model only. 
For the friction contact in the synchroniser, the kinetic friction coefficient was assumed to be 
constant (i. e. not depending on the sliding speed). This simplification is justified because sliding 
times are very short and the relative velocities at the friction surface are small compared to those 
at the friction surface of the clutch. Different friction materials are not considered here for the 
synchronisers. 
The two-state switching logic of the clutch model had to be extended for the synchroniser model 
to incorporate a third state. This was necessary to account for the engagement of the dog clutch- 
like part of the synchroniser once the differential speed across synchroniser has vanished. This 
third state has the effect of mechanically locking the synchroniser. The three-state switching 
logic is depicted in Figure 3.16. 
ITSynl < µsFNRmz 
A&, = 0 
Slipping _ 
ý( Engaged 
ITs, mI> FN Rm z 
ITSyn f: µs FN R mz rrSynl> its FN Rm z 
Aw _0 XS<XS. max 
Xi xfi= XS<XS. ma 
xs ýxsýaoc 
chanical 
Locked 
Figure 3.16 Three-state switching logic of the synchroniser model 
The two upper states "slipping" and "engaged" are the same as for the clutch model. Also the 
conditions for a transition between those two states remain the same. What is new for the 
synchroniser is the third state "mechanically locked", which represents the state where the dog 
clutch-like part of the synchroniser engages. The dog clutch can be engaged if the conditions for 
the "engaged" state are met and the position of the synchroniser actuator (or shift rail) has 
reached its maximum displacement where the mechanical locking starts. The dynamics of the 
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indexing process (torque reactions and time delay) have not been accounted for since they do 
not significantly influence the dynamics of the fast engagement of hydraulically actuated 
synchronisers due to the large indexing forces. The information about the actuator position 
comes from the actuator model developed in the section on the hydraulic actuation. If the 
actuator position becomes smaller than this critical displacement, the mechanical locking is 
cancelled an the synchroniser either transits to the "engaged" state, if the conditions for a 
frictional locking are still valid, or if these conditions are not met the state of the synchroniser 
transits to the "slipping state". The conditions for a transition are listed below (Equation (28) to 
(33)). 
The equation of motion of the synchroniser model for the stages "slipping" and "engaged" can 
be derived using the free-body diagram of synchroniser 1, which is depicted in Figure 3.17. The 
equations of motion are basically the same as for the clutch model apart from the constant 
kinetic friction coefficient and the different geometry of the friction surface (conical friction 
interface). The equations of motion in the state "mechanically locked" are the same as for the 
"engaged" state, since no change in the structure of the equations (no change in degree of 
freedom) occurs. Only the conditions of transition between the states are different. The 
mechanical locking was assumed to be rigid without any compliance. 
Synchroniser 1 
JS1, In jSt, out 
Tsynt TkOutl 
Tkln 
11,3.5 WOut 1 wlnl / h, 3,5 WOutt 
ra-I 
CS1, in CS1, out 
WIn1 
Figure 3.17 Free-body diagram of the synchroniser I in the "slipping state" 
Synchroniser in state of slipping: 
Referring to Figure 3.17, the equations of motion can now be derived. 
Torque balance at mass inertia Js,,;,, 
In1 wlnl 21 JSl, 
in 
Tklnll1,3,511 
gearboxt -TSyn1 -CSiin 
11,3,5 11,3,5 
Torque balance at mass inertia Jsl, 0 
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JSI, 
OU t6Outl = 
Tsynl - Tkou« - csI. outwoun 
(22) 
Friction Torque at Synchroniser 1: 
R, 
 7'syn, =sgn(winl-wou: i) Frv, si, 3, sµtZ (23) sin a 
µk=cont. (24) 
Although only single cone synchronisers (i. e. z= 1) are considered in the transmission model, 
equation (23) could also be used for multiple cone type (z > 1) synchronisers if it is assumed 
that, the mean friction radii and the cone angles are equal for all friction interfaces. Furthermore 
for the multiple cone type synchronisers it has to be assumed that the single interfaces are 
coupled (i. e. the single parts can not rotate independently) in order to use equation (23). 
Multiple cone type synchronisers are employed to increase the capacity of the synchronisers. 
Further details on the performance of multiple cone synchroniser can be found in [Abdel-Halim 
et al 2000]. 
Synchroniser in the "engaged" state 
In the "engaged" state, the two sides of the synchroniser are locked together (either through 
friction due to the applied normal force or mechanically through the engagement of the dog 
clutch) and rotate with the same speed (Equation (25)). 
= (1) Out1 
11,3,5 
(25) 
Combining equation (21) and (22) and using the relation in equation (25), results to equation 
(26), which describes the rotational dynamics of gearing and synchroniser in the "engaged" 
state. 
(JS1, 
in + 
JS1, 
out)d 
= Tkln1'1,3,511 gearboxl - 
TkOutl 
- 
(CS1, 
in 
+ CSI, 
out)o 
(26) 
Solving equation (21) or (22) for w, entering the result in equation (26) and solving for Tsyoi, 
produces the torque at the synchroniser in the "engaged" state (Equation (27)). 
TJS1, out 
(Tk 
,: 111,3,5ii gearboxl - 
CS1, in w)+JSI, in 
(TkOut1 + CS1, 
out 
w) 
(27) 
S1, engaged 
=- 
27) 
JSI, 
in +'1Sl, out 
The conditions for the transition between different states of the synchroniser are depicted in 
Figure 3.16 are listed here again (Equations (28) to (33)). 
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" Engaged: 
Transition from the state "Slipping": 
IF ((Ts1, engaged 
I 
:ýJ. L FN, sl, 3, SZ } AND { 
(0rnI 
= woun ) 
sin a il, 
3,5 
THEN (Synchroniser Engaged) (28) 
Transition from the state "Mechanically Locked": 
IF { x3 < x,.,,, a,, 
} THEN (Synchroniser Engaged) (29) 
" Slipping: 
Transition from state "Engaged": 
IF {I Ts1. engaged I>µ, 
Rm 
FN, sI. 3,5Z) THEN {Synchroniser Slipping) (30) sin a 
Transition from state "Mechanically Locked": 
IF {I TsI, engaged 
(> 
kL, 
Rm 
FN, 
s1,3, $ z} 
AND {x, < x. 
) 
sin a 
THEN {Synchroniser Slipping} (31) 
9 Mechanically Locked: 
Transition from state "Engaged": 
IF { x3 Z xs,,, ax) 
THEN (Synchroniser Mechanically Locked) (32) 
Transition from state "Slipping": 
IF {I Tsi, engaged 
1: 
5 µ'a 
Rm 
FN, 
sl, 3, sz } AND { 
cof"' 
= 0pon } 
sin a f,, 3,5 
AND (x, >_ x,,,,, ax 
} THEN (Synchroniser Engaged) (33) 
Transmission Half 2: Gearing and Synchroniser of 2°d. 4`h and 6`h Gear 
The equations of motion for the gearing and the synchronisers of transmission half 2 are similar 
to those for transmission half 1 and are thus listed in the Appendix A. 2. 
Layshafts 
The free-body diagram of both layshafts is depicted in Figure 3.18. The modelling of the 
layshafts is similar to that of the inputshafts. The stiffness and damping properties of layshaft 
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also vary with the location of the gearwheels (Gearwheels 2,4,6 in Figure 3.15) and hence the 
selected gear. Therefore, the spring and damper rates in Equation (34) are functions of the gear. 
In case of layshaft 1, there are three pairs of spring and damper rates for the 1s1,3rd and the 5"' 
gear. 
Layshaft I 
kouti .. al 
Synchroniser I Tkouti Tkotc1 
Final Drive 
+Difierential 
Woutl &)Diff 
Layshaft 2 
kout2 
. Cout2 
Final Drive 
Synchroniser 2 Tkoucx Tkoýcx 
+Differential 
WOut2 WDiff 
Figure 3.18 Free-body diagrams of layshafts land 2 
Layshaft 1 
By applying Newton's Second law to the free-body diagram depicted in Figure 3.18, the torque 
at the layshaft 1 can be derived to yield: 
Tkout1 = k011(? Outl - (PD ü-) + coutl \(0Outl - 
ODffj) (34) 
kOitl = f(gear=1,3,5), cot, = f(gear=1,3,5) 
Lashaft 2 
Layshaft 2 is modelled in the same way as layshaftl. The equations of motion are listed in the 
Appendix A. 2. 
Extended Transmission Model (for Doubleshifts and Gearshifts with 
Gear Pre-Selection) 
The extended transmission model used for simulation of synchroniser-to-synchroniser shifts as 
part of a double/multiple gearshift or a gearshift with gear pre-selection is depicted in Figure 
3.19. Figure 3.19 depicts the extended transmission model for a configuration where the 
synchroniser of the Pt and 3`d gear in half 1 and the synchroniser of the 2nd gear in half 2 take 
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part in the simulated gearshift. If gearshifts or synchroniser-to-synchroniser shifts between other 
gears have to be simulated, the extension can be placed in the other transmission half 
accordingly. 
Engine Damper 
f, of Clutch 
Rotational Speed (w)--- 
Torque (1) -"- 
Extension for Synchroniser-to-Synchroniser Shifts 
I------ kvLA Voltage--------- 
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+Synchro 1 
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1I Tkin 1.3 Solenoid Velve ve va 
II i 
Hydraulic 1 Hydraulic 
Valve/Actuator Valve/Actuator 
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Hydraulic I Hydraulic 
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Solenoid Valve v Solenoid Valve v., 
Figure 3.19 Extended model for synchroniser-to-synchroniser shifts depicted for configuration: 
1s` and 3rd gear in transmission half 1 and 2 °a gear in transmission half 2. 
The lower half of Figure 3.19 is similar to the one of the basic model. The upper half of Figure 
3.19 can be interpreted as follows: The two blocks of input shaft 1 (part 1 and 3) represent those 
parts of the input shaft (stiffness) reaching from the output of clutch 1 to the input gearwheel of 
either the 1s` gear or the 3rd gear (see also Figure 3.7 for the mechanical layout of the 
transmission). The same applies to the layshaft where the two parts again represent the part of 
the layshaft from either the synchroniser of the 1S` gear or the synchroniser of the 3rd gear to the 
gearwheel of the final drive unit at the output of the transmission (see Figure 3.7). Both 
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synchroniser blocks contain the models of the synchronisers of the 1g and the 3`d gear 
respectively, together with the gearings of the two gears. 
The upper half of Figure 3.19 essentially models the transmission half containing the odd gear 
numbers, when either the is` gear or the 3`d gear is engaged. This model is valid as long as no 
overlapping of the synchronisers takes place and either, the synchroniser of the Vt gear or the 
synchroniser of the 3rd gear is engaged. This simplification is justified, because in reality one of 
the two synchronisers must be disengaged before the other one can be engaged. If this were not 
the case, tie up of the transmission or elongated slipping of the oncoming synchroniser (in case 
offgoing synchroniser still mechanically locked) would be the result, which would immediately 
lead to a destruction of the synchronisers. The controller has to take care of this problem, by 
starting a pressurisation of the oncoming synchroniser, only if the offgoing synchroniser has 
been fully disengaged. This allows decoupling the two branches in the upper transmission half 
in Figure 3.19 and requires a "switching" between the two branches by engaging/disengaging 
the two synchronisers. Similar considerations apply, of course, also if the extension is added to 
the lower half (even gear numbers) of the transmission model in Figure 3.19. The extended 
model will be used extensively in the chapters where multiple gearshifts and gear pre-selection 
are discussed. 
3.3.2 Dynamics of Hydraulic System 
In the block diagram of the twin clutch transmission model depicted in Figure 3.8, the hydraulic 
actuators of the twin clutch and synchronisers were represented by blocks accepting an input 
voltage (to the solenoid valve) and producing a clamp force at the friction contacts of clutches 
and synchronisers. 
A possible layout of a hydraulic actuation system of a twin clutch transmission is depicted in 
Figure 3.20. This hydraulic scheme is roughly based on two hydraulic actuation systems found 
in the literature [Flegl et al. 1987] and [Wheals et al. 2001] for twin clutch transmissions. The 
hydraulic actuation scheme depicted in Figure 3.20 basically consists of two 3-way proportional 
solenoid valves for each of the two clutches in the twin clutch assembly. Furthermore the 
actuation scheme in Figure 3.20 includes 3-way proportional solenoid valves and on/off valves 
(3 way, 2 position valves) to operate the shift rails for an engagement of gears by means of 
synchronisers. The rest of the hydraulic system comprises the hydraulic actuation cylinders, a 
pressure-regulating valve to control the main (or supply, or line) pressure in the whole system 
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and a variable displacement pump. The accumulator is employed to keep the pressure in the 
system constant during transient valve and actuator operations and therefore minimise pressure 
pulses and pressure vibrations. Further supplementary elements are: a one-way valve, a filter, 
oil cooler and a tank that stores the hydraulic medium (oil). The proportional solenoid valves 
enable a continuous modulation of the actuation pressure through a proportional change in the 
solenoid voltage or current. This characteristic makes the proportional valve especially suited 
for a closed-loop clutch control. The function of the on/off valves is simply to activate the 
appropriate synchroniser actuator and to enable a quick filling (engagement) or empting 
(disengagement) of the actuator. 
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Figure 3.20 Hydraulic system of a twin clutch transmission (depicted with shift rail for 1t and 
3 `d gear only) 
To simplify the model of the hydraulic actuation and to include only the essential parts and their 
dynamic behaviour, only important parts of the hydraulic actuation of clutches and 
synchronisers were considered. The essential parts of the hydraulic actuation of clutches and 
synchronisers are depicted in Figure 3.21 and include a dynamic model of a proportional 
solenoid valve of a hydraulic actuator and a model of the clutch pack. The supply pressure at the 
inlet port of the solenoid valve is assumed to be constant to reflect the function of the 
accumulator in smoothing pressure variations. 
For the actuation of synchronisers, the same hydraulic actuator model as for the clutches was 
used. A model for the on/off valves was not included since these valves do not contribute to the 
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dynamics of the hydraulic actuation significantly. Instead it was assumed that the on/off valves 
are already in an open or closed state when the solenoid valve is operated. 
Return Spring 
Clutch Pac 
Control Flow 
Clutch Piston 
Actuation Cylinder 
Proportional Solenoid Valve 
Exhaust Flow Supply Flow 
Figure 3.21 Essential parts of hydraulic system 
In the following two sections, first a full non-linear model of the proportional solenoid valve 
including flow dynamics in the actuator is developed. From step responses (time domain) of this 
non-linear model, a simplified model with linear transfer functions was generated. The 
simplified model was less complex and thus better suited for controller development. 
Subsequent to the treatment of the solenoid valve dynamics, a dynamic model that describes the 
process of the generation of a clamp force at the friction contact due to a change in the hydraulic 
pressure at the actuator piston is developed (clutch pack model). 
Model of the Proportional Solenoid Valve and Flow Dynamics in the 
Actuator 
Full Non-linear Model 
Figure 3.22 depicts a block diagram of the model of the hydraulic system shown in Figure 3.21. 
The block diagram of Figure 3.22 contains two main groups of blocks. The first group contains 
the parts belonging to the proportional solenoid valve and the flow dynamics in the hydraulic 
actuator, whilst the other group contains the blocks modelling the dynamics of the actuator 
piston and the compliance of the clutch pack. The solenoid valve and flow dynamics group 
accepts as input variable a voltage signal and produces as output variable the pressure in the 
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clutch (synchroniser) actuator. This pressure signal functions as input to the clutch piston 
dynamics and clutch pack block, which produce a clamp force at the output. This clamp force is 
the input variable to the friction models of clutch and synchroniser. 
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Figure 3.22 Block diagram of the full non-linear model of the hydraulic system depicted in 
Figure 3.21 
A schematic picture of a3 way proportional solenoid valve is shown in Figure 3.23. The valve 
in Figure 3.23 operates as follows: At the solenoid an analog electric signal (voltage or current) 
is converted into a proportional magnetic force, which generates a movement of the armature. A 
displacement of the armature moves the spool of the proportional valve. Through a 
displacement of the spool, exhaust or supply ports are covered and uncovered respectively, 
which determines the oil flow at each of the ports. The line or supply pressure of the hydraulic 
system acts at the supply port. The exhaust port is connected to the ambient pressure. By 
controlling the oil flow through both the supply and the exhaust port, the net oil flow at the 
control port and therefore to the clutch can be controlled. 
Coil CnnnI Sprinct 
Path 
Figure 3.23 Schematic picture of a3 way proportional pressure-reducing valve 
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The net oil flow through the control port determines the pressure in the hydraulic actuation 
cylinder of the clutch and therefore also at the control port of the valve (hydraulic flow 
resistances and compliances of the connecting lines are not considered). The oil flow out of the 
control port of the proportional solenoid valve (control flow in Figure 3.21) is fed into the 
hydraulic actuator of the clutch, which takes the form of a hydraulic cylinder. The oil flow 
expands the oil volume in the cylinder and hence creates a movement of the piston. The actual 
pressure rise depends not only on the net oil flow into the cylinder but also on the expansion 
volume of the cylinder together with the velocity of the expansion and the bulk modulus of the 
oil. The considered proportional solenoid valve is of normally open type, which means that 
when the input voltage is zero, a return spring holds the spool in the end position where the 
exhaust port is opened. 
The equations of motions for the full non-linear model of the proportional solenoid valve and 
actuator flow dynamics (proportional solenoid valve part in Figure 3.21), are taken in principle 
from [The Math Works 1998] and were modified in this work to reflect the behaviour of a linear 
proportional solenoid valve. These equations of motion are listed in the Appendix A. 3. 
The full non-linear model of the solenoid valve and flow dynamics is very complex and not very 
well suited for controller development. Therefore a simpler model that can be implemented in 
the whole powertrain model more easily will be developed in the next section. 
Simplified, Phenomenological Model 
The models of the proportional solenoid valve and the actuator flow dynamics contained non- 
linear mathematical relationships. The advantage of this non-linear model was that it allowed 
monitoring the trajectories of every single variable in detail. However, for controller 
development this model is not very well suited because of its complexity and size. These 
attributes considerably slow the simulation of the powertrain model and add a potential source 
of instability to the simulation. For application in this thesis the only output variables of the 
hydraulic system model that are of interest are the pressure and clamp force at the clutch or 
synchroniser. Thus, a phenomenological model that describes the input/output behaviour of the 
hydraulic actuation in a qualitative way without sacrificing accuracy too much is sufficient for 
the purpose of controller development. 
This simplified model is depicted in Figure 3.24. It consists of three main blocks. The first block 
(containing Kl and Gi(s)) in Figure 3.24 contains a second order transfer function in the 
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denominator (G1(s)) that basically reflects the dynamics of the solenoid, which were found to 
dominate those of the overall hydraulic system. The dominant nature of the electro-magnetic 
part of the solenoid valve over the dynamics of the armature and spool was also found in [Cho 
et al 1999]. For this reason, the dynamics of the solenoid valve were modelled in this work by a 
second order transfer function with a gain in the numerator that relates the solenoid input 
voltage to a clutch pressure value. A second order transfer function to model the dynamics of a 
solenoid valve had also been employed in [Wang et al 2001] [Kwon and Kim 2000] and [Zheng 
et al 1999]. 
Proportional Solenoid Valve 
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G, (s), G3(s) Linear 2n° Order Functions 
01(s) Linear Is' Order Function 
Figure 3.24 Simplified, phenomenological model of the hydraulic actuation 
The parameters of this second order transfer function (undamped natural frequency and 
damping ratio) were identified from step responses of the full non-linear model. Such pressure 
trajectories as a response to voltage step inputs are depicted in Figure 3.26. The pressure gain 
was found from steady state responses of the non-linear model to voltage step inputs. The steady 
state pressure values for the full non-linear and the phenomenological model are depicted in 
Figure 3.25. Although, Figure 3.25 shows a difference between the steady state pressure curves 
of the non-linear and the linear model, the literature indicates that there should be a slightly 
stronger correlation between the two. This slight disagreement can be probably brought down to 
the choice of parameter values for the non-linear model. The "dead-zone" behaviour between 0 
and 4 volts (voltage offset Voffset in Figure 3.25), where an increase in voltage produces no 
proportional increase in the clutch pressure was also observed, for a different type of 
proportional solenoid valve, in [Maiti et al 2002]. In that paper the "dead zone" stretched from 0 
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to 2 volts. The "dead zone" behaviour was incorporated in the model by offsetting the input 
voltage by the "dead zone" (in this work by 4.2 volts). 
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Figure 3.25 Steady-state values of clutch pressure versus solenoid input voltage for the non- 
linear and linear model 
Simply putting the linear second order transfer function of the solenoid valve together with the 
clutch pack model and running simulations showed a good general agreement between the 
linear and the non-linear model if the piston was in contact with the clutch pack. However, in 
the phase where the piston was stroking and the actuator cylinder was filled (or emptied), as 
well as in the subsequent short phase where the piston compresses the clutch pack, the 
behaviour of the linear second order model strongly disagreed with that of the non-linear model. 
The linear model simply did not reflect the behaviour of the non-linear model in the phase 
where the piston-return spring is compressed and the actuation cylinder is filled with oil and 
where the pressure rises very slowly. Also, in the following phase where the piston gets in 
contact with the clutch plates and compresses the clutch pack, the simulation results of the linear 
model did not show the sharp rise in pressure observed for the non-linear model. Since the 
literature review has shown that most papers that described models of hydraulic clutch actuation 
(see e. g. [Wang et al 2001]) also found that this peculiar dynamic behaviour of the hydraulic 
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system poses an important influence to clutch control, the model needed to be modified to 
incorporate this non-linear response. 
To account for this non-linear behaviour a simple way has been adopted here in this work. The 
linear second order model of the solenoid valve dynamics and the non-linear clutch pack model 
were both kept unchanged (including parameter values) and an additional block (containing 
G2(s) and G3(s) in Figure 3.24) with feedback loop (velocity of actuator piston multiplied by 
gain K2 in Figure 3.24) was introduced to account for the filling (flow dynamics) of the actuator 
cylinder. This additional block was placed after the block of the solenoid (i. e. the block 
containing gain Kl and G1(s) in Figure 3.24) and before the clutch pack block (see Figure 3.24). 
In [Cho et al 1999] this part of the hydraulic valve was modelled by a transfer function with one 
zero and one pole. Here a similar transfer function with a first order function in the numerator 
(GA(s) in Equation (35)) was chosen to model the filling of the clutch actuator. However, in the 
denominator a second order function (G3(s) in Equation (35)) was employed. The reason for this 
was, that due to the velocity feedback and the non-linear stiffness of the clutch pack the clutch 
pressure showed substantial ripples in the simulation. Those ripples could be removed by 
introducing a second order function instead of a first order function in the denominator of the 
transfer function. 
The transfer function for the phenomenological model of the proportional solenoid valve can be 
derived from Figure 3.24 and is given by equation (35): 
Pc = 
K' (vol 
s- 
V ff,,, 
) 
- KZxP 
GZ (s) 
(35) 
Gi(s) 0)G, (s) 
With: 
GI(s) _ (s/w, )2 +(2ý, s/(o, )+1 (36) 
G2(s) _ (s/a2)+1 (37) 
G3(s) = (s/(03)2 +(243s/(03)+1 (38) 
Figure 3.26 compares the pressure trajectories of the full non-linear model of Figure 3.22 and 
the phenomenological model of Figure 3.24. The voltage step inputs to produce the pressure 
trajectories included an initial rise to 8 volts, then further up to 9 volts and at the end a reduction 
to 2 volts. Simulation of a variety of other step inputs was carried out to identify the parameters 
of the phenomenological model and to ensure a close matching to the full non-linear model. 
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Figure 3.26 Comparison of step responses of the phenomenological model of Figure 3.24 
and full non-linear model of Figure 3.22 
From Figure 3.26 it can be seen that the phenomenological model (denoted as linear solenoid 
model in Figure 3.26) and the non-linear model (denoted as nonlinear solenoid model) display a 
similar behaviour by responding with a sharp rise in the pressure due to the initial step in the 
input voltage and associated impact of the clutch piston upon the clutch pack. The simplified 
model also agreed well with the non-linear model when the input voltage was decreased 
instantly in that both produced a sharp drop in pressure until the piston was moved away from 
the clutch pack (step from 9 to 2 volts). The differences in the steady state pressure levels that 
can be observed in Figure 3.26 come from the difference in linearity depicted in Figure 3.25. 
Model of Clutch Piston Dynamics and Clutch Pack 
At the piston of the hydraulic cylinder (actuator) the hydraulic pressure to actuate and control 
the clutch/synchroniser is converted to a mechanical force. The stroke of the piston consists of 
two phases. During the first phase the return spring is compressed until the piston comes in 
contact with the clutch pack. In this phase the force developed by the hydraulic pressure acts 
against the force of the return spring, a damping force and the inertial force at the piston. The 
second phase is entered when the piston has come in contact with the clutch pack and starts to 
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build up a clamp force by compressing the clutch pack. The piston is in an equilibrium position 
when the hydraulic pressure holds balance with the combined forces of the stiffnesses of the 
clutch pack and the return spring. This second phase of the piston motion can be modelled by 
introducing a second stiffness that accounts for the compliance of the clutch pack. Only in this 
second phase a clamp force is generated at the clutch plates. 
The equation of motion for the piston reads as follows: 
m. 2p +c , cp 
+kR+CPXp =PCAp (39) 
kR+cp = kR x. 0: 9 xp <X 
pstroke 
(40) 
kR+CP = kCP (x 
p-X pstroke)+ 
kR xpX 
pstroke 
:5Xp 
The function of this combined stiffness at the clutch is depicted in Figure 3.27. 
kR+CPXP[N] 
Figure 3.27 Function of combined stiffness of return spring and clutch pack 
As can also be seen from Figure 3.27 the clamp force builds up as soon as the piston has come 
in contact with the clutch plates and starts to compress the clutch pack. 
The clamp force at the clutch can be obtained from following relationship: 
FN =00: 9 xp <X pstroke 
ý41) 
FN = kCP(xp -xpsaoke) Xpstroke = Xp 
XPrt . xv 
Im] 
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3.4 Model of Differential, Driveshafts, Tyres and 
Vehicle Dynamics 
The remainder of the drivetrain is responsible for transmitting the transmission output torque to 
the wheels, which in turn deliver a drive torque through the tyres to the ground. 
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Brake Force F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Figure 3.28 Powertrain model modules from differential to tyres 
At the road the drive torque at the wheels is converted to a tractive force at the tyres, which has 
to be in balance with the road loads and vehicle inertial forces. Each block in Figure 3.28 
contains the equations of motion of each of the drivetrain components from the transmission 
output downwards to the tyres. Figure 3.29 depicts the torque balance at these drivetrain 
components. 
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Figure 3.29 Differential, drive shafts and tyres 
Because of the fact that the differential is located at the output of the transmission (front wheel 
drive), the two gear wheels at the end of each of the two layshafts in the transmission (denoted 
as "end gears on layshafts" in Figure 3.29) belong to the final drive unit and mesh with the ring 
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gear (see Figure 3.29) of the differential. At the ring gear the torque of both layshafts 
(transmission halves) is gathered and inputted to the differential. As can be seen in Figure 3.29, 
the torque at the ring gear of the differential is distributed to the left and to the right drive shaft 
(axle or halfshafts) by means of the differential. The torque at the driveshafts is transmitted 
further to the wheels and to the tyres. The driveshafts and the tyres are considered as 
compliances in the drive train model. 
In this work, a symmetric layout of the drivetrain is assumed, i. e. the properties of the drive 
shafts and wheels (tyres) are assumed to be similar at both the left and the right hand side. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that the differential distributes the drive torque equally to both sides 
and that no cornering takes place. Tyre slip is also not considered (pure rolling assumed); 
therefore the whole drive torque can be delivered equally through both drive wheels to the road. 
These assumptions are justified from a powertrain controller development point of view, where 
a difference in wheel torque between the left and the right side is of no interest. 
3.4.1 Differential, Driveshafts and Tyres 
Differential 
Examining Figure 3.29, it can be seen that the gear wheels at the end of the two layshafts (end 
gears at layshaft 1 and 2 in Figure 3.29) mesh with the ring gear of the differential, both with the 
same gear ratio (final drive gear ratio if in Figure 3.29). The total torque at the input of the 
differential is therefore the sum of the torque values from layshaft 1 and 2, multiplied by the 
final gear ratio. 
The torque at the two outputs (left and right driveshaft) of the differential amounts to half the 
value of the torque at the input of the differential (see also Figure 3.29), since an equal torque 
distribution to either side is assumed (no self locking or other asymmetric torque distribution is 
allowed). Due to the symmetric layout (symmetric torque distribution and angular speeds) 
assumed for the drivetrain, the components on both sides can be lumped together. As a 
consequence the differential has only one output in the model, which produces the torque sum 
of both sides (TM, in Figure 3.30). It is assumed that all internal components of the differential 
(ring gear, side gears and shafts, pinions and differential housing) rotate with the same angular 
speed (no cornering and no tyre slip); therefore the inertia of the differential is simply the sum 
of all the inertia of these internal components. 
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Figure 3.30 Torque balance and angular speeds at the differential 
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With these observations and together with Figure 3.29, a free-body diagram of the differential 
assembly can be derived. This free-body diagram is depicted in Figure 3.30 and application of 
Newton's Second Law yields the equation of motion for the differential: 
JDff 6Drive - 
(TkOutl + TkOu12 )'f 11 Dill - 
Tdrive 
- CDiff ()Drive 
with: 
if = 
CoDre' 
Drive 
(42) 
(43) 
Drive Shafts and Tyres 
Because of the assumption of a symmetric drivetrain, the two drive shafts can be lumped 
together into a single drive shaft block, which comprises the sum of the stiffness and damping 
values of both sides. This can be viewed as two spring-damper elements (for each side) in 
parallel, having the same boundary. This simplification is valid as long as the wheels at the left 
and right hand side have equal inertias and rotate with equal angular speeds. Again, the mass of 
both wheels is lumped into one inertia disk, containing the mass contribution of wheels and 
tyres. 
A spring-damper representation was selected to model the torsional compliance of the tyre. The 
tyre model basically has the characteristic of a so called "rigid ring model" [Zegelaar and 
Pacejka 1997 and Bruni et al 1997] where the tyre tread band is modelled as a rigid ring and the 
compliances of the tyre sidewalls are represented by spring-damper elements that are coupled to 
the rims. 
Differential 
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The tyre stiffness and damping rate are assumed to be linear functions of the relative angular 
displacement (relative angular speed) between rim and tyre tread band. 
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Figure 3.31 Free-body diagram of the lumped driveshaft/wheel/tyre assembly 
Equipped with these considerations and Figure 3.29, a free-body diagram of the lumped 
driveshaft/wheel/tyre assembly can be derived, which is depicted in Figure 3.31. Applying 
Newton's Second law to this free-body diagram yields the equations of motion for the lumped 
driveshaft/wheel/tyre assembly (Equation (44) to (48)). 
Tdrive = kdrive (P Drive ( Wheel) 
+ Cdrive (w Drive - Co Wheel) 
(44) 
JVAee((b 
Wheel = 
Tdrive - Tractive (45) 
Ttracave = ktyre (9 »%eel ^'Pvehicle) + Ctyre 
(0 
wheel - vehice) 
(46) 
with: 
Ttractive = Ffractivertyre (47) 
wvehicle _ 
Vvehicle 
(48) 
r, 
yr. 
3.4.2 Vehicle Dynamics 
The vehicle dynamics block depicted in Figure 3.28 is shown again in Figure 3.32. It accepts as 
input variables the tractive torque (force) that is developed at the drive wheels, a brake force and 
the angle of the road gradient. At the output, the vehicle dynamics block produces the vehicle 
acceleration and vehicle speed. 
A more detailed analysis of all the forces acting on the vehicle shows that not only the road 
gradient creates a load force but also the aerodynamic drag and the rolling resistance at the 
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wheels contribute to the load forces. All these load forces are summed up under the term "road 
loads" and are depicted in Figure 3.33, which shows a free-body diagram of a vehicle. 
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Figure 3.32 Vehicle dynamics block from Figure 3.28 
Applying Newton's Law to the free-body diagram of the vehicle from Figure 3.33 provides the 
equation of motion of the vehicle in the longitudinal direction (see also for example [Gillespie 
1992 and Mitschke 1972]). 
Mvehicle, 
total 
a 
vehicle 
F1+ FXr 
- 
FRf 
- 
FR, 
- mvehfdeg Sin a road - 
FA (49) 
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Figure 3.33 Forces acting on the vehicle 
The total vehicle mass consists of the vehicle mass and the equivalent mass of all rotating parts 
that are not considered in the drivetrain dynamics and hence are not included in the tractive 
force generated at the wheels by the powertrain: 
Jrot, 
non-driven Mvehicle, 
total = mvehicle 
+2 (50) 
rryre 
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The sum of the tractive forces at the front and at the rear wheel can be stated immediately, 
considering that the vehicle is a front wheel drive: 
FXf = Ftractive - Fbrake, f 
(51) 
F=-F (52) 
Xr brake, r 
The rolling resistance at the front and at the rear wheels can be summed up into a total rolling 
resistance depending on the normal component of the vehicle weight, on the aerodynamic lift 
force (neglected here) and on the rolling resistance coefficient. 
FR=FR 
V'} 
FRr 
=fR (mvehicleg COS aroad - 
Fliflý fR mvehWe9 (53) 
The Aerodynamic drag force acting on the vehicle depends on the shape of the vehicle body, its 
frontal area and the relative velocity between the vehicle and the surrounding air. 
F. _Parc A v2 A2D front rehic% (54) 
From the standpoint of gearshift analysis, a common simplification when modelling the 
dynamics of the powertrain is that variations in the dynamic axle loads (Fzf and Fzr) due to an 
acceleration or deceleration of the vehicle can be neglected. A further simplification, justified 
from the standpoint of analysing the dynamics of gearshifts, is to assume that the tractive forces 
produced at the wheels can be transmitted to the road without tyre slip. 
Entering equations (50) to (54) into the equation (49) yields the final equation of motion for the 
vehicle: 
', rot, non-driven 
mvehicle +2 avehicle = Firactive - 
Fbrake, 
f - 
Fbrake, 
r - 
fRmvehicleg 
- mvehiclegsin aroad 
mire (55) 
_Pair 
2 
2 CD 
Afront vvehiele 
From this equation the vehicle acceleration and velocity can be determined. The vehicle jerk can 
be determined directly from the vehicle acceleration by taking the first time derivative. 
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3.5 The Powertrain Model -A first Simulation Result 
and Discussion 
3.5.1 Simulation of a Clutch-to-Clutch Upshift and Model 
Validation 
As a first simulation result, a power-on upshift from ls' to 2d gear will be presented. This 
gearshift is depicted in Figure 3.34 and was executed by a simple clutch-to-clutch gearshift 
control. The principle of a clutch-to-clutch gearshift was already explained for a power-on 
upshift in Chapter 2. In Figure 3.34 the two distinctive phases of a clutch-to-clutch shift are 
indicated: a torque phase, where engine torque is transferred from the offgoing to the oncoming 
clutch and an inertia phase where the engine is synchronised to the speed level of the target 
gear. 
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Figure 3.34 Simple clutch-to-clutch upshift from 1$` to 2°d gear at 27 km/h 
(wet-type friction, positive gradient) 
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To control the gearshift depicted in Figure 3.34 a simple clutch pressure modulation scheme has 
been adopted, incorporating closed-loop torque control in the torque phase and closed-loop 
control of the engine speed in the inertia phase. Although closed-loop control was employed, the 
transmission output torque, clutch and engine speed and pressure trajectories (first second and 
third graph in Figure 3.34) look in principle similar for an open-loop controlled gearshift. The 
drop in transmission output torque in the torque phase comes from the change to a higher gear 
(smaller gear ratio and thus lower torque) and the characteristic "hump" in the torque profile 
results from inertial torque being transferred to the output during engine deceleration. The 
filling of the actuator of the oncoming clutch with associated actuation delay and sharp rise in 
pressure is indicated in Figure 3.34 by a dashed circle. 
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Figure 3.35 Longitudinal vehicle acceleration and jerk of the gearshift depicted in Figure 3.34 
As was explained in Chapter 2 for any investigation of gearshift quality, the shape of the vehicle 
acceleration profile is one of the most important shift quality metrics. In this work the 
longitudinal vehicle acceleration was filtered by a 2"d order lowpass filter of Butterworth type 
with a corner frequency of 5Hz and the vehicle jerk (defined as the first time derivative of the 
vehicle acceleration) was determined from this filtered acceleration signal. Figure 3.35 shows 
the unfiltered longitudinal acceleration and the filtered vehicle jerk for the gearshift from Figure 
3.34. Filtering the acceleration signal is a common technique to extract only those signal parts, 
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which the driver can actually sense and has also been applied in [Schwab 1994 and Naruse et al 
1993]. In the latter paper a range from 0-7 Hz was given for the for-aft vibrations. The 
longitudinal vehicle acceleration in Figure 3.35 clearly has the same shape as the transmission 
output torque trajectory depicted in Figure 3.34. This observation demonstrates that the 
transmission output torque trajectory is directly related to the longitudinal vehicle acceleration 
and can be thus used for analysing shift quality. The vehicle jerk profile indicates that high jerk 
levels occur at the beginning and end of the inertia phase and are closely connected to the torque 
"hump". This problem will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. 
To validate the powertrain model experimental data for a twin clutch transmission would be 
required. Since the twin clutch design is still a novelty, such data could not be found in the 
literature and could also not be obtained from industry. However, since a clutch-to-clutch 
gearshift on a twin clutch transmission is qualitatively similar to that on a planetary-type 
transmission, the simulation result depicted in Figure 3.35 can be compared in a qualitative way 
to experimental data of a clutch-to-clutch upshift on a planetary-type automatic transmission. 
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Figure 3.36 Measurement result: longitudinal vehicle acceleration during an upshift compared 
for a planetary-type automatic transmission (Automatic) and an automated manual transmission 
(AMT) taken from [O'Neill and Harrison 2000] 
Such measurement data is depicted in Figure 3.36 and was taken from [O'Neill and Harrison 
2000]. In Figure 3.36, the longitudinal vehicle acceleration profiles (filtered by a5 Hz 
Butterworth filter) for upshifts on a planetary-type automatic transmission and on an automated 
manual transmission are compared. The comparison is of less interest here, but the acceleration 
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profile of the planetary-type automatic transmission is important. Comparing the simulation 
result depicted in Figure 3.35 and the measurement result in Figure 3.36, it can be observed that 
the two graphs look very similar (apart from different time scales). Both results show the typical 
drop in torque in the torque phase and the torque "hump" in the inertia phase. This was to be 
expected since the gearshift in Figure 3.36 was produced by a simple clutch-to-clutch shift 
control that is also common on planetary-type automatic transmissions. 
3.5.2 Discussion of Clutch Friction 
In this section the problem of clutch friction will be briefly discussed, in particular the 
differences between wet-type and dry-type friction materials will be explained. The gearshift in 
Figure 3.34 was simulated using wet-type friction with a positive gradient of the friction 
coefficient with slip speed (see Figure 3.13 for characteristics of friction materials used here). 
For a comparison the gearshift illustrated in Figure 3.34 was repeated with a dry-friction 
material with a negative gradient of the friction coefficient with slip speed (see Figure 3.13 for 
friction characteristic). The simulation result of this gearshift is depicted in Figure 3.37. 
Although the number of clutch plates (friction contacts) was reduced for the dry-friction case, in 
order to account for the different clutch designs in reality, the clutch torque was still 
considerably greater with dry friction than with wet friction. This lead to a decreased clutch 
pressure level during the gearshift as indicated by the arrow in Figure 3.37. 
It can be observed from the two different simulation results, that the size of the torque-drop in 
the torque phase and the size of the torque "hump" in the inertia phase did not change when the 
friction type was varied. This indicates that the type of friction (wet or dry-type friction) does 
not influence the dynamics of the gearshift but only affects the clutch pressure level. This means 
that the friction type does not, in principle, influence the gearshift control. The only exemption 
is given in cases where the clutch temperature rises considerably causing the friction coefficient 
of dry friction materials to drop significantly. These conditions do not normally occur during 
gearshifts and only take place during extensive slipping of the clutch (during hill-hold, vehicle 
launch). 
However, what did influence the dynamics of the gearshift was the gradient of the friction 
coefficient with slip speed (positive versus negative). The effect of the negative gradient on the 
gearshift can be seen at the end of the shift in Figure 3.37. Comparing Figure 3.34 and Figure 
3.37, shows that the friction material with a negative gradient produced strong torque vibrations 
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(dashed circle in Figure 3.37) at the end of the inertia phase. The reason for this is, that the 
friction torque increases due to a decrease in the relative speed across the clutch in the inertia 
phase. This effect is due to the negative gradient of the friction material and is to some extent 
concealed underneath the torque "hump". This problem will be analysed in detail in Chapter 4 
for wet type friction. 
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3.6 Conclusions 
The engine model explained in this chapter was taken from the literature. For this model engine 
maps were derived by means of a simple "virtual" engine test bed specially developed for this 
application. 
The model of the twin clutch transmission allowed, as a novelty, modelling of different friction 
characteristics by including a friction coefficient as a function of the differential speed across 
the clutch. The internals of the twin clutch transmission were modelled in more detail (stiffness, 
damping, friction models etc. ) than existing models used for controller development. 
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An extended model of the twin clutch transmission included an additional synchroniser model 
and thus allowed for the first time simulation of synchroniser-to-synchroniser shifts. 
The hydraulic actuation of clutches and synchroniser was first modelled as a comprehensive 
non-linear model. In a second step a novel simplified; phenomenological model of the hydraulic 
actuation was derived from the full non-linear model. 
At the end of the chapter an important result on friction materials was discovered: 
" The type of friction material (wet versus dry-type) at the clutch did not influence the 
dynamics of the gearshift and only affected the level of clutch pressure. Hence, the type of 
friction does not have to be taken into account when designing the gearshift controller. 
" However, the gradient of the friction coefficient with slip speed did influence the dynamics 
of the gearshift (different clutch torque trajectory). Thus, the gradient of the friction 
coefficient has to be taken into account when designing a gearshift controller. 
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Chapter 3 has given an extensive description of the powertrain model and ended with a first 
simulation result for a conventional gearshift control strategy as used on planetary-type 
transmissions. 
This chapter starts with a brief introduction to the control of powershifts (Section 4.1), which 
explains how upshifts and downshifts are controlled conventionally on planetary-type 
transmissions. 
In the two subsequent sections the basic version of a new gearshift control strategy for twin 
clutch transmissions is developed in detail firstly, for power-on shifts (Section 4.2) as the more 
important case and then secondly, for power-off shifts (Section 4.3). 
The sections on power-on and power off shifts are each split into two subsections describing the 
new control strategies first for upshifts (Sections 4.2.1 and 4.3.1) and then for downshifts 
(Sections 4.2.2 and 4.3.2). The two subsections on power-on upshifts and downshifts (Sections 
4.2.1 and 4.2.2), both start with a discussion of the shortcomings of conventional gearshift 
control strategies used on planetary-type transmissions. This is then followed by an explanation 
of the proposed novel control strategy and a demonstration of how it can deal with the 
shortcomings of the conventional control strategy. 
Section 4.4 describes in detail the layout of the gearshift controller and the control loops used by 
that controller. This is followed by an investigation into the robustness of the proposed control 
strategy of in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 summarises the findings of this chapter 
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4.1 Introduction to Powershifts and Conventional 
Clutch-to-Clutch Control Strategy 
The key feature of a twin clutch transmission (and also of a conventional planetary-type 
automatic transmission) is the "powershift". The essence of a powershift is the uninterrupted 
transfer of power from the engine to the wheels during a gearshift. In comparison, on manual 
and' automated manual transmissions the dry clutch has to be disengaged during a gearshift 
(engagement of synchronisers requires the transmission to be torque-free) and therefore torque 
is no longer transmitted to the wheels. 
On conventional planetary-type transmissions and twin clutch transmissions, a powershift can, 
in principle, be carried out as a clutch-to-clutch shift, i. e. shifting from a clutch carrying the 
currently engaged gear to a clutch carrying the target gear, without disconnecting the engine 
from the wheels. However, differences in the mechanical layout of the two transmission types, 
as pointed out in Chapter 2, require slightly different approaches to the control of clutch-to- 
clutch shifts. Also, on twin clutch transmissions a pre-selection of the target gear on the torque- 
free half of the transmissions needs to be accomplished in addition to the clutch-to-clutch shift. 
To summarise, a gearshift on a twin clutch transmission consists of two major tasks: 
" The pre-selection of a new target gear on the torque-free half of the transmission 
" The clutch-to-clutch shift, where the clutch carrying the initial gear is disengaged and 
the clutch carrying the target gear is engaged. 
As reviewed in Chapter 2, it is common to separate these two tasks. The order of execution of 
these two tasks depends on the gear pre-selection strategy. The procedure of pre-selecting the 
target gear, its consequences and possible control concepts are discussed separately in Chapter 
7. The current chapter only deals with the dynamics and control of clutch-to-clutch shifts on 
twin clutch transmissions. 
Before explaining the fundamentals of clutch-to-clutch shifts it is important to note that it has to 
be distinguished between power-on and power-off clutch-to-clutch shifts. 
0 Power-on gearshift: Gearshift takes place whilst the engine drives the wheels (engine 
produces positive torque) 
" Power-off gearshift: Gearshift takes place whilst the wheels drive the engine (engine 
produces brake torque when vehicle is coasting) 
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In the following explanation of powershifts, the principle of the power-on upshift is discussed 
prior to that of the power-on downshift. In these explanations it is assumed that the clutch-to- 
clutch shift is controlled through clutch torque manipulation alone, as would be the case in a 
conventional control strategy commonly found on production planetary-type automatic 
transmissions, which is also applicable, in principle, to twin clutch transmissions. 
Conventional Clutch-to-Clutch Power-On Upshift i re 4.1) 
At the beginning of a power-on clutch-to-clutch upshift, a transfer of engine torque from the 
offgoing (clutch 1 in Figure 4.1) to the oncoming clutch (clutch 2 in Figure 4.1) carrying the 
target gear (i. e. a gear higher than the original one) takes place in a so called "torque phase". 
Torque Phase Inertia Phase 
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Figure 4.1 Principle of a conventional clutch-to-clutch power-on upshift 
This transfer of engine torque between the two clutches results in a drop in the transmission 
output torque according to the change in gear ratio (transmission output torque profile in lower 
graph in Figure 4.1). In the following "inertia phase" the engine is synchronised (i. e. 
decelerated) to the speed level of the new target gear. The deceleration of the engine (engine 
speed in lower graph of Figure 4.1) can be accomplished through an increase in torque at the 
oncoming clutch (clutch 2 in Figure 4.1) beyond the level necessary for transmitting the engine 
torque. The deceleration of the engine inertia transfers torque to the transmission output and 
results to a "hump" in the transmission output torque profile. This torque "hump" is also 
responsible for increased vehicle jerk at the transition between torque and inertia phase. 
Conventional Clutch-to-Clutch Power-On Downshift (Figure 4.2): 
On a power on downshift the order of torque and inertia phase is reversed. Starting with the 
inertia phase where the engine (engine speed in lower graph of Figure 4.2) is allowed to speed 
up in order to match that of the target gear. The acceleration of the engine can be accomplished 
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by decreasing the transmitted torque at the offgoing clutch (clutch 2 in Figure 4.2) in the inertia 
phase. By decreasing the amount of transmitted engine torque at the (slipping) offgoing clutch, 
the engine is released and can use the amount of engine torque that is not transmitted through 
the clutch to accelerate itself. However, the decrease in transmitted engine torque at the offgoing 
clutch also means a decrease in transmission output torque (see lower graph in Figure 4.2). To 
end the inertia phase and to stop the engine from continuing its acceleration, the torque at the 
offgoing clutch has to be increased to its original level again. Now, the torque phase can begin 
where engine torque is transferred from the offgoing clutch to the oncoming clutch (clutch 1 in 
Figure 4.2). Due to the larger gear ratio of the lower target gear the output torque has to rise to a 
level above the level at the beginning of the clutch-to-clutch downshift. 
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Figure 4.2 Principle of a conventional clutch-to-clutch power-on downshift 
Clutch-to-Clutch Power-Off Shifts (Table 4.1): 
Table 4.1 gives an overview of clutch-to-clutch shift possibilities and indicates the order of 
torque and inertia phase. As could be seen in the previous discussion of power-on clutch-to- 
clutch shifts, the inertia phase involves either a decrease in torque at the offgoing clutch or an 
increase in the torque at the oncoming clutch. For the simple case of a clutch-to-clutch shift 
involving only a manipulation of clutch torque (i. e. clutch actuation pressure), the information 
whether the inertia phase involves a decrease or increase in clutch torque is also included in 
parentheses in Table 4.1. 
From Table 4.1 it can be seen that a clutch-to-clutch power-off upshift can be controlled in a 
similar way as a power-on downshift. The same applies to a clutch-to-clutch power-off 
downshift, which can be executed similar to a power-on upshift [Förster 1991, Wagner 1994]. 
Due to the small clutch torque (engine brake torque) involved and because of the fact that 
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length of time of the shift is not critical in the power-off case, the control of clutch-to-clutch 
power-off upshifts is not as crucial to shift quality as is that of power-on upshifts [Förster 1994]. 
Upshift Downshift 
Power-On 1. Torque Phase 1. Inertia Phase (decrease in 
2. Inertia Phase (increase in clutch torque 
clutch torque) 2. Torque Phase 
Power-Off 1. Inertia Phase (decrease in 1. Torque Phase 
clutch torque) 2. Inertia Phase (increase in 
2. Torque Phase clutch torque) 
Table 4.1 Order of torque and inertia phase for power-on and power-off clutch-to-clutch shifts 
Clutch-to-clutch power-off downshifts, often occur under braking or coasting to standstill of a 
vehicle and thus take place at low vehicle speeds and are hence also seldom problematic. 
However, the time for power-off downshifts under heavy braking can be very short, which can 
result in increased vehicle deceleration in the inertia phase. Since the driver deliberately 
executes a braking of the vehicle, the power-off downshift does not affect the shift feel as much 
as a power-on downshift, where the driver often does not expect a shift. Furthermore, in case of 
heavy vehicle braking, a power-off downshift does not need to be executed at all as long as the 
oncoming clutch is always ready to start a downshift once the vehicle is accelerated again. This 
last comment shows that the discussion of power-off downshifts is also strongly connected to 
the shift strategy selected for such special shift case. 
Due to the greater importance with regard to shift quality, the main part of this chapter is 
devoted to the control of clutch-to-clutch power-on shifts on twin clutch transmissions. 
However, Chapter 4 ends with a brief discussion of power-off shifts. All simulation results 
shown in Chapter 4 and 5 make use of the basic model of the twin clutch transmission 
developed in Chapter 3. 
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4.2 Control of Power-On Shifts on Twin Clutch 
Transmissions 
4.2.1 Control of Power-On Upshifts 
Problems of Conventional Clutch-to-Clutch Upshift Control Strategies 
Conventional clutch-to-clutch upshift control strategies through manipulation of clutch torque 
(i. e. actuation pressure) as described in the previous section (Figure 4.1) show two key control 
problems, which are detrimental to shift quality. 
Control problems: 
1. "Torque Hump": The increase in torque (pressure) at the oncoming clutch in the inertia 
phase required to decelerate and thus synchronise the engine, leads to a "hump" in the 
output torque. This "torque hump" produces increased vehicle jerk at the point of transition 
between torque and inertia phase and at the end of the inertia phase (see Figure 4.4). The 
hump in the output torque results from inertial torque being released during the deceleration 
of the engine and being then transferred to the transmission output. The "torque hump" also 
results in increased energy dissipation and hence clutch wear at the oncoming clutch. 
2. "Negative Torque": An incorrect (early) application of the oncoming clutch in the torque 
phase can create a negative torque at the offgoing clutch which, when released at the 
beginning of the inertia phase results to a sharp rise in transmission output torque and thus 
vehicle jerk. A late application of the oncoming clutch has to be avoided at all cost as it 
would result into a sharp drop in output torque that could, in the worst case lead to a 
momentarily loss in traction. 
The second problem is directly connected to clutch-to-clutch shifts on twin clutch transmissions, 
whilst the first problem also applies to clutch-to-clutch shifts on planetary-type transmissions. 
To demonstrate the two control problems, a power-on upshift from 15` to 2°d gear was simulated 
using a conventional clutch-to-clutch control similar to that discussed in Figure 4.1, where the 
control of the engine synchronisation in the inertia phase was managed by a closed-loop control 
manipulating hydraulic pressure at the oncoming clutch (the reference trajectory and the 
controller-type are described in Section 4.4). A simulation result of this upshift is depicted in 
Figure 4.3 (torque and inertia phase are indicated in the graph). The uppermost graph in Figure 
4.3 depicts the transmission output torque profile, the second graph shows the engine speed 
(input speed in Figure 4.3) and the speeds of the input shafts connected to the outputs of 
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oncoming and offgoing clutch, whilst the third graph depicts the actuation pressure profiles at 
oncoming and offgoing clutch. The graph at the bottom of Figure 4.3 shows throttle angle and 
spark advance, which were both kept at a constant level during the gearshift. 
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Figure 4.3 Simulation result: Upshift from 1` to 2nd gear with conventional clutch-to-clutch 
control strategy showing control problem 1, "torque hump" 
Control Problem 1: As discussed above, controlling the engine synchronisation by manipulation 
of clutch torque leads to a "hump" in the transmission output torque profile as indicated in 
Figure 4.3. The effect of the torque "hump" on the longitudinal vehicle jerk can be seen in 
Figure 4.4, which reveals that the vehicle jerk (lower graph) reaches values of around 30 m/s3 at 
the beginning of the inertia phase (at around 3.9 seconds) and around -20 m/s3 at the end of the 
inertia phase (at around 4.25 seconds). 
Decreasing the rate of engine deceleration in the inertia phase reduces the level of both vehicle 
jerk peaks but, increases the slipping time at the offgoing clutch and thus leads to higher energy 
dissipation. However, an increase in slipping time and thus total shift time might not be 
acceptable. This dilemma remains a huge disadvantage of conventional clutch-to-clutch control 
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strategies for power-on upshifts. In particular, the additional change in the sign of the vehicle 
jerk poses a serious problem for shift quality. 
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Figure 4.4 Vehicle acceleration and jerk for the upshift from Figure 4.3 (Control Problem 1). 
The control problem I could be easily solved if an involvement of the engine is allowed in the 
gearshift control strategy. This requires the manipulation of engine variables like throttle angle 
and/or spark advance to control engine synchronisation. The use of open-loop reduction of spark 
advance (reduction of engine torque) in the inertia phase of a conventionally controlled upshift 
(such as depicted in Figure 4.3) to assist engine synchronisation is state-of-the-art. Such an 
approach essentially attempts to smooth the transmission output torque profile but does not offer 
the potential of a closed-loop engine speed control, which involves a full manipulation of engine 
controls. In the latter case the clutch pressure does not need to change at all throughout the 
inertia phase, thus, completely eliminating the problematic "torque hump". 
Control Problem 2: The second problem is more difficult to solve and will thus be explained 
more thoroughly. The effect of the second problem on the output torque profile and thus vehicle 
jerk, is somewhat concealed by the "torque hump" of problem 1. To make the effect of problem 
2 visible, the upshift from Figure 4.3 is repeated in Figure 4.5 only with the engine 
synchronisation in the inertia phase being controlled exclusively by manipulation of engine 
variables (closed-loop tracking of reference speed profile). The pressure at the oncoming clutch 
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was kept at a constant value throughout the inertia phase. The details of this closed-loop speed 
control are explained in the next section. The control of the torque phase remained unchanged. 
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Figure 4.5 Simulation result: Upshift from Figure 4.3 with engine manipulation in the inertia 
phase, showing control problem 2 "negative torque" 
Control problem 2 leads to a sharp rise in transmission output torque as can be seen in Figure 
4.5 (dashed circle), although no such abrupt change can be observed for the clutch pressure or 
engine controls (third and bottom graph of Figure 4.5). Analysing the torques at the layshafts of 
oncoming and offgoing clutch (Figure 4.6) shows that the shaft torque at the offgoing clutch 
assumes a negative value of around -70 Nm (dashed circle in Figure 4.6). It then jumps at 
around 3.8seconds and settles after brief oscillations at a value of about -25 Nm (_ 
transmission drag in Figure 4.6). The drop in negative torque occurs because the offgoing clutch 
is pressurised beyond the point where the oncoming clutch already carries the full engine 
torque. Since the pressure (i. e. torque) at the oncoming clutch is increased further, the offgoing 
clutch must produce a negative torque in order for the torque balance to be correct (both clutch 
torques need to be equal to input torque plus inertial torques involved). Once the offgoing clutch 
disengages fully, the torque suddenly jumps to its "stationary" value, which is given by the 
transmission drag. The consequence of this jump in layshaft torque can also be detected when 
looking at the vehicle jerk that shows increased values at this point in time (Figure 4.7). 
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gearshift from Figure 4.5 (Control Problem 2) 
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Figure 4.7 Vehicle acceleration and jerk for upshift from Figure 4.5 (Control Problem 2) 
To solve the two fundamental problems: the "torque hump" in the inertia phase and the negative 
torque at offgoing clutch, a new control strategy incorporating engine control was developed in 
Effect of "negative torque" 
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this work. This integrated powertrain control strategy for power-on upshift on twin clutch 
transmissions is described in the next section. 
Proposed Integrated Powertrain Control Strategy for Power-on 
Upshifts on Twin Clutch Transmission 
As already mentioned in the previous section, control problem 1 ("torque hump") can be solved 
if the engine is employed to control the synchronisation in the inertia phase. This leads to the 
concept of an integrated powertrain control strategy. 
Control problem 2 ("negative" torque at the offgoing clutch) is more difficult to solve and 
requires a unique approach. In conventional automatic transmissions creation of negative torque 
at the offgoing clutch is avoided by employing a one-way clutch (i. e. free-wheeler, overrunning 
clutches) instead of a friction clutch as oncoming shift element. The one-way clutch can only 
transmit positive torque hence engages when positive torque is inputted and disengages when 
the input torque becomes negative. However, one-way clutches are commonly employed on 
planetary-type automatic transmissions only for gear changes in the lower gear range. The 
reason for this is, that gearshifts between low gears produce, due to the larger difference in gear 
ratio, the largest and hence most noticeable changes in transmission output torque in the torque 
phase. The disadvantage of one-way clutches is the poor packaging, since they require 
additional shift elements (friction clutches and brakes) to keep them from disengaging on 
power-off shifts. For twin clutch transmissions the problem of the packaging seems to be one 
reason why employment of one-way clutches appears to be unsuitable. Another reason is that 
there is no real neutral position available, making it necessary to have an additional clutch for 
starting or decoupling the transmission from the engine. 
On the other hand, there is a way of controlling friction clutches in such a way as to mimic the 
operation of one-way clutches i. e. to disengage if the input torque becomes negative. Such a 
control mechanism requires the control of clutch slip at the offgoing clutch and is described, in 
principle, in [Volkswagen AG 1998 (Patent DE 196 31 983 Cl) and Daimler Chrysler AG 2001 
(Patent DE 199 39 334 Al)]. The principle of this clutch slip control and the development of the 
rest of the integrated powertrain controller will now be described in more detail. 
Figure 4.8 depicts the principle of the integrated powertrain control strategy for upshifts on twin 
clutch transmissions, featuring clutch slip control in the torque phase and engine control in the 
inertia phase. At the beginning of the torque phase the offgoing clutch (clutch 1 in Figure 4.8) is 
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brought to a state where it slips. The clutch slip is then controlled to stay at a small but constant 
reference value. This is achieved by a closed-loop controller, which manipulates clutch pressure 
at the offgoing clutch. Whilst clutch slip is controlled at the offgoing clutch, the pressure at the 
oncoming clutch (clutch 2 in Figure 4.8) is ramped up in an open loop way to transfer engine 
torque from the offgoing to the oncoming clutch. As a consequence of the increase in pressure 
at the oncoming clutch, the clutch slip controller decreases the pressure at the offgoing clutch in 
order to maintain the reference slip value. 
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Figure 4.8 Control principle of integrated powertrain controller for power-on upshifts with 
clutch slip and engine control 
At the point where the full engine torque has been transferred to the oncoming clutch, the 
pressure at the offgoing clutch becomes zero and the offgoing clutch disengages automatically 
without creating a negative torque. The transmission output torque has dropped according to the 
gear ratio (engine torque assumed constant in Figure 4.8) and a transition to the inertia phase 
can take place. In Figure 4.8 an engine-assisted control of the inertia phase is indicated where 
engine torque is reduced by a closed-loop control manipulating engine controls to follow a 
specified engine speed reference trajectory to achieve synchronisation. The layout and structure 
of the proposed integrated powertrain controller for gearshifts and its control loops is discussed 
in Section 4.4. 
The control algorithm that determines when a control loop is active is depicted, for a clutch-to- 
clutch upshift, in Figure 4.9 and consists of a mixture of open-loop and closed-loop control. The 
steps of the control algorithm are also indicated in the clutch pressure profiles of the simulation 
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result of an upshift from 1st to 2°d gear presented in Figure 4.10. In step 1 of the control 
algorithm (Figure 4.9), hydraulic pressure is reduced at the offgoing clutch ("Cl" in Figure 4.9). 
The closer the pressure is decreased to the value where the clutch starts to slip, the smaller are 
the resulting torque vibrations coming from the stick-slip transition when the clutch starts to 
slip. This behaviour made it necessary to create a look-up table for the release pressure 
depending on transmission output torque and the currently engaged gear (these two variables 
provide information about the clutch torque). Alternatively, if the information about 
transmission output torque is not available, information about engine torque can be used instead 
(only crude information about the torque is necessary in both cases). 
{Command forUpshift} 
I. Pressure at Cl reduced 
2. C2 pre-filled 
Torque Phase (Short Time Delay) 
Clutch Slip Controller at C1 activated 
4. Pressure at C2 ramped up 
(Pressure Cl == 0) 
Inertia Phase 
5. Clutch Slip Controller deactivated 
6. Engine Speed Controller activated 
.-7. Pressure at C2 constant 1 
Speed ==Synchronous Speed) 
8 Engine Speed Controller deactivate 
9ressure at C2 increased to line pressure C1... Ofigoing Clutch 
C2... Oncoming Clutch 
Figure 4.9 Control algorithm for the proposed integrated powertrain controller for power-on 
upshifts on twin clutch transmissions 
The transition from stick to slip at offgoing clutch is accomplished by the clutch slip control, 
which is activated in step 3. Prior to activation of the clutch slip controller, the oncoming clutch 
("C2" in Figure 4.9) is pre-filled in step 2. This pressure needs to be selected on the basis of a 
compromise between fast filling on one hand and little effect on driveline torque on the other. 
The filling of the clutch has a second positive effect: when the slip controller brings the offgoing 
clutch to a state where it slips, the transmission output torque would drop for a brief moment. 
This torque drop can be "smoothed" if the oncoming clutch can already carry some torque. The 
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function of the time delay in Figure 4.9 (denoted as "short time delay") was to allow the 
pressure to settle to a stationary value and was chosen arbitrarily at 0.05 seconds. 
The closed-loop control of clutch slip maintains a small clutch slip reference value (5 rad/s) by 
manipulating the pressure at the offgoing clutch. By ramping up the pressure at the oncoming 
clutch (step 4), the slip controller automatically reduces the pressure at the offgoing clutch, thus 
transferring engine torque without creating negative torque at this clutch. At the point where the 
pressure at the offgoing clutch has become zero, the slip controller is deactivated and the control 
algorithm can proceed to the inertia phase. However, the detection of this point would require 
information about the clutch pressure. As a more practical, however less accurate method, the 
start of the inertia phase can also be inferred from the clutch slip signal, where a change in sign 
of the clutch slip indicates the end of the torque phase. 
In the inertia phase, the engine speed is synchronised to that of the target gear by tracking a 
reference speed profile. For the engine reference speed trajectory a (semi-) cosine profile was 
selected here (Equation (63), Section 4.4.3). The closed-loop speed controller, which is 
activated in step 6, manipulates both throttle angle and spark advance, thus uniting the 
advantages of large engine torque variations and fast engine response. The pressure at the 
oncoming clutch is kept constant during the inertia phase (step 7). At the end of the inertia phase 
the clutch pressure is raised to the line pressure (step 9). It was observed, that the torque 
vibrations created at the end of the gearshift where the clutch locks up, could be reduced by 
abruptly raising the spark advance to its original value at this point. 
Figure 4.10 depicts a simulation results for the above described uspshift control algorithm 
applied to the powertrain model developed in Chapter 3. The simulated shift was an upshift 
from 1st to 2°d gear at wide-open throttle (90 degrees throttle angle). The upshift took place at a 
vehicle velocity of around 30 km/h. The clutch friction characteristic chosen for all simulation 
results in this section is wet friction with a positive gradient of the friction coefficient with 
slipping speed. 
The graphs included in Figure 4.10 are the same as in the previous simulation result (Figure 4.3 
and 4.5) and show the transmission output torque in the uppermost graph, the rotational speeds 
at both clutches an the reference speed profile in the graph below, the hydraulic pressure at both 
clutches in the third graph and the throttle angle and spark advance (degrees before top dead 
centre) in the graph at the bottom. From Figure 4.10 the various stages of the control algorithm 
can be seen: Starting with a reduction in the hydraulic pressure at the offgoing clutch at around 
3.5s (step 1) proceeding to the filling of the oncoming clutch (dashed circle and step 2). After 
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these two steps the actual torque phase begins where the clutch slip controller (step 3) decreases 
the pressure at the offgoing clutch due to a linear increase in pressure at the oncoming clutch 
(step 4). 
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Figure 4.10 Simulation result: Proposed upshift control strategy, power-on upshift from I" to 
2nd gear, wide open throttle (WOT), at around 30 km/h, included are steps of the 
control algorithm depicted in Figure 4.9 
During the torque phase, the output torque decreases gradually. At the point where the pressure 
at the offgoing clutch has gone to zero the inertia phase starts where the transmission input 
speed (i. e. engine speed) is synchronised along a reference profile by the engine speed control to 
the level of the target gear. In the bottom graph of Figure 4.10 the modulation of engine controls 
by the engine speed control (step 6) can be clearly seen (late spark has been allowed here). The 
tracking of the reference speed profile is very good (second graph in Figure 4.10). Slight 
vibrations can be observed at the beginning of the inertia phase, which result from the offgoing 
clutch changing its state from stick to slip at the end of the torque phase. However, it is believed 
that these small vibrations do not affect the gearshift quality greatly. Overall the output torque 
profile looks very smooth without showing any abrupt changes and steep gradients, thus 
indicating that the two key problems, mentioned at the beginning of this section, are effectively 
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solved. To back this assumption, the torque at the layshafts and the longitudinal vehicle jerk for 
the upshift depicted in Figure 4.10 are presented in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.11 Torque profiles at the layshafts of offgoing and oncoming clutch for the 
gearshift from Figure 4.10 (proposed upshift control strategy) 
Comparing the torque profiles at both layshafts for the shift with a conventional clutch-to-clutch 
control strategy (Figure 4.6) to those for the proposed control strategy (Figure 4.11) clearly 
shows that the clutch slip control can effectively solve the problems resulting from a negative 
torque contribution of the offgoing clutch due to an early application of the oncoming clutch. 
Where Figure 4.6 shows a strong negative torque value (torque drop) with subsequent jump in 
layshaft torque, Figure 4.11 shows no such behaviour and the torque trajectory at the offgoing 
clutch continues at the level of the drag torque after the torque phase has been completed. 
The elimination of the negative torque contribution also leads to reduced vehicle jerk at the 
point of transition from torque to inertia phase. The profile of the longitudinal vehicle jerk for 
the shift from Figure 4.10 is depicted in Figure 4.12 and shows that the peaks in vehicle jerk 
occurring for conventionally controlled upshifts can be almost completely removed. Whereas 
the conventionally controlled upshifts showed vehicle jerk values of around 30 m/s3 (Figure 4.4) 
and 15 m/s3 (Figure 4.7) at the point of transition from torque to inertia phase, the proposed 
integrated powertrain control strategy for upshifts can reduce these jerk values to almost zero 
(Figure 4.12). Also at the end of the inertia phase the vehicle jerk strongly reduced compared to 
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that of conventionally controlled upshifts (from -25 m/s3 in Figure 4.4 compared to almost 0 
m/s' in Figure 4.12). These reductions in vehicle jerk indicate a vast improvement in shift 
quality of the proposed upshift control strategy over conventionally controlled upshifts. 
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Figure 4.12 Vehicle acceleration and jerk for upshift from Figure 4.10 (proposed upshift control 
strategy) 
Figure 4.13 shows the same shift as in Figure 4.10, though with a steeper gradient of the 
reference speed profile for engine synchronisation. This leads to decreased shift time (inertia 
phase was reduced by 0.2 seconds compared to the upshift in Figure 4.10) and shorter slipping 
at the clutch, which, due to decreased energy dissipation (torque transmitted through clutch 
stays the same), positively affects clutch durability. Figure 4.14 depicts the vehicle jerk profile 
of the shift from Figure 4.13 and shows that the vehicle jerk profile remains almost unchanged, 
despite the shorter shift time. This means that with the proposed engine-assisted upshift control 
strategy (integrated powertrain control strategy) a decrease in shift time is possible without 
sacrificing shift quality. Also, the good tracking performance of the speed controller is 
maintained for the steeper engine speed reference profile. 
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Figure 4.13 Simulation result: Proposed upshift control strategy, power-on upshift from Figure 
4.10 with inertia phase reduced by 0.2 seconds 
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Figure 4.15 depicts an upshift from 2°d to 3`d gear and Figure 4.16 an upshift from 3`d to 4`h gear 
respectively. In general the torque profiles of the two shifts look smooth, indicating low vehicle 
jerk values and thus good shift quality. The tracking performance of the speed controller in the 
inertia phase remains good, keeping the engine speed close to the cosine reference trajectory. 
The drop of transmission output torque at the end of the inertia phase is due to the oncoming 
clutch locking up (i. e. transition from a state where it slips to a state of sticking). This slip-stick 
transition can result in a change in clutch torque since the torques in both states can be different. 
As already explained abruptly rising the spark advance at this point to its original value can 
slightly compensate for this change in output torque at the end of the inertia phase. However, if 
the spark advance is already close to its original value, or if the increase does not take place at 
the exact moment, then this strategy will not improve the problem. But, it shall be noted that the 
change in transmission output torque due to clutch lock-up can be noticed less strongly in the 
higher gear ranges (due to the smaller gear ratios involved). 
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Figure 4.15 Simulation Result: Proposed upshift control strategy, power-on upshift from 2"d to 
3 'd gear, medium throttle, at around 25 km/h 
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4 `h gear, WOT, at around 50 km/h 
4.2.2 Control of Power-On Downshifts 
Problems of Conventional Clutch-to-Clutch Downshift Control 
Strategies 
Conventional clutch-to-clutch downshift control strategies that make exclusively use of a 
manipulation of clutch torque (i. e. actuation pressure) as described in Section 4.1 (see downshift 
principle in Figure 4.2) shows two key control problems detrimental to shift quality. 
Control problems: 
1. "Loss of traction": With conventional cutch-to-clutch downshift control strategy, engine 
acceleration in the inertia phase is achieved by decreasing the hydraulic pressure at the 
offgoing clutch (open or closed-loop control) thus bringing the clutch to a state where it 
slips and allowing the engine to accelerate. However, a partial disengagement of the 
offgoing clutch causes the transmission output torque to drop severely and thus traction is 
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diminished or even lost at the wheels. Hence, it is desirable to reduce the pressure at the 
offgoing clutch as little as possible. 
2. "Negative torque": Again, similar to upshifts, a correct application timing of the oncoming 
clutch in the torque phase of a downshift is crucial if increased vehicle jerk is to be avoided. 
Control Problem 1: The problem of loosing traction at the wheels if the time for engine 
synchronisation becomes very short and the downshift is solely controlled by clutch pressure 
manipulation is illustrated in Figure 4.17, which shows a simulation result for a downshift from 
2°d to Is` gear at low throttle. The time for synchronising the engine to the target gear (inertia 
phase) was chosen to be around 0.6 seconds. The problem of decreased power transfer to the 
wheels can be clearly recognised when inspecting the profiles of transmission output torque 
(uppermost graph in Figure 4.17) and clutch pressure (third graph in Figure 4.17). 
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Figure 4.17 Simulation result: downshift from 2°d to 1s` gear, at low throttle, controlled with a 
conventional clutch-to-clutch control strategy, exclusively using clutch pressure manipulation 
(Control problem 1). 
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Due to the short time available for engine synchronisation, the closed-loop speed control has to 
reduce the pressure at the offgoing clutch severely, causing the transmission output torque to 
drop to zero at the end of the inertia phase. This drop in transmission output torque means a 
momentary loss in traction (arrow in Figure 4.17), which has to be avoided. 
The solution to this problem would be to increase engine torque to accelerate the engine in the 
inertia phase instead of reducing clutch pressure. To rely on engine control alone, would require 
a very powerful engine and would not work in the case where the engine torque is already at its 
maximum. However, a combination of clutch pressure manipulation and increase in engine 
torque can help to improve the problem of loosing traction when the time for engine 
synchronisation becomes very short. 
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Figure 4.18 Simulation result: downshift from 2°d to 1st gear, at low throttle, controlled with a 
conventional clutch-to-clutch control strategy using pressure ramps in the torque phase 
(control problem 2). 
Control Problem 2: The torque phase of a clutch-to-clutch downshift can be controlled by 
simply ramping down the hydraulic pressure at the offgoing clutch to zero whilst ramping up 
the pressure at the oncoming clutch (e. g. open-loop control in Figure 4.2), thus transferring 
engine torque between the two clutches. Again, a correct timing of the clutch application and 
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release is crucial, however, not easily calculable due to the delay in the hydraulic actuation. If 
the pressure at the oncoming clutch is increased too late (after the engine has reached 
synchronous speed of the target gear), transmission output torque drops and thus traction at the 
wheel is lost. Furthermore, the engine accelerates beyond the synchronous point and any 
increase in pressure at the oncoming clutch decelerates the engine to the synchronous speed 
again, resulting in inertial torque being transferred to the transmission output. To avoid these 
problems, the oncoming clutch could be applied early. However, if the pressure increase at the 
oncoming clutch takes place too early, the offgoing clutch creates a large negative torque and 
once released, results in a sharp rise in output torque. This steep rise in transmission output 
torque severely increases vehicle jerk and causes heavy torque vibrations in the driveline. Thus 
an early application of the oncoming clutch has to be avoided as well. This demonstrates that 
application of open-loop control in the torque phase does not provide satisfactory results in 
terms of shift quality. The control problem described here is similar to the one encountered with 
upshifts. 
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Figure 4.19 Vehicle acceleration and jerk for downshift from Figure 4.18, 
conventional clutch-to-clutch control strategy, control problem 2 
To illustrate control problem 2, a simulation result is presented in Figure 4.18 that depicts a 
downshift from 2°d to 1s` gear where the torque phase is simply controlled by use of pressure 
ramps. The dashed circle in Figure 4.18 marks the sharp increase in transmission output torque 
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with subsequent heavy driveline oscillations; both a result of a wrong application timing of the 
oncoming clutch due to use of pressure ramps. The negative effect of control problem 2 on shift 
quality can also be observed in the vehicle jerk profile depicted, together with the vehicle 
acceleration, in Figure 4.19. The sharp rise in torque due to a wrong application timing of the 
oncoming clutch leads to a peak in vehicle jerk values of around 40 m/s3 (Figure 4.19). This 
high level of vehicle jerk and the subsequent torque vibrations are an indicator for very poor 
shift quality. 
Proposed Integrated Powertrain Control Strategy for Power-on 
Downshifts on Twin Clutch Transmission 
Control problem 1 (reduced torque at the transmission output in the inertia phase due to 
conventional control strategy) can be improved if the loss in traction is compensated by an 
increase in engine torque, thus integrating the engine in the downshift control strategy 
(integrated powertrain approach). 
Control problem 2 (application timing of oncoming clutch in the torque phase) is in principle 
similar to the problem discussed for the upshift. Again, because twin clutch transmissions 
usually do not feature one-way clutches, a control of clutch slip at the offgoing clutch can be 
employed as remedy. 
The principle of the proposed clutch-to-clutch downshift control strategy is illustrated in Figure 
4.20. In the inertia phase, engine synchronisation is controlled by a closed-loop speed control 
manipulating clutch pressure, which is assisted by increasing engine torque via throttle 
operation. This has the advantage that the engine can be accelerated in the inertia phase with as 
little as possible modulation (decrease) in clutch pressure, thus ensuring maximum tractive force 
at the wheels and a smoother transmission output torque profile. In case the downshift takes 
place at maximum engine torque, the engine synchronisation has to be controlled by 
manipulation of clutch pressure alone. The combined engine/clutch control strategy is indicated 
in Figure 4.20 by showing a decrease in clutch torque at clutch 1 (offgoing clutch) together with 
an increase in engine torque during the inertia phase. 
Further indicated in Figure 4.20, is the use of clutch slip control for controlling the transfer of 
engine torque in the torque phase. This requires a switch in control tasks at the offgoing clutch 
from tracking a reference speed profile in the inertia phase to maintaining a certain amount of 
clutch slip in the torque phase. Whilst the pressure at the offgoing clutch is manipulated by the 
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clutch slip control, the pressure at the oncoming clutch (clutch 2 in Figure 4.20) has to be 
ramped up. The transfer of engine torque results to an increase in transmission output torque in 
the torque phase according to the change in gear ratio. 
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Figure 4.20 Control principle of integrated powertrain control strategy for power-on downshifts 
incorporating control of clutch slip and engine torque 
The detailed control algorithm of the proposed integrated powertrain control strategy for clutch- 
to-clutch downshifts is depicted in Figure 4.21. Again the explanation of the control algorithm 
can be followed in the simulation result of a downshift from 2"d to 1st gear depicted in Figure 
4.22 (control steps are indicated and marked with small arrows). At the beginning of the inertia 
phase (step 1 in Figure 4.21), the pressure at the offgoing clutch ("Cl" in Figure 4.21) is 
reduced to a level close to the point where the clutch starts to slip (similar to the beginning of 
the torque phase on the upshift). This is necessary because it is difficult to exactly hit the point 
where clutch slip starts. However, decreasing the pressure too far results to a harsh drop in 
output torque when the clutch starts to slip. As a consequence, this "release" pressure has to be 
made dependent on the transmission output torque and gear ratio (reflects torque transmitted 
through), or alternatively, the transmitted engine torque. Again, the time delay after step 2 
(denoted as "short time delay" in Figure 4.21) serves the purpose of helping the clutch pressure 
to settle to a stationary value. The value of the time delay was chosen to be 0.05 seconds similar 
to power-on usphifts. 
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(Command forpownshift} 
1. Pressure at Cl reduced 
2. Throttle Angle Increased 
(Short Time Delay) 
Inertia Phase 3. Engine Speed Controller at C1 
activated 
4. C2 pre-filled 
5. Throttle Angle decreased 
(Engine Speed ==Synchronous Speed) 
C7. 
Cluitch 
Engine Speed Controller deactivated 
Clutch ip Controller at Cl activated 
essure at C2 ramped up 
T orque Phase 
(Pressure Cl -- 0} 
C'rce 
Slip Controller deactivated Cl... Offgoing Clutch 
at C2 incre ased to line pressure C2 ... 
Oncoming Clutch 
Figure 4.21 Control algorithm of proposed integrated powertrain control strategy for power-on 
downshifts on twin clutch transmissions 
Throughout the inertia phase of the downshift the engine needs to be accelerated in order to 
reach the synchronous speed of the target gear. A combination of an increase in throttle angle 
(step 2) and clutch pressure modulation by the engine speed controller (step 3), allows tracking 
of a reference speed profile (linear increase in engine speed) without having to decrease the 
clutch pressure too much. Prior to the end of the inertia phase, the oncoming clutch is pre-filled 
in step 4 (low pressure to suppress torque vibrations) and the throttle angle is decreased again 
(step 5) to a level slightly above that at the beginning of the inertia phase. This compensates for 
an increase in engine torque due to engine acceleration. The throttle angle was decreased here to 
a level that lay 10 degrees (this is an arbitrary value that was used in all downshift cases) above 
the level at the beginning of the inertia phase as a safety margin. However, a more accurate 
value of the throttle angle at the end of the inertia phase could be obtained based on information 
about the change in engine speed, the original throttle angle and an engine map. 
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Contrary to the upshift control strategy, where a cosine trajectory was chosen as engine speed 
reference profile during the inertia phase, the closed-loop engine speed control of the downshift 
makes use of a linear engine speed reference trajectory. For the downshift, a cosine reference 
trajectory would, at end of the inertia phase, aid the subsequently activated clutch slip control in 
smoothly "catching" the engine at the synchronous speed. The disadvantage, however, is that at 
the beginning of the inertia phase where the clutch has to be brought to slip, a cosine trajectory 
would not lead to a clean stick-slip transition. The reason for this is that the speed controller 
reduces clutch pressure only slowly at the beginning (due to initial gentle gradient of the cosine 
trajectory and the therefore closeness of engine speed and reference trajectory), yet, the clutch 
has not started to slip and thus the engine speed cannot follow the reference trajectory. As a 
consequence as the reference trajectory progresses and the gradient of the cosine trajectory 
becomes steeper the speed controller suddenly produces a large decrease in clutch pressure in 
order to compensate the large tracking error. This behaviour is not desired as it produces a 
sudden drop in transmission output torque and thus deteriorates shift quality. Using a linear 
increase in engine speed as reference trajectory was observed to result to a smoother and faster 
stick-slip transition. Obviously, a combination of cosine part at the end and linear increase at the 
beginning of the inertia phase would offer the best of both worlds. As a simplification a full 
linear reference profile is used in this work (Equation 60, Section 4.4.2). 
In a similar way as previously explained for the upshift, clutch slip control is employed in the 
torque phase for a smooth transfer of engine torque (step 7). At the offgoing clutch the control 
task has to be switched from a speed control in the inertia phase to control of clutch slip in the 
torque phase. The reference value for the closed-loop clutch slip control is again 5 rad/s. In step 
8, the pressure at the oncoming clutch ("C2" in Figure 4.21) is ramped up, forcing the clutch 
slip control to decrease the pressure at the offgoing clutch accordingly. After the engine torque 
has been transferred to the oncoming clutch in full (pressure at the offgoing clutch has become 
zero, or alternatively the clutch slip has changed sign), the pressure at the oncoming clutch can 
be increased to the line pressure again (step 10). However, before the pressure at the oncoming 
clutch is raised to the line pressure it is held constant for a brief time before in order to ensure a 
smooth slip-stick transition. 
Figure 4.22 shows a downshift from 2n' to 18` gear at a throttle angle of 15 degrees and a vehicle 
speed of around 20 km/h. Again, the uppermost graph shows the transmission output torque 
profile and the second graph from above the input and output speed trajectories at both clutches. 
The third graph depicts the hydraulic pressure profiles at both clutches and the graph at the 
bottom shows throttle angle and spark advance. 
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Figure 4.22 Simulation result: Proposed downshift control strategy, power-on downshift from 
2nd to 1st gear, low throttle, at around 20 km/h, included are the steps of the control algorithm 
depicted in Figure 4.21 
Both inertia phase and torque phase are indicated in the output torque profile. The friction 
coefficient used for the simulation results shown in this section, again, is of wet type and has a 
positive gradient with slipping speed. Comparing the simulation result of the proposed 
downshift control strategy (Figure 4.22) to that of the downshift with a conventionally 
controlled inertia phase (Figure 4.17), it can be seen that indeed the traction can be maintained. 
The drop in transmission output torque ("loss of traction") is avoided in the gearshift in Figure 
4.22 despite the same gradient of the engine speed trajectory. The tracking of the reference 
engine speed profile is also satisfactory. 
Comparing the profile of longitudinal vehicle acceleration and jerk of the downshift executed 
with the proposed controller (from Figure 4.22) depicted in Figure 4.23, to that of the 
conventional clutch-to-clutch control strategy (Figure 4.19), it can be clearly seen that firstly, 
the jerk level in the torque phase is reduced from around 40m/s3 (conventional control strategy) 
to around 18 m/s3 (proposed control strategy) and secondly, the acceleration and jerk profiles do 
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not show any kind of torque vibrations at the end of the downshift. Also, the vehicle 
acceleration remains positive throughout the whole downshift indicating that engine power is 
transmitted to the wheels without interruption. However, compared to the vehicle jerk values 
observed for upshifts (and proposed control strategy), the level of vehicle jerk in Figure 4.23 
(proposed downshift control strategy) is still quite high. In order to reduce this jerk level further 
a remedy will be proposed in the Chapter 5. 
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Figure 4.23 Vehicle acceleration and jerk for the downshift from Figure 4.22 
Figure 4.24 depicts the downshift from Figure 4.22, however, with the inertia phase reduced by 
0.25 seconds. This can be achieved if a steeper engine speed reference trajectory is selected in 
the inertia phase. Of course, since the throttle angle is already at its maximum value in the 
inertia phase, this means that the speed controller has to decrease the pressure at the offgoing 
clutch to a larger extent than in the downshift shown in Figure 4.22. This leads, of course, also 
to a larger drop in transmission output torque as can be seen from the transmission output torque 
profile in Figure 4.24. As a consequence of the steeper reference speed trajectory, the level of 
the vehicle acceleration is lower in the inertia phase and the vehicle jerk is increased both in the 
inertia phase and the torque phase. 
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Figure 4.24 Simulation result: Proposed downshift control strategy, power-on downshift from 
Figure 4.22 with inertia phase reduced by 0.25 seconds 
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This situation is illustrated in Figure 4.25, which shows vehicle acceleration and jerk for the 
downshift in Figure 4.24. In particular, the level of vehicle jerk in the torque phase is high 
(around 30 m/s3) which is detrimental to shift quality. Again, Chapter 5 discusses a possible 
way to improve this problem. 
Figure 4.26 depicts a downshift from 3`d to 2nd gear at medium throttle (40 degrees throttle 
angle) and a vehicle speed of around 20km/h. A good tracking performance can be observed in 
the inertia phase. The torque profile reveals small vibrations at the end of the gearshift when the 
oncoming clutch locks up. However, since the damping in the powertrain (-model) is one of the 
parameters of the model that are difficult to know exactly and since the damping in the 
powertrain model used in this work are chosen to be rather on the conservative side, it is 
believed that small vibrations in the simulation results cannot be taken as indicator for poor shift 
quality. 
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Figure 4.26 Simulation result: Proposed downshift control strategy, power-on downshift from 
3'a to 2d gear, medium throttle, at around 20 km/h 
Figure 4.27 depicts a downshift from 40' to 3`d gear at a throttle angle of 40 degrees and a 
vehicle speed of around 40 krn/h. Again, tracking of the engine speed reference profile is good. 
The output torque profile of Figure 4.27, however, reveals a sharp but small rise at the 
beginning of the torque phase, which then becomes smoother as the torque phase proceeds. 
Almost no torque vibration can be discerned. How the shift quality and shape of the 
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transmission output torque profile can be improved in the torque phase of the power-on 
downshift is part of Chapter 5. 
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Figure 4.27 Simulation result: Proposed downshift control strategy, power-on 
downshift from 4t` to 3`d gear, medium throttle, at around 40 km/h 
4.3 Control of Power-Off Shifts on Twin Clutch 
Transmissions 
As already discussed, power-off clutch-to-clutch gearshifts are less critical in terms of shift 
quality compared to power-on shifts. Nevertheless, a brief discussion of how the control 
elements developed in the last section for power-on gearshifts can be applied to the control of 
power-off gearshifts is presented in this section. The power-off shift control explained in this 
section is also of clutch-to-clutch shift type. A similar control strategy is treated, in principle, in 
[Patent DE 196 31 983 Cl 1998 and Patent DE 19939334 Al 2001]. This section demonstrates 
the detailed development and the successful implementation of such a power-off gearshift 
control. 
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4.3.1 Control of Power-off Upshifts 
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As mentioned before, power-off upshifts can, in principle, be controlled as power-on 
downshifts. On power-off gearshifts power is transferred from the wheels to the engine. The 
engine provides a brake torque to decelerate the vehicle. This circumstance is often desired, in 
particular, in cases where a deceleration of a vehicle is required without application of the 
vehicle brakes (long descents, braking on motorway exits, etc. ). 
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Figure 4.28 Principle of power-off upshift control strategy 
Therefore it is important that the braking capability of the vehicle is maintained throughout the 
gearshift. This also ensures that the transmission output trajectory is in general smooth (no 
abrupt disconnection of the engine from the wheels), providing good shift quality. The principle 
of the power-off upshift control strategy is depicted in Figure 4.28. It works without engine 
involvement in the inertia phase since the engine torque is already at its minimum and hence 
engine torque cannot be reduced further to assist a deceleration of the engine to the speed level 
of the target gear. However, to assist the torque transfer in the torque phase, closed-loop clutch 
slip control is employed again. 
As can be seen from Figure 4.28, the power-off upshift starts with the inertia phase, where 
similar to the power-on downshift, the offgoing clutch (clutch 1 in Figure 4.28) is brought to 
slip and a closed-loop speed controller controls the engine speed along a reference speed 
trajectory (linear decrease in speed to level of target gear). To allow a deceleration of the 
engine, the speed controller has to decrease the torque (i. e. pressure) at the offgoing clutch. This 
reduces the amount of power transferred from the wheels to the engine. As a consequence the 
(negative-) transmission output torque decreases and the vehicle braking is reduced (see Figure 
4.28). At the synchronous speed of the target gear the clutch slip control is activated at the 
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offgoing clutch (similar to the power-on downshift control strategy). However, here the engine 
speed is controlled to stay slightly below (by the amount of clutch slip) the speed level of the 
target gear. After the engine torque has been transferred to the oncoming clutch (clutch 2 in 
Figure 4.28), the (negative-) transmission output torque falls to the level of the target gear 
(lower gear ratio means smaller negative torque) and the power-off upshift ends. 
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Figure 4.29 Control algorithm of clutch-to-clutch control strategy for power-off upshifts on 
twin clutch transmissions 
Although the control algorithm for power-off upshifts is similar to that of the power-on 
downshift (excluding the increase in throttle angle), it is depicted in Figure 4.29 for the sake of 
completeness. Since the control algorithm of power-off upshifts depicted in Figure 4.29 is 
essentially the same in operation as that of power-on downshifts (excluding the throttle 
manipulation), the explanations apply similarly and will not be given again here. 
Figure 4.30 shows a power-off upshift from 2"d to 3`d gear at around 20 km/h. The necessary 
decrease in pressure at the offgoing clutch, at the beginning of the inertia phase, to start a 
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deceleration of the engine, results to a slight decrease in the (negative-) transmission output 
torque (as also illustrated in Figure 4.28). Although this means reduced engine braking, the 
power transfer between wheels and engine is not interrupted. Tracking of the reference speed 
profile is acceptable, only at the end of the inertia phase the engine speed deviates from the 
reference profile. This is due to the fact that the output of the speed controller was limited to (to 
avoid a large decrease in pressure and thus engine braking). A gentler gradient of the reference 
speed trajectory would have avoided this problem, however, at the cost of increased shift time. 
The torque fluctuation at the end of the gearshift comes from lock-up of the oncoming clutch 
and is due to a difference in the clutch torque between the state of slipping and the state of 
sticking and is difficult to eliminate. 
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Figure 4.30 Simulation result: Clutch-to-clutch upshift control strategy, power-off upshift from 
2 °a to P gear at around 20 km/h 
Figure 4.31 shows the vehicle acceleration and jerk for the power-off upshift from Figure 4.30. 
It can be seen that the vehicle acceleration stays negative throughout the power-off upshift, 
indicating a maintained vehicle braking during the gearshift. In general, the vehicle jerk levels 
throughout the clutch-to-clutch controlled power-off upshift are much lower compared to those 
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of the clutch-to-clutch controlled power-on upshift. The only area of increased vehicle jerk is at 
the end of the upshift when the oncoming clutch locks up. 
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Figure 4.31 Vehicle acceleration and jerk for power-off upshift from Figure 4.30 
However, this phenomenon is difficult to control and is governed by the profile of the friction 
coefficient in the vicinity of zero slipping speed and the difference between static and kinetic 
friction coefficient at that point. 
4.3.2 Control of Power-off Downshifts 
Power-off downshifts can, in principle, be controlled in the same way as power-on upshifts. 
Again, it is desirably to keep the transmission output torque profile as smooth as possibly thus 
providing good shift quality and undisturbed engine braking at the wheels (wheels drive engine 
when the vehicle is coasting). 
The principle of the power-off downshift control strategy is depicted in Figure 4.32. The 
transfer of engine torque in the torque phase is again managed by a closed-loop control of clutch 
slip at the offgoing clutch (clutch tin Figure 4.32). The engine speed is controlled to a value 
(clutch slip reference value) slightly below the speed level of the presently engaged gear. The 
transfer of engine torque to the oncoming clutch (clutch 2 in Figure 4.32) causes the (negative-) 
transmission output torque to increase due to the change to a larger gear ratio. 
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A control of the inertia phase through modulation of engine variables (as used in the power-on 
upshift control strategy presented earlier) is possible, because in the inertia phase of a downshift 
the engine needs to be accelerated. This requires an increase in engine torque, which is possible 
when the vehicle is coasting. 
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Figure 4.33 Control algorithm of clutch-to-clutch control strategy for power-off downshifts on 
twin clutch transmissions 
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However, the tracking performance with such an engine-based speed control is poor due to the 
slow response of the engine to changes in the throttle angle. For this reason the inertia phase of 
the power-off downshift was controlled through manipulation of clutch pressure only. 
The control algorithm for power-off downshifts is depicted in Figure 4.33 and will not be 
explained in detail because of its similarity to that of power-on upshifts. The only difference is 
that the closed-loop speed control through manipulation of engine variables is substituted by a 
closed-loop speed control through manipulation of clutch pressure. As will be seen this does not 
have the same drastic negative effect as for power-on upshifts. 
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Figure 4.34 Simulation result: Clutch-to-clutch downshift control strategy, power-off downshift 
from 3`d to 2nd gear at around 181an/h 
A simulation result of the power-off downshift control strategy is depicted in Figure 4.34 
showing a power-off downshift from 3rd to 2d gear. The pressure at the offgoing clutch is 
reduced to a very low level at the beginning of the torque phase in order to aid the subsequently 
activated slip controller. The actual torque phase is very short and the pressure at the oncoming 
clutch has to be raised barely above the filling pressure. In the first half of the inertia phase the 
speed controller raises the pressure at the oncoming clutch to allow acceleration of the engine 
(more torque is transferred from the wheels to the engine). This causes the transmission output 
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torque to become more negative. In the second half of the inertia phase, the speed controller 
decreases the pressure again to slow acceleration of the engine and to keep the engine to the 
reference speed profile, hence, the negative transmission output torque decreases again. The 
tracking performance is acceptable, only at the end of the inertia phase a small tracking error 
can be observed. A better tuning of the speed controller could improve this situation. 
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Figure 4.35 Vehicle acceleration and jerk for the power-off downshift from Figure 4.34 
The whole power-off downshift only takes around 0.4 seconds, yet still the vehicle jerk (Figure 
4.35) is relatively low compared to power-on downshifts. Again, as was observed with the 
power-off upshift, the increased vehicle jerk at the end of the power-off downshift is a result of 
the oncoming clutch locking up and is closely connected to friction characteristics of the clutch. 
4.4 Structure of the Proposed Integrated Powertrain 
Controller for Gearshifts 
So far, only the operational principles and the according control algorithms (for upshifts and 
downshifts) of the integrated powertrain controller have been discussed. The control algorithms 
explained in Section 4.2 for power-on shifts and in Section 4.3 for power-off shifts, basically 
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determine the sequence of control actions that need to be accomplished throughout the 
gearshifts. This includes open-loop actions like decrease in clutch pressure (to bring the clutch 
to a point where it starts to slip), increase in throttle angle to aid engine synchronisation, etc. 
However, apart from open-loop control actions, the control algorithms also determine the point 
in time during the gearshift when a closed-loop control action has to be performed. The 
discussion of the layout of these control loops, the type of controller used in those control loops 
and the overall structure of the integrated powertrain controller for gearshifts is part of this 
section. 
Figure 4.36 gives an overview of the structure of the integrated powertrain controller for 
gearshifts. The dash-dotted rectangle in Figure 4.36 contains all the elements of the gearshift 
controller. Small lines represent signal paths carrying a single signal whereas wide lines 
represent signal paths carrying more than one signal. A dotted line represents an optional signal. 
The supervisory controller at the top of the figure contains the control algorithms for power- 
on/off upshift (Figure 4.9 and 4.29) and downshift (Figure 4.21 and 4.33). This supervisory 
controller determines when a closed-loop control should be active (On/Off signal in Figure 
4.36). It furthermore produces the necessary reference values and trajectories for the speed and 
clutch slip controllers. The inputs to this unit are: engine speed, angular speeds at both input 
shafts (i. e. at outputs of both clutches) and, optional, the measurement values of the hydraulic 
pressure at both clutches. From information about these variables the timing and switching 
points of the single phases of the gearshifts (torque- and inertia phase) can be determined. 
Although, the end of the torque phase was detected in the control algorithms from the signal of 
the actual (measured) pressure at the offgoing clutch, it was mentioned that this information 
could also be obtained from the clutch slip (change in sign). For this reason the feed back of the 
measurement signal of the hydraulic pressure at the clutch actuator to the input of the 
supervisory controller is optional and has, thus, been included in the figure as a dotted line. 
However, it was observed that the feedback of the measured clutch pressure produced better 
results in terms of detecting the end of the engine torque transfer correctly. 
Apart from on/off signals and reference values for the controllers, the control algorithms also 
produce some open-loop outputs (reduction in pressure, increase in throttle angle, etc. ). These 
outputs are shown at the left end of the supervisory controller block and the signals are added to 
the contributions of the closed-loop controls and to the values at normal operation. The values 
of throttle angle, spark advance and clutch pressure for normal operation are generated outside 
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the gearshift controller based on driver inputs, engine torque and speed etc., and are governing 
engine and transmission in all non-gearshift operation modes of the powertrain. 
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Figure 4.36 Structure of proposed integrated powertrain controller for gearshifts 
The integrated powertrain controller for gearshifts includes five control loops: two clutch slip 
control-loops (one for each of the two clutches), two engine speed control loops manipulating 
clutch pressure (again one for each of the two clutches) and one engine speed control loop that 
manipulates engine controls (throttle angle and spark advance). The signals produced by the 
closed-loop controllers and the supervisory controller pictured in Figure 4.36, of course, only 
represent inputs to the actuators at the engine and transmission. The clutch pressure signals 
(pC1 and pC2 in Figure 4.36) are actually input voltages (v 1 in Equation (35) in Chapter 3) to 
the solenoid valves of the hydraulic clutch actuators. Inputs to the clutch slip controllers are the 
clutch slip, calculated as difference between speed at the input (engine speed) and the output 
(speed of input shaft 1 or 2) of the clutch. Input to the engine speed controller is the engine 
speed, which is compared to the engine speed reference trajectory. Based on the control error an 
output (pressure, throttle angle spark advance) is generated by the controller, which is then 
added to the signal for normal operation. 
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The controllers were designed as digital controllers (digitised analog controllers) and are 
discussed in the following sections in more detail. The sampling rate used in the gearshift 
controller (including supervisory controller) was Ts=5.104 seconds, for an accurate signal 
reconstruction. Although usually part of a practical digital controller, anti-aliasing filter at the 
input of the closed-loop controllers were not considered here. The controllers were exclusively 
of Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) type and featured anti-wind up devices to avoid a 
wind-up of the integral part of the controller when the controller output saturates at the actuator 
input. PID controllers were selected in this work, because they are still the most widely applied 
type of controller in industry. Their control algorithm is easy to implement in an electronic 
powertrain control unit and furthermore offers some robustness to disturbances and small 
parameter variations. The tuning of the PID controllers was achieved by applying a mixture of a 
trial and error method and Ziegler-Nichols tuning rules (tuning rules that aim at 25% maximum 
overshoot in a step response, see e. g. [Ogata 1997]). The parameter values for the controller 
gains of the PID controllers described in the following sections can be found in the Appendix 
A. 4. 
4.4.1 Closed-Loop Clutch Slip Control 
The clutch slip controller at clutch 1 and 2 is shown in more detail in Figure 4.37. The slip at the 
clutch is calculated as the difference between engine speed and angular speed at the output of 
the clutch (wem for clutch I and 0c2o for clutch 2; see powertrain model Chapter 3). In practice, 
the difference between the signals co or co. or co ,2 are insignificant, therefore the speed sensor 
can be positioned at any of these locations (see powertrain model Chapter 3). 
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Figure 4.37 Detail of the clutch slip controller from Figure 4.36 
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Input to the PID controller inside the clutch slip controller is the clutch slip error eon, (Equation 
(57)), which is calculated as the difference between the reference value for the clutch slip (O(onf) 
and the actual clutch slip M. The reference value for the clutch slip controllers was selected to 
be 5 rad/s. This reference value was found by experimenting with different values and was 
found to produce the best response and control behaviour of the clutch slip controller in the 
simulations (a similar value is also used in the literature see Chapter 2, Section 2.1.2, 
[Volkswagen AG 1998 Patent DE 196 31 983 Cl]). The PID controller outputs a voltage signal 
to the according solenoid valve at the clutch (vso,, sI cfI). This controller output is processed 
according to equation (56) as a function of the clutch slip error. Equation (56) gives the equation 
of the PID controller in the s-domain without sample and hold units and with an idealised 
derivative term (the derivative was approximated in the simulation model). 
where: 
vsor, s,; pct r 
(s) = (KP + 
Kr 
+ sKd )eon, (s) (56) 
s 
eo. =L Wref -'Aw (57) 
4.4.2 Closed-Loop Engine Speed Control through Clutch 
Pressure Manipulation 
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Figure 4.38 Detail of the engine speed controller (manipulation of clutch pressure) 
from Figure 4.36 
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The engine speed controller that operates with manipulation of clutch pressure at clutch 1 and 2 
is depicted in more detail in Figure 4.38. The error in engine speed (e0) is calculated from the 
difference between engine speed (again any of the signals co. or co, or (0.2 may be used) and the 
reference trajectory for the engine speed co, ,, f. 
The speed error (Equation (59) is inputted to the PID controller inside the engine speed 
controller. The output of the PID controller of the engine speed controller is a voltage signal to 
the solenoid valve at the according clutch (vs.,, speedctri) and is processed according to equation 
(58) as a function of the engine speed error. Equation (58) gives the equation of the PID 
controller (engine speed controller) in the s-domain without sample and hold units. 
V Sol, SpeedCtrl 
(S) = (KP + 
Kl 
' SKd )e. e 
(S) (58) 
Cme = tfef -C0e (59) 
For engine speed controller manipulating clutch pressure (all gearshift cases except power-on 
upshift) the engine speed reference trajectory was given by equation (60): 
'Deref = We, 0 
+(Coca +0(Oref -G)e o) 
(t 
-t0 
, inertla (60) 
tinertia 
This represents a linear increase (or with a change of signs in equation (60) a linear decrease for 
power-off upshifts) of engine speed during the inertia phase. This simple trajectory worked 
better for the power-on downshift (and power-off shifts) than the more complicated reference 
profile chosen for the power-on upshift. The reason for this is that, with a linear reference 
profile, the engine speed controller is able to bring the clutch to a state where its slips (necessary 
for fast engine synchronisation) more quickly. As already discussed the ideal profile for a 
power-on downshift would have been a linear lower part and a cosine-like upper part. The 
gentle gradient of the upper cosine-like part of the reference trajectory would have produced a 
smoother transition to the speed of the target gear (power-on downshift). 
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4.4.3 Closed-Loop Engine Speed Control through 
Manipulation of Engine Controls 
The engine speed controller that manipulates engine controls (power-on upshift) is shown in 
more detail in Figure 4.39. The error in engine speed (e. e) is again, in the same way as before, 
calculated from the difference between engine speed (again any of the signals w, or w, or o 
may be used) and the reference trajectory for the engine speed w,,,, f. 
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Spark Advance 
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(+Anti Wind-Up) 
I 
I 
I Engine Speed Controller Engine Control 
Engine Speed: 
weor wcor wc2 
Figure 4.39 Detail of the engine speed controller (manipulation of engine controls) 
from Figure 4.36 
Again, the speed error (Equation (59) serves as input to the PID controllers inside the engine 
speed controller. However, this time two PID controllers are employed; the first PID controller 
manipulates the throttle angle (Ospedcai) according to equation (61) and the second PID 
controller manipulates spark adavance (ßsjeedcai) according equation (62) (both controller 
equations are given for the s-domain without sample and hold units). 
°SpeedCtrl (S) = (KP + 
K, 
f SKd )eroe (S) 
S 
ßSpeedCtrl (S) = (K p+r+ 
SKd )ewe (s) (62) 
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For the engine speed controller with manipulation of engine controls (power-on upshift) the 
engine speed reference trajectory was given by equation (63): 
(63) e, r - 
(we, 
o 
2-Coco) 
!1- COS 
71(t 
tinertia 
= 
e, 0 ef l 
inertia 
The cosine function in the reference trajectory was employed to obtain a gentler gradient in the 
engine speed trajectory at the points where the engine deceleration starts and ends. Thus, no 
abrupt change of deceleration of the engine takes place at these points, which helps to avoid 
increased vehicle jerk values at the transition between torque and inertia phase and at the end of 
the shift when the oncoming clutch locks up. 
4.5 Investigation into Robustness of the Proposed 
Integrated Powertrain Controller for Gearshifts 
Three main sources influence the robustness of the developed integrated powertrain control for 
gearshifts: 
"A change in the parameters of the powertrain (-model) 
A variation of powertrain parameters needs to be investigated because of two reasons: Some 
of the powertrain parameters may change due to the selection of components (engine, 
transmission, etc. ) having different performance and design specifications (different engine 
inertia, different dimensions of parts in the transmission, different vehicle mass, etc. ). The 
other reason is that modelling errors can occur in the powertrain model (assumption of 
damping rates etc. ) 
9A change in the friction coefficient 
This is very important since a change in the friction coefficient (in particular the gradient 
with slipping speed) can occur, during operation of the clutches on a gearshift. This might 
happen due to a change in the clutch temperature, due to clutch wear etc. Strictly speaking, 
this can be also considered as a change in a powertrain parameter. However, due to the 
importance to the performance of the gearshift controller it will be treated separately. 
" Disturbance due to sensor noise 
This is an important source of disturbance to the measured variables that are inputted to the 
controller(s). 
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The following three subsections will investigate the robustness of the proposed gearshift 
controller to these three main sources of disturbances. 
4.5.1 Robustness to Parameter Changes 
As a first step, the parameters that influence the dynamic behaviour of the powertrain most 
(during a gearshifts), need to be identified. Table 4.2 lists the parameters of the powertrain 
model that were varied and includes the range of variation. 
Varied Parameter - Powertrain Lower Value Upper Value 
Model 
Engine Inertia J. [kgm2] 0.08 0.25 
Reduced Inertia of Transmission 0.0001/0.0005 0.002/0.0025 
Half 1(2) Jen lnl(2) / Joutl(2) [kgrn2] 
Inertia of Differential JDiff [kgm] 0.012 0.25 
Inertia of Wheels (pair) Jwheels[kgm ]/ 0.5/500 1.8/2000 
Vehicle Mass mehicle [kg] 
Damping due to Transmission Drag 0.0001 0.04 
ccI(2)jr4out, csI(2)in, out, CDIff [Nms/rad] 
Relative Damping in Shafts of 0.05 10 
Transmission C12, cinl(2), coo(2) [Nms/rad] 
Relative Damping in Driveshafts 0.5 100 
c&ve [Nms/rad] 
Relative Damping of Tyres cq,, , 5 500 
[Nms/rad] 
Stiffness of Shafts in the Transmission 50000 500000 
k12, kcn1(s)'kouu(2) [Nm/rad] 
Stiffness of Driveshafts kd;,,, [Nm/rad] 35000 150000 
Stiffness of Tyres keg [Nm/rad] 100000 400000 
Table 4.2 List of varied powertrain model parameters and range of variation 
The range of variation (upper and lower bounds) was chosen arbitrarily. However, both end 
values were selected to still represent reasonable and realistic values. The parameter values used 
as normal values in the powertrain model are listed in the Appendix A. 4. 
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From Table 4.2 it can be seen, that most of the parameters were varied over a broad range of 
values. However, only some of these parameter variations did seem to have a major influence 
on the dynamic behaviour of the powertrain model. A variation in the following model 
parameters (or combined variation of more parameters) did seem to have a significant influence 
on the dynamics of a gearshift: 
" Engine inertia 
" Damping of shafts in the transmission, driveshafts and tyres and drag 
" Stiffness of driveshafts 
Of course, a variation in the vehicle mass (and inertia of wheels) and the transmission drag did 
change the gradient of the vehicle acceleration trajectory, but did not significantly influence the 
dynamics of the gearshift. 
The first parameter, the engine inertia, did influence the tracking performance of the engine 
speed controller in the inertia phase on both, upshifts and downshifts. However, this effect was 
only observed when the engine inertia was increased (A decrease in the engine inertia did not 
have a significant effect). The larger engine inertia caused the engine speed controllers to 
saturate at their lower limits and any decrease in the manipulated variables (engine controls or 
clutch pressure) beyond that limit could not be accomplished. However, the problem of 
increased engine inertia can be simply accounted for by selecting a gentler engine speed 
reference trajectory, thus increasing the length in time of the inertia phase and hence requiring a 
less severe change in the manipulated variables. The performance of the clutch slip controller 
did not seem to be affected at all by the change in engine inertia. 
' The second parameter variation that was identified to influence the performance of the gearshift 
controller most was found to be a decrease in the values of the damping rates in the 
transmission, driveshafts and tyres (An increase was not found to have a major influence). In 
particular, a combined decrease in every damping rate value (transmission drag, relative 
damping in transmission, damping of driveshafts and tyres) to the lower limits listed in Table 
4.2 was identified to have the strongest effect on controller performance. This combined 
reduction in damping values will be investigated now for upshifts and downshifts. 
Figure 4.40 shows a simulation results for an upshift from l s' to 2"a gear with the damping rates 
in the powertrain model reduced to their lower limits according to Table 4.2. The performance 
of the clutch slip controller seems fine. On first sight, the tracking performance of the engine 
speed controller also looks acceptable. However, at the end of the upshift strong torque 
vibrations can be observed (dashed circle in uppermost graph in Figure 4.40). These torque 
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vibrations are of course even more increased due to the low damping in the powertrain model. 
As source of those vibrations, oscillations in the manipulated variables (throttle angle and spark 
advance) can be identified (dotted circle in bottom graph of Figure 4.40). These control variable 
oscillations indicate that the speed controller reaches its stability limit. As a result, the tracking 
of the engine speed reference trajectory at the end of the inertia phase becomes poor, causing a 
harsh transition of the engine speed to the speed of the target gear (To force a lock-up of the 
oncoming clutch at the end of the gearshift despite the torque vibrations, the pressure was raised 
slightly before fully increasing it to the line pressure). 
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Figure 4.40 Simulation result: Upshift from 1s` to 2nd gear, combined reduction of damping 
rates in the powertrain model 
The example in Figure 4.40 shows that the settings of the gains of the PID controllers of throttle 
angle and spark advance need to be selected carefully for a robust operation. To show that the 
engine speed controller can work even with low damping, the gearshift from Figure 4.40 was 
repeated in Figure 4.41, this time with modified gain settings in both PID controllers. The 
proportional gains of both controllers were changed from a value of KP 4 to a value of KP 2 
(throttle angle and spark advance). The integral gains were changed from a value of K, = 8 to a 
value of K, = 4 (PID of throttle) and from K, = 9 to K, = 5 (PID of spark advance). 
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Figure 4.41 shows that the engine speed controller is still able to track the engine speed 
reference trajectory despite the modifications of proportional and integral gain in the two PID 
engine speed controllers. The oscillations can be eliminated from the manipulated variables 
(dotted circle in Figure 4.41) by the modifications in the gain settings of the PID controllers. 
Also, the torque vibrations are much reduced (dashed circle in the uppermost graph of Figure 
4.41). 
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Figure 4.41 Simulation result: Upshift from Figure 4.40, however, with modified settings of the 
PID engine speed controller 
Figure 4.42 shows a downshift from 2' to 1s` gear with decreased drivetrain damping similar to 
the above upshift cases (Figure 4.40 and 4.41). Again, all damping rates in the powertrain model 
were reduced to their lower limits (Table 4.2). Apart from small high frequency transmission 
output torque vibrations (uppermost graph in Figure 4.42) during the inertia phase, the reduced 
damping did not affect the performance of either the clutch slip controller or the engine speed 
controller. The high frequency vibrations are small in amplitude and hence do not affect shift 
quality. The tracking performance of the engine speed controller is not affected by the reduced 
damping. The manipulated variable (pressure at offgoing clutch) of the engine speed controller 
does not show any stability problems, thus indicating a robust operation despite the low 
driveline damping. 
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The third parameter, the stiffness of the driveshafts, had a similar influence on the gearshift 
controller as the variation in damping. Again, reduced driveshaft stiffness did present the more 
critical case as compared to increased driveshaft stiffness. The downshift controller was again 
completely unaffected by the reduction in driveshaft stiffness to the lower limit listed in Table 
4.2. However, the upshift controller showed the same oscillatory behaviour in the manipulated 
variables (throttle angle, spark advance) also leading to increased torque vibrations at the end of 
the gearshift. Again, the remedy was to reduce the values of proportional and integral gain in 
both engine speed PID controllers in a similar way as demonstrated for the case of reduced 
damping. Because, the simulation results and remedies are similar to those for the case of 
reduced damping, they will not be presented here again, instead they can be found in the 
Appendix B. 1 (Figure B. 1 and Figure B. 2). 
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Figure 4.42 Simulation result: Downshift from 2d to l gear, combined reduction of damping 
rates in the powertrain model 
As a conclusion, it can be noticed that the clutch slip controller on both upshift and downshift 
showed robustness against all cases of parameter variation. The engine speed controller using 
manipulation of clutch pressure (downshift) also showed a robust operation in all parameter 
variations. Only the engine speed controller using manipulation of engine controls (upshift) did 
3.4 3.6 3.8 4 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5 
3.4 3.6 3.8 4 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5 
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show critical stability when driveline damping or driveshaft stiffness was reduced. The stability 
problem could be resolved by a change in the gain settings of the PD) controllers manipulating 
throttle angle and spark advance. The tracking performance was not influenced too much by the 
change in the controller gains. This indicates that the engine speed controller in the upshift 
requires careful tuning of the PID controllers. 
4.5.2 Robustness to Changes in the Friction Coefficient 
The robustness to changes in the friction coefficient is one of the most important aspects in the 
analysis of gearshift controllers. It is not important that the gearshift controller can cope with 
every friction material possible without any modification of the gain settings, since normally the 
controllers will be specially adjusted to a specific friction material anyway. However, changes 
in the friction coefficient that occur during the operation of the gearshift controller are an 
important source of disturbance to the controller. 
Severe changes in the friction coefficient, such as a large temporary drop of the friction 
coefficient due to extreme clutch temperatures, are not considered here. Such conditions can 
occur due to elongated slipping of a friction clutch at high slipping speeds across the clutch. 
These condition are more of a problem when designing the clutch control for a vehicle launch 
(on uphill climbs) or for a hill-hold facility. On gearshifts clutch slipping-times are, in general, 
much shorter and hence also the change in clutch temperature during the gearshift is less severe. 
However, repeated shifting can gradually lead to higher oil temperatures (or clutch surface 
temperatures), which can then lead to a change in the friction coefficient, often affecting the 
gradient of the friction coefficient with slip speed. If the oil temperature exceeds a certain limit 
for an extended time, it can happen that the oil changes its characteristic. In particular, for wet 
friction this can mean a change from a positive gradient with slip speed to a negative gradient 
with slip speed due to a permanent damage of the friction modifiers (oil additives) in the 
transmission oil. 
On all gearshift simulations presented so far in Chapter 4, a wet-type friction coefficient with a 
positive gradient with slip speed (according to Figure 3.13) was selected. At the end of Chapter 
3 it was found that the level of the friction coefficient (wet versus dry friction coefficients in 
Figure 3.13) did not influence the gearshift in the same way as the sign of the gradient of the 
friction coefficient with slip speed (positive versus negative gradient in Figure 3.13). Hence, the 
investigation into robustness to changes in the friction coefficient focuses on the change from a 
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positive to a negative gradient of the friction coefficient and how this affects the performance of 
the gearshift controller. Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness, the simulation results of an 
upshift and downshift with dry friction with positive gradient of the friction coefficient are 
presented in the Appendix B. l (Figures B. 3 and Figure B. 4). 
For this aim the upshift from 1s` to 2°d gear of Figure 4.13 and the downshift from 2"d to 1s` gear 
of Figure 4.22 are repeated here but this time with a wet friction coefficient with negative 
gradient (according to Figure 3.13). Figure 4.43 shows the upshift from Figure 4.13, with a wet 
friction coefficient with negative gradient with slip speed. The performance of the slip controller 
is not affected by the change in the friction gradient. Also the tracking performance of the 
engine speed controller is not affected. However, the pressure level at the oncoming clutch is 
higher in the inertia phase as compared to the shift case with a positive gradient of the friction 
coefficient (Figure 4.13). This is due to the fact that the friction coefficient with negative 
gradient has a lower value at higher slip speeds, hence when the inertia phase starts the pressure 
has to be higher to compensate for the lower friction. 
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Figure 4.43 Simulation result: Upshift from 1$` to 2"d gear from Figure 4.13, 
with wet-type friction with a negative gradient 
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Another important difference, which can also be attributed to the negative gradient, can be 
observed, namely, that the clutch torque and hence the transmission output torque rises (dashed 
circle in Figure 4.43) as the relative speed at the oncoming clutch is decreased to zero during the 
inertia phase. This happens because the pressure at the oncoming clutch remains unchanged 
throughout the inertia phase. As a result of this rise in transmission output torque in the inertia 
phase, the difference in torque at the oncoming clutch between the state where it was slipping 
and the state where it has locked up at the end of the inertia phase is very large. Thus, the 
transmission output torque drops severely, causing heavy torque vibrations at the end of the 
gearshift. This behaviour was already observed in Figure 3.37, which showed an upshift from 1s` 
to 2°d gear with conventional clutch-to-clutch control for dry friction with negative gradient. 
However, in Figure 3.37 only the torque vibrations at the end of the shift were visible and the 
rise in clutch torque was concealed beneath the torque "hump". Although, the change to a 
negative gradient in the friction coefficient does not influence the performance of clutch slip and 
engine speed control, it nevertheless heavily affects the performance of the gearshift controller 
in terms of shift quality. A remedy for this problem will be presented in Chapter 5. 
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The same analysis can be carried out for the downshift. Figure 4.44 shows the downshift (from 
2nd to 1A gear) from Figure 4.22 only with the friction characteristic changed from a wet-type 
friction coefficient with a positive gradient to wet-type friction coefficient showing a negative 
gradient with slip speed. 
Comparing Figure 4.22 with Figure 4.44 little difference can be noticed apart from slightly more 
pronounced torque vibrations subsequent to the gearshift. The lack of difference indicates that 
the performance of clutch slip controller and engine speed controller are not affected by the 
change in the friction gradient. Also the performance of the gearshift controller from a shift 
quality point of view remains unchanged as can be observed by the unaffected transmission 
output torque profile. This might come as a surprise at first sight because here also the slip 
speed at the (offgoing-) clutch is varied throughout the inertia phase. However, the clutch 
pressure is much lower as compared to the upshift and hence also the friction torque at the 
offgoing clutch. This explains that although the profile of the friction coefficient is different 
between the two compared downshifts, the actual difference in friction torque and hence the 
difference in the transmission output torque is much smaller. 
4.5.3 Robustness to Sensor Noise 
To check the robustness against a noise polluted measurement signal from speed sensors, a 
white noise was added to the signals of engine speed and speeds of both input shafts. The white 
noise (band-limited white noise with power level of 0.05, sample time of 5*10's) generated a 
random, Gauss-distributed signal that varied around the unpolluted signal with a maximum 
deviation of +/-20rad/s (roughly +/- 200rpm). The level of noise pollution was chosen arbitrarily 
but deliberately at a high level. This was necessary because no accurate information about 
measurement accuracy or the noise level that exists in a production speed sensor for automotive 
applications (often a hall-effect sensor or less often a tooth-type inductive sensor) could be 
obtained. Normally, repeatability and accuracy of speed sensors in production automatic 
transmissions is lower compared to engine speed sensors. It is believed that the level of the 
noise pollution chosen here represents a worst-case scenario. 
Figure 4.45 depicts a simulation result for an upshift from 18` to 2"d gear and a downshift from 
2"d to 1s` gear with noise-polluted speed signals (see second graph from top in Figure 4.45 for 
speed signals). For reasons of space, the simulation results for upshift and downshift have been 
combined in one diagram. Analysing the simulation result in Figure 4.45, it can be seen that 
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both gearshifts are executed properly despite the noise in the speed signal. However, a couple of 
details reveal that the operation of the gearshift controller is negatively affected by the addition 
of sensor noise to the speed signal. 
Turning to the upshift first, the transmission output torque trajectory indicates no negative 
influence of the sensor noise on the shift quality. The operation of the clutch slip control is also 
not influenced by the senor noise, producing an unimpaired transfer of engine torque in the 
torque phase. Even the tracking of the engine reference profile, although hidden somewhat 
beneath the noise in the graph, remains relatively unaffected. However, when looking at the 
engine speed controls (throttle angle and spark advance) it seems that these are jumping up and 
down "chaotically" (dashed circle in Figure 4.45) in the inertia phase. Although this does not 
seem to have a strong effect on this particular upshift, it indicates that the operations of the 
upshift controller is impaired and cannot be guaranteed to be fully functional for the whole 
operating range of the powertrain. 
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Figure 4.45 Simulation result: Upshift and downshift between 15t and 2"d gear, noise polluted 
speed signals (second graph from top) 
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The situation at the downshift is even more dangerous: the transmission output torque starts to 
oscillate in the inertia phase (dash-dotted circle in Figure 4.45) as a result of tiny ripples in the 
pressure profile at the offgoing clutch. The tracking of the engine reference speed profile is also 
heavily influenced showing an increasing steady state error (dotted circle). Also, the throttle 
angle cannot be decreased to its original value (dotted rectangle) due to poor tracking of the 
reference profile. However, the clutch slip controller seems to be unaffected by the noise in the 
speed signals, although the transmission output torque rises more rapidly in the torque phase as 
compared to the noise-free case (Figure 4.22 for example). 
One obvious problem with sensor noise is that the reference speed trajectories (Equations (60) 
and (63)) used by the engine speed controller are constructed from information about the speed 
of the oncoming input shaft, which is also noise polluted. This means that the reference speed 
trajectory also shows traces of sensor noise, which clearly affects the performance of the engine 
speed controllers. 
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Figure 4.46 Simulation Result: Upshift and Downshift between ls` and 2"a gear, Filter applied 
to noise polluted speed signals 
To eliminate all these problems filtering of the speed signals was employed. For the upshift it 
turned out that it is important to filter (lowpass Vt order Butterworth filter, corner frequency 60 
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rad/s) the speed of the oncoming input shaft in order to produce a noise-free engine speed 
reference trajectory. As a second measure, the engine speed (or transmission input speed) was 
also filtered by a low pass filter (I' order Butterworth, corner frequency 60 rad/s). The speed 
signals inputted to the clutch slip controller have not been filtered as the operation of that 
controller did not seem to be affected by the noise. 
As measure for the downshift, a lowpass filter (again I" order Butterworth, corner frequency 60 
rad/s) was only applied to the speed signal of the oncoming clutch (input shaft). It turned out 
that filtering the engine speed in this case introduced too much response delay in the controller, 
which would have resulted to instability. However, in order to improve the tracking 
performance of the speed controller and to eliminate the torque vibrations, the rate of change of 
the error signal inputted to the derivative term of the PID speed controller was limited at both 
ends (slew rate limited to range from -5000 to 5000). Thus, the sensitivity of the critical 
derivative part to high frequency signal parts (noise) could be reduced and hence, the 
performance of the speed controller improved. Again, the speed signals inputted to the clutch 
slip controller have not been filtered. 
The simulation from Figure 4.45 is repeated in Figure 4.46, only that here the above described 
filters and rate limiters are applied to the controllers. As can be seen from Figure 4.46 the 
"chaotic" up and down of the throttle angle and spark advance was eliminated on the upshift. 
Also, the tracking performance of the speed controller employed on the downshift could be 
radically improved. The oscillatory behaviour of the transmission output torque during the 
inertia phase of the downshift could be eliminated as well. 
4.6 Conclusions 
It was clearly demonstrated, based on simulation results, that by controlling clutch slip at the 
offgoing clutch the operation of a one-way (i. e. freewheeler- or overrunning-) clutch could be 
replicated to smoothly transfer engine torque. The creation of a negative torque at the offgoing 
clutch in the torque phase could thus be avoided in both the upshift and the downshift. As 
demonstrated, this helped to improve the shift quality in the torque phase over conventional 
clutch-to-clutch shift controls utilising open-loop clutch pressure manipulation. 
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It was further observed from the simulation results, that the creation of a negative torque at the 
offgoing clutch is in particular noticeable if the inertia phase of a power-on upshift is controlled 
via engine torque manipulation to remove the "torque hump". 
In the inertia phase engine torque manipulation was employed in both upshift and downshift. 
The way throttle angle and spark advance and clutch pressure were manipulated by the 
integrated powertrain controller to control engine synchronisation in the inertia phase, presented 
a new control approach. 
A further important observation was made on how the lock up of the oncoming clutch at the end 
of the gearshift affects shift quality. For upshifts it was found that through a fast increase of 
engine torque (through increase in spark advance) torque vibrations could be suppressed. 
At the end of this chapter an extensive investigation into robustness of the gearshift controller in 
terms of shift quality and controller stability was undertaken. It was demonstrated that the 
proposed gearshift controller is in general robust to changes in the clutch friction coefficient, 
changes in the parameters of the powertrain (-model) and to sensor noise. Robustness problems 
could be handled by simply introducing low pass filters or rate limiter at the controller inputs. 
However, following issues could not be resolved by the gearshift controller developed in 
Chapter 4: 
" On upshifts it was noticed that changing the gradient of the friction coefficient from a 
positive one to a negative one lead to a drastic deterioration of the shift quality. 
" On downshifts it was noticed that different downshifts with different shift parameters 
did have transmission output torque profiles in the torque phase, which differed in shape 
and thus also shift quality. 
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Gearshift Controller for Twin Clutch 
Transmissions and Torque Control 
In Chapter 4 the basic version of a novel gearshift controller was developed for gearshifts on 
twin clutch transmissions. At the end of the chapter it was demonstrated that this basic gearshift 
controller was robust to changes in the powertrain parameters and sensor noise. 
In Chapter 5 an optional transmission output torque controller is developed that can be added to 
the basic gearshift controller described in Chapter 4. This torque controller enables integration 
of the gearshift controller in a torque control management scheme where powertrain 
components are controlled to provide certain wheel torque trajectories. How the torque 
controller can cope with the deficiencies of the basic gearshift controller listed at the end of 
Chapter 4 will be also demonstrated in Chapter 5. 
The first section of this chapter (Section 5.1) explains the motivation for introducing the control 
of torque to the basic gearshift strategy from Chapter 4. In the second section (Section 5.2) of 
this chapter the torque controller is developed in full firstly, for power-on upshifts (Section 
5.2.1) and then secondly for power-on downshifts (Section 5.2.2). 
A detailed description of the structure of the torque controller is given in Section 5.3. The 
robustness of the torque controller is investigated in Section 5.4. The findings of Chapter 5 are 
summarised in Section 5.5. 
5.1 Motivation for Control of Driveline Torque 
5.1.1 General Aspects of Driveline Torque Control 
Driveline torque control is the control of torque in the driveline or specifically at the output of 
the transmission by a manipulation of powertrain controls (-variables) such as hydraulic 
pressure at the clutch (or clutches) in an automatic transmission, or by manipulation of engine 
controls such as spark advance and throttle angle (SI-engine) or fuel injection (diesel engine). 
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The torque signal can be obtained through a torque sensor or through application of a 
mathematical observer, which provides an estimate of the torque value. The advantages and 
disadvantages of torque measurement versus mathematical observation have been discussed in 
Chapter 2. Torque sensors offer a more accurate and robust torque signal once they are 
calibrated properly, however, they introduce additional costs. Torque observation on the other 
hand is inexpensive to implement, however, its accuracy depends on the quality of the inverse 
model of the drive train used in the observer and the robustness of the observer to parameter 
variations. The control of driveline torque is sometimes also summarised under the term "torque 
coordination (or management) scheme". 
In some applications it might be desired to control the wheel torque instead of the driveline 
torque, in particular if (controlled-) locking differentials or other torque distributing devices are 
employed. This "torque vectoring" technique often involves controlling the torque at each wheel 
separately to affect the traction properties or lateral dynamics of a vehicle. This specific form of 
torque controller will not be treated here. 
Following is a list of some of the advantages a control of driveline torque can provide: 
1. All powertain components can be controlled by a coordinated (integrated-) powertrain 
controller to provide a pre-defined driveline torque. This has the advantage that the 
driver's request for acceleration (propulsion power) can be directly controlled. The 
integrated powertrain controller can then select the optimum operating points or 
trajectories (low fuel consumption, etc. ) and control the powertrain components 
accordingly. 
2. Controlling the driveline torque provides a more direct influence on the traction at the 
wheels thus, avoiding a spinning of the wheels. In case of wheels spinning, the driveline 
torque can be reduced. 
3. Because driveline torque is directly related to the longitudinal vehicle acceleration, 
transients in the operation of engine and transmission can be detected and compensated 
for by the torque controller to provide a jerk free operation of the vehicle. Transferred to 
the automatic transmission, this means, that by controlling the driveline torque, the shift 
quality can be directly influenced and hence improved. 
4. Changes in the parameters of the powertrain (due to wear, change in the driving 
environment, faulty operation etc. ) and their effect on the driving performance and feel 
can be compensated to some degree by the driveline torque controller. Again, for the 
automatic transmission this means, that any change in parameters on the transmission 
would likely result to a deterioration of shift quality. Control of driveline torque can 
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compensate for these changes by ensuring that the quality of the gearshift remains 
unaltered. 
Only those aspects that are examined under point 3 and 4 are relevant to gearshifts on automatic 
transmissions and hence only those aspects of driveline torque control are considered here. 
5.1.2 Benefits of Transmission Output Torque Control for the 
Control of Gearshifts 
This section discusses the control of transmission output torque as a specific form of driveline 
torque control. This is often the preferred location of the torque sensor, since usually the 
powertrain controller cannot manipulate any drivetrain component downstream from the output 
of the transmission (assuming a driveline without a controlled differential). 
In addition to being able to influence the characteristics and quality of the gearshift by selecting 
different torque trajectories for the torque controller, the torque controller can add robustness to 
the gearshift controller by guaranteeing an unaffected transmission output torque trajectory. In 
particular, Chapter 4 has shown that in some cases the proposed integrated powertrain controller 
for gearshifts produced less satisfactory results. Two key areas were identified: 
" Problem 1: "change in clutch friction" 
9 Problem 2: "change in torque profile" 
Problem 1("chan2e in clutch friction"): The deterioration of shift quality on upshifts with 
changing clutch friction characteristics was illustrated in Figure 4.43 where the gradient of the 
friction coefficient (as a function of slip speed) at the oncoming clutch was changed from a 
positive value to a negative value. The change to a negative gradient had the effect of letting the 
friction torque increase at the oncoming clutch during the inertia phase (clutch pressure 
remained constant), thus producing a large difference in torque at the end of the inertia phase 
where the oncoming clutch changed its state from slipping to stiction. This drop in torque 
excited heavy torque vibrations in the driveline. From a shift quality point of view, this 
deterioration in shift quality has to be avoided. This situation is illustrated again in Figure 5.1, 
which compares the transmission output torque profiles of two upshifts from I' to 2ad gear with 
different clutch friction gradients. The upper graph in Figure 5.1 shows the transmission output 
torque profile of Figure 4.13 (positive gradient) and the lower graph that of Figure 4.43 
(negative gradient). 
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Figure 5.1 Problem 1: Upshift from 1$` to 2d gear (transmission output torque profiles of Figure 
4.13 and Figure 4.43) with different clutch friction gradients 
In both upshifts (Figure 4.13 and 4.43) the pressure at the oncoming clutch was kept constant in 
the inertia phase and the engine synchronisation was managed by manipulation of engine 
controls alone. However, the difference in the gradient of the friction coefficient with slip speed 
also implied that the friction torque at the oncoming clutch had to change differently when the 
slipping speed at the clutch was reduced to zero. To avoid any influence of the friction 
coefficient on the transmission output torque profile and hence, on the shift quality, the driveline 
or transmission output torque has to be controlled along a specified reference trajectory in the 
inertia phase. Such a reference trajectory is sketched in the lower graph of Figure 5.1 (dashed 
line) as an ideal torque profile. 
Problem 2 ("change in torque profile"): In Chapter 4, it was observed that the shape of the 
transmission output torque profile in the torque phase of downshifts did change with varying 
operating conditions and for downshifts between different gears. Although, it was demonstrated 
that the clutch slip controller could reduce the vehicle jerk in the torque phase as compared to a 
conventional clutch-to-clutch shift controller, it is desirable to be able to select the transmission 
output torque trajectory in the torque phase independently of the operating conditions. Thus, a 
gentle transmission output trajectory would produce a longer shift with good shift quality 
(sketched as dashed line in the top graph of Figure 5.2) and a steep profile would produce a 
more sporty and faster shift resulting to increased vehicle jerk. 
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It was also noticed that, although the clutch slip controller worked well for different target 
gears, the shape and gradient of the transmission output torque profile did vary with a change in 
shift time or the gear ratios involved in the downshift. This situation is illustrated in Figure 5.2, 
which compares the transmission output torque profiles of the downshift from Figure 4.22 (from 
2°d to 1' gear), the downshift from Figure 4.24 (from 2ad to 1s` gear with reduced shift time) and 
the downshift from Figure 4.27 (from 4`h to P gear). 
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Figure 5.2 Problem 2: Change of transmission output torque profiles in a downshift; 
top graph: from 2d to 1St gear (Figure 4.22), middle graph: the same downshift with shorter 
shift time (Figure 4.24), and bottom graph: from 4"' to 3'd gear (Figure 4.27). 
It can be seen that the transmission output torque profile takes different shapes in the three 
downshift cases depicted in Figure 5.2, confirming that the torque profile changes with 
changing operating conditions. To ensure that the torque profile and hence shift quality does not 
change with the involved gear ratios (bottom graph in Figure 5.2) or shift time (middle graph in 
Figure 5.2), the transmission output torque needs to be controlled to a specified reference 
trajectory. 
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5.2 Integration of the Control of Transmission Output 
Torque in the Gearshift Control Strategy 
This section will explain in detail how the transmission output torque control scheme can be 
integrated in the gearshift control strategy developed in Chapter 4. It will be demonstrated, that 
the proposed transmission output torque control scheme can (together with the gearshift control 
strategy from Chapter 4) compensate for the problems described in Section 5.1. This will be 
only demonstrated for power-on gearshifts in this work. Power-off gearshifts take place at lower 
clutch pressures and have less variation in output torque, hence, above described problems do 
not significantly influence shift quality on power-off gearshifts. 
5.2.1 Integrated Powertrain Controller for Power-on Upshifts 
including Torque Controller 
(Command forUpshift) 
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2. C2 pre-filled 
Torque Phase (Short Time Delay} 
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5. Clutch Slip Controller deactivated 
6. Engine Speed Controller activated 
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Control steps 8. Engine Speed Controller deactivated 
9. Torque Controller deactivated 
O. Pressure at C2 Increased to fine pressuri 
Cl... Offgolng Clutch 
CZ... Oncoming Clutch 
Figure 5.3 Control algorithm for proposed integrated powertrain controller for power-on 
upshifts (Figure 4.9) including control of transmission output torque (step 7 and 9) 
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As discussed in Section 5.1 (Problem 1 "change in clutch friction"), it is desirable to control 
transmission output torque in the inertia phase of a power-on upshift along a specified reference 
trajectory. The control strategy for power-on upshifts, developed in Chapter 4 (upshift control 
algorithm Figure 4.9), did not feature a variation of hydraulic pressure at the oncoming clutch 
during the inertia phase (engine synchronisation was controlled by manipulating engine 
controls). This means that a manipulation of pressure at the oncoming clutch would add an 
additional degree of freedom to the gearshift controller, which could be used for controlling the 
transmission output torque. 
Figure 5.3 shows the control algorithm for power-on upshifts from Figure 4.9 extended by two 
control steps (step 7 and 9), in which the torque controller is activated. The torque controller 
operates by manipulating hydraulic pressure at the oncoming clutch ("C2" in Figure 5.3). Apart 
from these two additional steps the control algorithm remains unchanged. 
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Figure 5.4 Simulation result: Proposed upshift controller plus torque controller, power-on 
upshift from 1$` to 2°d gear (similar to Figure 4.43), wet friction, negative gradient 
Clutch 
Figure 5.4 shows a simulation result of an upshift from 1$` to 2°d gear similar to that in Figure 
4.43 (friction coefficient with a negative gradient) but, in addition, in Figure 5.4 the torque 
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controller is active. The phase where the torque controller is active is indicated in the graphs 
showing hydraulic pressure and output torque (dashed circles in Figure 5.4). The reference 
torque trajectory selected for the upshift represented a linear decrease from a torque value 
sampled at the end of the torque phase to a torque level corresponding to the change in gear 
ratio at the end of the inertia phase (for the equation of the reference trajectory see equation 
(67)). 
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upshift without torque control (Figure 4.16) 
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Figure 5.5 Simulation result: Proposed upshift controller plus torque controller, power-on 
upshift from 3`' to 40' gear, wet friction, positive gradient (similar to Figure 4.16) 
From Figure 5.4 it can be seen that the torque controller does not affect the operation of the 
engine speed controller and that the tracking of the reference engine speed profile is still good. 
The tracking of the reference torque profile is good as well, showing only small oscillations at 
the beginning of the inertia phase, which have already been observed for the upshift without 
torque controller. The reason why the torque controller does not attempt to eliminate these 
vibrations is, that a low pass filter was added in front of the torque controller, which filtered 
exactly these vibrations for proper operation of the torque controller. The reason for employing 
this low pass filter will be explained in more detail in Section 5.3. It can be seen in Figure 5.4 
that the torque controller successfully compensates for the negative gradient of the change in 
friction coefficient and that the transmission output torque trajectory does not change if the 
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torque controller is activated. The heavy torque oscillations from Figure 5. Icould be eliminated 
and thus good shift quality could be maintained. 
Figure 5.5, which depicts an upshift from 3'd to 4`h gear, demonstrates that the torque controller 
improves the shift quality on other upshifts too. The tracking performances of both engine speed 
controller and transmission output torque controller are good in Figure 5.5. Comparing the 
simulation results for the upshift from 3`d to 4`h gear without a torque controller (Figure 4.16) to 
the same upshift with a torque controller (Figure 5.5), shows that the torque profile in the latter 
case has become slightly smoother by introducing torque control indicating improved shift 
quality. This small improvement due to the introduction of the torque controller was observed, 
despite the fact that in both, Figure 5.5 and Figure 4.16, a friction coefficient with a positive 
gradient was employed. 
5.2.2 Integrated Powertrain Controller for Power-on 
Downshifts including Torque Controller 
In Section 5.1 (Problem 2 "change in torque profile") it was demonstrated that it would be 
beneficial for the shift quality, if the transmission output torque could be controlled in the torque 
phase of a power-on downshift. By controlling the transmission output torque along a specified 
reference trajectory, it is possible to select a gentler torque profile and to ensure this profile 
remains unchanged regardless of the gear to be shifted to. This ensures that the shift quality is 
unaffected by the gear ratios involved in the downshift and it enables to directly influence the 
vehicle acceleration profile (i. e. shift quality). 
The control strategy for downshifts developed in Chapter 4, required that in the torque phase the 
clutch slip controller had to manipulate the pressure at the offgoing clutch and the pressure at 
the oncoming clutch had to be ramped up. The pressure ramp at the oncoming clutch was 
necessary in order to force the clutch slip controller to decrease pressure at the offgoing clutch 
and thus transfer engine torque. In order to implement the control of output torque without 
loosing the function of the clutch slip controller, the pressure manipulation at the oncoming 
clutch has to be split into two control actions. The first control action requires ramping up the 
pressure at the oncoming clutch; however, at a lower rate than before (without torque 
controller). This is necessary to force the clutch slip controller to gradually transfer engine 
torque. Then, the second control action comes from the closed-loop torque controller, which 
adds its contributions in the pressure manipulation to the pressure ramp of the first control 
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action. This procedure will become clearer when discussing the simulation results. Before doing 
that, the necessary modifications of the power-on downshift control algorithm from Chapter 4 
will be explained. 
Figure 5.6 shows the control algorithm for power-on downshifts from Figure 4.21 including the 
two additional steps (step 8 and step 11) necessary for activating the torque controller. The 
reference torque profile (Equation (68)) takes the form of a simple linear increase in torque with 
time, which starts at the transmission output torque value sampled at the beginning of the torque 
phase. The slope of the reference torque ramp can be selected according to the requirements. A 
gentle slope for increased shift quality and a steep slope for shorter sporty shifts. The reference 
torque ramp terminates when the pressure at the offgoing clutch has been decreased to zero by 
the clutch slip controller; i. e. engine torque has been transferred to the oncoming clutch in full. 
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Inertia Phase 3. Engine Speed Controller at Cl 
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Figure 5.6 Control algorithm for proposed integrated powertrain controller for power-on down 
shifts (Figure 4.21) including control of transmission output torque (step 8 and step 11) 
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This dual control action allows a manipulation of the transmission output torque profile in the 
torque phase without interfering with the transfer of engine torque. Using the torque controller 
alone without employing a controller for the transfer of engine torque, would suffer from the 
problem that the transmission input torque changes over the duration of the gearshift, thus in the 
torque phase the transmission output torque does not simply change according to the change in 
the gear ratio, i. e. the exact target torque level is unknown. This makes it very difficult to 
construct a torque reference trajectory from information about the transmission output torque 
alone (further information about torque at one of the two clutch would be necessary). 
Figure 5.7 shows a simulation result for the power-on downshift from 2d to 18' gear from Figure 
4.22, but with the difference that in Figure 5.7 the torque controller is active in the torque phase. 
The gearshift from Figure 5.7 is identical to that in Figure 4.22 up to the point where the engine 
runs synchronous with the target gear (left end of dashed circle). 
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Figure 5.7 Simulation result: Proposed downshift controller plus torque controller, power-on 
downshift from 2"d to 1" gear from Figure 4.22 with control of torque 
It was observed that for a smooth operation of the torque and clutch slip controller it is first 
necessary to ensure that the engine speed stays at the speed level of the target gear. This can be 
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achieved by keeping the engine speed controller active for a short period of time after the 
synchronous speed has been reached (dashed circle in Figure 5.7). After this extended period of 
operation of the engine speed controller, the torque phase can be entered where engine torque is 
transferred between the two clutches and transmission output torque is controlled. The pressure 
ramp at the oncoming clutch is indicated in Figure 5.7 by a dashed line. The additional pressure 
contribution by the torque controller is also shown. As can be seen in Figure 5.7 the tracking of 
the reference torque trajectory is good and the operation of the clutch slip controller is not 
negatively affected. 
It was noticed that at the end of the reference torque ramp (i. e. end of torque phase), because the 
oncoming clutch is still slipping, a lock-up of the oncoming clutch through increase in clutch 
pressure caused torque vibrations. This problem was also due to the fact that at the point of 
lock-up the transmission output torque has to change abruptly from the ramp profile to the more 
horizontal profile. In order to reduce these torque vibrations the reference torque trajectory and 
hence also the torque control phase was extended by a short segment with the aim of keeping 
the transmission output torque to the level at the end of the reference torque ramp (dash dotted 
circle in Figure 5.7). During this extended control period the torque controller produced 
variations in the clutch pressure that lead to a lock-up of the oncoming clutch. Although these 
variations in the clutch pressure had spike-like character, it was nevertheless observed that the 
torque vibrations were reduced. 
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Figure 5.8 Vehicle acceleration and jerk for downshift from Figure 5.7 
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The downshift depicted in Figure 5.7 shows a much smoother torque trajectory as compared to 
the downshift without torque control (Figure 4.22). This is also reflected in its vehicle jerk 
profile (Figure 5.8). Comparing the vehicle jerk levels in Figure 5.8 to those for a gearshift 
without torque controller (Figure 4.23) shows that the level of vehicle jerk in the torque phase 
could be reduced from around 18 mis3 to 10 mis3 by introducing the torque controller. However, 
the torque vibrations at the end of the downshift are slightly increased, which can also be seen in 
the oscillatory vehicle jerk subsequent to the downshift. 
So far it has been demonstrated that the torque controller enables to influence the shape of the 
torque trajectory in the torque phase of a downshift and thus allows the selection of a gentler 
profile for improved shift quality. However, in Figure 5.2 it was also demonstrated that the 
torque profile changed with changing parameters of the gearshift (e. g. shift time and gear ratios 
involved in the gearshift). 
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Figure 5.9 Simulation result: proposed downshift controller plus torque controller, power-on 
downshift from 2d to 1$` gear from Figure 5.7, with inertia phase reduced by 0.25 seconds 
Figure 5.9 shows the downshift from Figure 5.7 with the inertia phase reduced by 0.25 seconds. 
Despite the shorter inertia phase the torque profiles of Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.9 look similar, 
which is attributable to the fact that the same reference torque trajectory has been employed for 
the two shifts. Hence, Figure 5.9 demonstrates that by adding torque control to the gearshift 
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control, the change in the torque profile in the torque phase due to a shorter inertia phase (see 
middle graph in Figure 5.2) is compensated for by the torque control, thus guaranteeing 
unaffected shift quality. The tracking performance in Figure 5.9 is not optimal at the beginning 
of the torque phase (dashed circle) but could be improved by a better tuning of the torque 
controller. 
It remains to be demonstrated that the torque controller can also handle gearshifts between 
different gear ratios, without changes in the torque profiles. For this reason, Figure 5.10 shows a 
downshift from 0 to 3`d gear similar to that depicted in Figure 4.27. However, in Figure 5.10 
the torque controller is active in the torque phase. This leads to a much smoother transmission 
output torque trajectory as compared to Figure 4.27 (or bottom graph in Figure 5.2). Since the 
change in torque in the torque phase is less pronounced in a gearshift from 4`h to 3nd gear 
compared to a downshift from 2nd to 1s`, a gentler torque profile had been selected for the 
downshift in Figure 5.10. The very low gradient of the reference torque profile in Figure 5.10 
leads to a slowly changing transmission output torque profile, an indicator for very good shift 
quality. The tracking of the torque profile is generally good, only initially the torque profile 
does not settle immediately onto the reference trajectory. 
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Figure 5.10 Simulation result: proposed downshift controller plus torque controller, power-on 
downshift from 40' to 3`d gear as in Figure 4.27 with control of torque 
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5.3 Structure of the Proposed Gearshift Controller 
including Torque Controller 
The structure of the proposed integrated powertrain controller for gearshifts remains in principle 
the same as depicted in Figure 4.36 and is here only extended by adding the transmission output 
torque controller for both clutches. The structure (block diagram) of this gearshift controller 
extended by the torque controller is depicted in Figure 5.11. For reasons of clarity, the clutch 
slip and engine speed controllers were lumped into one block for each clutch in Figure 5.11 
(Figure 4.36 depicts both controllers as separate blocks). 
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Figure 5.11 Structure of proposed integrated powertrain controller for gearshifts including 
torque controllers for both clutches 
In Figure 5.11, the information about the transmission output torque is obtained at the output of 
the twin clutch transmission block. For the torque controller it was assumed that the 
transmission output torque is available as a measured signal. As explained, a mathematical 
observation of the torque signal is also possible, but the design of such an observer was not 
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undertaken in this work. It is assumed here that the transmission output torque is measured at 
the output shaft of the transmission. This transmission output torque signal is available at the 
inputs of the torque controllers at both clutches. The torque controllers output a clutch pressure 
(actually an input voltage to the solenoid valve) at either of the two clutches. 
The supervisory controller (Top block in Figure 5.11) contains the control algorithms for upshift 
and downshift (Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.6) and activates the two torque controllers; it also 
generates the reference torque trajectories for the two torque controllers. For the generation of 
the reference torque trajectories the transmission output torque signal has to be available at the 
input of the supervisory controller. The clutch pressure signals (voltage signals) produced by the 
torque controllers are then added to the contributions of clutch slip and engine speed controllers. 
The total controller output is finally summed with the normal operating clutch pressure before 
being passed on to the solenoid valves. 
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Figure 5.12 Detail of the torque controllers depicted in Figure 5.11 
A more detailed block-diagram of the torque controller is provided in Figure 5.12. The error in 
transmission output torque (eT0) is calculated as difference of the measured transmission output 
torque (Tout) and the reference trajectory for transmission output torque (T,, 4, cf) according to 
equation (65). A PID controller produces a corrective output by applying equation (64) to the 
transmission output torque error. At the output, the torque controller produces a voltage signal 
that is inputted to the solenoid valve at the hydraulic clutch actuator (v5 To, -qcCfI). The algorithm 
of the PID controller is given in equation (64) for the s-domain without sample and hold units 
(implemented as digital PID control algorithm in the simulation model). 
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V Sor, TorqueCtrl (s) = (K p+ 
K' 
+ sKd )eTour (s) (64) 
s 
where: 
eTout = Tout, ref - 
Tout (65) 
The measured transmission output torque used for the torque controller is actually the torque at 
the output gear of the differential according to equation (66). This is the transmission output 
torque that would be measured on a front wheel drive application as modelled here. The 
driveshaft torque (Td;,,, ) can also be used for torque measurement. In practice, the difference 
between these two torque values will be very little. However, when comparing the results 
presented in this work to applications with rear wheel drive, it has to be kept in mind that the 
torque trajectories presented here do include the multiplication factor of the final drive, which 
essentially changes the scaling of the torque profiles. 
Tour = (TkQ ,I+ Tkourz 
)i f11 Diff (66) 
The reference trajectory for the torque controller on the upshift (Equation(67)) was selected to 
be a simple linear decrease from the torque value sampled at the beginning of the inertia phase 
(To, inertia) to a torque value at the end of the inertia phase that represents the change of 
transmission output torque over the whole upshift (Toihigmw) according to the change in gear 
ratio. To determine this torque level at the end of the upshift the transmission output torque is 
sampled at the beginning of the shift (To) and then multiplied by the change in gear ratio 
(parameter ihigw in equation (67)). The parameter that controls the length of time of the 
reference trajectory (tin r ia) is the same as used by the engine speed controller. 
Hence, it can be 
ensured that the transmission output torque reference trajectory does indeed end at the 
appropriate torque level once the engine speed has reached the speed of the target gear. 
In order to keep the torque controller operating properly even under circumstances of heavy 
torque vibrations at the transmission output, the torque value sampled at the beginning of the 
gearshift was actually a mean value. To obtain this mean value, the peaks of the torque signals 
had to be determined from the first time derivative (set to zero) of the torque signal (minimum 
or maximum were identified from the second time derivative). Then in the next step the mean 
value was determined to lie at half of the peak-to-peak distance. This value was held constant 
until a new mean value was calculated (following peak). The reference trajectory for 
transmission output torque controller as used in the power-on upshift controller is given in 
equation (67): 
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7"out, 
rej = 
(T "O, 
inertio - 
7,0Thigh/ 
low(t 
_ t0, inertiaý (67) 
tinertia 
The reference torque trajectory for the downshift (Equation (68) was also a of linear form, 
however, with an increasing gradient. The reference profile starts at a transmission output 
torque value sampled at the beginning of the torque phase of the downshift (TO, t., s" in equation 
(68)). From this torque value, the reference profile increases linearly with a gradient that can be 
selected accordingly (parameter Tgrad in equation (68)). The reference profile increases until 
the torque phase has been completed and the full amount of engine torque has been transferred 
to the oncoming clutch. From the end of the torque phase onwards the reference torque is 
simply held constant for a short period of time. 
The reference torque trajectory in equation (68) does not contain the change in gear ratio, since 
the torque controller does not attempt to control the engine torque transfer directly (task of 
clutch slip controller), it simply determines the shape of the transmission output torque 
trajectory while engine torque is transferred between the two clutches. However, a steeper 
gradient in the reference trajectory naturally leads to a shorter, or in case of a gentler gradient to 
a longer, torque phase. The reference trajectory for transmission output torque controller as used 
in the power-on downshift controller is given in equation (68): 
Tout, 
rej - 
To, 
rorque + Tgrad(t - to, torque) (68) 
Three details are worthwhile noting for a successful integration of the torque controller in the 
gearshift controller: 
" The torque controller applied to the power-on upshift controller was fitted with a lowpass 
filter at its input. The lowpass filter was of P order Butterworth type and filtered the 
transmission output torque with a comer frequency of 60 rad/s. This measure was necessary 
because small high frequency torque vibrations at the beginning of the inertia phase caused 
the torque control loop to exhibit instability (clutch pressure and transmission output torque 
would become oscillatory with amplitudes increasing in size). These small vibrations are 
produced by a stick-slip transition of the clutch as a result of the deactivation of the clutch 
slip controller. Although, these small torque vibrations are harmless for shift quality 
because their amplitude is small and the frequency above that noticeable by the driver, they 
resulted in system instability when the torque controller was activated. Once the lowpass 
filter was fitted at the input of the torque controller, the system became stable with activated 
torque controller. 
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" In case of the power-on downshift controller, the output of the torque controller 
(VsoI, TorqueCtrl) was limited at the lower end to allow only positive values. This measure was 
necessary in order to avoid a decrease of clutch pressure below the level of the underlying 
pressure ramp by the torque controller. By this measure it could be ensured that the torque 
controller did not affect the clutch slip controlled engine torque transfer. 
" The controller gains of the PID torque controllers were different for upshift and downshift, 
which requires a PID controller where the controller gains can be switched between two 
sets. 
5.4 Investigation into Robustness of the Transmission 
Output Torque Control 
Similar to Chapter 4, the robustness of the transmission output torque controller applied to 
power-on upshift and downshift will be investigated for the following key sources of 
disturbances/variations: 
" Change in parameters of the powertrain (-model) 
0 Change in the friction coefficient 
" Disturbance due to sensor noise 
5.4.1 Robustness to Parameter Changes 
The variation of powertrain (-model) parameters was carried out in the same way as in Chapter 
4 by varying the parameter values between the upper and lower limits given in Table 4.2. This 
section concentrates on the effects of the parameter variation on the torque controller. Following 
parameter variations were identified to have an influence on the performance of the torque 
controller: 
" Damping in the driveline (weak effect) 
0 Stiffness of driveshafts (strong effect) 
Interestingly, contrary to the findings in the robustness analysis for the engine speed controller 
(Chapter 4), reducing the damping rates in the driveline to the limits given in Table 4.2 did not 
have any significant influence on the torque controllers of upshift and downshift. However, it 
was noticed that an increase in damping (absolute damping rates) due to transmission drag did 
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deteriorate the tracking performance of the torque controller on the downshift. The torque 
controller on the upshift was unaffected by an increase in driveline damping. 
However, the stiffness of the driveshafts was identified as the main influence on the 
performance of the torque controller. Increasing the driveshaft stiffness did not pose any 
problems at all. However, decreasing the driveshaft stiffness to the lower limits in Table 4.2 did 
produce instability (on the upshift). A similar situation was observed for a reduction in tyre 
stiffness. Interestingly, only the torque controller on the upshift seemed to be affected. The 
torque controller on the downshift was not affected at all (see Appendix B. 2, Figure B. 5 for a 
simulation result). 
Figure 5.13 shows the upshift from 1$` to 2°d gear from Figure 5.4 but with reduced driveshaft 
stiffness (ka11Ve 35000 Nm/rad). The instability of the torque controller as a result of the 
decreased driveshaft stiffness can be clearly seen in the profiles of clutch pressure, throttle 
angle, spark advance and transmission output torque. 
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Figure 5.13 Simulation result: Proposed upshift control strategy plus torque controller, power- 
on upshift from 1s` to 2°d gear from Figure 5.4, with reduced driveshaft stiffness (kh;,, e-35000 
Nm/rad) 
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In Figure 5.13, the manipulated variables of the speed controller (throttle angle, spark advance) 
and of the torque controller (pressure at oncoming clutch) show unstable oscillatory behaviour 
with increasing amplitude (dashed circles in Figure 5.13). This results in torque vibrations 
(dotted circle in Figure 5.13) with increasing amplitude and a large drop in output torque at the 
end of the gearshift. This behaviour is clearly not only critical from a tracking performance 
point of view for speed and torque controller, but also for the shift quality on the whole and has 
to be avoided at all cost. 
In the discussion of the robustness of the speed controller as used on upshifts (Chapter 4), it was 
observed that the stability problems could be solved by modifying the controller gains of the 
PID controllers that manipulate throttle angle and spark advance. Furthermore, it was remarked 
that reduced driveshaft stiffness showed the same stability problems as reduced driveline 
damping. Hence, in a first attempt to avoid the instability behaviour observed in Figure 5.13, the 
controller gains were modified in the same way as done in Chapter 4, Section 4.5.1. This first 
modification eliminated the oscillations in throttle and spark advance and the drop in output 
torque at the end of the shift became smaller. However, the instability of the torque controller 
could not be removed entirely. 
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Figure 5.14 Simulation result: Upshift from Figure 5.13, with modified PID controller gains 
(engine speed controller) and modified comer frequency of low pass filter (torque controller) 
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Now, as was explained before, the low pass filter in front of the torque controller helped to 
produce a stable torque controller. With this fact in mind, it can be found that by reducing the 
corner frequency of this low pass filter from 60 rad/s to 50 rad/s, the torque controller becomes 
stable again despite the reduced driveshaft stiffness. These two measures are applied in Figure 
5.14, which shows the upshift from Figure 5.13, with modified gains of the speed controller 
(From Kp 4 to KP 2 for both PID of throttle angle and spark advance and from KI= 8 to Ki= 4 
for PID of throttle and from KI= 9 to K1= 5 for PID of spark advance) and with modified corner 
frequency (from 60 rad/s to 50rad/s) of the low pass filter at torque controller input. As can be 
seen from Figure 5.14, the unstable oscillations could be successfully removed from the 
manipulated variables (throttle and spark advance, pressure at oncoming clutch). As a 
consequence the torque vibrations were eliminated too, establishing good shift quality again 
(increased torque vibrations at the beginning and end of the shift are a product of the low 
driveshaft stiffness). 
5.4.2 Robustness to Changes in the Friction Coefficient 
It was found that a change in the clutch friction characteristic (from a positive gradient to a 
negative gradient) did not influence the stability of the torque controller either on an upshift or a 
downshift. The influence of the change in the clutch friction characteristics on the tracking 
performance of the torque controller or shift quality will be discussed briefly now. 
On upshifts, a variation in the friction characteristics was one of the main motivations for 
developing the torque controller. It has been demonstrated that the torque controller on the 
upshift, works despite the change in the friction coefficient. Furthermore, it compensates for the 
influence of the changed friction coefficient on shift quality. 
On downshifts, the shift quality was not affected at all. Also the tracking of the torque controller 
was not significantly affected. Only, at the beginning of the torque phase a small deviation from 
the reference profile could be observed, which can possibly be removed by better tuning of the 
PID torque controller (see Appendix B. 2, Figure B. 6 for a simulation result). 
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5.4.3 Robustness to Sensor Noise 
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To test the sensitivity of the torque controller to sensor noise a white noise signal (band-limited 
white noise with power level of 0.03, sample time of 5*10-4 s) with amplitudes ranging from 
around -60 to 60 Nm was added to the transmission output torque signal before being fed back 
into the torque controller. The parameters of the noise signal were selected in order to produce a 
variation in amplitude that is roughly +/-10% of the nominal signal in the medium transmission 
output torque range (around 600 Nm). It is thought that this variation in amplitude in the noise 
signal represents a realistic figure for noise pollution existing in torque measurements. 
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Figure 5.15 Simulation Result: Downshift from 2'd to ist gear from Figure 5.7, with noise 
polluted transmission output torque signal (top graph) and rate limiting of the torque error signal 
The tracking performance of the torque controller and the shift quality remained completely 
unaffected by the sensor noise on upshifts. The explanation for the robustness of the torque 
controller on the upshift is, that the low pass filter at the input of the PID torque controller 
effectively filters all high frequency signal portions including noise (a simulation result of an 
upshift with control of torque and senor noise is presented in the Appendix B. 2, Figure B. 7). 
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The situation at the downshift was completely different: Adding noise with the same 
specification as above to the measurement signal of transmission output torque rendered the 
torque controller completely inoperative. The reference torque trajectory was not tracked at all 
and also the torque phase was unnecessarily elongated. 
Fortunately, the remedy for this problem was simple: Limiting the rate of change of the tracking 
error (slew rate of the signal was limited to-5000 to 5000), before inputting it to the PID torque 
controller, did reduce sensitivity of the derivative part of the PID controller to high frequency 
portions in the tracking error signal such as contributions coming from the noise. This measure 
effectively restored full operation of the torque controller on the downshift despite noise being 
present in the torque signal as can be seen in Figure 5.15. However, torque vibrations at the end 
of the torque phase seemed to be more pronounced compared to the case without sensor noise. 
This seems to be a problem of the torque controller that occurs while tracking the horizontal part 
of the reference trajectory and has to do with the lock-up of the clutch not being executed 
smoothly enough. 
5.5 Conclusions 
A unique feature of the gearshift controller developed in this thesis was the use of a 
transmission output torque controller on power-on upshifts and downshifts as an optional 
element. 
In this chapter it was clearly demonstrated that the addition of a transmission output torque 
controller could improve the performance of the basic gearshift controller developed in Chapter 
4, in terms of robustness to variations in the gearshift parameters and to changes in the clutch 
friction, to achieve better shift quality. 
A specific novelty was the solution on how to integrate the transmission output controller in the 
control of to the torque phase of a downshift, where the engine torque transfer is managed by a 
control of clutch slip. This required a unique approach to enable an unaffected operation of the 
clutch slip controller, whilst clutch pressure is manipulated at the oncoming clutch by the torque 
controller. 
Once more the robustness of the proposed controller, this time the torque controller, to changes 
in the friction coefficients and other powertrain parameters and sensor noise was investigated. It 
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was demonstrated that the torque controller is robust in terms of controller stability to the above 
mentioned parameter changes and disturbances. The unique ability of the torque controller to 
guarantee an unaffected shift quality despite changes in the friction coefficient and shift 
parameters could also be demonstrated clearly. 
One problematic issue that has crystallised in the last two chapters was the lock up behaviour of 
the clutch at the end of the gearshift, in particular, on downshifts. On upshifts this problem was 
solved in this thesis by abruptly raising the spark advance at the point of lock up. For 
downshifts a similar solution (modulating spark at point of clutch lock up) is possible. 
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Chapter 6 
Gearshift Controller for Twin Clutch 
Transmissions applied to Doubleshifts 
In Chapter 4 and 5 the gearshift controller has been applied with or without a torque controller 
to single gearshifts (i. e. shifts such as from 1S` to 2nd or from 3`d to 2nd gear etc. ). 
In this chapter the same control loops will be applied to doubleshifts (e. g. from 4`h to 2nd gear) or 
other multiple gearshifts in the same transmission half (e. g. from 6`h to 2nd gear). However, these 
double/multiple gearshifts will be accomplished as integrated or interlinked gearshifts, hence the 
driver notices only one gearshift event. 
Chapter 6 starts with a review of the difficulties involved with gearshifts between gears in the 
same transmission half in Section 6.1. 
In the subsequent section, Section 6.2 the new integrated controller for double/multiple 
gearshifts is developed, firstly, as a basic version, featuring closed-loop control of clutch slip 
and of engine speed (Section 6.2.1) and then secondly, as an extended version which includes 
the control of transmission output torque (Section 6.2.2). Each of these two subsections starts 
with (multiple-)downshifts as the more important case and then goes on to a brief treatment of 
(ultiple-) upshifts. 
The chapter finishes with a conclusions section (Section 6.3). 
6.1 Difficulties with Shifts between Gears on the same 
Transmission Half 
As already explained (Chapters 4 and 5), gearshifts between odd and even gears (and vice versa) 
can be accomplished as simple clutch-to-clutch shifts on a twin clutch transmissions. This is in 
principle also true of gearshifts skipping gears, so called multiple gearshifts (sometimes also 
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called "direct" shifts), as long as the gearshift involves shifting to a gear located in the other half 
of the transmission (i. e. a gearshift between odd and even gears). This is one advantage of the 
twin clutch transmissions over planetary-type transmissions, where multiple gearshifts from e. g. 
5`h to 2d gear can often not be accomplished as single clutch-to-clutch shifts. Whether multiple 
gearshifts (or only limited cases of multiple gearshifts) are possible on a planetary-type 
transmission depends on the mechanical layout (how planetary gearsets are connected with each 
other) and the hydraulic layout (often, the clutches and brakes have to be operated in a pre- 
determined order). 
Coming back to twin clutch transmissions, the difficulties arise when shifting between gears 
located in the same half of the transmission. In such cases, multiple gearshifts cannot be 
accomplished as simple clutch-to-clutch shifts. A prominent form of such a multiple gearshift is 
the doubleshift (e. g. a gearshift from 40' to 2nd gear), which involves shifting between two even 
(or two odd) gears and skipping the odd (or even) gear in between. This form of multiple 
gearshift or doubleshift requires the change from the currently engaged gear to the target gear to 
take place on the same transmission half. This means, for a conventional twin clutch 
transmission design, a change of synchronisers on the same half of the transmission. A change 
of synchronisers, in particular the engagement of the synchroniser carrying the target gear, can 
only be executed if the according half of the twin clutch transmission is torque-free. This in turn 
means that the clutch in the transmission half of the current and the target gear, has to be 
disengaged during the doubleshift or multiple gearshift. 
In this chapter only this form of multiple gearshift is discussed. To avoid confusion with other 
multiple gearshifts (executed as clutch-to-clutch shifts), the following text only uses the term 
doubleshift. However, the control techniques developed here for doubleshifts apply similarly for 
other multiple gearshifts within the same transmission half (e. g. from 6th to 2°d gear). 
The obvious forms of controlling a doubleshift are: 
1. Doubleshifts with interruption in traction: If the other clutch is not involved in the 
doubleshift, the simplest form of controlling a doubleshift would be similar to controlling 
gearshifts on an automated manual transmission. This form of control produces very fast 
doubleshifts. However, as with the automated manual transmission the doubleshift suffers 
from an interruption in the tractive force at the wheels, which is unacceptable for a twin 
clutch transmission, if powershift capability is to be retained. 
2. Doubleshift as consecutive gearshifts: The second alternative is to split the doubleshift into 
single gearshifts that can be accomplished as clutch-to-clutch shifts. The advantage of this 
strategy is that the tractive force at the wheels stays above zero during the clutch-to-clutch 
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shifts. However, the necessary change of gear (i. e. synchronisers) between single clutch-to- 
clutch shift events takes a relatively long period of time, which means an increase in the 
overall shift time. A further disadvantage of this form of double-downshift is, that the 
acceleration of the engine is interrupted between the single downshifts, in order to change 
the synchronisers. This forces the engine speed to remain "constant" for a relatively long 
period of time. Also, the transmission output torque drops twice due to the fact that the 
engine has to be accelerated twice (in each single downshift). Because of these phenomena 
the driver is able to clearly distinguish two consecutive gearshift events instead of the 
desired single doubleshift event [Wagner 1994]. The long shift time of a such-controlled 
doubleshift is, in particular, disadvantageous for downshifts, where the driver often desires 
an instant response of the vehicle to accelerate. 
To demonstrate these two forms of controlling doubleshifts, the following two simulation 
results show doubleshifts from 3'' to 1s` gear. First executed as two single clutch-to-clutch shifts 
(Figure 6.1) and secondly, executed as single gearshift with interruption in traction (Figure 6.2). 
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Figure 6.1 Simulation result: Doubleshift executed as two consecutive downshifts from 3'd to 
2°a and further from 2nd to 1st gear. 
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The simulation results presented in this chapter were produced by using the extended model of 
the twin clutch transmission (see Chapter 3). The simulation diagrams are basically the same as 
used throughout Chapters 4 and 5, but are extended here by one additional graph (second graph 
from bottom) showing the actuation pressure at the (hydraulically actuated) synchronisers. 
The doubleshift form 3`d to is` gear in Figure 6.1 is accomplished as two single downshifts. It 
starts with a clutch-to-clutch shift from 3'd to 2°8 gear. After the first downshift has been 
completed, a change of gears from 3'd to 1s` gear takes place on the same transmission half. The 
change of gear involves as a first step, decreasing the pressure at the actuator of the 
synchroniser carrying the P gear to zero (synchroniser 2 in Figure 6.1). As a second step, the 
1s` gear can be engaged, which involves increasing the pressure at the actuator of the 
synchroniser carrying the Is` gear (synchroniser 1 in Figure 6.1): Firstly, to a level required for 
the synchronisation within a certain time and secondly, to the line pressure (maximum pressure 
in the hydraulic actuation circuit) once synchronisation of the I` gear is completed. The 
synchronisation of the target gear can be observed in the acceleration of the oncoming input 
shaft (denoted as oncoming clutch in Figure 6.1). After the target gear (ls` gear) has been 
engaged a second clutch-to-clutch shift finally changes to 15t gear. 
The following things can be observed in Figure 6.1: 
9 The overall shift time of the two consecutive downshifts amounts to around 2 seconds. 
0 An interruption in traction does not occur in the doubleshift in Figure 6.1 and the 
transmission output torque stays above zero level. 
" The doubleshift in Figure 6.1 is clearly discernable by the driver as two single gearshifts 
because the output torque drops twice in each of the two inertia phases only to rise twice 
again in each of the subsequent torque phases. Also, the engine speed increases twice and 
remains almost "constant" in between. As explained, this shift feel is not desirable for 
doubleshifts. 
Figure 6.2 shows the case where a doubleshift is executed with interruption in traction. The 
torque-transmitting clutch is disengaged for the time of synchronisation (dotted circle in Figure 
6.2) and the transmission output torque drops to zero during that time (dashed circle in Figure 
6.2). The change of gears (i. e. synchronisers) was accomplished in the same way as in the 
doubleshift of Figure 6.1 and therefore also takes the same amount of time as in the previous 
doubleshift case. At the end of the gear change when the synchronisation of the engine speed is 
completed the clutch is engaged again. The throttle angle was not reduced to zero for the time 
the clutch was disengaged. 
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Figure 6.2 Simulation result: Doubleshift executed as single downshift from P to V gear with 
interruption in traction. 
Following things can be observed for the doubleshift in Figure 6.2: 
" The doubleshift with interruption in traction produces a much faster shift of around 0.75 
seconds. 
" The driver senses the shift depicted in Figure 6.2 as a single gearshift event, feeling a 
continuous acceleration of the engine during the gearshift. 
" The big disadvantage of the control method depicted in Figure 6.2 is the interruption in 
tractive force at the wheels (dashed circle in Figure 6.2), which produces an even 
negative transmission output torque due to the application of the synchroniser. 
"A smooth re-application of the clutch also seems to be difficult to control, as can be 
seen from the transmission output torque profile in Figure 6.2, which shows heavy 
torque vibrations subsequent to the gearshift. 
The above discussion has shown that it is desirable to find a more sophisticated control 
approach to doubleshifts on twin clutch transmissions in order to improve the shift quality of 
these special shifts. In particular, a solution for double-downshifts is important since the 
transmission is required to respond much faster in case of a power-on downshift (acceleration of 
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vehicle requested) than in case of an upshift. Also, the text concentrates on power-on 
doubleshifts as power-off double- or other power-off multiple gearshifts could be executed as 
gearshifts with interruption in traction (control case 1 from above) on twin clutch transmissions 
without any major drawbacks. 
6.2 Proposed Control of Power-On Doubleshifts 
In Chapter 2 it was mentioned that the problem of "double-downshifts" was discussed in 
[Wagner 1994], who proposed an alternative control strategy that does not result in either an 
interruption in tractive force or to two consecutive gearshifts. The idea is simple: during the 
phase where the torque-transmitting clutch is disengaged, for a change of gears (synchronisers), 
the second clutch carrying the gear ratio between the initial and the target gear is engaged 
partially (see Figure 2.6). This procedure ensures that the second clutch transmits at least part of 
the engine torque during the doubleshift. The other clutch can then be disengaged for a change 
of the synchronisers without resulting to an interruption in traction during the doubleshift. 
The method described in [Wagner 1994] is preferred in this work over other approaches (see 
Chapter 2) because of the higher level of the tractive force during the doubleshift. This method 
will henceforth be denoted as "integrated doubleshift" in the text and was explained and 
sketched in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.6). However, the control strategy of [Wagner 1994] only used 
open-loop pressure ramps. In order to use the full potential of engine involvement and closed- 
loop control for the control of doubleshifts, in this work, the approach of [Wagner 1994] is 
extended by applying the control strategies developed in Chapters 4 and 5, thus providing 
improved robustness and shift quality. 
The following section will develop this new integrated powertrain controller for "doubleshifts" 
in detail. Firstly, this will be explained for a basic version featuring an engine-assisted 
synchronisation of the engine and control of clutch slip. Secondly the basic control will be 
extended to incorporate torque control. Each section details the control strategies firstly, for 
downshifts and secondly, for upshifts. The control strategy is described in greater detail for a 
"double-downshift" due to the greater importance of these shifts in comparison to "double- 
upshifts", which are explained with less detail. Again, the simulation results shown in the 
following sections make use of the extended model of the twin clutch transmission (see Chapter 
3). 
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6.2.1 Basic Control Strategy for "Integrated Doubleshifts" 
Basic Control Strategy for "Integrated Double-Downshifts" 
Figure 6.3 shows the principle of the control strategy for double-downshifts executed as 
"integrated double-downshifts". As mentioned before, the idea of partially engaging the second 
clutch during the change of gear was adopted here. This basic control principle will be extended 
here to incorporate the same control features (engine speed controller, clutch slip controller and 
torque controller), and thus attached advantages, as already introduced for single downshifts in 
Chapters 4 and 5. 
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Figure 6.3 Principle of the control of integrated double-downshifts 
Referring to Figure 6.3, the control of integrated double downshift works as follows: 
At the beginning of the gearshift the pressure at the offgoing clutch (clutch 1 in Figure 6.3) is 
decreased in order to bring the offgoing clutch to slip. At the same time engine torque is raised 
to assist the engine acceleration. These two actions enable the engine to start its acceleration. 
The transmission output torque drops slightly because only part of the engine torque is 
transferred to the transmission output (the other part is used by the engine for its own 
acceleration). This so far is the same procedure as for normal downshifts. Now, when the engine 
speed has reached the speed level of the intermediate gear (gear carried by clutch 2 in Figure 
6.3), clutch 1 is disengaged and clutch 2 is partially engaged. The reason for this partial 
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engagement of clutch 2 is to allow the engine to continue its acceleration. The transmission half 
of clutch 1 is now torque-free, enabling a change of gears. The engagement and synchronisation 
of the target gear leads to an acceleration of the according input shaft (input shaft 1 in Figure 
6.3). Once the engine speed has reached the level of the target gear, clutch 2 is disengaged again 
and engine torque can be fully transferred to clutch 1. This transfer of engine torque is assisted 
by controlling clutch slip in the same way as described in Chapter 4. As a consequence of the 
transfer of engine torque to clutch 1 the transmission output torque rises according to the change 
in gear ratios in the same way as for single downshifts. 
The, underlying control algorithm for such an integrated double-downshift is depicted in Figure 
6.4. The control algorithm remains unchanged from that for normal downshifts up until step 5. 
So far, this is the same procedure as for the control of normal downshifts developed in Chapter 
4. The difference starts after step 5 (the control steps different from those of the normal 
downshift are also indicated in the simulation result depicted in Figure 6.5). Instead of 
commencing the torque phase and transferring engine torque in full when the engine has 
reached the speed level of the intermediate gear (next lower gear), engine torque is only 
partially transferred to the other clutch (Clutch 2 in Figure 6.4) as described above. This partial 
transfer of engine torque is controlled in an open-loop way by ramping the pressure at the 
offgoing clutch (Clutch 1 in Figure 6.4) down to zero in step 6 and ramping up the pressure at 
the other clutch (Clutch 2 in Figure 6.4) in step 7. The fact that an open-loop approach was 
sufficient for controlling the partial transfer of engine torque is demonstrated later on in this 
section. 
Once the partial transfer of engine torque is completed (pressure at clutch 1 has become zero), 
the transmission half of clutch 1 is torque-free and is therefore ready for a change of gears. The 
closed-loop speed controller can be activated again in step 8, however, now manipulating the 
clutch that had provided the fill-in torque (clutch 2 in Figure 6.4) in this part of the inertia phase. 
In step 9 the synchroniser carrying the initial gear is disengaged (by reducing the actuator 
pressure to zero). Once the disengagement of the initial gear is confirmed, the engagement of 
the synchroniser carrying the target can be carried out. This happens in two steps: In step 10 the 
actuator pressure at the oncoming synchroniser is increased to a pre-specified level (pressure 
level controls synchronisation time and depends on the target gear). Once the synchronisation of 
the target gear is completed and the synchroniser has been engaged in full (dog clutch part 
engaged), the pressure at the actuator of the target gear can be increased to the full line pressure 
(step 11). 
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Figure 6.4 Algorithm for the control of integrated double-downshifts 
Before the inertia phase is completed, the oncoming clutch (Clutch I in Figure 6.4) is prepared 
for the torque phase through pre-filling in step 12. Also, the throttle angle is reduced to its 
original value at this point (step 13). Once the engine speed has reached the synchronous speed 
of the target gear, the torque phase can be started where finally the full transfer of engine torque 
takes place. The torque phase is controlled in the same way as on normal downshifts in this 
work by employing a clutch slip controller (steps 14-16). Also, the final control steps (step 17 
and 18) of the integrated double-downshift are similar to those on single downshifts. In 
addition, as demonstrated for single downshifts (Chapter 5), an output torque controller can be 
employed in the torque phase. This option is treated in Section 6.2.2. The control algorithm of 
Figure 6.4 makes use of the same controller layout and control loops used for single downshifts 
(Chapter 4, Figure 4.36). 
Figure 6.5 shows the simulation result for a downshift from P to 15t gear executed as 
"integrated double-downshift" according to the algorithm given in Figure 6.4. This gearshift, 
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although not the one that occurs most frequently in driving practice, involves the largest change 
in gear ratios and hence shows the effectiveness of the control strategy in terms of shift quality 
most clearly. 
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Figure 6.5 Simulation result: Integrated double-downshift from 3rd to Vt gear at a vehicle speed 
of around 20 km/h, (additional control steps of Figure 6.4 are indicated) 
Figure 6.5 is built up in a similar as the graphs introduced in Chapters 4 and 5, showing the 
transmission output torque profile in the top graph, followed by graphs showing angular speeds 
at the clutches, hydraulic actuation pressure at both clutches and throttle angle and spark 
advance at the bottom. New in this figure is the graph above the bottom one, which depicts the 
pressure at the hydraulic actuators of the synchronisers. The gearshift in Figure 6.5 starts at 3.5 
seconds where the pressure at the offgoing clutch (designated as oncoming clutch in Figure 6.5) 
is decreased and the engine starts to accelerate. In this first phase of the shift the engine speed is 
governed along a reference trajectory (simple linear increase in speed similar to reference 
trajectory for single downshift). At around 3.95 seconds (dotted circle in Figure 6.5) the engine 
speed has reached the speed of the clutch used for torque fill-in (designated as offgoing clutch in 
Figure 6.5), which is running with the speed of the intermediate gear (2"d gear). At this point 
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engine torque is partially transferred to the clutch used for torque fill-in. The engine uses the 
rest of the engine torque to continue its acceleration. 
As explained, the partial transfer of engine torque is simply carried out by ramping down the 
pressure at the offgoing clutch and ramping up pressure at the clutch used for torque fill-in 
(steps 6 and 7 in Figure 6.5). The disadvantage of such an open-loop controlled engine torque 
transfer is that it produces small torque vibrations (dashed circle in Figure 6.5). This behaviour 
makes it clear that careful pressure calibration is necessary in that phase in order to keep these 
vibrations small. However, these torque vibrations are of course larger for the doubleshift in 
Figure 6.5 because of the large gear ratios involved (from 3rd to 1s` gear). On doubleshifts 
between higher gears the torque vibrations due to the open-loop controlled partial torque 
transfer become much smaller (see e. g. Figure 6.7). In fact, the only justification for using open- 
loop control in this phase is, that only part of the engine torque is transferred and that any 
closed-loop control would make the whole control strategy more complex. The control of clutch 
slip, which works so well in the torque phase, is practically impossible to realise since the 
engine accelerates faster than the input shafts and thus clutch slip changes constantly. To control 
the clutch slip to a "constant" value during the phase of the partial engine torque transfer would 
mean halting the engine acceleration for this period of time. This would result in a heavy 
deceleration and subsequent strong acceleration of the engine with severely increased vehicle 
jerk and would be similar in shift feel to two consecutive downshifts. 
At the point where the partial engine torque transfer is completed (pressure at the offgoing 
clutch has become zero), the transmission half of the offgoing clutch is torque-free and the 
change of gears can take place. Therefore, the pressure at the actuator of the synchroniser 
carrying the 3rd gear (synchroniser 2 in Figure 6.5) is reduced to zero (step 9 in Figure 6.5). 
Before the pressure at the oncoming synchroniser (synchroniser 1 in Figure 6.5) can be 
modulated, the actuator of this synchroniser needs to be pre-filled similarly to the procedure for 
clutch actuators. Due to the smaller size of the synchroniser actuators the filling process is much 
faster than that at the clutch. After pre-filling the actuator, the pressure at the actuator of the 
synchroniser of the 15L gear is increased (synchroniser 1 in Figure 6.5). The increase in pressure 
at the synchroniser (step 10 in Figure 6.5) produces a friction torque at the synchroniser, which 
accelerates the oncoming input shaft from the level of the 3d gear to the level of the 1$` gear 
(arrow in Figure 6.5). The energy for this acceleration is taken from the output of the 
transmission, which, as a consequence, leads to a drop in transmission output torque. This drop 
in output torque can be kept relatively small in size due to the long time that is available for the 
synchronisation of the target gear on a doubleshift (on single shifts the time for synchronisation 
can be much shorter, for a discussion of that problem see Chapter 7). Once the oncoming 
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synchroniser has engaged (dog-clutch like part has mechanically locked the synchroniser), the 
actuator pressure is raised to the line pressure (step 11 in Figure 6.5). 
Throughout the whole period in which the synchronisers are changed and during the rest of the 
second part of the inertia phase, the engine speed is again controlled to track the speed reference 
profile (step 8 in Figure 6.5). At the point where the engine has reached the synchronous speed 
of the target gear (1S` gear in Figure 6.5), the inertia phase is completed and the control 
algorithm proceeds to the torque phase. The oncoming clutch is pre-filled at the end of the 
inertia phase in order to be prepared for a control action at the beginning of the torque phase. 
The torque phase is then controlled in the same way as on single downshifts, by activating a 
clutch slip controller that maintains a constant reference value for clutch slip. The fact that in 
Figure 6.5 the throttle angle is decreased in the torque phase instead of at the end of the inertia 
phase was found to be irrelevant to the shift quality or the dynamics of the downshift. 
Despite the small torque fluctuations from the partial engine torque transfer, the double- 
downshift shown in Figure 6.5 still demonstrates that in general the transmission output torque 
stays above zero and therefore traction at the wheels is maintained. Furthermore, the engine 
speeds up continuously without halting for a moment. This, in particular, produces a shift feel 
that is similar to that of a single downshift. Consequently, the driver is not able to distinguish 
the integrated double-downshift from a single downshift apart from the increased shift time. 
Also, the shift time was reduced from 2 seconds for a doubleshift carried out as two consecutive 
downshifts (Figure 6.1) to 1.7 seconds for the integrated double-downshift in Figure 6.5. That 
this shift time can be reduced even further to around 1.4 seconds is demonstrated in Figure 6.6, 
which shows the integrated double-downshift from Figure 6.5 with the inertia phase reduced by 
0.3 seconds (steeper engine speed reference trajectory). This then represents a reduction in shift 
time of 0.6 seconds from the overall shift time of the case with two consecutive downshifts 
depicted in the Figure 6.1. From the torque profile of Figure 6.6 it can also be observed that the 
traction is maintained throughout the doubleshift despite the decreased shift time. To avoid too 
large a reduction in pressure by the speed controller and thus a loss of traction at the wheels, the 
output of this controller was limited at the lower end. This explains the slightly inferior tracking 
at the beginning of the downshift due to the steep engine speed reference trajectory. 
Figure 6.7 shows an integrated double-downshift from 0 to the 2nd gear. This gearshift occurs 
more often in driving practice compared to a shift from 3'd to 1` gear. The control principle is 
the same as in the previously discussed integrated double-downshifts. The transmission output 
torque drops during the inertia phase to allow the engine to accelerate, but still stays slightly 
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above zero to avoid interruption in traction. A less steep reference speed trajectory would have 
allowed transmitting more engine torque via the clutch used for torque fill-in and thus the drop 
in transmission output torque would have been smaller. 
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Figure 6.6 Simulation result: Integrated double-downshift from Figure 6.5 with inertia phase 
reduced by 0.3 seconds 
The partial engine torque transfer to the clutch carrying the intermediate gear (3`d gear) in Figure 
6.7 produces an abrupt increase in output torque although small in size. Shortly after this partial 
torque transfer, the output torque drops again due to the synchronisation of the target gear (2nd 
gear in Figure 6.7). The torque vibrations following the torque phase (as a result of clutch lock- 
up) seem to be more pronounced compared to the previously presented simulation results. 
However, this is largely due to the different scaling on the ordinate. 
To demonstrate that the proposed integrated double-downshift control also works for multiple 
downshifts occurring within the same half of the transmission, a downshift from 6`' to 2°d gear 
was simulated and is depicted in Figure 6.8. It has the same characteristic sequence of firstly, 
partially engaging the clutch used for torque fill-in and then secondly, transferring engine torque 
back to the oncoming clutch in the torque phase. The intermediate gear in Figure 6.8 was again 
as in the doubleshift of Figure 6.7, the 3rd gear. The reason for this is, that the change in speed 
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and torque between the initial gear (6`h gear) and the intermediate gear (3`d gear) is roughly 
equal to the change in speed and torque from the intermediate gear to the target gear (2od gear), 
hence the 3`d gear provides a much better choice than the 50' gear. Also, the 3`d gear naturally 
produces a larger transmission output torque than the 5`h gear when the torque fill-in clutch is 
engaged. 
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Figure 6.7 Simulation result: Integrated double-downshift from 4`h to 2'd gear at a vehicle speed 
of around 40 km/h 
The multiple downshift from 60' to 2°d gear (Figure 6.8) shows a smooth engine speed trajectory 
indicating a continuous acceleration of the engine throughout the two parts of the inertia phase. 
The transmission output torque stays above zero (although only barely in the first part of the 
inertia phase) indicating that traction is, in general, maintained throughout the multiple 
downshift. The overall shift time amounts to around 1.6 seconds, which is good for a multiple- 
downshift spanning such a wide range of gear ratios. However, the shift time is strongly related 
to the time the engine needs to accelerate to the speed of the target gear. More powerful engines 
would, with the same decrease in clutch pressure, provide faster acceleration and thus reduce 
shift time. One effect that also influences shift time is the synchronisation time of the target 
gear. A faster acceleration of the engine would also require a shorter synchronisation time for 
the target gear. This would in turn require (with conventional synchronisers), more torque being 
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transferred form the transmission output to the synchroniser and thus would result to decreased 
torque at the wheels. 
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Figure 6.8 Simulation result: Integrated multiple-downshift from 6t' to 2"' gear at a vehicle 
speed of around 50 km/h 
One way out of this dilemma is to use the oncoming clutch to aid the synchroniser in 
synchronising the target gear. An early application of the oncoming clutch, before the start of 
the torque phase, results in an acceleration of the input shaft (carrying the target gear) to the 
engine speed. In a mild form this was already applied in Figure 6.8 (dotted circle) by pre-filling 
the oncoming clutch early and at a slightly increased pressure. The use of the oncoming clutch 
as an aid for synchronisation has the advantage that the energy necessary for synchronisation is 
taken from the engine instead of the transmission output. Also, the oncoming clutch only has to 
accelerate the nominal inertia of the input shaft (and connected gearwheels), whereas the 
synchronisers have to accelerate the nominal inertia multiplied by the square of the gear ratio. 
Basic Control Strategy for "Integrated Double-Upshifts" 
As mentioned before, double (or multiple) upshifts are rarely problematic regarding shift time. 
Upshifts and double- (or multiple) upshifts are usually (in automatic mode) not executed based 
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on a direct request by the driver. Downshifts, on the other hand, can be initiated by the driver 
through a "kick-down", even when the transmission is in automatic mode. This means, that in 
case of a downshift the driver requests a fast response of the vehicle (short shift time required), 
whereas in case of an upshift the driver has no such expectations. If a longer shift time is 
accepted on upshifts, a double-upshift (e. g. form 2°d to 4th gear) could also be executed as two 
consecutive upshifts with gentle engine speed trajectories in the inertia phases. The gentle 
engine speed trajectories would then ensure that the interruption in engine deceleration between 
the inertia phases (torque phase of second downshift) is less noticeable to the driver. However, 
if two consecutive upshifts are not acceptable, because of reasons of shift feel or increased shift 
time, then a double (or multiple) upshift can be executed based on the same principle as 
developed for double-downshifts (use of the second clutch for fill-in torque). This leads to the 
concept of an integrated double-uphift. Of course the control principle of integrated double- 
upshifts can also be applied to multiple-upshifts within the same half of the transmission (e. g. 
form 2°d to 6"' gear), hence, the following description of integrated double-upshifts applies 
likewise to integrated multiple-upshifts skipping more than one gear. 
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Figure 6.9 Principle of control of integrated double-upshifts 
Figure 6.9 shows the principle of the integrated double-upshift control strategy. On first, sight 
the speed and output torque trajectories look like those of two consecutive upshifts. However, 
on closer inspection it can be seen that, although there are actually two torque phases and two 
inertia phases, the second torque phase is so short that the synchronisation of the engine is 
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barely interrupted. This ensures that the driver feels only one inertia phase (see Figure 6.9) with 
a smooth engine speed trajectory throughout the whole double-upshift. Also, the change of 
gears (and thus synchronisers) is accomplished in the first part of the inertia phase instead of in 
between two consecutive upshifts (reduces shift time). This will be clearer when discussing the 
simulation results. 
The torque phase at the beginning of the double-upshift (see Figure 6.9) is controlled in the 
same way as that on a single upshift by activating the clutch slip control at the offgoing clutch 
(clutch 1 in Figure 6.9). The pressure at the clutch used for torque fill-in (clutch 2 in Figure 6.9) 
is ramped up for a full transfer of engine torque in the torque phase. After the torque phase has 
been completed the first part of the inertia phase starts where the engine speed controller is 
activated to let engine speed track a specified reference speed profile by manipulating throttle 
and spark advance (indicated in Figure 6.9 by the reduction in engine torque). Also taking place 
after the torque phase has been completed and the transmission half of clutch 1 has become 
torque-free, is the change of gear. 
Once the engine has reached the speed level of the intermediate gear, engine torque is again 
transferred to the oncoming clutch (clutch 1 in Figure 6.9). This is accomplished by employing 
clutch slip controller at the clutch used for torque fill-in. This was necessary since, contrary to 
the double-downshift, the level of transmission output torque is much higher and an open-loop 
controlled transfer of engine torque would have, because of the difficulty in timing the clutch 
application, increased the risk of strong torque reactions at the transmission output. Once the 
second torque transfer has been completed, the engine speed controller continues to track the 
engine reference speed trajectory in this second part of the inertia phase. The PID controllers 
and the control loops are the same as those developed for single upshifts in Chapter 4 and 
Chapter 5. 
Figure 6.10 shows the control algorithm behind the integrated double-upshift. Since the control 
steps are very similar to those of two consecutive upshifts, the following description focuses on 
those control steps, which are different for the integrated-double-upshift (These are also 
indicated in the simulation result depicted in Figure 6.11). Similar to single upshifts the control 
starts with a reduction in pressure at the offgoing clutch (clutch 1 in Figure 6.10) in step 1 to a 
level close to the point where the clutch starts to slip. The transition of the offgoing clutch to a 
slipping state and the control of the subsequent transfer of engine torque (Step 3 and 4) to the 
clutch used for torque fill-in, is accomplished in the same way as described for single upshifts in 
Chapter 4. 
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In the first part of the inertia phase (again similar to single upshifts) the engine speed is 
controlled through modulation of throttle angle and spark advance (step 6) and the pressure at 
the clutch used for torque fill-in (clutch 2 in Figure 6.10) is kept constant (step 7) throughout 
this phase. The change of gear in the torque-free half of the transmission can be performed as 
soon as the pressure at the offgoing clutch has become zero. Similar to double-downshifts, the 
synchroniser carrying the initial gear (Synchroniser Si in Figure 6.10) is disengaged in step 8. 
When the disengagement of the synchroniser is confirmed, the pressure at the actuator of the 
synchroniser of the target gear (Synchroniser S2 in Figure 6.10) can be increased after a short 
filling phase (step 9). This pressure determines the speed of the synchronisation of the target 
gear. After the synchroniser has engaged (mechanically locked) the actuator pressure is raised to 
the line pressure (step 10). Throughout the second part of the inertia phase the engine speed 
controller is activated again (step 6). 
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Figure 6.10 Algorithm for the control of integrated double-upshifts 
Once the change of gear is completed and the engine speed has reached the level of the 
intermediate gear, the clutch used for torque fill-in can be disengaged and the oncoming clutch 
(clutch 1 in Figure 6.10) can be engaged again (step 13 and 14). This second torque phase is 
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controlled through control of clutch slip at the clutch used for torque fill-in for already 
explained reasons. After this second transfer of engine torque has taken place, the clutch slip 
controller is deactivated (step 15) and the inertia phase is continued by activating the engine 
speed controller again (step 16). The pressure at the oncoming clutch is kept constant 
throughout this second part of the inertia phase (step 17). Once the engine reaches the speed 
level of the target gear the inertia phase is completed, the engine speed controller is deactivated 
and the clutch pressure is raised to the line pressure (step 18 and 19). Similar, to the control of 
single upshifts an abrupt rise in spark advance at the point where the oncoming clutch locks-up 
seemed to suppress torque vibrations somewhat. 
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Figure 6.11 Simulation result: Integrated double-upshift from 13" to 3'd gear at a vehicle speed 
of around 30 km/h, (additional control steps of Figure 6.10 are indicated) 
Figure 6.11 depicts a simulation result for an integrated double-upshift from 1st to 3'd gear 
executed according to the control algorithm depicted in Figure 6.10. The (first) torque phase of 
the double-upshift in Figure 6.11 looks essentially similar to that on single upshifts presented in 
Chapter 4, owing to the similarity of the control of the engine transfer via clutch slip controller. 
However, at the beginning of the first part of the inertia phase a short but small increase in 
transmission output torque can be observed (dotted circle in Figure 6.11), which comes from the 
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change of synchronisers, as becomes clear when inspecting the plots showing the synchroniser 
actuation pressure. This increase in transmission output torque is a direct result of 
synchronisation torque being transferred from the synchroniser to the transmission output in 
order to decelerate the input shaft for a synchronous run with the target gear. The problem of 
torque reactions at the transmission output due to engagement of (conventional) synchronisers is 
discussed in full in Chapter 7. 
The tracking of the engine reference speed profile is in general acceptable, however, the 
manipulated variables (throttle angle and spark advance) show signs of oscillatory behaviour, 
which might indicate that the tuning of the PID speed controllers is not optimal (as discussed in 
Chapter 4). In the second torque phase where clutch slip is controlled at the clutch used for 
torque fill-in (offgoing clutch in Figure 6.11), the engine speed is kept near that of the input 
shaft of the intermediate gear (denoted as speed of the offgoing clutch in Figure 6.11) until the 
engine torque is transferred in full and the clutch slip controller can be switched off again. This 
interruption in engine deceleration (although only short in time) necessarily introduces some 
torque fluctuations as can be seen from the output torque profile (dashed circle in Figure 6.11). 
However, transferring engine torque without use of clutch slip controller in this second torque 
phase would have resulted to even larger torque vibrations. In the subsequent second part of the 
inertia phase the engine speed controller is activated again, the tracking of the engine speed 
reference trajectory is continued and the synchronisation of the engine with the target gear can 
be completed. Tracking of the speed reference trajectory in this part of the inertia phase is 
acceptable. In general, the short interruption in deceleration of the engine (during second torque 
phase) is thought to be less noticeable and thus the driver should experience the double-upshift 
as a single gearshift event, which was the objective behind the development of this control 
strategy. 
6.2.2 Control Strategy 
including Control of Torque 
for "Integrated Doubleshifts", 
Control Strategy for "Integrated Double-Downshifts" including 
Control of Torque 
This section aims to demonstrate that the torque controller developed in Chapter 5 for single 
downshifts can also be advantageously applied to integrated double (or multiple) downshifts. In 
the last section (downshifts) it could be noticed, similarly to single downshifts, that the shape of 
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the torque profile in the torque phase varies for different double-downshifts. Similar to single 
downshifts, it is desired to guarantee a shift quality that can be influenced directly and that is 
unaffected by the gear ratios involved in the double (or multiple) downshift or by other shift 
parameters. 
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Figure 6.12 Transmission output torque trajectories of the doubleshifts from Figure 6.6 and 6.7 
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This is illustrated in Figure 6.12, which shows the transmission output torque trajectories of the 
doubleshifts from Figure 6.6 and 6.7. In Figure 6.12 the ideal torque trajectories in the torque 
phase are indicated as well (dotted lines). To accomplish these ideal (more gentle) torque 
profiles, transmission output torque has to be controlled along these specified trajectories. 
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To integrate the torque controller into the integrated double-downshift control strategy, the 
control algorithm for integrated double-downshifts (Figure 6.4) has to be modified in the same 
way as explained in Chapter 5. In particular, the control algorithm of Figure 6.4 has to be 
extended by including two additional control steps as illustrated in Figure 6.13. 
Basically only steps 16 and 19 have been added, which activate the torque controller in the 
torque phase and deactivate the torque controller in the terminal phase of the double-downshift. 
The same dual control action, as described in Chapter 5, has to be performed at the oncoming 
clutch to allow full operation of the clutch slip controller in parallel with an activated torque 
controller. This, similarly to single downshifts, requires ramping up the pressure at the 
oncoming clutch with a lower rate as compared to the case without torque controller. The torque 
controller then adds its pressure contribution on top of this pressure ramp to allow a tracking of 
the reference torque profile. At the clutch used for torque fill-in, the pressure is manipulated by 
the clutch slip controller in the same way as for single downshifts. 
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Figure 6.14 Simulation result: Integrated double-downshift from 3`d to ls` gear (Figure 6.6), 
with activated torque controller in the torque phase 
Figure 6.14 shows the double-downshift from Figure 6.6, but this time with activated torque 
controller in the torque phase. The tracking performance of the torque controller is in general 
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good apart from a tiny initial deviation. A more gentle torque profile could be selected in the 
torque phase of the downshift Figure 6.14 (by introducing torque control), as compared to the 
doubleshift without torque control (Figure 6.6). The downside of employing a gentle torque 
profile is that the torque phase is increased in time. Hence it has to be decided between 
improved shift quality on one hand and short shift time on the other hand. At the point of clutch 
lock up, at the end of the torque phase torque, vibrations are visible again. These torque 
vibrations are a result of the lock up of the oncoming clutch and are more pronounced when 
shifting to low gears (e. g. ls` gear in Figure 6.14). 
Figure 6.15 shows a double-downshift from 4"' to 2nd gear (from Figure 6.7) with activated 
torque controller and Figure 6.16 shows a multiple downshift from 60' to 2nd gear (from Figure 
6.8) also with activated torque controller. Tracking performance of the torque controller is in 
both cases good and the torque controller enables to select very gentle torque profiles in the 
torque phase. This leads in both cases to an almost "flat" looking torque profile indicating very 
good shift quality. 
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Figure 6.15 Simulation result: Integrated double-downshift from 4t' to 2nd gear from Figure 
6.7, however, with activated torque controller in the torque phase 
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However, because of this gentle torque profile the torque phase increases in time and thus also 
the total shift time. The gradients of the reference torque profiles used in Figure 6.14 and 6.15 
are very close in value, although this is not immediately obvious because of the different scaling 
on the ordinate of the torque plots. The vibrations at the end of the torque phase are in both 
cases much smaller compared to the double-downshift from 3'd to 1 gear depicted in Figure 
6.14. 
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. to Figure 6.16 Simulation result: Integrated double-downshift from 6`h to 2nd gear from Figure 
6.8, however, with activated torque controller in the torque phase 
Control Strategy for "Integrated Double-Upshifts" including Torque 
Control 
In the section describing the control strategy for integrated double upshifts, it was noticed that 
the change of gears and the change of clutches in the second torque transfer did produce 
fluctuations in the transmission output torque trajectory (see Figure 6.11 dashed and dotted 
circles). For this reason, and for increased robustness in general, it seems appropriate to also 
introduce transmission output torque control to double/multiple upshifts. Figure 6.17, which 
depicts the torque profile of the double upshift of Figure 6.11, illustrates this situation and 
shows that if the transmission output torque could be controlled to track the indicated ideal (i. e. 
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reference) torque trajectory, the fluctuations in the transmission output torque should be greatly 
reduced and thus shift quality improved. 
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Figure 6.17 Transmission output torque trajectories of the doubleshift from Figure 6.11 
with ideal torque trajectory indicated 
To implement torque controller in the inertia phase(s) of the integrated double-upshift similarly 
to single upshifts, the control algorithm for integrated double-upshifts from Figure 6.10 must be 
modified accordingly. 
1 
{Presse Cl .- 0} 
5. Clutch Slip Controller ctivatedSame Control Steps 
6. Engine Speed Controller er activated as In Figure 6.10 
J. Torque Controller at C2 activated 
(Engine Speed --Synchronous Speed 
of Intermediate Gear) 
12. Engine Speed Controller deactivated 
13. Torque Controller deactivated 
14. Clutch Slip Controller at C2 activated 
"*- 15. Pressure at C1 ramped up ,1 
(Pressure C2 =. 0) 
16. Clutch Slip Controller deactivated 
17. Engine Speed Controller activated 
18. Torque Controller at C2 activated 
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19. Engine Speed Controller deactiva 
20. Torque Controller deactivated 
21 
. Pressure at 
C1 increased to line Ares! 
Cl... Offgoing/Oncoming Clutch 
C2... Clutch used for Torque fill-In 
Figure 6.18 Extended control algorithm for integrated double-upshifts with torque controller 
This can be accomplished in a simple way by letting the torque controller manipulate clutch 
pressure in the inertia phase, instead of leaving the clutch pressure constant. The modified 
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control algorithm for integrated double-upshifts with torque controller is depicted in Figure 
6.18. In this algorithm the torque controller is switched off in the second torque phase to avoid 
increasing complexity. However, it should be, in principle, possible to implement torque 
controller in that phase in a similar way as explained for the torque controller applied to the 
torque phase of downshifts (dual control of clutch slip and output torque). 
Figure 6.19 shows the double-upshift from Figure 6.11, but with activated torque controller in 
the inertia phase(s). Comparing Figure 6.19 to Figure 6.11 (or to Figure 6.17) clearly 
demonstrates that employing a torque controller produces a much smoother transmission output 
torque profile. Apart from this improvement, of course, also the robustness against changes in 
the friction coefficient is improved as already demonstrated for single upshifts (Chapter 5). 
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Figure 6.19 Simulation result: Integrated double-upshift from IS` to 3d gear at a vehicle speed 
of around 30 km/h (Figure 6.11), including torque controller 
However, at the beginning of the inertia phase, a short but small increase in transmission output 
torque can still be observed (dotted circle in Figure 6.19) which can be attributed to the 
synchronisation of the target gear. The torque controller reacts too sluggishly to remove this 
fluctuation. The sluggish reaction of the torque controller is a consequence of the low pass filter 
at the input of the torque controller. However, during the rest of the first part of the inertia phase 
the tracking of both torque and speed reference trajectories are good. Still, the engine speed 
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controller shows some oscillations in the manipulated variables as can be seen from the throttle 
and spark advance signals. Interestingly, this behaviour is worse with the torque controller 
active. However, it is believed that better tuning of the PID controller gains of the speed control 
can eliminate those oscillations (as was already demonstrated when discussing the robustness of 
this engine speed control for single gearshifts, see Section 4.5.1 and 5.4.1). 
6.3 Conclusions 
The principle of controlling double shifts developed in [Wagner 1994] was extended in this 
chapter to incorporate the control elements developed in Chapter 4 and 5 (i. e. clutch slip 
controller, engine speed controller through engine manipulation and torque controller) as an 
improvement in terms of shift quality over the open-loop control strategies presented in that 
paper. 
It was demonstrated that the torque controller from Chapter 5 could be successfully applied to 
double/multiple shifts to improve shift quality even further. On double/multiple upshifts the 
torque controller could effectively compensate for the torque reactions due to the gear change. 
On double/multiple downshifts the torque controller could improve shift quality in the torque 
phase when a gentler reference torque profile was selected. 
As an additional improvement for the proposed control strategy of multiple downshifts it was 
suggested that the change of gear and pre-selection of the target gear could be assisted by 
engaging the oncoming clutch early, thus decreasing the resulting torque reactions at the 
transmission output. 
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Chapter 4,5 and 6 have dealt with one part of gearshifts on twin clutch transmissions: the 
control of clutch-to-clutch shifts. In Chapters 4 and 5a control strategy for single clutch-to- 
clutch shifts was developed. These control concepts were then extended in Chapter 6 to be 
applicable to double/multiple clutch-to-clutch shifts. 
The other part of a gearshift on twin clutch transmissions is the gear pre-selection, which is 
treated in this chapter. Section 7.1 gives an introduction to the devices and methods of gear 
synchronisation and discusses the suitability of these devices for a gear pre-selection on twin 
clutch transmissions. Section 7.2 then discusses in full the problems involved with using 
conventional synchronisers for the gear pre-selection. 
Based on the findings of Section 7.2, a control strategy is proposed in Section 7.3 that attempts 
to compensate for the problems resulting from gear pre-selection with conventional 
synchronisers. 
In Section 7.4 the robustness of the suggested compensating control strategy is investigated in 
detail. Finally, Section 7.5 summarising the findings of this chapter. 
7.1 Introduction to Gear Pre-Selection 
As explained before, a complete gear change on a twin clutch transmission consists of two main 
parts: 
"A clutch-to-clutch shift involving a transfer of engine torque to the clutch carrying the 
target gear and a synchronisation of the engine to the speed of the target gear 
"A pre-selection of a target gear on the torque-free half of the transmission 
For the gear pre-selection two key issues can be identified: 
1. The choice of the target gear to be pre-selected 
2. The device, or method of synchronising (pre-selecting) the target gear 
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1) The choice of the target gear to be pre-selected: Questions such as which target gear has to be 
pre-selected and at what point in time the engagement of that gear should take place belong to 
the area of shift schedules. One example of such a shift schedule simply requires that on the 
torque-free half of the transmission a gear lower than the one currently engaged has to be pre- 
selected [Wagner 1994]. For example, if the 3`a gear is engaged on the half of the transmission, 
which is currently transmitting torque, then the gear pre-selection strategy requires the 
engagement (pre-selection) of the next lower gear i. e. the 2°d gear on the other (torque-free) 
half. This strategy has the advantage of always ensuring that the transmission is prepared to 
execute a clutch-to-clutch downshift (driver desires fast response of the vehicle) without first 
having to change the target gear. 
A quick response of the transmission is mainly required when downshifting and is less 
important when upshifting. This circumstance is the motivation behind the above-described gear 
pre-selection strategy, which requires a pre-selection of the target gear prior to an upshift and 
subsequent to a downshift. The following example will make this clear: If for example, on the 
torque transmitting half of the transmission, the P gear is currently engaged and on the other 
half the 2°d gear, then a clutch-to-clutch downshift from 3'a to 2°d gear can take place 
immediately. After the downshift has been completed, the initially torque-transmitting half is 
torque-free and a new target gear (1s` gear) has to be selected on this half. This requires 
disengagement of the 3'd gear and engagement and synchronisation of the I" gear in order to be 
prepared for a downshift from 2nd to 1s` gear. However, if the next shift will be an upshift from 
2nd to 3`d gear, the gear on the torque-free half of the transmission needs to be changed again 
from 1" gear to 3'd gear before commencing the clutch-to-clutch upshift. 
2) The device, or method of synchronising(pre"selecting) the target gear: The question of which 
device (or form of control strategy) is used for synchronising (pre-selecting) the target gear is 
the second important consideration with gear pre-selection. It is only this part of the gear pre- 
selection that will be discussed in this chapter. 
For automated manual transmissions, mainly the following three, synchronisation concepts 
(devices) are known: 
1) Hydraulically (or electrically) actuated conventional synchronisers ("synchromesh"): The 
synchroniser consists of a synchronisation clutch (typically one or more conical friction 
surfaces) and a dog clutch-like part, which enables a mechanical locking of the synchroniser 
once the two halves of the synchroniser run with the same speed. The synchroniser can be 
actuated manually through a gear lever and linkage (manual transmission) or it can be 
actuated automatically through use of hydraulic or electric actuators. With conventional 
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synchronisers, the friction torque developed at the synchroniser during the synchronisation 
process is transferred to or from the wheels (or transmission output). 
2) Synchronisation through control of engine torque: The engine is used for synchronisation 
while the clutch remains engaged all the time. In a first step, engine torque has to be 
reduced to zero and the currently engaged gear has to be disengaged. In a second step, 
engine torque is manipulated (and/or a brake is applied) for synchronisation (clutch remains 
engaged). After synchronous speed is reached, the synchroniser can be locked mechanically 
and full engine torque can be applied again at the end of the gearshift. This concept requires 
only the use of simple dog clutches instead of the more complicated synchronisers discussed 
under point 1. 
3) Central synchronisation: Similar to 2) only that here the energy for synchronising the target 
gear (acceleration of input shaft) is taken from an "external" source (e. g. electric motor). If 
the synchronisation involves a deceleration of the input shaft, a brake (contained in the 
transmission housing) can be applied. This concept also requires only the use of simple dog 
clutches. The clutch has to be disengaged during the gearshift. The central snychronisation 
is sketched in Figure 7.1. 
For a twin clutch transmission only concepts 1) and 3) are relevant since a decrease of engine 
torque to zero for the synchronisation would conflict with the concept of a powershift, which 
requires the maintenance of the power transfer to the wheels. 
Concept 1) seems to be the method currently employed on twin clutch transmissions [Rudolph 
et. al. 2003] with the actuation of the synchroniser being hydraulic. This certainly makes sense if 
the actuation of the twin clutch is also hydraulic. However, if dry clutches were employed, use 
of hydraulic actuation would only add complexity and would decrease fuel economy (the oil 
pump in the transmission has to be driven by the engine at all times). The response of a 
hydraulic actuation seems to be much faster than that of an electric actuation (with current 
designs). The disadvantage of Concept 1), is that the synchronisation (gear pre-selection) 
produces strong torque reactions at the transmission output if not controlled properly. 
In Concept 3) (see Figure 7.1) the energy for acceleration of gearwheels is provided by an 
electric motor (additional or modified battery required). The energy for recharging the battery 
that supplies this electric motor (denoted as "e-motor" in Figure 7.1) is taken from the engine; 
however, the recharging can be accomplished alongside normal operation of the powertrain 
without affecting the transmission output torque during the synchronisation of the target gear. 
Deceleration is achieved through an internal brake. Apart from these two elements only simple 
dog clutches are required at the gearwheels and a device that can couple either of the two input 
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shafts on each half of the transmission to the electric motor or brake. The big advantage of this 
concept is that gear synchronisations can be very fast without any major effect on the 
transmission output torque (because no energy is transferred from the output of the 
transmission). Furthermore, because of the nature of the twin clutch design the torque- 
transmitting clutch can remain engaged during the gear pre-selection, whereas on an automated 
manual transmission the clutch has to be disengaged (or engine torque has to be reduced to 
zero). The disadvantage is certainly the additional complexity and cost introduced by the central 
synchronisation. 
Central Synchronisation Engine speed 
Control Unit --- Speed of Inputshaft 1 "--- Speed of Layshaft 1 
j____ 
" gear ratios 1rt and 3b gear 
Brake Clutch to couple 
E-motor 
E-Motor Gearstage that drives 
catch 1 Inputshaft 1 
T TT Engine Differential 
. 1PP -Po 
Inputshaft 1 
UI ALayshaft 1 , UU 
1" 3rd gear 
Figure 7.1 Principle of the central synchronisation (shown for transmission half 1 and for 1s` 
and 3`' gear only) 
Since the use of conventional hydraulically actuated synchronisers (concept 1) seems to 
represent the current status of twin clutch transmission design, only this concept will be 
investigated further in this chapter. It is assumed in the following discussions that the gear pre- 
selection is carried out according to the above-described method (pre-selection of next lower 
gear). 
The next section will describe in detail the problems using conventional synchronisers. A 
remedy for these problems is proposed in the section thereafter. All simulation results presented 
in this chapter were produced using the extended transmission model (see Chapter 3), which 
enables simulation of synchroniser-to-synchroniser shifts. 
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7.2 Problems with Gear Pre-Selection utilising 
Conventional Synchronisers 
7.2.1 General Comments on the Dynamics of Synchroniser 
Engagements 
The equations modelling the dynamics of an engagement of a conventional synchroniser 
("synchromesh" type) with conical friction contact and dog clutch-like part were given in 
Chapter 3. To gain better insight into the problem of gear pre-selection the essential equations of 
Chapter 3 are repeated here in a simplified form, which is thought to be sufficient for illustrating 
the basic dynamic processes underlying the engagement of a cone-type synchroniser. 
The torque balance at the input shaft on the torque-free half of the transmission (according 
clutch is disengaged) where the gear pre-selection should take place is given (for transmission 
half 1), for a slipping synchroniser, in equation (21). Restating these equations with the 
simplification of neglecting the compliance of the input shafts and lumping the inertia of the 
output half of the clutch together with the inertia of the input shaft and the gear wheels into a 
single inertia reduced to the input of the synchroniser (Equation (70)) yields equation (69). As a 
further simplification, the drag torque (modelled in Chapter 3 as dampers "connected" to the 
"ground") and losses in mechanical efficiency are summed into a single term named torque loss 
(TL,,, S$). Equation (69), 
describes in a simple form the dynamics of the input shaft (and connected 
parts) during synchronisation. 
The speed of the input shaft is represented by coin and has to be divided by the gear ratio of the 
gear to be engaged in order to produce the speed at the synchroniser input. The variable Ty in 
equation (69) is the friction torque produced at the friction surface of the synchroniser (Equation 
(23)) and is a function of the clamp force at the friction contact and thus also of the hydraulic 
pressure at the actuator of the synchroniser. As can be seen from the equations of motion at the 
transmission output derived in Chapter 3 (Equations (22), (34) and (42)), the friction torque 
produced at the synchroniser (Tsn, ) directly (via compliance of output shaft and final drive ratio) 
influences the torque at the transmission output. 
CU' (69) TSyn = -`jS, in - 
Ttoss 
11,..., 6 
(70) 
'JS, in = 
(Jeff,,,. +'JC, 
out)11,..., 6 
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Equipped with equation (69) and equation (70) and the fact that the torque at the synchroniser 
directly influences transmission output torque one can draw the following conclusions: 
1. The sign of the rate of change of the input shaft speed depends on whether a higher or lower 
gear is pre-selected. 
0 Pre-selection of a higher gear requires a deceleration of the input shaft thus cal, <0 
" Pre-selection of a lower gear requires an acceleration of the input shaft 
thus 6In >0 
2. According to equation (70) the reduced inertia that has to be accelerated or decelerated (see 
conclusion 1 above) during the synchronisation of the target gear, depends on the gear ratio 
squared. This means that for lower gears the effective inertia as seen by the synchroniser 
becomes much larger than for higher gears. This in turn requires, for a certain specified rate 
of change of the input shaft speed (synchronisation time), an according larger friction torque 
(actuation pressure) for low gears and an according smaller friction torque for high gears. 
3. For the assumption that the torque loss is smaller than both the friction torque at the 
synchroniser and the inertial torque, analysing equation (69) yields to the following 
important conclusions about how the transmission output torque changes during the 
synchronisation process: 
0 Pre-selection of a higher gear (Co f < 0): Tsy>O, which leads to an increase in 
transmission output torque (T0t T) 
" Pre-selection of a lower gear (w,,, > 0): T,, <O, which leads to a decrease in 
transmission output torque (Tout j) 
4. According to equation (69) the torque loss has different effects on the synchronisation 
process: 
" Pre-selection of a higher gear (w!  < 
0): for a given Co,,, the torque loss decreases 
the necessary friction torque at the synchroniser Ts,,,, and thus also the necessary 
actuation pressure decreases. 
" Pre-selection of a lower gear (wln >0): for a given w1 the torque loss increases 
the necessary friction torque at the synchroniser Tsm thus also the necessary 
actuation pressure increases. 
Due to the dependency of the torque loss on the input shaft speed, the above effects become 
larger with increasing input shaft speeds (i. e. pre-selection of lower gears). 
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5. For short synchronisation times (high actuation pressures) in the range of up to around 0.3 
seconds (this limit was found for the transmission modelled here and has to be understood 
as a band of values rather than a single exact value) the necessary friction torque at the 
synchroniser becomes much larger than the torque loss (TB>>TL,, S3) thus the contribution of 
the torque loss and its dependency on the speed of the input shaft becomes less noticeable. 
By additionally assuming that the actuation pressure and the friction coefficient stay 
constant (i. e. Tsm const. ) during the synchronisation process, the rate of change of the 
input shaft speed will stay constant (6'rn = const. ) as well (see equation (69)). As a result 
the input shaft speed changes linearly with time during the synchronisation. For longer 
synchronisation times (>0.3 seconds) as for example encountered on double-downshifts in 
Chapter 6, the necessary actuation pressure and thus friction torque becomes smaller and the 
dependency of the torque loss on the input shaft speed cannot be neglected anymore. This 
leads to the consequence that the rate of change of the input shaft does not stay constant 
(th # const. ) during the synchronisation. This phenomenon could be observed in some 
simulation results for double-downshifts (see Chapter 6) where the synchronisation times 
were in the range of 0.5 seconds and where it could be observed that the trajectory of the 
input shaft speed did not follow a linear trajectory with time anymore. Of course, these 
findings are valid only when considering the same gear (e. g. naturally, lower gears require 
in general a larger actuation pressure than higher gears, because of the larger effective 
inertia). 
With these general findings, the problems of gear pre-selection can now be discussed separately 
for upshifts and downshifts based on simulation results. 
7.2.2 Gear Pre-Selection on Upshifts 
As explained in Section 7.1, the gearshift on a twin clutch transmission consists of two main 
parts, the change of a (target-) gear on the torque-free half of the transmission (gear pre- 
selection) and the actual clutch-to-clutch shift where engine torque is transferred from the 
offgoing clutch to the oncoming clutch (torque phase) and engine speed is synchronised to the 
level of the target gear (inertia phase). Whether the pre-selection of the target gear occurs before 
or after the clutch-to-clutch shift (preparing the transmission for a next gearshift) depends on the 
pre-selection strategy and whether an upshift or downshift is considered. As explained before, 
the gear pre-selection strategy adopted in this work is that of always selecting as target gear a 
gear lower than the currently engaged one. 
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Figure 7.2 Schematic of a power-on upshift on a twin clutch transmission, incorporating a 
change of gear on the torque-free half of the transmission (gear pre-selection) and a 
(conventional-) clutch-to-clutch shift. 
For an upshift this requires changing (it is assumed that on both transmission halves a gear is 
engaged at all times) from a gear lower to a gear higher than the currently engaged gear before 
commencing the clutch-to-clutch shift. A schematic of such an upshift that illustrates the whole 
shifting procedure including a clutch-to-clutch shift and change of gear is depicted in Figure 7.2. 
Figure 7.2 shows that, indeed, before commencing the clutch-to-clutch shift, the half of the 
transmission carrying the target gear (torque-free half) is prepared for the clutch-to-clutch shift 
by changing gears (i. e. the target gear) beforehand. Changing from a lower gear to a higher gear 
means that the input shaft on the torque-free half of the transmission (input shaft 2 in Figure 7.2) 
has to be decelerated to the speed level of the target gear. Such a complete upshift (clutch-to- 
clutch shift part as developed in Chapters 4 and 5) was simulated for a power-on upshift from 
2 °a to 3`d gear and is depicted in Figure 7.3. 
The timing of the application of the synchronisers involved in the gear pre-selection can be seen 
from the actuation pressure profiles at the two synchronisers, which are depicted in the fourth 
graph from top in Figure 7.3. The disengagement of 1 gear is accomplished by decreasing the 
actuation pressure to zero (dotted circle in Figure 7.3) at the according synchroniser 
(synchroniser 1 in Figure 7.3). The engagement of the 3`d gear (target gear) first involves a 
synchronisation of the according input shaft (and connected gear wheels) to the speed level of 
the target gear (upper arrow in Figure 7.3 pointing at speed of oncoming clutch). 
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Figure 7.3 Simulation result: Power-on upshift from 2d to 3`h gear with change of gear (l s` 
disengaged and P engaged) prior to the clutch-to-clutch shift. 
The synchronisation of the input shaft can be accomplished by increasing pressure at the 
synchroniser of the target gear (lower arrow in Figure 7.3 pointing at pressure of synchroniser 
2). For a given target gear the pressure level at the oncoming synchroniser determines the speed 
of the synchronisation. The time selected for synchronising the target gear in Figure 7.3 was 
0.12 seconds (fast synchronisation). After the input shaft has reached synchronous speed the 
synchroniser of the target gear can be locked mechanically by engaging the dog clutch-like part 
of the synchroniser. After the synchroniser has locked up the actuation pressure can be 
increased to the line pressure. 
The synchronisation of the target gear requires a deceleration of the input shaft. The speed 
trajectory of the input shaft has the form of a linear decrease with time during the 
synchronisation (see upper arrow in Figure 7.3), which was to be expected given the short 
synchronisation time (for an explanation see Section 7.2.1). The deceleration of the input shaft 
transfers synchronising (friction-) torque from the synchroniser to the output shaft of the 
transmission (explained in Section 7.2.1) and results to an increase ("hump") in the output 
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torque profile (dashed circle in Figure 7.3) prior to the clutch-to-clutch shift. This "hump" 
becomes more extreme as the time available for synchronisation decreases. The size of this 
torque "hump" also depends on the target gear to be synchronised and is larger for lower gears 
(larger gear ratios) because of the fact that the effective inertia at the synchroniser input 
increases with the gear ratio squared (see Equation (70). 
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Figure 7.4 Vehicle acceleration and jerk for the upshift form Figure 7.3 
The effect of the torque "hump" on the vehicle jerk is illustrated in Figure 7.4, which shows 
increased vehicle jerk (see arrows in Figure 7.4) in the phase of gear pre-selection and thus 
reveals the negative influence of the gear pre-selection (with conventional synchronisers) on the 
gearshift quality. Increasing the synchronisation time in the upshift depicted in Figure 7.3 would 
naturally lead to a decrease of the torque "hump". However, in practice, this is often not desired 
since it would lead to an increase in total shift time. This means that either a compromise must 
be made between shift comfort and fast synchronisation or an alternative synchronisation 
mechanism has to be employed (e. g. central synchronisation). A third alternative for power-on 
upshifts is proposed in Section 7.3. 
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Figure 7.5 Simulation result: Power-on upshift from 3`d to 4`h gear with change of gear (2nd 
disengaged and 4`h engaged) prior to the clutch-to-clutch shift. 
Although, as explained, the torque "hump" decreases in size for higher target gears, the problem 
does not vanish entirely. This is illustrated for a power-on upshift from 3'd to 4th gear in Figure 
7.5. The synchronisation time for this shift is around 0.13 seconds and the torque "hump" is 
marked by a dashed circle in Figure 7.5. 
Figure 7.6 shows a power-off upshift from 2°d to 3`d gear. Although, the time for synchronising 
the target gear in Figure 7.6 is in the same range (around 0.12 seconds) as that of the power-on 
upshift from Figure 7.3, the torque "hump" is less extreme compared to the power-on upshift 
(vehicle jerk reaches only 6 m/s' on the power-off upshift in Figure 7.6). The reason for this is 
that the actuation pressure at the synchroniser can be selected to be lower compared to power-on 
shifts. This is, because the speed trajectories are in general descending (vehicle slows down) 
instead of ascending (power-on shift); therefore, the effective change of the slope of the input 
shaft speed during the synchronisation (energy required for synchronisation) is smaller 
compared to the power-on shift case. Also, a power-off upshift is in most cases not critical in 
terms of total shift time, thus, the time available for synchronising the target gear can be 
increased and hence the torque "hump" decreased. For these reasons, power-off upshifts will not 
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be considered henceforth and the discussion about remedies for gear pre-selection (see Section 
7.3) focuses on power-on upshifts. 
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Figure 7.6 Simulation result: Power-off upshift from 2°d to 3`' gear with change of gear (ls` 
disengaged and 2"d engaged) prior to the clutch-to-clutch shift. 
7.2.3 Gear Pre-Selection on Downshifts 
The gear pre-selection strategy described in Section 7.1 requires, on a downshift, a change of 
the target gear on the torque-free half of the transmission subsequent to the clutch-to-clutch 
shift. The schematic of a complete (power-on) downshift on a twin clutch transmission 
incorporating a clutch-to-clutch shift and a change of target gear is depicted in Figure 7.7. 
As illustrated in Figure 7.7 the gear pre-selection (denoted as change of gear in Figure 7.7) 
requires changing the target gear from a gear higher to a gear lower (larger gear ratio) than the 
currently engaged one. This means that the input shaft (input shaft 2 in Figure 7.7) on the 
torque-free half of the transmission needs to be accelerated to the speed of the target gear. 
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Figure 7.7 Schematic of a power-on downshift on a twin clutch transmission, incorporating a 
change of gear on the torque-free half of the transmission (gear pre-selection) and a 
(conventional-) clutch-to-clutch shift. 
Figure 7.8 depicts the simulation result for a power-on downshift from P to 2nd gear, where 
subsequent to the clutch-to-clutch shift (carried out according to the downshift control strategy 
developed in Chapters 4 and 5), the target gear is changed from 3nd to 1s` gear. This requires the 
disengagement of the 3'd gear by decreasing the actuation pressure at the according synchroniser 
to zero (pressure synchroniser 2 in Figure 7.8) and can be immediately commenced after the 
torque phase of the clutch-to-clutch shift has been completed. After the disengagement of the 3`d 
gear has been accomplished, the actuation pressure at the oncoming synchroniser can be 
increased to the level necessary for synchronisation (lower arrow in Figure 7.8 pointing at 
pressure at synchroniser 1). As a consequence of this increase in actuation pressure at the 
synchroniser the input shaft on the torque free half of the transmission is accelerated to the 
speed level of the target gear (upper arrow in Figure 7.8 pointing at the speed of offgoing 
clutch). The energy (synchronising friction torque) required for the acceleration of the input 
shaft during the synchronisation process is transferred from the transmission output (and thus 
from the wheels) to the synchroniser. This causes the transmission output torque to drop during 
the gear pre-selection (dashed circle in Figure 7.8). 
Again, as with upshifts the actuation pressure at the oncoming synchroniser determines, for a 
given target gear, the time of the synchronisation process. Thus, the pressure at the synchroniser 
also determines the size of the drop in transmission output torque. The more time is available 
(lower actuation pressure) for the synchronisation of the target gear, the smaller is the drop in 
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torque during gear pre-selection. In Figure 7.8, the synchronisation was again accomplished in a 
relatively short period of time (around 0.12 seconds). 
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Figure 7.8 Simulation result: Power-on downshift from 3Td to 2°d gear with change of gear (3rd 
disengaged and 1s` engaged) subsequent to the clutch-to-clutch shift. 
Increasing this synchronisation time in the gearshift in Figure 7.8 would have naturally 
smoothed the drop in output torque, but on the other hand, would have increased the total shift 
time. Similar to upshifts, in practice it is often not desired to increase time for synchronising the 
target gear and hence also the total shift time on a downshift. Again, either a compromise 
between shift comfort and fast synchronisation must be made or alternative ways of 
synchronisation have to be used (e. g. central synchronisation). In Section 7.3 a way of 
improving shift quality on power-on downshifts by smoothing the effects of the gear pre- 
selection is proposed. 
How the drop in transmission output torque (due to gear pre-selection) in the downshift in 
Figure 7.8 (dashed circle in Figure 7.8) influences the vehicle jerk can be seen in Figure 7.9, 
which shows that the gear pre-selection leads to a negative peak in vehicle jerk of around -20 
m/s' (see arrows in Figure 7.9). 
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Figure 7.9 Vehicle acceleration and jerk for the downshift from Figure 7.8 
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Although, as explained, the drop in transmission output torque during gear pre-selection on 
downshifts decreases in size for the synchronisation of higher target gears, a drop in 
transmission output torque can still be distinguished clearly for downshifts between higher 
gears. This situation is illustrated for a power-on downshift from 4`h to 3`d gear in Figure 7.10. 
The dashed circle in the transmission output torque profile Figure 7.10 marks the torque drop 
due to the gear pre-selection. The torque drop (change relative to the level of output torque right 
before gear pre-selection takes place) is smaller as compared to the one of the downshift from 
3'd to 2°d gear depicted in Figure 7.8. Also the vehicle jerk is smaller: -12 m/s3, for the 4-3 
downshift from Figure 7.10 (vehicle jerk profile not shown) and -20 m/s3, for the 3-2 downshift 
from Figure 7.8. 
Figure 7.11 shows a power-off downshift from 3`1 to 2nd gear. Although, the time for 
synchronising the target gear is in the same range (also 0.12 seconds) as that of the power-on 
downshift from Figure 7.8, the drop in torque is less extreme compared to the power-on 
downshift (vehicle jerk reaches only -14 m/s3 on power-off downshift). The reason for this is 
that, despite the power-off shift having the same synchronisation time as the power-on shift, the 
actuation pressure at the synchroniser was smaller in the power-off shift (Figure 7.11) compared 
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to the power-on shift (Figure 7.8). The lower actuation pressure was possible, because the level 
of the input shaft speed prior to the gear pre-selection and hence also the total change in speed 
during the gear-pre-selection was smaller in the power-off shift. 
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Figure 7.10 Simulation result: Power-on downshift from 4`h to 3`d gear with change of gear (4th 
disengaged and 2nd engaged) subsequent to the clutch-to-clutch shift. 
Also, power-off downshifts are usually not time critical, thus longer synchronisation times 
could be selected, which would decrease the size of the torque drop. The only case where 
power-off downshifts are critical concerning shift time is when shifting down through several 
gears under heavy braking. However, braking of the vehicle anyway leads to increased negative 
wheel torque (transmission output torque) and the effect of gear pre-selection is thus believed to 
be less noticeable when shifting down under heavy braking. Alternatively, if the influences of 
gear pre-selection are not acceptable for cases where consecutive power-off downshifts have to 
take place within a short period of time, the power-off downshift can be accomplished as an 
integrated double-downshift or the downshift is not executed at all until the vehicle is 
accelerated again. However, the second strategy means that still the appropriate target gear 
needs to be pre-selected based on the vehicle speed; only the actual clutch-to-clutch shift can be 
postponed until when the vehicle is accelerated again. 
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Figure 7.11 Simulation result: Power-off downshift from 3`d to 2a gear with a change of gear 
(3'd disengaged and 1s` engaged) subsequent to the clutch-to-clutch shift. 
The discussion has shown that the only time-critical case of a power-off downshift is when the 
vehicle is braking heavily, which can be solved by one of the above-described approaches. All 
other cases of power-off downshifts are not time-critical hence time for gear pre-selection can 
be increased. For these reasons it is less important to improve the gear pre-selection on power- 
off downshifts, hence the following discussion (see Section 7.3) concentrates on finding a way 
of improving the gear pre-selection on power-on downshifts. 
7.3 Ways of Improving the Gear Pre-Selection 
7.3.1 Compensating Control strategy for the Gear Pre- 
Selection on Power-On Upshifts 
In Section 7.2.2 it was found, that the pre-selection of a higher gear on power-on upshifts leads 
to a torque "hump" prior to the actual clutch-to-clutch shift. It was furthermore found, that this 
is due to friction torque produced at the synchroniser, which is used to decelerate the input shaft 
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and which is transferred to the transmission output where it leads to an increase in transmission 
output torque. 
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Figure 7.12 Schematic of compensating the torque "hump" resulting from the gear pre-selection 
on upshifts by engine torque reduction 
Now, if it would be possible to decrease engine torque for the time of the gear pre-selection by 
exactly the same amount as is produced at the synchroniser (considering the multiplications by 
the gear ratios in between), it should be possible to compensate for the torque "hump" produced 
by the gear pre-selection. This simple form of control strategy with the aim of compensating 
the effect of the gear pre-selection is illustrated in Figure 7.12. 
For the aim of compensating the effects of the gear pre-selection, a simple open-loop control 
strategy will be developed here that accomplishes exactly the compensation sketched in Figure 
7.12. This open-loop control strategy works with a manipulation of engine torque (modulation 
of spark advance) and is thus simple, relatively robust and is well suited as add-on solution for 
production twin clutch designs, which feature conventional synchronisers. The open-loop 
control algorithm can be simply implemented by any engine controller, which accepts a torque 
reduction request from the transmission controller. In this work, since utilising a SI-engine, also 
the translation of a request for engine torque reduction (torque signal) to that of a request for a 
change in spark advance is developed in detail. 
To derive the amount of reduction in engine torque required for the gear pre-selection, 
information about two variables could be used: 
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1. The necessary synchronising torque, which depends on the inertial torque and the torque 
loss (Equation (69)) 
2. The (actual-) friction torque at the synchroniser as a function of friction coefficient, 
actuation pressure and dimensions of the friction contact at the synchroniser according to 
equation (71). 
The first variable, the necessary synchronising torque, could be inferred from the knowledge of 
the effective inertia of the parts to be synchronised, together with the rate of change of the input 
shaft speed (linear trajectory assumed for short synchronisation). The difficulties arise with the 
torque loss, which is not exactly known and depends on the input shaft speed. Although, it was 
found that the torque loss can be small in comparison to the inertial torque, the lack of 
knowledge about this contribution has lead to inaccurate values for engine torque reduction and 
the control strategy did not compensate the effects of the gear pre-selection satisfactorily. 
Hence, the second variable the (actual-) friction torque at the synchroniser was used to 
determine the necessary reduction in engine torque. This variable provided a much more 
accurate information about the increase in transmission output torque during the gear pre- 
selection. The friction torque produced at the synchroniser when slipping is given in a 
simplified form by the following relationship (one friction contact (cone) assumed): 
Rm 
Ts,, 
n = sgn(co1n - Gout) sin a 
µk (Ps Ap - F'pring) (71) 
With: Fspring kR Xpstroke 
Equation (71) is simply a generalisation of equation (23) (half 1 of the transmission) with the 
relationship between the clamp force (FN) and the actuation pressure (ps) simplified to the static 
equilibrium at the piston at the end of its idle stroke (friction surfaces are in contact) and 
neglecting the effects of piston damping and the mass of the piston. This is justified because, for 
the development of the algorithm of the compensating control strategy, the only state of the 
synchroniser that is relevant is where the synchroniser is slipping and the actuator piston motion 
is negligible. 
With the following assumptions: 
" The dimensions of the synchroniser (R,,,, a) and actuator (Ap)are known 
" The force of the piston return spring (when actuator piston is in equilibrium at the end 
of its stroke) is known and constant (Fspring const. ) 
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" The friction coefficient is known and stays constant during the synchronisation 
(µk=const. ) 
the friction torque at the synchroniser can be written in the form given by equation (72). The 
"sign" function in equation (71) produces a positive sign for synchronisations to higher gears 
(upshifts) since the speed at the input stays above that at the output during synchronisation. 
Tsyn = (CIPs - C2) (72) 
with constants Cl and C2: 
Cl 
Rm 
µ (73) kAp sin cc 
Rm 
CZ 
sinaµkFpring 
(74) 
The actual actuation pressure at the synchroniser (ps) can be easily inferred from the voltage 
signal produced by the transmission controller, if the relationship between voltage signal and 
actual pressure at the synchroniser is known. In practice, the actuation pressure stays constant 
during the synchronisation and the actuation pressure is only varied in crude steps for which the 
relationship between input voltage and actual actuation pressure could be easily established. 
Alternatively, if the synchroniser actuators are fitted with pressure sensors the information can 
be obtained directly. 
Once the value of the friction torque at the synchroniser is calculated according equation (72), 
the necessary change (reduction) in engine torque can be simply calculated according to 
equation (76). In equation (76) it is assumed that the synchronisers are located at the output 
shafts (transmission design according to Figure 3.7) and that the change in the transmission 
output torque due to the gear pre-selection (AT,,,, ) can be thus calculated by multiplying the 
synchronising torque by the final drive ratio according to equation (75). Working back from the 
transmission output to the engine along the torque-transmitting path, the gear ratio of the final 
drive cancels out and only the gear ratio of the currently engaged gear needs to be considered 
(Equation (76): 
LTout TSyntj (75) 
AT, _ 
ATe-' 
=1 Tý. =1 (C1 Ps - C2) (76) iglf 1g 1g 
The block diagram of the control strategy that compensates the effects of the gear pre-selection 
on power-on upshifts is illustrated in Figure 7.13. Input to the block, where the necessary 
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amount of reduction in engine torque is calculated, is the actuation pressure at the synchroniser. 
Figure 7.13 indicates the above-discussed choice of deriving the actuator pressure from the 
input voltage signal or by sensor measurement. 
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Figure 7.13 Scheme of control strategy compensating the torque "hump" of the gear pre- 
section, applied to a SI-engine. 
The engine torque reduction is calculated according to equation (76) depending on the actuation 
pressure and the current gear. The value calculated for the engine torque reduction is inputted to 
an engine map (Engine map 2 in Figure 7.13, is the same engine map as depicted in Figure. 3.6) 
together with the value of the current engine torque, to derive the change in spark advance 
necessary for compensating the torque "hump". This three-dimensional engine map was 
necessary because a change in spark advance usually has different consequences on the change 
in engine torque at different operating points (values of engine torque). The value of the current 
engine torque can be obtained from the engine map depicted in Figure 3.5 (Engine map 1 in 
Figure 7.13) as a function of engine speed and throttle angle. 
The "torque hump compensating control strategy" sketched in Figure 7.13 can be naturally also 
applied to diesel engines, with the only difference that the value calculated for engine torque 
reduction (AT, ) is inputted to engine maps, which produce at their outputs a necessary change in 
fuel amount (or timing of fuel injection) instead of a value for spark advance. 
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed compensating control strategy the simulation 
results presented in Section 7.2.2 (power-on upshifts with gear pre-selection) are repeated here 
with the compensating control strategy active. Starting with Figure 7.14, which shows the same 
power-on upshift from 2nd to 3rd gear as depicted in Figure 7.3 (pre-selection in Figure 7.14 
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starts 0.1 seconds earlier), only in Figure 7.14 the control strategy compensating the torque 
"hump" is active. As can be clearly seen in Figure 7.14 the control strategy compensates 
successfully for the torque "hump" coming from the synchronisation of the target gear by 
decreasing the spark advance accordingly (dash-dotted circles in Figure 7.14). The control 
strategy produces a very smooth transmission output torque trajectory showing no traces of the 
gear pre-selection. 
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Figure 7.14 Simulation result: Power-on upshift from 2°d to 3`d gear similar to Figure 7.3, with 
compensating control strategy active during gear pre-selection. 
This is also revealed when looking at the vehicle jerk of the gearshift of Figure 7.14, which is 
depicted in Figure 7.15. Contrary to the same gear shift without compensating control strategy, 
which showed jerk levels of above 10 m/s3 (Figure 7.4), the vehicle jerk profile of the gearshift 
with compensating control strategy (Figure 7.15) shows no sign of increased vehicle jerk during 
the gear pre-selection (dash-dotted circles in Figure 7.15). 
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Figure 7.15 Vehicle acceleration and jerk for the upshift form Figure 7.14 
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Figure 7.16 Simulation result: Power-on upshift from 2°d to 3'd gear similar to Figure 7.14, 
with even shorter synchronisation time (0.09 seconds) 
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The fact that the proposed compensating control strategy for gear pre-selections on power-on 
upshifts works successfully for even shorter synchronisations times, where the torque "hump" 
naturally has to become larger is demonstrated in Figure 7.16, which shows a similar shift to 
Figure 7.14, only that the synchronisation time is reduced to 0.09 seconds. Again, the 
transmission output torque trajectory looks smooth during the period of time of the gear pre- 
selection. 
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Figure 7.17 Simulation result: Power-on upshift from P to 4t' gear from Figure 7.5, 
with compensating control strategy active during gear pre-selection. 
In Figure 7.17 the upshift from 3"' to 4'ý gear from Figure 7.5 is depicted with activated 
compensating control strategy. Again, the torque "hump" from the gear pre-selection is 
compensated effectively. Only shortly after the gear pre-selection is completed, at the beginning 
of the torque phase (dashed circle in Figure 7.17), the transmission output torque profile shows 
a small torque "hump". This small increase in transmission torque is probably due to the abrupt 
increase in spark advance to the original level at the end of the control phase. A dynamic 
loading of the drivetrain when the spark advance is abruptly raised could be responsible for the 
small torque increase observed in Figure 7.17. However, also the torque "hump" due to gear 
pre-selection becomes smaller the higher the pre-selected gear is due to the smaller effective 
inertia, so that this effect might not be a problem in practice. Alternatively, the reapplication of 
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the spark advance could be accomplished in the form of a ramp and thus the increase in engine 
torque would be less abrupt. 
7.3.2 Compensating Control strategy for the Gear Pre- 
Selection on Power-On Downshifts 
As explained, the gear pre-selection on a downshift requires the synchronisation of a lower gear 
as target gear and thus involves an acceleration of the according input shaft subsequent to the 
clutch-to-clutch shift. As discussed in Section 7.2.3, with conventional hydraulically actuated 
synchronisers, this input shaft acceleration necessitates that energy (torque) is transferred from 
the transmission output (i. e. driven wheels) to the synchroniser. The result of this transfer of 
synchronising torque is that the transmission output torque drops during gear pre-selection. 
To compensate for this drop in transmission output torque, the engine torque would have to be 
increased during synchronisation (pre-selection) of the target gear. The only possible way of 
doing this is by increasing the throttle angle (or fuel amount on a diesel engine). However, such 
an increase in throttle angle provides only a very slow way of increasing engine torque and is 
thus not well suited to the short synchronisation times involved in a gear pre-selection. This 
means that (at least on a SI-engine) there is no direct way of compensating for the drop in 
transmission output torque due to gear pre-selection comparable to the concept developed in 
Section 7.3.1 for upshifts. 
However, results from several simulations of downshifts with gear pre-selection have shown, 
that a dynamic loading of the drivetrain through a sudden increase in spark advance could be 
used to provide a small amount of fill-in torque. In order to use the dynamic effect of abruptly 
increasing the spark advance, the spark advance, naturally, has to be decreased beforehand. This 
decrease in spark advance, if applied early in the torque phase of the downshift, can be also used 
to reduce the increase in transmission output torque at the end of the clutch-to-clutch shift. An 
optimised profile for the reduction in spark advance can thus be used to smooth the transmission 
output torque profile, in both the torque phase and the phase where the gear pre-selection takes 
place. The principle of this "smoothing control strategy" is sketched in Figure 7.18 and relies 
solely on modulation of the spark advance. 
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Figure 7.18 Schematic of "smoothing control strategy" by engine torque modulation and 
dynamic loading of the drivetrain to reduce the torque drop coming from the gear pre-selection 
The "smoothing control strategy" depicted in Figure 7.18 has more the character of a qualitative 
solution rather than the more exact solution of the compensating control strategy introduced for 
power-on upshifts. Still, the proposed "smoothing control strategy", is able to improve shift 
quality on downshifts with gear pre-selection considerably. The concept sketched in Figure 7.18 
is furthermore easy to implement since it only involves a simple request for reduction in spark 
advance from the transmission control unit. It is thus also well suited as an add-on solution for 
existing production engine/transmission control units. 
The "smoothing control strategy" was applied here only to power-on downshifts, which do not 
make use of control of torque in the torque phase. However, it is in principle also applicable to 
downshifts employing a torque controller as described in Chapter 5. 
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the above described solution, the proposed "smoothing 
control strategy" was applied first to the downshift from 3'a to 2°d gear with gear pre-selection 
depicted in Figure 7.8. The simulation result of the downshift with "smoothing control strategy" 
is depicted in Figure 7.19. The phase where the "smoothing control strategy" is applied is 
indicated in Figure 7.19, together with the amount of reduction in spark advance (dashed circle). 
The profile of the transmission output torque has become smoother during gear pre-selection 
when applying the "smoothing control strategy" and the drop in torque has become less severe 
as compared to the original downshift (Figure 7.8). 
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Figure 7.19 Simulation result: Power-on downshift from 3'd to 2 °d from Figure 7.8, with 
"smoothing control strategy" applied. 
5.5 
The thus improved shift quality is also manifested in a much reduced vehicle jerk during the 
gear pre-selection. The vehicle jerk for the downshift of Figure 7.19 is depicted in Figure 7.20 
and reveals that the maximum vehicle jerk in the phase of gear pre-selection is reduced from 
around -20 m/s3 (Figure 7.9) to around -10 m/s3 (see arrow in Figure 7.20) if the "smoothing 
control strategy" was applied. The vehicle jerk remains still quite high during the gear pre- 
selection having two other peaks (with positive values) in the area of 1Om/s3. These values 
decrease for downshifts (and gear pre-selections) between higher gears. The peak in vehicle jerk 
at the end of the gear pre-selection (dashed circle in Figure 7.20) could be, in principle, also 
decreased by reducing spark advance for a short moment. However, this has not been 
investigated further here for reasons of time. 
A further point that can be observed in Figure 7.19 is that the profile of the reduction in spark 
advance (dashed circle in Figure 7.19) looks different from the one sketched in Figure 7.18 
(principle of the "smoothing control strategy"). In particular, the re-application of the spark 
advance is accomplished by using a ramp profile in Figure 7.19 as opposed to the abrupt 
increase sketched in Figure 7.18. It was observed that for the downshift in Figure 7.19 an abrupt 
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increase of the spark advance has lead to overshoot in the torque profile and thus slightly 
inferior shift quality. The amount of reduction of spark advance was also optimised to a value of 
around -30 deg BTDC. 
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Figure 7.20 Vehicle acceleration and jerk for the downshift form Figure 7.19 
That the smoothing control strategy also works for downshifts in the higher gear range, is 
demonstrated in Figure 7.21, which shows the downshift from 4th to 3`" gear from Figure 7.10 
with activated "smoothing control strategy". Comparing the torque profiles of the 4-3 downshift 
with (Figure 7.21) and without (Figure 7.10) "smoothing control strategy", clearly shows that 
activating the proposed control strategy produces a much smoother transmission output torque 
profile and hence also better shift quality. The shape of the spark advance modulation in the 4-3 
downshift of Figure 7.21 (dashed circle in Figure 7.21) looks like the one sketched in Figure 
7.18 (principle of smoothing control strategy) and shows an abrupt increase (re-application) in 
spark advance at the end of the control phase. However, the amount of spark reduction was, at a 
value of around -30 deg BTDC, the same as in the 3-2 downshift from Figure 7.19. 
The. jerk levels for the downshift from 4`h to 3rd gear could be reduced to a value of around 5 
m/s3 by applying the "smoothing control strategy" during gear pre-selection. However, as 
observed in the jerk profile of the downshift from 3`C1 to 2d gear in Figure 7.19, the jerk at the 
end of the gear pre-selection (see dashed circle in Figure 7.20) also had a value of around 10 
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m/s3 for the downshift from 4"' to 3rd gear. Applying a reduction in spark advance for a second 
time could, as already hinted, help to decrease vehicle jerk in that area. 
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Figure 7.21 Simulation result: Power-on downshift from 4t' to 3`d from Figure 7.10, 
with "smoothing control strategy" applied. 
It was demonstrated that the effect of a dynamic loading of the drivetrain by a sudden increase 
in spark advance could, indeed, be used to help smoothing the transmission output torque profile 
during gear pre-selection. However, as could be observed in the presented simulation results of 
the two different downshifts, the profile of the reduction in spark advance differed for the two 
shifts. This indicates that it is necessary to optimise and calibrate the spark advance reduction 
profile for different shifts, which is a small disadvantage. However, the easy implementation of 
the proposed "smoothing control strategy" is definitely an advantage. 
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7.4 Robustness of the Control Strategies Compensating 
for the Gear Pre-Selection 
Similar to the investigation into the robustness of the clutch-to-clutch shift control strategy 
developed in Chapters 4 and 5, the robustness of the two compensating control strategies 
proposed, in the last section (Section 7.3), for gear pre-selections on upshifts and downshifts, 
shall be investigated here. The stability of these control strategies with varying parameters or 
sensor noise is not an issue, since they are of open-loop type. Only a change in performance 
(shift quality) with variations in powertrain parameters due to modelling errors or variation in 
the engine/transmission characteristics shall be investigated here. Therefore, the robustness 
investigation for the compensating control strategies for gear pre-selection will only deal with a 
variation in the powertrain (model-) parameters and, specifically, a variation in the friction 
coefficient at the synchroniser. An investigation into the robustness against senor noise is of 
minor importance to an open-loop control strategy concept and will be therefore omitted here. 
7.4.1 Robustness to Parameter Variations 
The investigation into robustness of the compensating control strategies developed in Section 
7.3 to parameter variations is carried out in much the same way as in Chapters 4 and 5. Also, the 
range of variation used for the robustness analysis here is the same as in Chapters 4 and 5 (see 
Table 4.2). A variation of the following parameters was assumed to be of relevance to an 
investigation into the robustness of the compensating control strategies: 
" Engine inertia 
" Reduced inertia of transmission half 1(2) 
" Damping in the transmission, driveshafts and tyres 
" Stiffness of driveshafts 
The effects of these parameter variations on the performance of the compensating control 
strategies will be discussed separately for upshifts and downshifts. 
Upshift: 
The compensating control strategy was not affected by a change in the engine inertia to either 
the lower or the upper limit given in Table 4.2. Also, a change in the effective inertia in each 
half of the transmission to either the lower or the upper value (Table 4.2) did not seem to 
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deteriorate the performance of the control strategy. Furthermore, changes in drivetrain damping 
and driveshaft stiffness did not influence the performance of the compensating control strategy 
either. 
These observations show that the proposed compensating control strategy can be considered as 
robust to changes, within reasonable limits, in the above listed parameters. The reason for this 
robustness, is that a change in these parameters does not directly affect the calculation of the 
amount of engine torque reduction as carried out by the compensating control strategy, only the 
synchronisation time (i. e. slope of input shaft speed trajectory) and the dynamics of the 
powertrain changes. 
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Figure 7.22 Simulation result: Power-on upshift from 2°d to 3`' gear with compensating control 
strategy from Figure 7.14, with engine inertia increased to 0.25 kgm2. 
An example of the results of the parameter variation is given in Figure 7.22, which shows the 
upshift from Figure 7.14 with activated compensating control strategy for increased engine 
inertia of 0.25 kgm2 (normal value is 0.15 kgm2). As can be observed the torque "hump" of the 
gear pre-selection is effectively compensated despite the larger engine inertia and thus slowed 
response of the engine to changes in the spark advance. 
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Downshift: 
252 
Since the "smoothing control strategy" developed for gear pre-selections on downshifts relies to 
a great extent on highly dynamic effects such as the loading and unloading of the drivetrain with 
engine torque, it is to be expected that changes in inertia, stiffness and damping parameters of 
the drivetrain ought to have a strong influence on the performance of the "smoothing control 
strategy". Again the above listed parameters were varied within the parameter ranges given in 
Table 4.2. 
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Figure 7.23 Simulation result: Power-on downshift from Yd to 2nd gear with smoothing control 
strategy from Figure 7.19, with engine inertia increased to 0.25 kgm2 
A change in the stiffness of the driveshaft has lead to an even smoother transmission output 
torque profile in case of a decrease in stiffness. However, a change in driveshaft stiffness 
resulted to a slightly harsher profile in case of an increase in stiffness, as would have been 
expected. Still, the basic operation of the "smoothing control strategy", in reducing the torque 
drop (caused by the gear pre-selection) and in decreasing vehicle jerk, was still maintained, 
despite the variation in driveshaft stiffness. A similar behaviour was observed when changing 
the damping in the drivetrain. A variation in the effective inertia in the transmission halves (to 
the limits given in Table 4.2) did also not have any significant effect on the functioning of the 
"smoothing control strategy". These observations lead to the important conclusion that the 
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"smoothing control strategy" remains operational, although with slightly inferior performance, 
under a wide range of parameter variations. 
Only when changing the engine inertia the performance of the "smoothing control strategy" was 
influenced. In particular, an increase in engine inertia resulted to a large drop (dashed circle in 
Figure 7.23) in transmission output torque as if the "smoothing control strategy" did not operate 
at all. This case is depicted in Figure 7.23, which shows the same downshift as in Figure 7.19, 
but with the inertia of the engine increased from 0.15 kgm2 to 0.25 kgm2. 
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Figure 7.24 Simulation result: Power-on downshift from Figure 7.23 with engine inertia 
increased to 0.25 kgm2, different profile for re-application of spark advance. 
5 
This lack of robustness of the "smoothing control strategy", with increased engine inertia, is 
fortunately resolved easily by altering the profile of the modulation (reduction) of spark 
advance. This is demonstrated in Figure 7.24, which shows the same downshift as in Figure 
7.23, but with a slightly modified profile of the spark advance modulation during gear pre- 
selection. In particular, the drop in spark advance during gear pre-selection is larger as 
compared to Figure 7.23 and, very importantly, the re-application of the spark advance is abrupt 
(see dotted circle in Figure 7.24). This shows that by experimenting with different spark 
5 
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advance modulation profiles the drop in transmission output torque due to gear pre-selection can 
still be effectively reduced, regardless of the choice of parameters in the powertrain. 
7.4.2 Robustness to Changes in the Friction Coefficient at the 
Synchroniser 
The robustness of the compensating control strategies developed in Section 7.3 to changes in the 
friction coefficient at the synchroniser shall be investigated in this subsection. In particular, a 
variation around the nominal value of the friction coefficient at the synchroniser (µs=0.12 and 
µk=0.1) as used in the powertrain model developed in Chapter 3 will be investigated. 
Upshift: 
An increase in the friction coefficient at the synchroniser above the nominal value (µ8=0.12 and 
µk=0.1) results to increased synchronising torque (if actuation pressure remains unaltered). 
Since the control algorithm still uses the nominal value internally, the calculated value of the 
reduction in engine torque is too low to compensate for the increased synchronising torque as a 
result of the increased actual friction coefficient. Similar is true for a decrease in the friction 
coefficient at the synchroniser, which, because undetected by the compensating control strategy, 
leads to a calculated value of the reduction in engine torque that is too large. 
To compensate for the error made in calculating the necessary engine torque reduction due to a 
change in the actual friction coefficient, a variation in the friction coefficient at the synchroniser 
could be detected by monitoring the slope of the input shaft speed. To implement such a speed 
monitoring in practice, it can be assumed that the input shaft speed changes linearly with time 
during a short synchronisation process (see discussion in Section 7.2.1). Thus, only a rough 
sampling of the rate of change of the input shaft speed at some point in time during the 
synchronisation process would be necessary. 
Entering equation (69) in (71) and writing the resulting equation for two different friction 
coefficients and two different rates of change of input shaft speeds and assuming that all other 
variables and parameters remain unchanged, shows that when subtracting the resulting two 
equations the torque loss cancels out. This leads to the following simple relationship given in 
equation (77): 
0µk = C3Et, n 
(77) 
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with: 
C 
Js, in sin a 78 3 1,,..., 6R. GPs Ap -1 spring) 
) 
Since the actuation pressure at the synchroniser (ps) is varied in practice only in crude steps, it 
should be possible to establish a look up table where the constants C3 are stored as a function of 
the gear ratio of the selected target gear and the actuation pressure. If a change in the rate of 
change of the input shaft speed is detected for a given pair of target gear and actuation pressure 
the change in friction coefficient could be calculated according to equation (77) with the 
appropriate C3. Of course, to detect a change in the rate of change of the input shaft speed, the 
value under normal operation needs to be established first. This can be done by an initial 
calibration of the compensating control strategy. 
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Figure 7.25 Simulation result: Power-on upshift from 2"d to 3`d gear with compensating control 
strategy from Figure 7.14; the actual kinetic friction coefficient at the synchroniser is changed 
from 0.1 to a) 0.15, b) 0.05, c) 0.05 + compensation by increased actuation pressure 
Figure 7.25 shows transmission output trajectories of gearshifts from 2"d to 3" gear with 
compensating control strategy active (similar to Figure 7.14); however, in Figure 7.25a) the 
friction coefficient at the synchroniser was increased from 0.1 (nominal value) to 0.15, in Figure 
7.25b) the friction coefficient was decreased to 0.05 and in Figure 7.25c) the friction coefficient 
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was decreased to 0.05 plus the decrease in friction coefficient was compensate by an increase in 
actuation pressure to achieve the same synchronisation time as in Figure 7.14. The 
compensating control strategy applied in Figure 7.25 still uses the nominal friction coefficient 
(µk=0.1) internally; only the actual friction coefficient at the synchroniser was varied in Figure 
7.25. 
In the first two cases (Figure 7.25 a) and b)) the change in the friction coefficient at the 
synchroniser leads to a different synchronising torque hence also synchronising time (the 
actuation pressure remains unchanged). This means that, because the control strategy still uses 
the nominal value for the friction coefficient (µk= 0.1) internally, the calculation of the value for 
engine torque reduction and hence spark advance produces either a value that is too large or too 
small. Interestingly, the effect of the error in the calculated value for engine torque reduction on 
the transmission output torque profile seems to be quite small. The transmission output torque 
rises a bit in Figure 7.25a) (reduction in spark advance too small) and drops a bit in Figure 
7.25b) (reduction in spark advance too large). 
However, in Figure 7.25c) the additional increase in actuation pressure (to compensate for the 
lower friction coefficient) seems to amplify the consequence of the discrepancy between the 
actual friction coefficient and the one used by the control algorithm. The large drop in 
transmission output torque that can be observed in Figure 7.25c) (see arrow in Figure 7.25c)) 
can be attributed to the high actuation pressure in combination with the change in friction 
coefficient at the synchroniser. 
These findings show that it is desirable to have some form of adaptability for the friction 
coefficient used by the compensating control strategy. Such an adaptive algorithm was sketched 
in equation (77). For the case depicted in Figure 7.25c), this means as a first step the change in 
the rate of change of the input shaft speed from Figure 7.13 (nominal friction coefficient) needs 
to be detected (around Adcoi,, /dt =710). For the current values of actuation pressure at the 
synchroniser (also used internally by the compensating control strategy) and gear ratio the 
constant C3 can be calculated according equation (78). The two thus derived values (Odco;,, /dt 
and CO can then be entered in equation (77) to yield the change in the friction coefficient (in 
case of Figure 7.25c): 0µk=-0.061). The friction coefficient used by the control algorithm has to 
be modified accordingly. In case of Figure 7.25c) to µk=0.039, which is slightly lower than 
actual the actual µk=0.05 at the synchroniser. As this example has shown the corrected value of 
the friction coefficient might deviate from the actual value at the synchroniser (due to errors in 
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the values of Odco. /dt and C3), still the corrected value provides a better match as compared to 
the original value used by the control algorithm. 
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Figure 7.26 Simulation result: Power-on upshift from Figure 7.25 c) with monitoring of rate of 
change of input shaft speed and adaptation of friction coefficient. 
Figure 7.26 shows the gearshift from Figure 7.25c), now with the control algorithm using the 
corrected value for the friction coefficient in (µk=0.039). It can be seen that although the 
corrected value deviates slightly from the actual value at the synchroniser, it still leads to a 
much better value for the reduction in spark advance thus avoiding the large drop in 
transmission output torque that was observed in Figure 7.25c). 
Downshift: 
Since the "smoothing control strategy" does not rely on an information about the friction 
coefficient, it itself is unaffected by a change in the friction coefficient at the synchroniser. 
However, an increase in the friction coefficient at the synchroniser above the nominal value has 
the consequence that the synchronising torque increases (if actuation pressure remains constant 
at the same time), the synchronisation time becomes shorter and the drop in transmission output 
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torque, that has to be compensated by the "smoothing control strategy", increases. For the 
downshift case studied in Figure 7.19, this means that the "smoothing control strategy" cannot 
fully compensate for effects of this thus increased synchronising torque. 
A decrease in the friction coefficient below the nominal value leads to a smaller synchronising 
torque (if actuation pressure remains constant) and thus a longer gear pre-selection process. The 
drop in transmission output torque becomes smaller and the smoothing control strategy can 
achieve even better results. 
This brief consideration shows that the smoothing control strategy works fine up to a certain 
synchronising torque (independent of the friction coefficient) and is not able to compensate for 
larger synchronising torques. For a variation in the friction coefficient at the synchroniser this 
means that large friction coefficients might need to be compensated by smaller actuation 
pressures if the synchronising torques become very large. Otherwise, the proposed smoothing 
control strategy becomes ineffective and a deterioration of shift quality has to be accepted. 
7.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter the problems of pre-selecting a gear on a twin clutch transmission with 
conventional synchronisers have been treated in much detail. Following from the problems 
identified for these gear pre-selections, novel "compensating control strategies" were developed 
in this chapter, to compensate for the problematic torque reactions at the transmission output 
that are associated with fast engagements of synchronisers. 
The compensating control strategy proposed for gear pre-selections on power-on upshifts, was 
able to exactly compensate the torque reactions at the transmission output coming from the 
engagement (pre-selection) of the target gear. In the case of the power-on downshift the 
transmission output torque profile could be smoothed effectively to reduce vehicle jerk and thus 
increase shift quality. Both control strategies made use of a modulation of the engine spark 
advance. It was demonstrated that both compensating control strategies were sufficiently robust 
to variations in powertrain parameters (including friction coefficient). 
The aim of this chapter and the suggested control strategies was to improve shift quality for a 
gear selection with conventional synchronisers. However, it was clearly pointed out that the 
fundamental disadvantage of using conventional synchronisers, namely the transfer of 
synchronising torque to the transmission output, could not be removed. To remove the 
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problematic transfer of synchronising torque to the transmission output entirely, either 
alternative synchronisation devices have to be found, or alternative gearshift strategies that 
synchronise the target gear during the gearshift and make use of the main clutches for this 
synchronisation have to be developed. 
Chapter 8 
Chapter 8 
Conclusions 
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This chapter discusses the contributions of this work to the control of gearshifts on twin clutch 
transmissions and examines at the end of this chapter scope for future research activities. 
Conclusions of the thesis: 
A mathematical model of a powertrain with a twin clutch transmission was developed in, what 
is believed, unprecedented detail. As an extension to existing transmission models for controller 
development, the dynamic model of the twin clutch transmission developed in this thesis 
allowed modelling of different friction characteristics by including a friction coefficient as a 
function of the differential speed across the clutch. This provided an important result so far not 
discussed in the literature in that consequence, namely, that only the dependency ("gradient") of 
the friction coefficient on slip speed is of relevance to the development of a gearshift controller 
and not the absolute value of the friction coefficient [Goetz, M. Levesley, M. C. Crolla, D. A. 
2003 (Proc. Intern. Conf, on Modem Practice in Stress and Vibrations Analysis)]. 
Also, the internals of the twin clutch transmission were modelled in more detail (e. g. 
synchronisers, stiffness of shafts inside the transmission) as compared to existing transmission 
models used for controller development. In particular, the development and use of 
comprehensive models of the synchronisers (dynamics of the friction contact and the actuation) 
has introduced an unprecedented level of detail to the analysis of gearshifts that incorporate 
synchroniser-to-synchroniser shifts. Thus, gear pre-selections in gearshifts on twin clutch 
transmissions could be simulated and investigated in detail for the first time, which provided a 
solid basis for the development of an improved and realistic control strategy for the gear pre- 
selection. 
In order to have a sufficiently accurate but simple model of the hydraulic actuation of 
synchronisers and clutches that can also be easily integrated in the powertrain model, a new 
phenomenological model of the hydraulic actuation was developed. By including this simplistic 
hydraulic actuation model in the transmission model and adding a comprehensive model of the 
engine, the dynamics (especially delays) of all actuators in the powertrain that are of importance 
to the development of a gearshift controller could be thus captured. 
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Based on this detailed powertrain model, the problems of gearshifts on twin clutch 
transmissions could be identified and a comprehensive and pragmatic gearshift controller could 
be developed that overcomes the shortcomings of existing clutch-to-clutch controllers. 
It was, for the first time, clearly demonstrated (based on simulation results) that a clutch slip 
controller effectively mimics the operation of a one-way (i. e. freewheeler- or overrunning-) 
clutch [Goetz, M. Levesley, M. C. Crolla, D. A. 2003 (VDI-paper) and 2004] and is thus 
indispensable for clutch-to-clutch shifts on a twin clutch transmission, if the creation of a 
negative torque at the offgoing clutch and thus a harsh change in transmission output torque is 
to be avoided. A new finding was also, that the creation of a negative torque at the offgoing 
clutch on a power-on upshift, if not suppressed properly, can negate the improvements that an 
engine assisted engine speed synchronisation brings in terms of shift quality at the point of 
transition from torque to inertia phase. 
A unique gearshift strategy was developed in this work that combines engine manipulation for a 
synchronisation of the engine and the control of clutch slip. The advantage of this (engine-) 
integrated powertrain control approach over non-integrated control concepts in terms of shift 
quality was clearly demonstrated in this work [Goetz, M. Levesley, M. C. Crolla, D. A. 2003 
(VDI-paper) and 2004]. In particular, the specific use of throttle angle and spark advance on a 
SI-engine for the control of engine synchronisation on upshifts and downshifts was developed in 
detail. In addition, a deeper insight into the dynamics of clutch lock up was gained in this thesis 
and a novel form of controlling this event (on upshifts) through a quick rise in engine torque 
(modulation of spark advance) was proposed. 
As an extension to existing clutch-to-clutch control strategies, the control of transmission output 
torque on power-on upshifts and downshifts, was introduced as an optional feature. For the first 
time it was clearly demonstrated what improvements a control of transmission output torque, 
could bring to the control of gearshifts, in terms of robustness to variations in the gearshift 
parameters and changes in the clutch friction coefficient [Goetz, M. Levesley, M. C. Crolla, 
D. A. 2003 (VDI paper)]. The application of the control of transmission output torque to the 
torque phase of a downshift, in particular in combination with a control of clutch slip [Goetz, M. 
Levesley, M. C. Crolla, D. A. 2004], represented an original control concept. This "dual" control 
strategy in the torque phase required a novel approach to enable a manipulation of the pressure 
at the oncoming clutch for a robust control of transmission output torque, whilst ensuring an 
unaffected operation of the clutch slip controller at the offgoing clutch. The benefits of this 
"dual" control strategy were, the ability to control the transmission output torque along a 
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specified reference trajectory, whilst at the same time ensuring a correct control of the transfer 
of engine torque. 
In addition to the development of the above-described gearshift controller, a full investigation 
and account of the robustness of the gearshift controller in terms of shift quality and controller 
stability was undertaken in an unprecedented depth. It was demonstrated that the proposed 
gearshift controller is robust to changes in the clutch friction coefficient, changes in the 
parameters of the powertrain (-model) and to sensor noise coming from speed or torque sensors. 
The ideas of controlling double shifts developed in [Wagner 1994] have been extended in this 
thesis, to incorporate control of clutch slip, the control of engine speed through engine 
manipulation and, as a novelty, optional control of transmission output torque [Goetz, M. 
Levesley, M. C. Crolla, D. A. 2005? (under review)]. It was demonstrated that the inclusion of 
these closed-loop control strategies could improve robustness and shift quality of 
double/multiple gearshifts. 
The problems involved with a gear pre-selection on a twin clutch transmissions, in particular as 
occurring in conjunction with the use of conventional (hydraulically actuated) synchronisers, 
have not been treated in the literature so far and were discussed in detail in this thesis for the 
first time [Goetz, M. Levesley, M. C. Crolla, D. A. 2005? (under review)]. 
In order to compensate for the problematic torque reactions at the transmission output 
associated with fast engagements of synchronisers (as required for powershifts on twin clutch 
transmissions), a novel control strategy was developed in this work. In the case of a power-on 
upshift the proposed control strategy was able to compensate for the torque reactions exactly, in 
the case of a power-on downshift the transmission output torque profile could be smoothed 
successfully. Both "compensating" control strategies rely on a modulation of spark advance and 
showed sufficient robustness to variations in powertrain parameters. 
Scope for future research activities: 
0 It was found that a lock up of the oncoming clutch at the end of the gearshift, in particular 
on downshifts, was often accompanied by torque vibrations. This is due to the difference in 
friction torque when the clutch transits from a state of slipping to a state of stiction. This 
problem could not be solved by the torque control. A successful remedy, found in this thesis 
for upshifts, was to abruptly raise the spark advance at the point where the clutch locks up. 
A similar strategy could be applied to downshifts. However, a deeper investigation into this 
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issue might identify whether the clutch lock up at the end of the gearshift is really a problem 
for shift quality and how it can be removed effectively. 
9 It was demonstrated, that by employing the "compensating" control strategies proposed in 
this thesis for gear pre-selections, the shift quality could be improved on power-on 
gearshifts. However, the principle disadvantage of the transfer of synchronising torque to 
the transmission output could not be eliminated. In order to remove this key disadvantage of 
synchroniser engagements and their associated torque reactions, either an alternative device 
for synchronisation has to be found or alternative gearshift strategies have to be devised 
where the main clutches are also used for a synchronisation of the target gear. 
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A. 1 Equations of the Engine Torque Production Model (taken 
from [Crossley and Cook 1991]) 
Throttle Body 
The assumption for the throttle body model is that the flow of air through it is a one- 
dimensional steady compressible flow of ideal gas. 
mai = f(O)S(P. 
With: 
(A. 1) 
f (O) = 2.821- 0.052310 + 0.1029902 - 0.0006303 (A. 2) 
g(Pm) =1, P. 
22 (A. 3a) 
Pm Po -Pm, Pm > 
Zo (A. 3b) g(Pm) = 
Po 
2 
Intake Manifold Dynamics 
Pm = 
RT 
V 
(mai 
- man 
) 
m 
(A. 4) 
mQO = -0.366 + 0.08979c)e pm - 0.0337o), pm + 0.0001cýe pm (A. 5) 
To determine the total mass rate that is pumped into the cylinder (m8), equations A. 1- A. 5 have 
to be solved iteratively and the mass flow rate out of the intake manifold has to be integrated 
over each intake stroke event (180° of crankshaft rotation). 
Compression Stroke 
To account for the compression of the air/fuel mixture after the intake stroke, the combustion 
and therefore the torque production is delayed by 180° of crankshaft rotation. 
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Engine Torque Generation 
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z 
1'. =-181.3+379.36mQ+21.91--0.85 
F 
+0.26x-0.0028x2+ 
(A. 6) 
+ 0.027(Oe - 0.0001070 + 0.00048coeß + 2.55amQ - 0.05(72 Ma 
A. 2 Equations of Motion of Transmission Half 2 
Clutch 2 
Clutch 2 in a state of slipping: 
Torque balance at mass inertia Jc2, j 
Jc2, inwc2 -Tk12 -Tcz -Cc2,; nwc2 
(A. 7) 
Torque balance at mass inertia Jc2, ow 
'1C2, outwc2o 
= TC2 - Tk/n2 - CC2, out 
cc2o (A. 8) 
7'c2 =5gn(wc2 -(oc2o)RmFN2N'kZ (A. 9) 
Clutch 2 in the "engaged" state 
(A. 10) we2 = we2o = 0) 
V 
2, in 
+ JC2, 
out 
)w = Tk12 - 
Tk 
n2 - 
(CC2, 
in + CC2, out 
)co 
(A"11) 
_ 
JC2, 
out(Tit12 -CC2, inw)+', C2, in(TUn2 
+CC2, 
outco) TC2, 
engnged =J+J 
(A. 12) 
C2, in C2, out 
The conditions for transition can be stated for clutch 2 in the same way as for clutch I 
" Clutch 2 engaged: 
IF {- J $RmFN2z 
<_ Tc2, 
engaged : 
5- µt RmFN2Z } ANI) { (Oc2 = wc2o } THEN {Clutch Engaged} 
(Or stated differently: 
IF {I TC2, 
engaged 
I: 
µ: RmFMZ } AND { wc2 = (Oc2o } THEN (Clutch Engaged)) 
" Clutch 2 slipping: 
IF { ITc2, egaga 
I>µ, Rm FNZ z )THEN {Clutch Slipping) 
Inputshaft 2 
(A. 13) 
(A. 14) 
Tkln2 =kln2((Pt2o -(1n2) +Cln2(wc2o -0)In2) (A. 15) 
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k1a = f(gear=2,4,6), cla = f(gear=2,4,6) 
Transmission Half 2: Gearing and Synchroniser of 2nd, 4t` and 6`h Gear 
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121212 
', eff, ln2 = ', gear? 
+'1 
gear9 
+'I 
gearl1 
+ Jgear8 i+ Jgearl0 1+ `1 gear12 1 
(A. 16) 
246 
=2 JS2, in ', eff, ln2 
12,4,6 (A. 17) 
w1n2 
12,4,6 = (A. 18) 
w 
gear8,10,12 
6th 4th 2nd 
Jgearl0 
Jgear12 
Jgeare 
%ear12 Synchro6 
qearI O 
ear8 
Synchro2,4 
n 
i2nd Gear 
Clutch 2 
ýOth Gear IriWIn2 ll 
Jgear11 
Jgearg 
Jgear7 
Figure A. 1 Half 2 of the twin clutch transmission depicted in Figure 3.7 
Synchroniser in state ofslipping-. 
J )In2 =Ti -T -c 
wIn2 (A. 19) S2, in r ln2 2,4,6'lgearbox2 Syn2 S2, in 12,4,6 '2,4,6 
"S2, 
owrwout2 = 
Tsynz - TLOUI2 - cs2, owtwoun (A. 20) 
Rm 
Tsyn2 - Sgn(wln2 - wa, r2) sin gF N. S2,4,6I kZ 
(A. 21) 
Synchroniser in the "engaged" state: 
A2 
Out2 
(A. 22) =w =0) 
12,4,6 
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V 
2, in 
+ JS2, 
out 
A= Tkln2t2,4,611 
gearbox2 -TkOut2 - 
(CS2, 
in + CS2, out 
)CO (A. 23) 
'1 S2, out (Tkln22,4,6h1 gearbox2 - 
CS2, inCo) +', S2, in 
(TkOut2 + CS2, 
outw) TS2, engaged = (A. 24) JS2, 
in 
+ JS2, 
out 
Synchroniser 2 
TkIn 
12,4,! 
WIn2 T 
JS2, 
out 
rSYn2 TkOut2 
WOut2 
. 4,0 
WOut2 
CS2, out 
JS2. in 
Figure A. 2 Free-body diagram of the synchroniser 2 in the "slipping" state 
Conditions for transitions between states of the synchroniser 2: 
" Engaged: 
Transition from state "Slipping": 
J Rm ll IF {I TS2, 
engaged 
1 
9, FN, S2,4,6Z 
) AND (w In 2= O)Ou(2 J 
sin a 12,4.6 
THEN {Synchroniser Engaged} 
Transition from state "Mechanically Locked": 
IF { x, < x,,,,, a,, 
) THEN ( Synchroniser Engaged) 
" Slipping: 
Transition from state "Engaged": 
(A. 25) 
(A. 26) 
IF {I Ts2, engaged 
I>µ, RT FN, ss, 4,6z } THEN (Synchroniser Slipping) (A. 27) sin a 
Transition from state "Mechanically Locked": 
Rm 
IF (I TS2, 
engaged 
I> 
ý'l'r FN, S2,4,6Z) 
AND { x3 < x3, 
max 
} 
sin a 
THEN {Synchroniser Slipping} (A. 28) 
" Mechanically Locked: 
Transition from state "Engaged": 
IF { x, z xs,. } THEN {Synchroniser Mechanically Locked) (A. 29) 
Transition from state "Slipping": 
Appendix 
{ 
(1) In 2= wOut2 } IF {I Ts2, engaged 
ISµ, 
RT 
F'N, S2,4,6Z 
} AND 
sin a i2,4,6 
AND { xs >_ xs, tax 
} THEN (Synchroniser Engaged) 
La, shyaft 2 
) T'koura = kout2 ((Pout2 - (Pniff )+ COUI2 (wou, 2 - (ODiff 
kotj = f(gear=2,4,6), cOit1= f(gear=2,4,6) 
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(A. 30) 
(A. 31) 
A. 3 Equations of Motion of the Nonlinear Solenoid Valve and 
Actuator Model 
Model of Proportional Solenoid Valve 
Solenoid Dynamics: 
VSol - lR%ind (A. 32) 
N 
MMF = MMFair + MMFsteel (A. 33) 
MMFGI. = HairLgap =µ Lgap (A. 34) 
MMFsteel = HsteelLsteel (A. 35) 
Hsue, = f(B), Lgap f(xv) (A. 36) 
B= 
- (A. 37) 
Aa1r 
i_ 
MMF (A. 38) 
N 
Solenoid force: 
Fsot = 
B2Aair (A. 39) 
2µo 
Equation of motion of the armature/spool assembly: 
mvYv + cviv + kyxv = F50, - pc Av (A. 40) 
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Hydraulic flow forces that are created at the valve ports due to a change in the direction of the 
oil flow are not considered here. The term that incorporates the pressure at the right hand side of 
equation (A. 40) is due to the pressure feedback on the proportional pressure-reducing valve and 
is missing on a proportional directional valve. 
The net oil flow at the control port (and into clutch cylinder): 
Qcontro! 
- 
Qsup 
ply - 
Qexhaust 
- 
Qfeedback ýA'41) 
Qsupply =00: 5 X,: 5 x, (A. 42) 
2I Psup ply -Pcl Qsop 
ply = 
CD Asap 
ply 
Sgn(Psup 
ply _ 
PC XI < Xv Xmax 
Parr 
0 <_ xv < x2 (A. 43) 
Qexhaust = CDAexnausr 
Fýpp--icl 
Qexhaust 0 X2 Xv Xmax 
Asuv 
ply = 
Amax sup ply 
( 
sup ply - 
x. + . x, 
) 
(A. 44) 
xsua ply 
Aexhaust = 
A. 
x exhaust 
(Xexhaust - xv) (A. 45) 
'exhaust 
Amax 
sup ply(exhaust) =d spoofs, ply(exhaust) 
(A. 46) 
Qfeedback = Aviv 
V,,, 
o +Axv PC (A. 47) 
Model of the Hydraulic Actuator Flow Dynamics: 
Pc = 
XP AP 
ýQconrroJ 
-'xp 
Ap) (A. 48) 
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A. 4 List of Parameter Values of the Powertrain Model 
The parameters of the powertrain model were either calculated from given or estimated 
dimensions of the components or where this was not possible, reasonable values were taken 
from the literature. To get an idea about the dimensions of the components in a twin clutch 
transmission, the scaled sketch of a twin clutch transmission [O'Neil and Harrison 2000] was 
taken as a starting point. From these dimensions, the stiffness of the shafts, the inertia of the 
internal parts and the dimensions of clutch and synchroniser were determined. The damping 
rates of the shafts in the drivetrain model were estimated by using eigen-frequencies of a 
comparable drivetrain found in the literature [Willumeit and Park 1998]. 
Aair = 5.02.10-5 m2 
Aunt= 1.5 mm 
m2 A! upply 2.83.10"5 
Amaxexhaust= 2.83.10-5 mm 
Ap 5.10"3 m2 (clutch), 3.10-3 m2 (synchroniser) 
Av 1.10"5 m2 
A/F= 14.6 
CCI, 2,; n = 0.01,0.01 Nms/rad 
CCI, 2, o, e= 0.01,0.01 Nms/rad 
CD= 0.3 
cD; a= 0. O1Nms/rad 
c&;,,, =12 Nms/rad 
cln1= 2 (1St gear), 1.5 (3rd gear), 1.3 (5t' gear) Nms/rad 
c1i1= 5 (2d gear), 2.5 (4t' gear), 1.5 (6`' gear) Nms/rad 
cod1= 2 (1sc gear), 2 (3`d gear), 0.9 (5`h gear) Nms/rad 
cot2= 0.5 (2nd gear), 0.5 (4t' gear), 0.75 (6t' gear) Nms/rad 
cp 10 Ns/m (clutch, synchroniser) 
csI, 2, jfl 0.01,0. OlNms/rad 
cs,, 2, ot= 0.01,0. O 1Nms/rad 
c1= 15 Nms/rad 
c, y, e 40 Nms/rad 
c= 20 Ns/m 
C 12= 0.3 Nms/rad 
CI)= 0.62 
d1= 6-10-'m 
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fR= 0.015 
g= 9.81 m/s2 
iAcc 1.5 
if= 4.5 
ii, 3,5=3.7 (ls` gear), 1.5 (3'd gear), 0.85 (56 gear) 
i2,4,6=2.3 (2dgear), 1.1 (4t' gear), 0.7 (6`h gear) 
JAc0= 0.002 kgm2 
JcI, 2,0.00 16,0.004 kgm2 
Jci, 2, otc= 0.001,0.001 kgm2 
JC= 0.15 kgm2 
JDia= 0.13 kgm2 
Jgearl, 2,3,4,5,6 0.001,0.0018,0.001,0.001,0.001,0.0015 kgm2 
Jgear7,8,9, to, ii, 12= 0.001,0.001,0.001,0.0016,0.001,0.0012 kgm2 
Jt =o. 9 kW 
JSI, 2 out 0.0015,0.0015 kgm2 
Jwt, eel= 0.9 kgmz 
kdr; ve 55000 Nm/rad 
kCp=1.107 N/m 
kInt= 130000 (1St gear), 100000 (3`' gear), 80000 (5th gear) Nm/rad 
k1, = 620000(2' gear), 310000 (4t' gear), 210000 (6d' gear) Nm/rad 
1cot1=390000(15` gear), 390000 (3rd gear), 165000 (5`h gear) Nm/rad 
ko, 2= 120000(2nd gear), 120000 (4`h gear), 165000 (6`h gear) Nm/rad 
kR=1.105 N/m (clutch, synchroniser) 
kTD= 820,40,30,640 Nm/rad (stage 1,2,3,4) 
kt) ,= 220000 Nm/rad 
k, = 7000 N/m 
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k12= 8500 Nmhad 
Kd= clutch slip: 2.5- 103 (upshift), 0.5- 103 (downshift); torque: 10 (upshift), 50 (downshift) 
K; clutch slip: 0.5.106 (upshift, downshift); torque: 1.2- 104 (upshift), 5000 (downshift) 
Kp clutch slip: 0.6.105 (upshift), 0.3.105 (downshift); torque: 200 (upshift), 5000 (downshift) 
Kd= 0.1 (engine speed, throttle), 0.1 (engine speed, spark), 50 (engine speed, clutch pressure) 
K; = 8 (engine speed, throttle), 9 (engine speed, spark), 1.104 (engine speed, clutch pressure) 
KP 4 (engine speed, throttle), 4 (engine speed, spark), 1.104 (engine speed, clutch pressure) 
K1= 2.06- 10' Pa/V (clutch, synchroniser) 
K2= 4.106 (clutch, synchroniser) 
Lsteel = O. 1 m 
nip= 0.5 kg (clutch), 0.2 kg (synchroniser) 
Appendix 
mV 0.04 kg 
M, ehicie= 1000 kg 
N=1100 
ps, pplr 12.105 Pa 
po= 1.1.105 Pa (used in engine model: 1.6- 10' Pa) 
rt, ý= 0.3 m 
RTN,, 0.41328 (s2m)"1 
R; 0.04 m (clutch), 0.028 m (synchroniser) 
&-- 0.06 m (clutch), 0.031 m (synchroniser) 
Rma= 2 c2 
TACK 15 Nm 
Vottset 4.2 V 
V, o= 5.10"s m3 
xexhaus, = 1.5.10-3 m 
x,,. x 3.10-3 m 
xpstroke 2.5.10'' m (clutch, synchroniser) 
x$, x 2.5.10-3 M 
X'Umly=1.5.10"3 m 
x1= 1.5.10"3 m 
x2= 1.5.10"3 m 
z= 4 (wet clutch), 2 (dry clutch), 1 (synchroniser) 
a= 7 deg 
ß= 7.108 Pa 
ýj = 0.93 and ý3= 0.75 (clutch, synchroniser) 
lAcc 0.98 
IlDifl 0.96 
lgearboxl- 0.99 
rlgearbox2 0.99 
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µkat wet clutch, negative gradient: A=0.15, B=-0.003, C=1.10-5, D=-5.10"6, E=3.4.10"7, F=-5.10"9 
µkat wet clutch, positive gradient: A=0.12, B=0.002, C=-1.10'5, D=5.10-, E=-3.4.10'7, F=5.10'9 
µk at dry clutch, negative gradient: A=0.4, B=-0.005, C=3.10"', D=-1.10-5, E=0, F=0 
µk at dry clutch, positive gradient: A=0.4, B=0.005, C=-3.10'4, D=8.10"6, E=0, F=0 
µk= 0.1 (Synchroniser) 
µs= 0.16 (wet clutch, negative gradient) 
t=0.13 (wet clutch, positive gradient) 
µg= 0.45 (dry clutch, negative gradient) 
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t=0.45 (dry clutch, positive gradient) 
µs= 0.12 (Synchroniser) 
W- 1.2566-10-6 H/m 
pair 1.2 kg/m3 
pa, j= 830 kg/m3 
ATI, 2=0.35, - 0.17 rad 
Aw fef= 5 rad/s 
w1=20 Hz co3=80Hz and a2=5.10-3 
B. 1 Supplementary Simulation Results for Chapter 4, 
Section 4.5 
2000 
E 
7,1000 
0 -0 
1-2 Upshift 
- Outpu[Torque 
----------------- 
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3 3.2 3.4 3.6 38 4 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5 
600 ±. ±-ffT r- Inpu[Speed 
400 ReferenceSpeed 
m-- Speed OfIgoing Clutch 
200 """'""--- ----" Speed Oncoming Clutch 
i 
0 
105 32 3.4 3.6 3.8 4 4.2 44 46 4.8 5 
15 
Pressure Oncoming Clutch 
10 !--- Pressure Offgoing Clutch 
n5 'ý 
03 
32 3.4 3.6 3.8 4 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 
100 
CD - Throttle Angle ä 50 -"- Spark Advance 
---------------- 
----------- --------- 
CD 11 
_, n --3 3.2 3.4 3.6 38 4 4.2 4.4 46 4.8 5 
Time [s] 
Figure B. 1 Simulation result: Upshift from 1$` to 2"d gear, reduced driveshaft stiffness 
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2-1 Downshift 
i; )uu 
1000 
o 500 
01, IIIII 
3 32 34 36 3.8 4 4.2 44 4.6 4.8 5 
600 
Input Speed 
400 Reference Speed 
Speed Ongoing Clutch 
# 200 -'--^---r--" - -"--" Speed Oncoming Clutch 
15105 
3.2 34 3.6 3.8 4 42 4.4 46 4.8 5 
Pressure Offgomg Clutch- 
^m 10 -"r Pressure Oncoming Clutch 
n5 
03 
312 3.4 366 3.8 4 4.2 4.4 416 448 5 
100 
- Throttle Angle 50 --- Spark Advance 
0 
. 
501 1 
ä3 32 34 3.6 3.8 4 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5 
W Time jsj 
Figure B. 2 Simulation result: Downshift from 2°d to 1s` gear, reduced driveshaft stiffness 
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x. 1000 
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-e 10 - L 
GL . _. ti 
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ý++ i vu 
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50 --- Spark Advance 
0 ------------------- "ý 
_1-- 
-- ---------- 
n 2 --3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4 4.2 4.4 4.6 
ö Time [s] 
Figure B. 3 Simulation result: Upshift from I" to 2°d gear, 
with dry-type friction with a positive gradient 
3.8 4 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5 
Input Speed 
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. ". -"........ -- Speed Offgoing Clutch 
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2-1 Downshift 
^1500 
7.1000 
500 
0. ... ý 
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Figure B. 4 Simulation result: Downshift from 2' to 1` gear, 
with dry-type friction with a positive gradient 
B. 2 Supplementary Simulation Results for Chapter 5, 
Section 5.3 
2-1 Downshift 
E ,,.., 
1500 
1000 
500 
n 
285 
-3 32 3.4 36 38 4 4.2 44 46 48 5 
600 
- Input Speed 
400 --- Reference Speed 
................................ .., -- Speed Offgoing Clutch . ------ ....... "------ ....... 
200 -------- i --'~ Speed Oncoming Clutch 
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1105 3.2 3.4 3.6 38 4 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5 
15 
^m 10 
n5 
11 i_ -" -y" Ö033.2 
3.4 3.6 38 4 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5 
M 100 
Throttle Angle 
N 50 -- 
Spark Advance 
rn 
ä 03 3.2 3A 3.6 3.8 4 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5 
Time [s] 
Figure B. 5 Simulation result: Downshift from 2°d to 1s` gear plus torque control, with reduced 
driveshaft stiffness (kd,; ve 35000 Nm/rad) 
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E T 
1000 
500 
n 
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2-1 Downshift 
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600 
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Figure B. 6 Simulation result: Downshift from 2nd to 1st gear plus torque control, with wet 
friction, negative gradient 
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500- 
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Figure B. 7 Simulation result: Upshift from 15` to 2nd gear plus torque control, with noise 
polluted transmission output torque signal 
